
Case 1:17-cv~00077-RJJ~PJG ECF No. 5 filed 01/25/17 PagelD.377 Page 1 of 2 

TO: 
Mail Stop 8 

Director of the ES, Pat~nt and Trademark Otlke 
P.O. Box 1450 

REPORT ON THE 
F'lL.lNG OR nKrt:RMlNATION OP .AN 
ACTION REGARDlNG A PATENT OR 

TRADF.:l'VlARK Alexandria. VA. 22313-1450 

1n (.\..-mi1fo1i1ce with 35 U.S.C. § 2.90 and/or l 5 U.S.C. § l l l 6 you art~ hereby advfaed i:hat a counactloil ha~ been 

tlfo<l in the U.S. Distrkt C,)urt Western District of tvHchigan t)i1 th~ following 

0 Trademarks or ~Pa!erirn. ( 0 the patent aciiotl involv~1s 35 U.S.C § 292.): 

DOCKET NO DATE FrLED 1,~·3r>r·1 'u.S. DfSTfHCT COURT 
1:17-cv-77 

! .:::, f = J~ 
Western District of M!c!liQan 

PLAlNTiFF DEFENDANT 

MAGNA MIRRORS OF AMERICA, INC. SAMVARDHANA MOTHERSON REFLECTEC GROUP 
HOLDINGS LIM!TED, et aL 

PATENTOR DA.TE OF PA.TENT 
HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

TRADE1vfARK NO. OR TRADEMARK 

l SEE ATTACHED 

2 

3 

4 

5 

fo the above-~nti.tled ease, the fnllnwing pm.,1nt{s)/ trademark(s} !--wve bee11 induded: 

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY 

D Amendment D Answer D Cross Bil! D Other Pleading 

PATENTOR DATE OF PATENT 
HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

TRADE1v!ARK NO. OR TRADEl\..V\.RK 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In the abovc""-<:1ntilled case, the followiilg decision has been rendered or judgement fasued: 

DECISION/JUDGEMENT 

CLERK (BY) DEPUT't CLERK DATE 

Thomas L. Dorwin, Clerk of 1 'ourt /s/ P. Woods 1/25/2017 

CoflY 1-----llpon initiation of action, mail this rnpy to Director Copy J-----Upon tcrminution or adi1m, muil this copy to Direct1w 
Cnpy 2----:upou fifo1g d11cumcut adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4-----Casc fik copy 
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Case 1:17-cv~00077-RJJ~PJG ECF No. 5 filed 01/25/17 PagelD.378 Page 2 of 2 

Patent No. ! Date of Pa.tent Holder 
U.S. Patent 7,934,843 I A·fay 3, 2011 .Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. ---------

---l--J--.--S--:----~:---t--------t---<> 1· ')Q ·14·"' :
111

: March 6, 2012 l\.fagna Mirrors of Amedca,. Inc, 
.... 1 a en. o, .... tJ,"" .:_) 

l.LS. Patent 8,128~244 J March 6l 2012 Magna JVUrmrs of America,. Inc, 
---------------.--------------------------------------------1------------:--------------------"'l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
U.S. Patent 8J47.077 ! Apnl 3, 201:L Magna Mirrors of America, Inc . 

. • .• l 

U,S. Patent 8,267534 I September 18, 2012 Magna I\·1irrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8550:642 : October 8, 2013 I\.fagna :f\,firrors of Amerlca, lnc, 
. - . l 

,.,; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
U.K Patent 8,591,047 I November 26, 2013 Map1a Mirrors of America, foe. 

i 

U.S. Patent 8,783,882 I July 22, 2014 
l 

Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 
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Case 1:15-cv~00183-JTN ECF No. 29 filed 03/24/16 Page 1 of 2 PagelD.466 

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10) 

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE 
TO: 

Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 

FILING OR DETERMINATION OF' AN 
ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR 

TRAJJKMARK Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

[n Compliance with 35 U.S.C § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a cmu1. action has been 

filed in the U.S. District Court Western District of Michigan on the following 

[] Trademarks or G7-f Patents. ( [] the patent acl10n involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.): 

DOCKET NO. DATEFJLED U.S. DISTRJCT COURT 
1 : 15-cv-i 83 2/19/2015 Western District of Michiqan 

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 

Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. Ficosa lnternationai S.A., et ai 

PATENTOR 
TRADEMARK NO. 

l 

'; 

3 

4 

5 

DA TE INCLUDED 

2 

3 

4 

5 

PATENTOR 
TRADEMARK NO. 

DATE OF PATENT 
HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEM.A.RK 

OR TRADEMARK 

SEE ATTACHED LIST 

In the above--entitled case, the follovving patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included: 

INCLUDED BY 
[J Amendment 

DATE OF PATENT 
OR TRADEMARK 

[J Answer [J Cross Bill [J Other Pleadrng 

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEM.A.RK 

[n the above-----entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued: 

DECISION/JUDGEMENT 

Voluntarily Dismissed on 3/23/2016 

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE 

Clerk of Court /s/ Paula J. Woods 3/24/2016 

Copy 1-----Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3----l.Jpon termimition of action, mail this copy tn Director 
Copy 2-----!Jpon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Cnpy 4----Ca,e file copy 
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Case 1:15-cv~00183-JTN ECF No. 29 filed 03/24/16 Page 2 of 2 PagelD.467 

Patent No. Date of Patent Holder 

US Patent 7,934,843 May 3, 2011 Magna MiJTors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,128,243 March 6, 2012 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,128,244 March 6, 2012 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,147,077 April 3, 2012 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

lJ ;;, n t t 8 26/ ~,., 4 September 18, 2012 Maobna Mirrors of America, Inc . 
• ,.,. 1 a en· ·, ,:,_.,- · . 

U.S. Patent 8,550,642 October 8, 2013 Magna Mirrors ofArnerica, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,591,047 November 26, 2013 Magna MilTors of America, Inc. 

U S P 8 78 8 July 22, 2014 ·'- .. ateni,, · 3, 82 

December 2,. 2014 U.S. Patent 8,899,762 

]6621797.l 

Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

Magna Mirrors ofArnerica, Inc. 
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Case 1:15-cv-00183-JTN Doc #4 Filed 02/20/15 Page 1 of 2 Page 1D#373 

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10) 

TO: 
Mail Stop 8 

Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

REPORT ON THE 
FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN 
ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR 

TRADEMARK 

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been 

filed in the U.S. District Court Western District of Michigan on the following 

D Trademarks or Gil Patents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.): 

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
1 : 15-cv-183 2/19/2015 Western District of Michigan 

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 

Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. Ficosa International S.A.; Ficosa North America 
Corporation; Ficosa North America S.A. de C.V.; and 
Fico Mirrors, S.A. 

PATENTOR DATE OF PATENT 
HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK 

I SEE ATTCHED LIST 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In the above--entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included: 

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY 

D Amendment D Answer D Cross Bill D Other Pleading 

PATENTOR DATE OF PATENT 
HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In the above--entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued: 

DECISION/JUDGEMENT 

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE 

TRACEY CORDES, CLERK OF COURT /s/ Paula J. Woods 2/20/1015 

Copy I-Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3-Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director 
Copy 2-Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4--Case file copy 
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Case 1:15-cv-00183-JTN Doc #4 Filed 02/20/15 Page 2 of 2 Page 1D#374 

Patent No. Date of Patent Holder 

U.S. Patent 7,934,843 May 3, 2011 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,128,243 March 6, 2012 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,128,244 March 6, 2012 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,147,077 April 3, 2012 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,267,534 September 18, 2012 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,550,642 October 8, 2013 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,591,047 November 26, 2013 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,783,882 
July 22, 2014 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

U.S. Patent 8,899,762 December 2, 2014 Magna Mirrors of America, Inc. 

16621797.1 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. 

APPLICATION NO. 
DATED 
INVENTOR(S) 

: 7,934,843 B2 

: 12/851045 
:May3,2011 
: Niall R. Lynam 

Page 1 of 1 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column I 
Line 24, "minor" should be --mirror--

Column 14 
Line 61, "Cavity" should be --cavity--

Column 17 
Line 7, "minor" should be --mirror--
Line 12, "application" should be --applications--

Column20 
Lines 15-16, "spottermirrors" should be --spotter mirrors--

Column24 

Line 37, "material," should be --material.--

Column25 
Line 54, "application" should be --applications-
Line 67, "application" should be --applications--

Column26 
Line 48, "application" should be --applications--

Column29 

Line 59, Claim 11, "minor" should be --mirror--

Signed and Sealed this 
Twenty-second Day ofNovember, 2011 

ffa:i1- Y:• t__~ 
David J. Kappos 

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 
Approved for use through 08/31/2013. 0MB 0651-0033 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

PATENT NO. 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

7,934,843 

APPLICATION NO.: 12/851,045 

ISSUE DATE 

INVENTOR(S) 

May 3, 2011 

Niall R. Lynam 

Also Form PT0-1050 

Page _1_ of _1_ 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 1 
Line 24, "minor" should be --mirror--

Column 14 
Line 61 , "Cavity" should be --cavity--

Column 17 
Line 7, "minor" should be --mirror--
Line 12, "application" should be --applications--

Column 20 
Lines 15-16, "spottermirrors" should be --spotter mirrors--

Column 24 
Line 37, "material," should be --material.--

Column 25 
Line 54, "application" should be --applications-
Line 67, "application" should be --applications--

Column 26 
Line 48, "application" should be --applications--

Column 29 
Line 59, Claim 11, "minor" should be --mirror--

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

GARDNER, LINN, BURKHART & FLORY, LLP 
2851 Charlevoix Dr., S.E., Suite 207 
Grand Rapids, MI 49546 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, ca/11-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 11201877 

Application Number: 12851045 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 1992 

Title of Invention: EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Niall R. Lynam 

Customer Number: 28101 

Filer: Timothy A. Flory/Amanda Sytsma 

Filer Authorized By: Timothy A. Flory 

Attorney Docket Number: D0N09 P-1624 

Receipt Date: 17-0CT-2011 

Filing Date: 05-AUG-2010 

Time Stamp: 16:22:01 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment I no 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.) 

80980 

1 Transmittal Letter TransmittalForm.pdf no 1 
05b96ee773aa9605a565234c39e98c25d43 

d67ec 

Warnings: 

Information: 
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113832 

2 Request for Certificate of Correction 
Req uestfo rCe rt ifi cateofCo rrecti 

no 1 
on.pdf 

ad7 caa7 c99223ef7279774fd0518b2ad52at 
387c 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 194812 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 O), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Doc Code: TRAN.LET 

Document Description: Transmittal Letter 
PTO/SB/21 (07-09) 

Approved for use through 07/31/2012. 0MB 0651-0031 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

' . . is I s ' 

TRANSMITTAL 
FORM 

(lo be used for all correspondence after initial filing) 

Total Number of Pages In This Submission 

Filing Date 

First Named Inventor 

Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket Number 

August 5, 2010 

Niall R. Lynam 

2872 

Alessandro V. Amari 

DON09 P-1624 

ENCLOSURES ( Check all that apply) 

D Fee Transmittal Form D Drawlng(s) D 
D Fee Attached D Licensing-related Papers D 

D AmendmenUReply D Petition D 
D D Petition to Convert to a D After Final Provisional Application 

D D Power of Attorney, Revocation D Affidavits/declaration(s) Change of Correspondence Address 

D Extension of Time Request D Terminal Disclaimer [Z] 

After Allowance Communication to TC 

Appeal Communication to Board 
of Appeals and Interferences 

Appeal Communication to TC 
(Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply Brief) 

Proprietary Information 

Status Letter 
Other Enclosure(s) (please Identify 
below): 

D Express Abandonment Request D Request for Refund -Request for Certificate of Correction 

D Information Disclosure Statement D CD, Number of CD(s) 

D Landscape Table on CD 

D Certified Copy of Priority I Remarks I 
Document(s) 

D Reply to Missing Parts/ 
Incomplete Application 

D Reply to Missing Parts 
under 37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT 
Firm Name 

GARDNER, LINN, BURKHART & FLORY, LLP 

Signature n~ .f\ () Va_ 
,,. ~ ::::, 

Printed name 
Timothy AcF~ 

Date October 17, 2011 I Reg. No. 142540 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION/MAILING 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted to the USPTO or deposited with the United States Postal Service with 
sufficient postage as first class mall In an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on 
the date shown below: 
Signature 

Typed or printed name Date October 17, 2011 

This collection of information Is required by 37 CFR 1.5. The Information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to 
process) an application. Confidentlallty is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and1.14. This collection Is estimated to 2 hours to complete, including 
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the 
amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, ca/11-800-PT0-9199 f;lnd select option 2. 
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UNITED STA TES p A TENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. 

12/851,045 05/03/2011 

28101 7590 04/13/2011 

VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 
SUITE 207 
2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE, S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546 

7934843 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www .uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

D0N09 P-1624 1992 

ISSUE NOTIFICATION 

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above. 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment is O day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include 
an indication of the adjustment on the front page. 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information 
Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the 
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee 
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management 
(ODM) at (571)-272-4200. 

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants): 

Niall R. Lynam, Holland, Ml; 

IR103 (Rev. 10/09) 
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PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 

Receipt date: 08/10/201 O Approved for use throu~ l'JJ~'llt./~~ .(!tr-fl!:! QS!fUOA'JP I • 28 72 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. o"i,1~Ml::t,J'fl~OMM!!lf~~ • 

k Under the Paoerwor Reduction Act of 1995, no oersons are reauired to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a va 1d 0MB contra number. 1· I 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Aoolication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filing Date August 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lynam 
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 13 I ot I 12 Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Initials* No. 1 MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 

Number-Kind Code211' ,nown; Relevant Figures Appear 

6,315,419 2001-11-13 Platzer, Jr. 
6,310,611 2001-10-30 Caldwell 
6,294,989 2001-09-25 Schofield et al. 
6,286,965 2001-09-11 Caskey et al. 
6,276,821 2001-08-21 Pastrick et al. 
6,270,225 2001-08-07 Goolsby 
6,260,608 2001-07-17 Kim 
6,257,746 2001-07-10 Todd et al. 
6,250,148 2001-06-26 Lynam 
6,245,262 2001-06-12 V araprasad et al. 
6,227,689 2001-05-08 Miller 
6,207,083 2001-03-27 V araprasad et al. 
6,201,642 2001-03-13 Bos 
6,199,993 2001-03-13 Mou 

Chang 

to doc 

e s)annlied 6,198,409 2001-03-06 Schofield et al. 

/D-A-
3/29/ 

u ;1'-- ") 

(.1/ 

2 )1 1 

(, l, 

at-'t-''·--

6,196,688 
6,178,034 
6,176,602 
6,172,613 
6,164,564 
6,154,306 
6,t9~,4i9 6,31 5,4-19 
6,128,860 
6,124,647 
6,116,743 

2001-03-06 Caskey et al. 
2001-01-23 Allemand et al. 
2001-01-23 Pastrick et al. 
2001-01-09 DeLine et al. 
2000-12-26 Franco et al. 
2000-11-28 Varaprasad et al. 
2001-11-13 Platzer, Jr. 
2000-10-10 Tv1~1~t!~ad ~t m. Kepp et al. 

2000-09-26 Marcus et al. 
2000-09-12 Hoek Change 

to docu m nt, 6,111,684 2000-08-29 Forgette et al. 

/D-A-G 
3/29/20 

/ 

I 

Examiner 
Si nature 

6,109,586 2000-08-29 
6,097,023 2000-08-01 
6,074,068 2000-06-13 
6,065,840 2000-05-23 
6,033,078 2000-03-07 
6,032,323 2000-03-07 
6,030,084 2002-02-29 
6,622,:'Hi 6,00L,) I I 1999-12-14 
6,tlH,itS6 6,001,+86 1999-12-14 
6,007,207 1999-12-28 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Hock 
Schofield et al. 
Palathingal 
Caskey et al. 
Su et al. 
Smith et al. 
Schmidt 
V araprasad et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Liu 

Date 
Considered 01/11/2011 

*EXAMINER: Jnitial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with .MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WJPO Standard ST.3). 4For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.:; 
Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicanl is to place a check mark here if English languoge Translation is attached. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 
application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR l.14. This collection is estimated to lake 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 

~:n7.~ii:~i~:;~;.7::i;~:r;t0~~~E¥~EN°@~&c10N°ST0 E RFto· EXCEPT WHElitttYN°[ro ATHl~OLJG H. /A.A./ 
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PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 

Receipt date: 08/10/201 O Approved for use throu(Ml Bj'/§~Cj0,8\ JilrnB 06~0A~ I. 2872 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. oI:!!.¢.~f.AENlj;/tJ!f'-.tcJM~flmE-1 · 

Under the Papeiwork Reduction Act of 1995, no cersons are reauired to resoond to a collection of Information un/ess it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Annlication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
FilinQ Date AUQUSt 5, 2010 

(Use as many sheets as necessary) First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 110 lof I 12 Attornev Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

Change(s) applied 

to docum ea.- U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 

/D.A.G 
J/29/20 

Jlhitlals* No.1 

Number-Kind Code2 ,,rnnown/ 
MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 

I 

2004-

Examiner 
Si nature 

2,135,262 1938-11-01 
1,672,559 1928-06-05 
1,114,559 1914-10-20 
0297,926 1988-10-04 
D493,394 2004-07-27 
0493,131 2004-07-20 
~/0032638 2004-02-19 
2004/0032675 2004-02-19 
2004/0032676 2004-02-19 
2002/0036828 2002-03-28 
2003/0043589 2003-03-06 
2006/0050018 2006-03-09 
2005/0078389 2005-04-14 
2005/0083577 2005-04-21 
2005/0099693 2005-05-12 
2006/0126150 2006-06-15 
2005/0134983 2005-06-23 
2002/0159169 2002-10-31 
2002/0159270 2002-10-31 
2008/0308219 2008-12-18 
2009/0237820 2009-09-24 
2004/0264011 2004-12-30 
20020105741 08-08-2002 
20030117731 06-26-2003 
20040165291 08-26-2004 
20050232469 10-20-2005 

20050248859 11-10-2005 
20060061008 03-23-2006 

20060125919 06-15-2006 

20060171704 08-03-2006 

20060184297 08-17-2006 

20060268440 11-30-2006 
20070058257 03-15-2007 
20070285789 12-13-2007 

20080212189 09-04-2008 
20080225421 09-18-2008 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Schumacher 
Doble 
Weed 
Kesler 
Lawlor et al. 
Lawlor et al. 
Tonar et al. 
Weller et al. 
Drummond et al. 
Wong 
Blank 
Hutzel et al. 
Kulas et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Tonar et al. 
Lynam 
McCord 
Lynam et al. 
Lynam 
McCabe et al. 
Lynam 
Platzer, Jr. 
Platzer, Jr. 
Platzer, Jr. 
Schofield et al. 

Platzer, Jr. 
Karner et al. 
Camilleri et al. 
Bingle et al. 
Higgins-Luthman 
Platzer, Jr. 
Lynam 
Lindahl et al. 

Baur et al. 
Platzer 

Date 
Considered 

Relevant Figures Appear 

0·111112011 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation humber (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes ofUSPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3), 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the compleled application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chieflnformation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 

commi,sione,ro,PAt'f:
0 ¥1{eFE~NeE-~°C0NS1DERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /A.A./; 
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Applicant 
Serial No. 
Page 

Niall R. Lynam 
12/851,045 
2 

Amendments to the Specification: 
Change(s) applied 

to document, 

/LM.C/ 
y/28/2011 

0001 
[~] 

Please amend paragraph [0001] on page 1 as follows: 

The present application is a continuation ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/197,666, 

filed Aug. 25, 2008, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,842,154 (,A.:ttorney Docket DON09 P 1462), which is a 

division of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/709,434, filed May 5, 2004, now U.S. Pat. No. 

7,420,756, which claims the benefit of U.S. provisional application, Ser. No. 60/471,872, filed 

May 20, 2003, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. 
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UNITED STA IBS p A IBNT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria., Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

28101 7590 03/22/2011 

VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 
SUITE 207 
2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE, S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546 

EXAMINER 

AMARI, ALESSANDRO V 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2872 

DATE MAILED: 03/22/2011 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

12/851,045 08/05/2010 Niall R. Lynam DON09 P-1624 1992 

TITLE OF INVENTION: EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisional NO $1510 $300 $0 $1810 06/22/2011 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS 
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES 
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS 
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM 
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW 
DUE. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above. 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current 
SMALL ENTITY status: 

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown 
above. 

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) 
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or 

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now 
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s) 
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2 
the ISSUE FEE shown above. 

IL PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" 
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a 
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing 
the paper as an equivalent of Part B. 

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to 
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of 
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 

Page 1 of 3 
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11) 
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

or Fax 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
(571)-273-2885 

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where 
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as 
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for 
maintenance fee notifications. 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) 

28101 7590 03/22/2011 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 
SUITE 207 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. 

2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE, S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

12/851,045 08/05/2010 

TITLE OF INVENTION: EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE 

nonprovisional NO $1510 

EXAMINER ART UNIT 

AMARI, ALESSANDRO V 2872 

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

0 Change of correspondence address ( or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is required. 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 

Niall R. Lynam DON09 P-1624 

PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE 

$300 $0 

CLASS-SUBCLASS 

359-872000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 

(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 

$1810 

(Depositor's name) 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

CONFIRMATION NO. 

1992 

DATE DUE 

06/22/2011 

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 

2 ______________ _ 

3 ______________ _ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for 
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual O Corporation or other private group entity O Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 

0 Issue Fee 

0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 

0 Advance Order - # of Copies _________ _ 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 

4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 

0 A check is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

0 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any 
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number ( enclose an extra copy of this form). 

0 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27(g)(2). 

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in 
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

Authorized Signature _______________________ _ Date ____________________ _ 

Typed or printed name ______________________ _ Registration No. ________________ _ 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) 
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and 
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete 
this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. 
Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11) Approved for use through 08/31/2013. 0MB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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UNITED STA IBS p A IBNT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

12/851,045 08/05/2010 Niall R. Lynam 

28101 7590 03/22/2011 

VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 
SUITE 207 
2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE, S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria., Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

DON09 P-1624 1992 

EXAMINER 

AMARI, ALESSANDRO V 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2872 

DATE MAILED: 03/22/2011 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is O day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the 
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half 
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be O day(s). 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval 
(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571 )-272-4200. 

Page 3 of 3 
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11) 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with 
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to 
the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this 
information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b )(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the 
principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process 
and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the 
requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine 
your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or 
expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom 
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of 
records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these 
records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting 
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel 
in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress 
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has 
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency 
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be 
required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 
U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this 
system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World 
Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for 
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy 
Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of 
that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and 
programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance 
with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant 
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about 
individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either 
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CPR 1.14, as a 
routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in 
which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published 
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local 
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or 
regulation. 
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Notice of Allowability 

Application No. 

12/851,045 
Examiner 

ALESSANDRO AMARI 

Applicant(s) 

LYNAM, NIALL R. 
Art Unit 

2872 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1. IZI This communication is responsive to amendment of 1/19/2011. 

2. IZI The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-39. 

3. D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a) D All b) D Some* c) D None of the: 

1. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

4. 0 A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF 
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PT0-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. 

5. D CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

(a) D including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PT0-948) attached 

1) D hereto or 2) D to Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

(b) D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment/ Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number {see 37 CFR 1.84{c)) should be written on the drawings in the front {not the back) of 
each sheet. Replacement sheet{s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121{d). 

6. 0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1. D Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2. D Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

3. D Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ 

4. D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

5. D Notice of Informal Patent Application 

6. D Interview Summary (PT0-413), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

7. D Examiner's Amendment/Comment 

8. [8J Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

9. D Other __ . 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-06) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20110316 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

DETAILED ACTION 

Terminal Disclaimer 

Page 2 

The terminal disclaimer filed on 19 January 2011 disclaiming the terminal portion 

of any patent granted on this application which would extend beyond the expiration date 

of US Patent 6522451 has been reviewed and is accepted. The terminal disclaimer has 

been recorded. 

Affidavit 

The Declaration filed on 19 January 2011 under 37 CFR 1.131 is sufficient to 

overcome the Lynam et al US 2002/0072026 reference. 

REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE 

Claims 1-39 are allowed. 

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: 

Claim 1 is allowable for at least the reason, "wherein said backing plate element 

comprises a polymeric substrate that is formed as a single element by injection molding 

of a polymeric resin; wherein said backing plate element is capable of supporting said 

piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element; wherein said first support 

portion of said backing plate element comprises a flat portion and wherein said piano 

reflective element is disposed at said flat portion; wherein said second support portion 

of said backing plate element comprises a curved portion and wherein said auxiliary 

reflective element is disposed at said curved portion; wherein the rearward field of view 

of said auxiliary reflective element is different from and angled to the rearward field of 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

Page 3 

view of said piano reflective element when both are attached to said backing plate 

element of said piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly when said piano-auxiliary 

reflective element assembly is included in said exterior sideview mirror assembly and 

when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile; 

wherein angling of the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element relative 

to the rearward field of view of said piano reflective clement is achieved, at least in part, 

by an angling of said second support portion of said backing plate element supporting 

said auxiliary reflective element relative to said first support portion of said backing plate 

element supporting said piano reflective element; wherein, when said exterior sideview 

mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile, the field of view of said piano 

reflective element generally views rearwardly of the equipped automobile and the field 

of view of said auxiliary reflective element generally views towards a blind spot in the 

side lane adjacent the side of the automobile to which said exterior sideview mirror 

assembly is attached, said blind spot being generally outside the rearward field of view 

of said piano reflective element when said piano reflective element is viewed by a driver 

of the equipped automobile when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to 

the side of the automobile; and wherein at least one of said piano reflective element and 

said auxiliary reflective element comprises one of(a) a glass substrate having a surface 

coated with a metallic reflector coating and (b) a polymeric substrate having a thin glass 

element applied to a surface thereof and with an opposing surface thereof having a 

reflecting layer applied thereto" as set forth in the claimed combination. Claims 2-39 are 

allowable due to their dependence on claim 1. 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

Page 4 

Applicant has overcome the prior art rejection and questions regarding priority by 

filing a 37 CFR 1.131 affidavit which proved sufficient to overcome the Lynam et al 

reference. The 37 CFR 1.131 affidavit proves that Niall Lynam conceived or invented 

the subject matter disclosed in the patent application publication. 

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later 

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably 

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on 

Statement of Reasons for Allowance." 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to ALESSANDRO AMARI whose telephone number is 

(571 )272-2306. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:00 AM to 

5:30 PM. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Stephane B. Allen can be reached on (571) 272-2434. The fax phone 

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300. 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

Page 5 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 
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PATENT 
DON09 P-1624 

Group Art 
Examiner 
Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filing Date 
For 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

2872 
Alessandro V. Amari 
Niall R. Lynam 
12/851,045 
August 5, 2010 
EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

Mail Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Responsive to the Office Action mailed January 13, 2011, Applicants wish to 

submit the following: 

Amendments to the Specification are on page 2 of this paper. 

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 3 of this paper. 

Remarks begin on page 13 of this paper. 

A Terminal Disclaimer is attached. 
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[0045] 

Applicant 
Serial No. 
Page 

Niall R. Lynam 
12/851,045 
2 

Amendments to the Specification: 

Please amend paragraph [0001] on page 1 as follows: 

The present application is a continuation ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/197,666, 

filed Aug. 25, 2008, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,842,154 (,A.:ttorney Docket DON09 P 1462), which is a 

division of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/709,434, filed May 5, 2004, now U.S. Pat. No. 

7,420,756, which claims the benefit of U.S. provisional application, Ser. No. 60/471,872, filed 

May 20, 2003, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. 
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Amendments to the Claims: 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the 

present application: 

1 (original): An exterior sideview mirror system suitable for use on an automobile, said exterior 

sideview mirror system comprising: 

an exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted for attachment to a side of an automobile; 

said exterior sideview mirror assembly including a reflective element having a rearward 

field of view when attached to the side of the automobile; 

said reflective element attached to an electrically-operated actuator of said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly and movable by said actuator in order to position said rearward field of 

view to a d1iver-desired position when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the 

side of the automobile; 

wherein said reflective element comprises a plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly, 

said plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly comprising a plano reflective element having 

unit magnification and a separate auxiliary reflective element having a curvature; 

said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element of said plano-auxiliary 

reflective element assembly mounted adjacently at said plano-auxiliary reflective element 

assembly in a side-by-side relationship and not superimposed with one reflective element on top 

of the other reflective element; 

said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element supported at a bacldng 

plate element, said backing plate element mounting to said actuator such that movement of said 

backing plate element of said piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly by said actuator 

simultaneously and similarly moves said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective 

element; 

said auxiliary reflective element having a wide-angle field of view encompassing a blind 

spot in the side lane adjacent the side of the automobile to which said exterior sideview mirror 

assembly is attached; 
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said backing plate element having a first support portion supporting said plano reflective 

element and a second support portion supporting said auxiliary reflective element; 

wherein said auxiliary reflective element is positioned at an outboard portion of said 

piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is 

mounted to the side of the automobile; 

wherein said backing plate element comprises a polymeric substrate that is fonned as a 

single element by injection molding of a polymeric resin; 

wherein said backing plate element is capable of supporting said plano reflective element 

and said auxiliary reflective element; 

wherein said first support portion of said backing plate element comprises a flat portion 

and wherein said plano reflective element is disposed at said flat portion; 

wherein said second support portion of said backing plate element comprises a curved 

portion and wherein said auxiliary reflective element is disposed at said curved portion; 

wherein the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element is different from 

and angled to the rearward field of view of said plano reflective element when both are attached 

to said backing plate element of said piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly when said 

piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly is included in said exterior sideview mirror assembly 

and when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile; 

wherein angling of the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element relative 

to the rearward field of view of said plano reflective element is achieved, at least in part, by an 

angling of said second support portion of said backing plate element supporting said auxiliaiy 

reflective element relative to said first support portion of said backing plate element supporting 

said plano reflective element; 

wherein, when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the 

automobile, the field of view of said plano reflective element generally views rearwardly of the 

equipped automobile and the field of view of said auxiliary reflective element generally views 

towards a blind spot in the side lane adjacent the side of the automobile to which said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly is attached, said blind spot being generally outside the rearward field 

of view of said piano reflective element when said piano reflective element is viewed by a driver 
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of the equipped automobile when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side 

of the automobile; and 

wherein at least one of said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element 

comprises one of (a) a glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating 

and (b) a polymeric substrate having a thin glass element applied to a surface thereof and with an 

opposing surface thereof having a reflecting layer applied thereto. 

2 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said 

auxiliary reflective element adjacent said plano reflective element has its front surface generally 

coplanar with the front surface of said plano reflective element. 

3 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, wherein an element of said backing 

plate element at least partially partitions said backing plate element into a first region where said 

plano reflective element is disposed and a separate and adjacent second region where said 

auxiliary reflective element is disposed, and wherein said first region is adapted to receive said 

plano reflective element and said second region is adapted to receive said auxiliary reflective 

element. 

4 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said plano reflective 

element and said auxiliary reflective element are adjacently supported at said backing plate 

element at a joint, and wherein said plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly includes a 

demarcation element, said demarcation element disposed at said joint to fonn a demarcation 

between said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element, said demarcation 

element having a portion visible to a driver of the automobile when said exterior sideview minor 

assembly is attached to the side of the automobile. 

5 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 4, wherein said demarcation element 

is dark colored. 
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6 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 5, wherein said demarcation element 

is dark colored with a color selected from the group consisting of black, grey, blue and brown. 

7 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 5, wherein said demarcation element 

comprises at least one of a polymer material, a tape, a plastic film, a paint, a lacquer and a caulk. 

8 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 7, wherein said demarcation element 

comprises a polymer material. 

9 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 5, wherein the rearward field of view 

of said auxiliary reflective element is at an angle of at least about 3 degrees relative to the 

rearward field of view of said plano reflective element. 

10 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 4, wherein said joint comprises a 

space between said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element. 

11 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 10, wherein said demarcation 

element is at least partially disposed at said space between said plano reflective element and said 

auxiliary reflective element. 

12 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 4, wherein said demarcation 

element comprises a wall on said backing plate element, said wall located on said backing plate 

element at said joint, said wall disposed between said piano reflective element and said auxiliaiy 

reflective element. 

13 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein an element of said 

backing plate element at least partially partitions said backing plate element into a first region 

where said plano reflective element is disposed and a separate and adjacent second region where 

said auxiliary reflective element is disposed, and wherein said first region is adapted to receive 
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said plano reflective element and said second region is adapted to receive said auxiliary reflective 

element. 

14 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein the rearward field of 

view of said auxiliary reflective element is generally directed at least one of outwardly and 

downwardly with respect to the longitudinal axis of the equipped automobile when said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile. 

15 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein the rearward field of 

view of said auxiliary reflective element is generally directed outwardly and downwardly with 

respect to the longitudinal axis of the equipped automobile when said exterior sideview min-or 

assembly is attached to the side of the automobile. 

16 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said piano reflective 

element is supported at said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive attachment and 

a mechanical attachment, and wherein said auxiliary reflective element is supported at said 

backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive attachment and a mechanical attachment. 

17 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said plano reflective 

element comprises a flat glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating 

and wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a bent glass substrate having a surface 

coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said bent glass substrate has a spherical 

curvature. 

18 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said plano reflective 

element comprises a flat glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating 

and wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a bent glass substrate having a surface 

coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said bent glass substrate has a multiradius 

curvature. 
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19 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said plano reflective 

element comprises a flat glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating 

and wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a bent glass substrate having a surface 

coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said bent glass substrate has an aspherical 

curvature. 

20 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said plano reflective 

element comprises a substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating and 

wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a substrate having a surface coated with a 

metallic reflector coating. 

21 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 20, wherein said curved portion of 

said backing plate element comprises a curvature corresponding to a curvature of said auxiliary 

reflective element. 

22 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 21, wherein said curved portion of 

said backing plate element has at least one of (a) a spherical curvature, (b) an aspherical 

curvature and ( c) a multiradius curvature. 

23 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 22, wherein a demarcation element 

is disposed between said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element and 

wherein said demarcation element comprises a part of said backing plate element, and wherein 

said demarcation element comprises a wall structure that at least partially partitions said backing 

plate element into a first region where said plano reflective element is disposed and a separate 

and adjacent second region where said auxiliary reflective element is disposed, and wherein at 

least one of ( a) said first region is adapted to receive said plano reflective element and (b) said 

second region is adapted to receive said auxiliary reflective element. 
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24 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said plano reflective 

element comprises a substrate formed from elongated sheet of substrate material comprising a 

polymeric resin material, and wherein said elongated sheet has a substantially transparent 

functional film applied at a surface thereof, and wherein said substantially transparent functional 

film provides at least one of ( a) an anti-abrasion function, (b) a hydrophobic function and ( c) a 

hydrophilic function, and wherein said functional film comprises an ultrathin glass material 

which is sufficiently flexible to be provided in a reel or roll, and wherein said functional film is 

sufficiently flexible to conform to said substrate of said plano reflective element, and wherein 

said piano reflective element comprises a reflective film disposed at a surface of said substrate 

opposite said substantially transparent functional film. 

25 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said piano reflective 

element comprises a thin flexible glass sheet and a polymeric substrate, said thin flexible glass 

sheet existing as a pre-formed glass sheet that is separate from said polymeric substrate, said thin 

glass sheet having an attaching surface, said attaching surface being opposed to and adhered to 

said surface of said polymeric substrate when said thin flexible sheet is adhered to said exterior 

surface of said polymeric substrate, said thin flexible sheet providing an anti-abrasion function at 

said surface of said polymeric substrate when adhered thereto, said thin flexible glass sheet 

substantially conforming to said exterior surface of said polymeric substrate when adhered 

thereto, said thin glass sheet having a thickness of less than approximately 0.8 111111 and greater 

than approximately 0.3 111111. 

26 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 25, wherein said substrate is cut 

from a molded or extruded or cast strip or sheet, said glass sheet being laminated to said strip or 

sheet and wherein said piano reflective element comprises a reflective film applied to an itmer 

surface of said substrate opposite said exterior surface, and wherein said reflective film 

comprises a polymeric reflective film at least one of laminated, adhered and applied to said inner 

surface of said substrate. 
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27 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said auxiliary reflective 

element comprises a heater element operable to demist/deice the outmost surface of said 

auxiliary reflective element when said auxiliary reflective element is disposed at said backing 

plate element and when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached and operated on the 

side of the automobile. 

28 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said exterior sideview 

mirror assembly including said piano-auxiliary reflective element having a rearward field of view 

when attached to the side of the automobile comprises a driver-side exterior sideview mirror 

assembly, and wherein, when attached to the side of the automobile, said driver-side exterior 

sideview mirror assembly provides to the driver of the equipped automobile a total field of view 

that generally subtends an angle of at least about 25 degrees with respect to the side of the 

equipped automobile. 

29 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said exterior sideview 

mirror assembly including said plano-auxiliaryreflective element having a rearward field of view 

when attached to the side of the automobile comprises a driver-side exterior sideview mirror 

assembly, and wherein, when attached to the side of the automobile, said driver-side exterior 

sideview mirror assembly provides to the driver of the equipped automobile a total field of view 

that generally subtends an angle of at least about 30 degrees with respect to the side of the 

equipped automobile. 

30 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said auxiliary reflective 

element has an aspherical curvature. 

31 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said auxiliary reflective 

element has a spherical curvature. 
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32 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein the ratio of the width of 

said plano reflective element to the width of said auxiliary reflective element is greater than 1.5. 

33 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein the ratio of the width of 

said plano reflective element to the width of said auxiliary reflective element is greater than 2.5. 

34 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said exterior sideview 

mirror assembly comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted for 

attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a driver of the 

automobile and wherein the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element generally 

views downwardly towards the road surface adjacent to the driver seating location at least at a 

distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 24 feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

35 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein at least one of said piano 

reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element comprises a glass substrate having a 

surface coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said metallic reflector coating is 

selected from the group consisting of (i) a chromium coating, (ii) a titanium coating, (iii) a 

rhodium coating, (iv) a metal-alloy coating, (v) a nickel alloy coating, (vi) an aluminum coating 

and (viiJ a silver coating. 

36 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein at least one of said plano 

reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element comprises an electro-optic reflective 

element. 

37 (original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, wherein said plano reflective 

element comprises an electro-optical reflective element, and wherein said electro-optical 

reflective element comprises an electrochromic reflective element. 
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3 8 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 3 7, wherein said auxiliary reflective 

element comprises a fixed reflectance mirror reflector. 

39 ( original): The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 38, wherein said fixed reflectance 

mirror reflector comprises a spherically bent glass substrate coated with a metallic reflector 

coating. 

40-92 ( canceled). 
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The amendments and remarks presented herein are believed to be fully responsive 

to the Office Action dated January 13, 2011. Claims 1-39 are pending in the application and 

claims 40-92 (drawn to non-elected inventions) have been canceled herein without prejudice so 

that the subject matter of these claims can be pursued in a divisional application in the future. 

The specification has been amended to update an incorporated parent patent application that has 

now issued as a United States patent. No new matter has been added. 

Prioritv Claim: 

The Office Action alleged that the disclosure of the prior-filed applications fail to 

provide adequate support or enablement in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 3·5 U.S.C. 

§ 112 for one or more claims of this application. Applicant respectfully traverses. 

The present application is a continuation of U.S. patent application Serial No. 

12/197,666, filed August 25, 2008, now U.S. Patent No. 7,842,154, which is a division of U.S. 

patent application Serial No. 10/709,434, filed May 5, 2004, now U.S. Patent No. 7,420,756, 

which claims the benefit of U.S. provisional application, Serial No. 60/471,872, filed May 20, 

2003. 

The present application and each of the parent patent applications Serial Nos. 

12/197,666 and 10/709,434 have identical disclosures. For example, the present application and 

each of the parent patent applications Serial Nos. 12/197,666 and 10/709,434 incorporate by 

reference U.S. Patent Nos. 6,522,451 and 6,717,712. See, for example, paragraph [0045] on 

page 6 of the present application (reproduced below) and the con-esponding paragraph in each of 

the parent patent applications Serial Nos. 12/197,666 and 10/709,434. 

[0045] Reflective element 12 may comprise an aspheric or multi-radius 
or wide angle single element reflective element substrate. The reflective 
element 12 may provide a field of view similar to the piano-auxiliary 
reflective element assembly disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,522,451 and 
6,717,712, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference. 
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With respect to the priority provisional application Serial No. 60/471,872, this 

application similarly incorporates by reference U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451 and U.S. patent 

application Serial No. 09/745,172, filed December 20, 2000. U.S. patent application Serial No. 

09/745,172 issued as U.S. Patent No. 6,717,712. Thus, the present application and each of the 

priority applications incorporate by reference the same disclosures. 

As stated at page 2 of the Request for Continuation Application filed with the 

present application, 11 [t]he copy of the application includes Figures 9-22 and discussion thereof, 

which are from U.S. Patent No. 6,717,712, which is incorporated by reference in the present 

application and its priority applications." Thus, although the present application as filed included 

Figures 9-22 and the text of paragraphs that were identical to Figures 1-14 and the respective 

paragraphs from U.S. Patent No. 6,717,712, the addition of these Figures and paragraphs does 

not add new matter to the application since the present application and each of its priority 

applications incorporated by reference U.S. Patent No. 6,717,712. 

Thus, each of the priority applications of the present application incorporates by 

reference the disclosures of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,522,451 and 6,717,712, and the additional Figures 

and text included in the present application were previously included in the priority applications 

via the incorporation by reference of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,522,451 and 6,717,712. No new matter 

was thus added to the present application. Thus, the present application should be accorded its 

priority date of May 20, 2003 (the filing date of U.S. provisional application Serial No. 

60/471,872). 

Further, Applicant submits that the incorporated patents, U.S. Patent Nos. 

6,522,451 and 6,717,712, provide support for at least each of the claim limitations alleged in the 

Office Action to be absent in the present application (such as set forth at pages 3 and 4 of the 

Office Action). For example, U.S. Patent No. ·6,522,451 discloses: 
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(a) an electrically-operated actuator (see, for example, column 6, lines 30-
42 of U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451, reproduced below); 

JO • Alternately, when actuator 36 GO!ll• 

prises an electrically actuated actuator that is (;)!cctrica1ly 
opcrnhlc incorporatlng at lca1,t one motor, control 37 can 
comprise a switch (which, preferably, is operable under 
control of !he driver seated in cabin 25) or control 37 can 

.'15 comprL'ic a memory controller, as knQWD. in the automotive 
mirror art, that control.,; actuator 36 w move the position of 
pl.ano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 to a pre
set orientation that snits the rcarwnrd field o:f view prefer
ence ol: an individual driver. Actuator 36 is moimted to 

40 bracket 38 wh.ich attachc-s to vehicle body side 11. Plano
multirndius rc.llcctive element 3..'>Sllmbly 30 is positionable 
by acluator 36 within exterior mirror housing 40. 

(b) a plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly comprising a plano 
reflective element having unit magnification and a separate auxiliary 
reflective element having a curvature (see, for example, column 4, lines 
24-28 of U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451, reproduced below); 

The reflective clement comprises a plano-
25 multiradius reflective element assembly which comprises a 

plano reflective element having unit magnification and a 
separate multirudius reflective element having a rnulliradius 
curvature. 

and ( c) a backing plate element having a first support portion supporting 
said plano reflective element and a second support portion supporting said 
auxiliary reflective element and the angling of the rearward field of view 
of the auxiliary reflective element relative to the rearward field of view 
(see, for example, column 15, lines 7-17 of U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451, 
reproduced below). 

ln order to conveniently achieve an 
angling of the multiruclius portion with respect to the plam1 
portion (and prefernbly a downward angling), the portion of 
ihe backing plate cfomcnl that llm muHiradius reJfoctlvc Hl 
element is ttttachcd to can be angled relative to the adjacent 
portion of the backing plate element that the pfano reflective 
portion is attached tQ. Thus, and referring to FIG. 6, plano
m\dtiradius reflective elcrn.cnl assembly 130 includes ,\ 
molded polymeric backing plate ele1nent 160 comprising a 15 
generally flal portion 162 (between BB an<l CC in FIG. 6) 
and an adjacent curved portion Hil (between AA and BB). 

Thus, Applicant submits that the present application fully supports the presently 

claimed invention, and such support for the claimed invention is also found in each of the 

priority applications of the present application, including U.S. provisional application Serial No. 
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60/471,872 that was filed on May 20, 2003. Thus, the present application is entitled to an 

effective filing date of at least May 20, 2003. Reconsideration and withdrawal of the refusal of 

the priority date of May 20, 2003 for the present application is respectfully requested. 

Claim Rejections: 

Claims 1-23 and 27-39 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being anticipated 

by Lynam, U.S. Publication No. US 2002/0072026 ("Lynam '026"), while claims 24-26 were 

rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Lynam, in view of Lynam, U.S. 

Publication No. US 2004/0264011 ("Lynam '011 "). 

With respect to the §103(a) rejection, Lynam '011 is the publication ofU.S. patent 

application 10/709,434, and the present application is a continuation of U.S. patent application 

Serial No. 12/197,666, which is a division of U.S. patent application Serial No. 10/709,434 

(which published as Lynam '011). Because, as discussed above, each of the parent patent 

applications (including application Serial No. 10/709,434, which published as Lynam '011) fully 

supports the present claims and the present application is thus entitled to claim the filing benefit 

of each priority application, Lynam '011 (being one of the parent patent applications to which the 

present application claims priority) clearly is not prior art to the presently claimed invention. 

Also, with respect to the §102(b) and §103(a) rejections, Applicant submits that 

Lynam '026 is not prior art under 35 U.S.C. §102(b). Lynam '026 published June 13, 2002, and, 

as discussed above, the present application has an effective filing date of May 20, 2003 (the filing 

date of U.S. provisional application 60/471,872). Thus, Lynam '026 published less than one year 

prior to the priority date of the presently claimed invention and Lynam '026 cannot be cited as 

prior art under 35 U.S.C. §102(b). 

Also, because the present application has a priority date of May 20, 2003 that is 

less than one year after the publication date of Lynam '026 (June 13, 2002), and because (as· 

discussed below) Applicant conceived and reduced to practice the inv~ntion claimed in at least 
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the independent claims prior to the effective date of Lynam '026, Applicant respectfully submits 

that Lynam '026 is also not prior art under 35 U.S.C. §102(a) or §102(e). 

In accordance with 3 7 CFR 1.131, Applicant submits herewith a Declaration 

which declares that the invention claimed in at least independent claims 1, 40, 62, 78, 85, 89 and 

91 was invented by Applicant prior to the publication date of Lynam '026, namely, June 13, 2002. 

The specification and drawings (Exhibit A) of U.S. patent application Serial No. 09/478,315, 

which was filed on January 6, 2000 by Niall R. Lynam (the sole named inventor of the present 

application), along with U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451 (Exhibit B), which issued to Lynam from 

U.S. patent application Serial No. 09/478,315, are submitted with the Declaration as evidence 

that the present invention was reduced to practice at least as of January 6, 2000, which is well 

prior to the Lynam '026 publication date of June 13, 2002 (and prior to the December 20, 2000 

filing date of the application that published as Lynam '026). The Declaration is signed by the 

named inventor (Niall R. Lynam) for the present application. The attached specification and 

drawings of Exhibits A and B clearly indicate that the inventions claimed in at least independent 

claims 1, 40, 62, 78, 85, 89 and 91 were reduced to practice well prior to June 13, 2002, the 

publication date of Lynam '026, and well prior to December 20, 2000, the filing date of the 

application that published as Lynam '026. 

Accordingly, the rejections of claims 1-39 under §102(b) and §103(a) in view of 

Lynam '026 are obviated, and reconsideration and withdrawal of these rejections is respectfully 

requested. 

Terminal Disclaimer: 

Applicant submits herewith a terminal disclaimer that disclaims the term of any 

patent that will issue from the present application beyond the term of U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451. 

Please charge Account No. 22-0190 for the $140 terminal disclaimer fee due and for any 

additional fees which may be due. 
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Claims 1-39 are pending in the application. Applicant respectfully submits that 

claims 1-39 are in condition for allowance and a notice to that effect is earnestly and respectfully 

requested. 

Date: January 19, 2011. 

Respectfully submitted, 

NIALL R. LYNAM 

By: Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP 

Registration No. 42 540 
2851 Charlevoix Drive, S.E., Suite 207 
P .0. Box 888695 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49588-8695 
(616) 975-5500 
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PATENT 
DON09 P-1624 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES PA TENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

2872 
Alessandro V. Amari 
Niall R. Lynam 
12/851,045 
August 5, 2010 
EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

Mail Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

DECLARATION UNDER RULE 131(a) 

Niall R. Lynam, the inventor and Applicant in the above referenced patent application, 

declares as follows: 

1. Prior to June 13, 2002, the inventor and Applicant conceived of the claimed 

invention of at least the independent claims as filed in the present application. For 

example, and with reference to claim 1 of the present application, the inventor and 

Applicant conceived of an exterior sideview mirror system comprising: 

a. an exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted for attachment to a side of an 
automobile; 

b. said exterior sideview mirror assembly including a reflective element having a 
rearward field of view when attached to the side of the automobile; 

c. said reflective element attached to an electrically-operated actuator of said 
exterior sideview mirror assembly and movable by said actuator in order to 
position said rearward field of view to a driver-desired position when said 
exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile; 

d. wherein said reflective element comprises a plano-auxiliary reflective element 
assembly, said plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly comprising a plano 
reflective element having unit magnification and a separate auxiliary reflective 
element having a curvature; 
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e. said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element of said 
plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly mounted adjacently at said plano
auxiliary reflective element assembly in a side-by-side relationship and not 
superimposed with one reflective element on top of the other reflective 
element; 

f. said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element supported at 
a backing plate element, said backing plate element mounting to said actuator 
such that movement of said backing plate element of said plano-auxiliary 
reflective element assembly by said actuator simultaneously and similarly 
moves said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element; 

g. said auxiliary reflective element having a wide-angle field of view 
encompassing a blind spot in the side lane adjacent the side of the automobile 
to which said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached; 

h. said backing plate element having a first support portion supp01iing said plano 
reflective element and a second support portion supporting said auxiliary 
reflective element; 

1. wherein said auxiliary reflective element is positioned at an outboard portion 
of said plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly when said exterior 
sideview mirror assembly is mounted to the side of the automobile; 

J. wherein said backing plate element comprises a polymeric substrate that is 
formed as a single element by injection molding of a polymeric resin; 

k. wherein said backing plate element is capable of supporting said plano 
reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element; 

1. wherein said first support portion of said backing plate element comprises a 
flat portion and wherein said plano reflective element is disposed at said flat 
portion; 

m. wherein said second support portion of said backing plate element comprises a 
curved portion and wherein said auxiliary reflective element is disposed at 
said curved portion; 

n. wherein the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element is 
different from and angled to the rearward field of view of said plano reflective 
element when both are attached to said backing plate element of said plano
auxiliary reflective element assembly when said plano-auxiliaiy reflective 
element assembly is included in said exterior sideview mirror assembly and 
when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the 
automobile; 
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o. wherein angling of the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective 
element relative to the rearward field of view of said piano reflective element 
is achieved, at least in part, by an angling of said second support portion of 
said backing plate element supporting said auxiliary reflective element relative 
to said first support portion of said backing plate element suppmiing said 
plano reflective element; 

p. wherein, when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side 
of the automobile, the field of view of said plano reflective element generally 
views rearwardly of the equipped automobile and the field of view of said 
auxiliary reflective element generally views towards a blind spot in the side 
lane adjacent the side of the automobile to which said exterior sideview mirror 
assembly is attached, said blind spot being generally outside the rearward field 
of view of said plano reflective element when said plano reflective element is 
viewed by a driver of the equipped automobile when said exterior sideview 
mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile; and 

q. wherein at least one of said plano reflective element and said auxiliary 
reflective element comprises a glass substrate having a surface coated with a 
metallic reflector coating. 

2. The invention of at least the independent claims of the present application was 

reduced to practice sometime prior to June 13, 2002, as evidenced by the attached 

specification and drawings (Exhibit A), which were filed with the United States 

Patent and Trademark Office on January 6, 2000 by Niall R. Lynam, and assigned 

Serial No. 09/478,315, as evidenced by the attached U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451 

(Exhibit B), which issued February 18, 2003 from the 09/478,315 application. 

3. I am the sole named inventor of U.S. patent application Serial No. 12/851,045 (the 

present application) and I am the sole named inventor of U.S. patent application 

Serial No. 09/478,315 (Exhibit A), which issued as U.S. Patent No. 6,522,451 

(Exhibit B). 

I hereby declare that all activities relating to the conception and reduction to practice of the 

above invention occurred in the United States. 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all 

statements made on inf01mation and belief are believed to be true; and further, that the statements 
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Applicant 
Serial No. 
Page 

Niall R. Lynam 
12/851,t')45 
4 

are made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by 

fine or imprisonment or both, as set forth under section 1001, title 18, of the United States Code, 

and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent 

issuing thereon. 

Inventor: Date: 

Niall R. Lynam 
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Applicant 

For 

PATENT 
DON01 P~ 7~>3 

Express MaH No. EL399135945US 

IN THE UNITED STA TES PA TENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Niall R. Lynarn 

EXTERIOR lVIIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY 
REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY 

Box Patent. Application 
i\ssistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

CERTiflCATE OF EXPRESS _MAIL 

I certify that the attached return postcard, Transmittal Letter (in duplicate), 

Form PT0-1619 Recordation Form Cover Sheet, Assignment, a check in the amount of 

$40.00 for the recordal fee, 23 pages of Specification, 12 pages of claims (83 claims), l page 

of Abstract, 7 sheets of drawings (in duplicate), Declaration and Pmver of Attorney, and a 

check in the amount of $1,824.00 for the filing fee are being dqmsited \Vith the United States 

Postal Service as Express Mail in an envelope having Ex.press Mail Label Number EL 

US addressed to: 

CSC:lmsc 
Enclosures 

Box Patent Application 
Assistant Com.missioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

, 2000. 

i 

. '~J.'.~'>..<ft.~ /}) __ _.,:'::) ( ..: (iL 1t· 
Lynette lVL S. Clark 
Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP 
P.O. Box 888695 
Grand Rapids, fvII 49588--8695 
(616) 975--5500 

EXHIBIT A 
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PATENT 
DONOl P-793 

Express Mail No. EL39913594SUS 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant Niall R Lynam 

For EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY 
REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY 

BOX PATENT APPLICATION 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed herewith is the above identified patent application comprising the 
following parts: 

1) Postcard 

2) Assignment, Form PT0-1619 Recordation Form Cover Sheet, and 
Assignment Recording Fee of $40.00 

3) 23 Pages of Specification 

4) 12 Pages of Claims (83 claims) 

5) 1 Page of Abstract 

6) 7 Sheets of Drawings (in duplicate) 

7) Declaration and Power of Attorney 

Filing Fee: 

Basic Fee $690.00 

Additional Fees 

Each independent claim in excess 
of three, times $78.00 

Number of claims in excess of 
twenty, times $18.00 

Filing multiple dependent claims 
per application $260.00 

Total Filing Fee 

$690.00 

$ 

$1,134.00 

$ 
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Checks in the i:uriount of $1,824.00 and $40.00 are enclosed to cover the foes 

noted above. 

The Commissioner is herebv authorized to c:hanw pavrnent of the foUowirnI 
..,, ..... . J ""' 

fees associated with this conununicat.ion, and during the pendency of this application, or to 

credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 22--0190. A duplicate copy of this sheet is 

enclosed. 

l) Any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR 

1.16 for which foll payment has not been tendered. 

2) Any patent application processing fees under 37 

CFR Ll7 for which fall payment has not been 

tendered. 

·······"··-J{ir1.ua .. ·s+-£ Z.(Y.)~) 

Date . v 

CSC:lmsc 

Respectfully submitted, 

NIALL R. LYN,1\M 

By: Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP 

Catherine S. Collins 
:Registration No. 37 599 
P.O. Box 888695 
2851 Charlevoix. Drive. S.E. 
Grand Rapids, .MI 49588-8695 
(616) 975-5500 
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JAN 06 2000 \4:19 FR DONNELLY R&D 616 ?66 518~ TU VH~{UYKt. uHr:'.LJNt:.r:'. r'. tl . .Yl:l..) 

ASSIGNMENT 

Express Mail No. EL399135945US 
DONOl P-793 

WHEREAS. Niall R. Lynam residing at 248 Foxdown, Holland, Michigan 49424. 
(hereinafter referred to as Assignor), have invented certain new and useful improvements in 
EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO·AUXILIARY REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY for 
which an application for United States Letters Patent vras executed on even date herewith. 

WHEREAS, Donnelly Corporation, a corporation of the State of Michigan, having a 
place of business at 414 East Fortieth Street, Holland, Michigan 49423 (hereinafter referred 
to as Assignee), is desirous of acquiring the entire right, title and interest in and to said 
invention and in and to any Letters Patent that may be granted therefor in the United States 
and in any and all foreign countries. 

NOW. TIIEREFORE, in consideration of the sum of one dollar ($1.00), the receipt of 
which is hereby acknowledged, and for other good and valuable considerations. Assignor 
hereby sells, assigns and transfers unto said Assignee the full and exclusive right, title and 
interest to the said invention in the United States and in all foreign countries and the entire 
right, title and interest in and to any and all Letters Patent which may be granted therefor in 
the United States and in any and all foreign countries and in and to any and all divisions, 
reissues, continuations, continuation-in-part, and extensions thereof including the full right to 
claim for any such applications the benefits of the International Convention. 

Assignor hereby authoriz.es and requests the Patent Office Officials in the United 
States and in any and all foreign countries to issue any and all of said Letters Patent, when 
granted, to said Assignee as the owner of the entire right, title and interest in and to the same, 
for the sole use and behoof of said Assignee, its successors and assigns. 

FURTHER, Assignor agrees to communicate to said Assignee or its representatives 
any facts known to Assignor respecting said invention., and testify in any legal proceeding, 
sign all lawful papers, execute all divisional, continuation, continuation-in-part, substitution, 
renewal, and reissue applications. execute all necessary assignment papers to cause any and 
all of said Letters Patent to be issued to said Assignee, make all rightful oaths and generally 
do evetything possible to aid said Assignee, its successors and assigns, to obtain and enforce 
proper protection for said invention in the United States and in any and all foreign countries. 

IN TESTilvlONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand on the date appearing 
next to my signature. 

Witness: Date: 

(1~!)~ "SAv t ;i., (!) O ~ 
Niall R. Lynam 

** TOTAL PAGE.03 ** 
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PATENT 
DONOl P-793 

Express Mail No. EL399135945US 

EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY 

TECHNICAL FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to exterior sideview mirror assemblies suitable for 

use on an automobile, and more specifically, to piano-auxiliary reflective element assemblies 

5 for use in automobile exterior sideview mirror assemblies. 

Automobiles are typically equipped with an interior rearview mirror assembly 

(adapted for providing a rearward field of view immediately rearward of the vehicle, 

typically principally in the road lane the vehicle is traveling in) and at least one exterior 

sideview mirror assembly attached to the side of the vehicle (typically adjacent a front side 

10 window portion). The exterior side view mirror assembly typically comprises a reflective 

element adapted to provide a rearward field of view of the side lane adjacent the vehicle so as 

to allow the driver see whether a side approaching vehicle is present when the driver is 

contemplating a lane change. Conventionally, automobiles are equipped with a driver-side 

exterior mirror assembly and, very often, with a passenger-side exterior sideview mirror 

15 assembly mounted to the side of the automobile body opposite to that of the driver-side 

assembly. While the combination of an interior rearview mirror with a driver-side exterior 

mirror (and especially in a three-mirror system comprising an interior rearview mirror with a 

driver-side exterior mirror and a passenger-side exterior mirror) works well in many driving 

situations, rear vision blind spots present a potential safety hazard while driving. A rear 

20 vision blind spot is an area adjacent the side of an automobile where a view of another 

vehicle ( overtaking on that side) is not captured in the rearward field of view of the exterior 

mirror reflector on that side. This presents a potential safety hazard as the driver, upon 

checking the view in the exterior sideview mirror and seeing no overtaking vehicle therein, 

may deem it safe to initiate a lane change, unaware that there is a vehicle immediately 

25 adjacent in a blind-spot of the exterior mirror reflector. 

Various attempts have been made conventionally to minimize and/or eliminate 

exterior mirror blind-spots on vehicles. One approach is to make the exterior mirror reflector 

larger, and particularly wider with respect to the vehicle body. By increasing the width of the 

exterior mirror reflector, it has a wider field of view rearwards, and hence the reflector blind-
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spot is reduced. While use of a wide exterior mirror reflector is an option for trucks, buses 

and commercial vehicles, increasing the width of the reflector used in an exterior sideview 

mirror assembly mounted on automobiles (such as sedans, station wagons, sports cars, 

convertibles, minivans, sports utility vehicles, pick-up trucks and similar passenger carrying 

5 automobiles) is often not an option. In such domestic automobiles, increasing the width of the 

exterior mirror reflector increases the size of the exterior sideview mirror assembly with a 

concomitant increase in aerodynamic drag, increase in fuel consumption, increased difficulty 

in parking in tight parking spaces, and increased reflector vibration. Use of a non-flat, curved 

exterior mirror reflector is commonly used to increase rearward field of view without 

lO increasing reflector size. 

While working well to increase field of view, use of a curved reflector (such 

as a convex, spherically-curved reflector) has disadvantages. The field of view rearward 

increases as the degree of curvature of the bent substrate increases (i.e., the field of view 

rearward increases as the radius of curvature of the bent substrate decreases). However, such 

15 wide-angle mirrors have non-unit magnification and distance perception rearward is 

distorted. For this reason, convex (spherically-bent) exterior mirror reflectors are required in 

some countries (such as the United States) to carry a safety warning "OBJECTS IN 

MIRROR ARE CLOSER THAN THEY APPEAR". Distance perception is particularly 

important for a driver-side exterior mirror. Indeed, Federal Vehicle Safety Standard No: 111 

20 in the United States (the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference 

herein) requires that the driver-side exterior mirror reflector exhibit unit magnification, and 

places restrictions on the radius of curvature allowed for any bent passenger-side mirror as 

well as requiring a safety warning be placed thereon. As an improvement over spherically 

bent/convex mirror reflectors, aspherical or multiradius mirror reflectors (such as are 

25 disclosed in U.S. Patents 4,449,786 and 5,724,187, the entire disclosures of which are hereby 

incorporated by reference herein) have been developed. Such mirrors are widely used in 

Europe and Asia for both driver-side exterior mirror reflectors and for passenger-side exterior 

mirror reflectors. The aspherical or multiradius mirror reflectors typically have a less curved 

(larger radius of curvature) reflective region that is inboard or closest to the driver when 

30 mounted on a vehicle and, usually separated by a demarcation line or the like, have a more 

curved (smaller radius of curvature) region that is outboard or farthest from the driver when 

mounted on a vehicle. However, such aspherical or multiradius reflectors do not have unit 
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magnification and so cannot be used when unit magnification is mandated (such as by 

FMVSS 111, referenced above). 

To supplement a flat driver-side exterior mirror reflector, an auxiliary and 

separate bent reflector is sometimes incorporated into the driver-side exterior sideview mirror 

5 assembly. However, this is often not suitable for passenger automobiles because of the extra 

space required in the sideview mirror assembly to accommodate an auxiliary reflector 

element. Also, in most passenger automobiles, the position of the side view mirror reflector 

is adjustable by the driver (such as by a hand-adjust, or by a manually adjustable cable such 

as a Bowden cable or by an electrically operable actuator, as known in the art) in order to 

IO provide to that driver his or her desired rearward field of view, which ill-suits use of a 

separate, auxiliary reflector. Likewise, addition of stick-on blind-spot mirror reflectors (such 

as are commonly sold in automotive parts stores and the like) onto an automobile exterior 

sideview mirror reflector has disadvantages, including obscuring field of view of the 

automobile mirror reflector and adding to mirror element vibration. 

15 There is thus a need to provide an automobile exterior sideview reflective 

element, and particularly a driver-side automobile exterior sideview reflective element, that 

overcomes the disadvantages above and that provides the driver of the automobile with a 

distortion-free field of view with unit magnification that is supplemented with a wide-angle 

view of a side lane blind spot, and there is a need that this be provided in a unitary reflective 

20 element assembly module suitable to mount onto, and be adjusted by, the mirror reflector 

adjustment mechanism (such as an electrically operated, motorized actuator) provided in the 

exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an automobile equipped with exterior sideview 

25 mirror assemblies according to this present invention; 

Fig. 2 is a top plan partial fragmentary view of the driver's side exterior 

rearview mirror assembly of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of a plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly of the min-or assembly in Fig. 2; 

30 Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of a demarcation element of the plano-

multiradius reflective element assembly of Fig. 3; 
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Fig. 5A-5H illustrate views of various locations for a plano reflective element 

and an auxiliary reflective element according to this present invention; 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view of a second embodiment of a plano reflective 

element assembly according to the present invention including a demarcation element formed 

5 as a dividing wall in a backing plate element; 

IO 

Fig. 6A is a cross-section taken along line XX of Fig.6; 

Fig. 6B is a cross-sectional view taken along line YY of Fig.6; and 

Fig. 7 is a schematic of a third embodiment of a piano-auxiliary reflective 

element assembly according to this present invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention provides a piano reflective element with unit magnification and 

an auxiliary reflector element for use in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on an 

automobile. More specifically, this invention provides a plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly suitable for use in an exterior sideview mirror assembly mounted to the side body 

15 of an automobile. The plano-multiradius reflective element assembly of this invention is 

especially suitable for mounting in a driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly that is 

mounted to the side of the automobile body adjacent to the seating position of the driver in 

the front of the interior vehicular cabin. The plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 

of this invention comprises a piano portion which has a rearward field of view, when 

20 mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly mounted to the side body of an automobile, 

with unit magnification. This plano portion comprises a flat substrate, typically a flat glass 

substrate, provided with a reflective surface. The plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly of this invention also includes a multiradius portion with a rearward field of view, 

when mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly mounted to the side body of an 

25 automobile, that has non-unit magnification. The plano portion provides a distortion-free 

rearward field of view and serves as the principal rearward-viewing portion of the plano

multiradius reflective element. The multiradius portion provides a wide angle rearward field 

of view, and typically supplements the rearward field of view of the plano portion. This 

multiradius portion comprises a curved substrate, typically a bent glass substrate, provided 

30 with a reflective surface. The plano portion and the multiradius portion are demarcated apart 

by a demarcation element. The demarcation element enables the driver of a vehicle equipped 

with the plano-multiradius reflective element of this invention to readily delineate a rearward 
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view in the plano portion from a rearward view in the multiradius portion. The plano portion 

comprises a flat reflective element and the multiradius portion comprises a bent reflective 

element. The flat, plano reflective element and the curved, multiradius reflective element are 

individually and separately manufactured, and are adjacently attached to a single backing 

5 plate (which typically comprises a polymeric substrate, most typically a molded polymeric 

substrate), and with the demarcation element disposed at the joint of the piano, flat reflective 

element and the multiradius, bent reflective element. The backing plate is fabricated 

(typically by polymeric molding) to have a flat portion that corresponds to the piano, flat 

reflective element, and a curved surface that corresponds to the multiradius, curved reflective 

10 element. The attachment of the piano reflective element and an auxiliary reflective element 

to a single backing plate produces a unitary piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly 

module suitable for mounting in an exterior sideview mirror assembly. By adjusting the 

position of the backing plate within the exterior sideview mirror assembly, the rearward 

fields of view of both the plano reflective element and the auxiliary reflective element are 

15 simultaneously and similarly aligned. 

One embodiment of the invention includes an exterior sideview mirror system 

suitable for use in an automobile comprising an exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted 

for attachment to a side of the automobile. The exterior sideview mirror assembly includes a 

reflective element having a rearward field of view when attached to said side of the 

20 automobile. The reflective element is attached to an actuator and is movable by the actuator 

in order to position the reflective element's rearward field of view in response to a control. 

The reflective element comprises a plano-multiradius reflective element assembly which 

comprises a plano reflective element having unit magnification and a separate multiradius 

reflective element having a multiradius curvature. The plano element and the separate 

25 multiradius element of the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly are attached to a 

backing plate element. The backing plate element is mounted to the actuator such that 

movement of the backing plate element (and hence the plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly) by the actuator simultaneously and similarly moves the plano element and the 

multiradius element. The piano element and the multiradius element are separately and, 

30 preferably, adjacently attached to the backing plate element at a joint. 

In a further embodiment, a demarcation element is disposed at this joint to 

form a demarcation between the plano element and the multiradius element; this demarcation 
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element having a portion visible to a driver of the automobile. Preferably, the demarcation 

element is dark colored, such as with a color selected from the group consisting of black, 

grey, blue and brown. Optionally, there is a space at the joint of the plano element and the 

multiradius element and the demarcation element is at least partially disposed in said space 

5 between said plano element and said multiradius element. The demarcation element can 

comprise at least one of a polymer material, a tape, a plastic film, a paint, a lacquer and a 

caulk. 

In a further embodiment, the demarcation element comprises a wall on the 

backing plate element; this wall being located on the backing plate element at the joint of the 

10 piano element and the multiradius element, this wall separating the respective elements apart. 

In preferred embodiments, the portion of the demarcation element visible to a 

driver of an automobile equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly of 

this invention has a width from about 0.5 mm to about 4 mm. 

In preferred embodiments, the plano element is attached to the backing plate 

15 element by at least one of an adhesive attachment and a mechanical attachment. 

In preferred embodiments, the multiradius element is attached to the backing 

plate element at a location such that, when the exterior mirror assembly is attached to a side 

of an automobile, at least portion, and preferably at least a substantial portion, of the plano 

element is disposed closer to the side of the vehicle than any portion of the multiradius 

20 element element. 

25 

In preferred embodiments, the multiradius element comprises a bent glass 

substrate with radii of curvature in the range of from about 4000 mm to about 50 mm, and the 

ratio of the width of the piano element to the width of the multiradius element is greater than 

1. 

In preferred embodiments, the principal axis of the rearward field of view of 

the auxiliary, multiradius element is different from and angled to the principal axis of the 

rearward field of view of the piano element when both are attached to the backing plate 

element of the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly and when the plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly is mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on an 

30 automobile. The principal axis of the rearward field of view of the plano element is directed 

generally parallel to the longitudinal axis of an automobile equipped with the plano-

multiradius reflective element assembly and the principal axis of the rearward field of view 
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of the multiradius element is directed generally at an angle downwards to the longitudinal 

axis of the vehicle. 

In a preferred embodiment, the exterior sideview mirror assembly equipped 

with the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly comprises a fixedly attached exterior 

5 sideview mirror assembly. In another preferred embodiment, the exterior sideview mirror 

assembly equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly comprises a 

break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly. In another preferred embodiment, the 

exterior sideview mirror assembly equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly comprises a powerfold exterior sideview mirror assembly. In another preferred 

W embodiment, the actuator of the exterior sideview mirror assembly to which the plano

multiradius reflective element assembly is mounted comprises an electrically operable 

actuator. In another preferred embodiment, the actuator of the exterior sideview mirror 

assembly to which the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly is mounted is controlled 

by a switch or by a memory controller. In another preferred embodiment, the plano element 

15 and/or the multiradius element of the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 

comprises an electro-optic reflective element, preferably an electrochromic reflective 

element. In another preferred embodiment, the plano element of the plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly comprises an electro-optic reflective element, preferably an 

electrochromic reflective element, and the multiradius element comprises a fixed reflectance 

20 mirror reflector, such as a fixed reflectance mirror reflector comprises a bent glass substrate 

coated with a metallic reflector coating. 

In a preferred embodiment, the piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly is 

assembly is formed in an integral molding operation. 

These and other advantages, features, and modifications will become more 

25 apparent when reviewed in conjunction with the drawings and the detailed description which 

follows. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

As illustrated in Fig. l, passenger automobile 10 (which may be a sedan, a 

station-wagon, a sports car, a convertible, a minivan, a sports utility vehicle, a pick-up truck 

30 or a similar passenger carrying non-commercial, personal transportation automobile) includes 

an interior rearview mirror assembly 18 positioned within interior vehicle cabin 25. Interior 

vehicle cabin 25 further includes a steering wheel 16, a driver seat 20 positioned at 
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steering wheel 16, a front passenger seat 21 adjacent to driver seat 20 in the front portion of 

cabin 25, and a rear passenger seat 23 in the rear portion of cabin 25. Automobile IO further 

includes a driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly 12 and a passenger-side exterior 

sideview mirror assembly 14, each adapted for attachment to opposing sides of automobile 

5 body 11, most preferably adjacent to the seating position of the driver seated in driver seat 20 

for driver-side assembly 12 and adjacent to the front passenger scat 21 for passenger-side 

assembly 14. Exterior sideview mirrors, mounted as shown in Fig. 1 close to the driver 

seating location, are commonly referred to as door-mounted exterior sideview mirror 

assemblies. Driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly 12 includes, as illustrated in Fig. 

10 2, a plano-multiradius exterior sideview reflective element assembly 30. Plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly 30 is mounted to a reflective element positioning actuator 36. 

The orientation of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30, and hence its rearward 

field of view, is adjustable by actuator 36 in response to control 37. Control 37 can comprise 

a handset control that allows the driver manually move the orientation of plano-multiradius 

15 reflective element assembly 30 within exterior mirror housing 40 (such as by a lever control 

or by a cable control) and hence reposition the rearward field of view of plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly 30. Alternately, when actuator 36 comprises an electrically 

actuated actuator that is electrically operable incorporating at least one motor, control 37 can 

comprise a switch (which, preferably, is operable under control of the driver seated in cabin 

20 25) or control 37 can comprise a memory controller, as known in the automotive mirror art, 

that controls actuator 36 to move the position of plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly 30 to a pre-set orientation that suits the rearward field of view preference of an 

individual driver. Actuator 36 is mounted to bracket 38 which attaches to vehicle body side 

11. Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is positionable by actuator 36 within 

25 exterior mirror housing 40. 

Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30, as shown in Fig. 3, 

comprises a piano element 50 and a separate multiradius element 55. Preferably, piano 

element 50 is adjacent to multiradius element at a joint. At their joint, plano element 50 and 

separate multiradius element 55 can touch leaving substantially no gap or space 

30 therebetween, or piano element 50 and separate multiradius element 55 can be spaced apart at 

their joint by a space or gap, as in Fig. 3. Plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 are 

both mounted to surface 59 of, and are both supported by, a single backing plate element 60. 
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Plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 are demarcated apart by demarcation element 

65. Surface 61 of backing plate element 60 is preferably adapted to attach, such as by 

attachment member 64, to actuator 36 when plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 

is mounted in driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly 12 (and/or in passenger-side 

5 exterior side view mirror assembly 14) such that plano element 50 and multiradius element 

55 are adjusted and positioned in tandem and simultaneously when the driver (or 

alternatively, when a mirror memory system, as is conventional in the rearview mirror arts) 

activates actuator 36 to reposition the rearward field of view of plano-multiradius reflective 

element assembly 30. Thus, since elements 50, 55 are part of plano-multiradius reflective 

10 element assembly 30, movement of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 by 

actuator 36 simultaneously and similarly moves plano element 50 and multiradius element 

55. 

Plano element 50 preferably comprises a flat reflector-coated glass substrate 

having unit magnification, and comprises a reflective surface through which the angular 

15 height and width of the image of an object is equal to the angular height and width of the 

object when viewed at the same distance (except for flaws that do not exceed normal 

manufacturing tolerances). Plano element 50 may comprise a conventional fixed reflectance 

min-or reflector or it may comprise a variable reflectance mirror reflector whose reflectivity is 

electrically adjustable. For example, plano element 50 may comprise a flat glass substrate 

20 coated with a metallic reflector coating such as a chromium coating, a titanium coating, a 

rhodium coating, a metal alloy coating, a nickel-alloy coating, a silver coating, an aluminum 

coating (or any alloy or combination of these metal reflectors). The metal reflector coating of 

plano element 50 may be a first surface coating (such as on surface 66) or a second surface 

coating (such as on surface 67), as such terms are known in the mirror art. The reflector 

25 coating on plano element 50 may also comprise a dielectric coating, or a multilayer of 

dielectric coatings, or a combination of a metal layer and a dielectric layer to form 

automotive mirror reflectors as known in the automotive mirror art. If a variable reflectance 

reflector element, piano element 50 preferably comprises an electro-optic reflector element 

and, most preferably, an electrochromic reflector element. 

30 When mounted into exterior side view mirror assembly 12 and/or 14, plano-

multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is preferably orientated so that at least a portion 

of (more preferably a substantial portion of) the reflector surface of piano element 50 is 
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positioned closer to the vehicle body (and hence to the driver) than any portion of the 

reflector surface of multiradius element 55. Thus, and referring to Figure 3, side A of plano 

element 50 of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is positioned closer to the 

driver than side D of multiradius element 55 when plano-multiradius reflective element 

5 assembly 30 is mounted on an automobile. Also, when mounted into exterior side view 

mirror assembly 12 and/or 14, surfaces 66, 68 of plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly 30 face rearwardly in terms of the direction of vehicle travel. 

Multiradius element 55 of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 

preferably comprises a curved/bent mirrored glass substrate. The degree of curvature 

10 preferably increases (and hence the local radius of curvature decreases) across the surface of 

multiradius element 55 with the least curvature (largest radius of curvature) occurring at the 

side of multiradius element 55 (side C in Fig. 3) positioned adjacent its joint to plano element 

50 when both are mounted on backing plate element 60. Thus, and referring to Figure 3, the 

local radius of curvature at side C of multiradius element 55, when mounted on backing plate 

15 element 60, is larger than at side D. Also, the local radius of curvature preferably 

progressively decreases across multiradius element 55 from side C to side D. Preferably, the 

local radius of curvature at side C of multiradius element 55 is at least about 1000 mm; more 

preferably is at least about 2000 mm and most preferably is at least about 3000 mm whereas 

the local radius of curvature at side D of multiradius element 55 is, preferably, less than about 

20 750 mm, more preferably less than about 350 mm; most preferably less than about 150 mm. 

25 

Preferably, multiradius element 55 comprises a bent glass substrate with radii of curvature in 

the range of from about 4000 mm to about 50 mm. The multiradius prescription for the 

multiradius element to be used in a particular exterior mirror assembly can vary according to 

the specific field of view needs on a specific automobile model. 

The total field of view rearwardly of the automobile of the piano-auxiliary 

reflective element assembly (which is a combination of the field of view of the plano 

reflective element and of the auxiliary reflective element) preferably generally subtends an 

angle of at least about 20 degrees (and more preferably, generally subtends an angle of at 

least about 25 degrees and most preferably, generally subtends an angle of at least about 30 

30 degrees) with respect to the side of an automobile to which is attached an exterior sideview 

mirror assembly equipped with the plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly. 
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Multiradius element 55 may comprise a conventional fixed reflectance mirror 

reflector or it may comprise a variable reflectance mirror reflector whose reflectivity is 

electrically adjustable. For example, multiradius element 55 may comprise a flat glass 

substrate coated with a metallic reflector coating such as a chromium coating, a titanium 

5 coating, a rhodium coating, a metal alloy coating, a nickel-alloy coating, a silver coating, an 

aluminum coating (or any alloy or combination of these metal reflectors). The metal reflector 

coating of multiradius element 55 may be a first surface coating (such as on surface 68) or a 

second surface coating (such as on surface 69), as such terms are known in the mirror art. 

The reflector coating on multiradius element 55 may also comprise a dielectric coating, or a 

lO multilayer of dielectric coatings, or a combination of a metal layer and a dielectric layer to 

form automotive mirror reflectors as known in the automotive mirror art If a variable 

reflectance reflector element, multiradius element 55 preferably comprises an electro-optic 

reflector element and, most preferably, an electrochromic reflector element. 

Also, it is preferable that the thickness of plano element 50 and multiradius 

15 element 55 be substantially the same in dimension so that their respective outer surfaces, 66 

and 68, are substantially coplanar so that a driver can readily view images in either or both 

elements. The thickness dimension of elements 50,55 is determined by the thickness of the 

substrate ( or in the case of laminate-type electrochromic reflective elements, the thickness of 

the two substrates between which the electrochromic medium is disposed). For example, 

20 plano element 50 and/or multiradius element 55 can comprise a reflector coated glass 

substrate or panel of thickness preferably equal to or less than about 2.3 mm, more preferably 

equal to or less than about 1.6 mm, most preferably equal to or less than about 1.1 mm. Use 

of a thinner substrate is beneficial in terms of improving the overall stability/vibration 

performance of the image seen in plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 when 

25 mounted to an automobile. 

The reflector area of plano element 50 is preferably larger than that of 

multiradius element 55. Preferably, the width dimension of piano element 50 is larger than 

the width dimension of multiradius element 55 (both width dimensions measured at their 

respective widest dimension and with the width of the respective element being gauged with 

30 the respective element oriented as it would be orientated when mounted on the automobile). 

Thus, and referring to Figure 3, the distance from side A to side B of piano element 50 is 

larger than the distance from side C to side D of multiradius element 55. Thus, the ratio of 
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the width of plano element 50 to the width of multiradius element 55 is preferably greater 

than l; more preferably greater than 1.5; most preferably greater than 2.5 in order to provide 

a large, unit magnification plano element 50 as the principal rear viewing portion of plano

multiradius reflective element assembly 30 and providing multiradius element 55 as a 

s smaller, auxiliary, separate, wide-angle viewing portion of plano-multiradius reflective 

element assembly 30. For plano-multiradius reflective element assemblies to be mounted to 

the exterior sideview assemblies of passenger automobiles used non-commercially and for 

non-towing purpose, the width of piano element 50 (at its widest dimension) is preferably in 

the range of from about 50 mm to about 225 mm; more preferably in the range of from about 

lO 75 mm to about 175 mm; most preferably in the range of from about 100 mm to about 150 

mm. 

Backing plate element 60 is preferably a rigid polymeric substrate capable of 

supporting plano element 50 and multiradius element 55. Backing plate element 60 

comprises a flat portion (generally between E and Fas shown in Fig. 3) that corresponds to 

15 and is aligned with plano element 50. Backing plate element 60 also comprises a curved 

portion (generally between G and Has shown in Fig. 3) that corresponds to and is aligned 

with multiradius element 55. Preferably, curved portion G-H of multiradius element 55 is 

fabricated with a multiradius prescription that is substantially the same as the multiradius 

prescription of multiradius element 55. Backing plate element 60 is formed as a single 

20 element to which elements 50 and 55 are separately attached. Preferably, backing plate 

element 60 is formed by injection molding of a thermoplastic or a thermosetting polymer 

resin. Materials suitable to use for backing plate element 60 include unfilled or filled 

polymeric materials such as glass and/or mineral filled nylon or glass and/or mineral filled 

polypropylene, ABS, polyurethane and similar polymeric materials. For example, backing 

25 plate element 60 can be formed of ABS in an injection molding operation. Plano element 50 

can be cut from a stock lite of flat chromium mirror-coated 1.6 mm thick glass. Multiradius 

element 55 can be cut from a stock lite of multiradiusly-bent chromium mirror-coated 1.6 

mm thick glass. Plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 can then be attached (such as 

by an adhesive attachment such as an adhesive pad or by mechanical attachment such by 

30 clips, fasteners or the like) to the already molded backing plate element 60. Alternatively, 

plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 can each by individually loaded into an 

injection molding tool. Once loaded, a polymeric resin (or the monomers to form a 
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polymeric resin) can be injected into the mold in order to integrally form backing plate 

element 60 with elements 50, 55 integrally molded thereto. Integral molding of the backing 

plate element to piano element 50 and multiradius element 55 (along with any other elements 

such as the demarcation element 65) in a single integral molding operation, is a preferred 

5 fabrication process for plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30. 

Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 further preferably includes 

demarcation element 65 that functions to delineate and demarcate the piano region of the 

assembly from the wide-angle, multiradius region and also preferably functions to prevent 

ingress of debris, dirt, water and similar contaminants (such as road splash, car wash spray, 

IO rain, snow, ice, leaves, bugs and similar items that plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly 30 would be subject to when mounted and used on an automobile) into any gap 

between piano element 50 and multiradius element 55 when both are attached to backing 

plate element 60. Optionally, at least a portion of demarcation element 65 can be disposed in 

any gap between plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 at their joint on backing plate 

15 element 60. Preferably, demarcation element 65 is formed of a polymeric material that is 

dark colored (such as black or dark blue or dark brown or dark grey or a similar dark color) 

such as a dark colored polypropylene resin or a dark colored nylon resin or a dark colored 

polyurethane resin or a dark colored polyvinyl chloride resin or a dark colored silicone 

material. Most preferably demarcation element 65 is formed of an at least partially 

20 elastomeric material (such as silicone, or EPDM, or plasticized PVC or the like) in order to 

provide a degree of vibration dampening for elements 50, 55. As shown in Fig. 4, 

demarcation element 65 optionally includes a crown portion 70 that includes wing portions 

73, 73 'and a stem portion 71. Stem portion 71 preferably has a cross-sectional width CCC of 

less than about 4 mm, more preferably less than about 3 mm and, most preferably less than 

25 about 2 mm. Crown portion 70 preferably is dimensioned to not protrude substantially 

beyond surfaces 66, 68 of elements 50, 55 when demarcation element 65 is installed between 

elements 50 and 55. Also, wings 73, 73' are preferably dimensioned to protrude (most 

preferably slightly) onto surfaces 66, 68 of elements 50, 55 when demarcation element 65 is 

installed between elements 50 and 55 in order to provide a weather barrier seal and/or to at 

30 least partially accommodate any dimensional tolerances of elements 50, 55 that could lead to 

variation in the inter-element gap between sides C and B. While the demarcation element 

shown in Fig. 4 is one embodiment, other constructions are possible including a demarcation 
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element that has minimal or no crown portion. Likewise, a demarcation element can have 

little or no stem portion, especially when the joint between plano element 50 and multiradius 

element 55 includes no gap to receive a stem. Also, where a gap at the piano to multiradius 

joint exists, any stem of the demarcation element can at least partially be disposed in such 

5 gap so as to at least partially fill the gap (or it can optionally substantially fill the gap). 

Optionally, demarcation element 65 is fabricated by injection molding of a polymeric resin. 

After piano element 50 and multiradius element 55 have been attached to backing plate 

element 60, a separately formed demarcation element 65 can then be inserted (and secured 

such as by an adhesive or by a mechanical attachment such as by a fastener) into a space 

10 between elements 50 and 55. Note that, optionally, side B of plano element 50 and side C of 

multiradius element 55 can touch (leaving substantially no gap or space therebetween). In 

such a situation, demarcation element 65 can comprise a dark colored strip such as of a tape 

or of a plastic film that covers the joint between elements 50 and 55. Alternatively, 

demarcation element 65 can comprise a preferably dark-colored paint, lacquer, caulk or 

15 similar material that can be applied to, and that can preferably fill into, the joint between 

elements 50 and 55. The width of the portion of demarcation element 65 that is visible to the 

driver is preferably less than about 4 mm, more preferably less than about 3 mm and most 

preferably less than about 2 mm, but is equal to or greater than about 0.5 mm, more 

preferably is equal to or greater than about 0. 75 mm, most preferably is equal to or greater 

20 than about 1 mm in order to provide adequate demarcation of the plano region from the 

multiradius radius region without unduly obscuring the rearward field of view of the 

respective elements. Optionally, demarcation element 65 can be formed as part of backing 

plate element 60 such as by forming demarcation element 65 as a wall structure of the 

backing plate element that partitions backing plate element 60 into two regions: A first 

25 region adapted to receive plano reflective element 50 and a separate and adjacent second 

region adapted to receive multiradius reflective element 55. 

Thus, and referring to Fig. 6, a second embodiment of plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly 130 may include a backing plate element 160 which comprises a 

plate molded from a polymer resin (such as a polyolefin such as polypropylene or such as 

30 ABS or nylon) with a demarcation element 165 that is molded as a wall structure that 

partitions backing plate element 165 into a first region (from CC to BB) adapted to receive 

and accommodate piano reflective element 150 and into a second region (from BB to AA) 
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adapted to receive and accommodate wide-angle optic multiradius reflective element 155. 

Note that section AA to BB of backing plate element 160 is angled to section BB to CC. 

Such angling of the auxiliary reflective element relative to the plano element can be 

advantageous in allowing the auxiliary reflective element view a portion of the road adjacent 

5 the automobile that is in a blind spot of the plano reflective element. In this regard, it is 

preferable that the multi radius element be angled away from the plane of the plano element, 

as shown in Fig. 6 by the angling of section AA to BB to section BB to CC. 

Preferably, demarcation element 65 is formed in an integral molding 

operation, along with formation of backing plate element 60, and attachment of elements 50, 

10 55 thereto. For example, plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 can each by 

individually loaded into an injection molding tool. Once loaded, a polymeric resin (or the 

monomers to form a polymeric resin) can be injected into the mold in order to integrally form 

backing plate element 60 with elements 50, 55 integrally molded thereto and, in the same 

molding operation and in the same tool, also form by molding the demarcation element. 

15 Integral molding of the backing plate element to plano element 50 and multiradius element 

55 along with creation in the single molding operation of demarcation element 65 (along with 

any other elements such as attachment member 64) in a single integral molding operation, is 

a preferred fabrication process for plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30. By 

loading all the sub components of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 into a 

20 molding tool, and then injecting polymeric resin to form the backing plate, demarcation 

member and any attachment member, a substantially complete or fully complete plano

multiradius reflective element assembly can be unloaded from the tool at the completion of 

the integral molding operation (as known in the molding art), thus enabling economy in 

manufacturing and accommodation of any dimensional tolerances in the sub components. 

25 Where integral molding is so used, it is preferable to use a reactive molding operation such as 

reactive injection molding of a urethane as such reactive injection molding operations occur 

at relatively modest temperatures. 

Plano element 50 and/or multiradius element 55 can comprise a heater 

element, as known in the automotive mirror art, that is operable to deice/demist surfaces 66, 

30 68. Such heater elements are conventional and can comprise a positive temperature 

coefficient heater pad, a resistive heater element and/or a conductive coating. Plano element 

50 and/or multiradius element 55 can also optionally comprise a scatterproofing member, as 
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known in the automotive mitTor art, such as an adhesive tape, to enhance safety in an 

accident. 

Also, plano element 50 and/or multiradius element 55 can comprise a variable 

reflectance electro-optic element such as an electrochromic mirror reflector. Thus, both 

5 element 50 and element 55 can comprise an electrochromic mirror element or either of 

element 50 and element 55 can comprise an electrochromic mirror element and the other can 

comprise a fixed reflectance non-variable reflectance mirror element such as a metal reflector 

coated glass panel such as a chromium coated glass substrate. Also, if both piano element 50 

and multiradius element 55 comprise an electro-optic element such as an electrochromic 

10 mirror element capable of electrically dimmable reflectivity, both elements 50, 55 can dim 

together and in tandem under control of a common dimming control signal (typically 

provided by an electro-optic automatic dimming interior mirror assembly mounted in the 

cabin of the automobile and equipped with photosensors to detect incident glare and ambient 

light). Alternately, if both plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 comprise an electro-

15 optic element such as an electrochromic mirror element capable of electrically dimmable 

reflectivity, element 50 can dim independently of element 55 (such as is disclosed in U.S. 

Patent No. 5,550,677, the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference 

herein). If either or both of elements 50, 55 comprise an electrochromic element, preferably, 

the electrochromic reflective element comprises a front substrate and a rear substrate with an 

20 electrochromic medium disposed between, such as a solid polymer matrix electrochromic 

medium such as is disclosed in U.S. patent application Serial No. 09/350,930, filed July 12, 

1999, en titled "ELECTROCHROMIC POLYMERIC SOLID FILMS, MANUFACTURING 

ELECTROCHROMIC DEVICES USING SUCH FILMS, AND PROCESSES FOR 

MAKING SUCH SOLID FILMS AND DEVICES" to Desaraju V. Varaprasad et al., or such 

25 as is disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,668,663; 5,724,187; 5,910,854; and 5,239,405, the entire 

disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference herein. Most preferably, in such 

laminate-type electrochromic mirror reflective elements, the front substrate comprises a glass 

plate of thickness less than about 1.6 mm, most preferably about 1.1 mm thickness or lower, 

and the rear substrate comprises a glass plate of thickness equal to or greater than about 

30 1.6mm, more preferably greater than about 1.8 mm thickness, most preferably equal to or 

greater than about 2.0 mm thickness. The rearmost surface of the rear substrate (the fourth 

surface as known in the mirror art) is reflector coated with a high reflecting metal film such 
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5 

as of aluminum or silver, or an alloy of aluminum or silver. Most preferably, the front-most 

surface of the rear substrate (the third surface as known in the mirror art) is reflector coated 

with a high reflecting metal film such as of aluminum or silver, or an alloy of aluminum or 

silver. 

Backing plate element 65 of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 

is optionally equipped on its rearmost surface with attachment member 64 to facilitate 

attachment to the reflector-positioning actuator of the exterior sideview mirror assembly that 

plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is mounted to. Attachment of plano

multiradius reflective element assembly 30 to the actuator can be by mechanical attachment 

10 such as by a tab, clip or fastener, or may be by adhesive attachment such as by a silicone 

adhesive, a urethane adhesive or a similar adhesive material such as a tape coated on both 

surfaces with a pressure sensitive adhesive to form a "double-sticky" tape. The exterior 

sideview mirror assembly, on whose mirror reflector-positioning actuator the plano

multiradius reflective element assembly is mounted, can be a fixedly attached exterior 

15 sideview mirror assembly, a break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly and a powerfold 

exterior sideview mirror assembly, as known in the automotive mirror art. 

Figs. SA-SH shows various arrangements of multiradius reflective element 55 

relative to its adjacent piano reflective element 50 (with demarcation element 65 disposed at 

their joint). In Figs. SA, SB, SC, SE and 5F, plano element 50 is mounted wholly inboard of 

20 multiradius element 55. Thus, in Figs. SA, SB, SC, SE and 5F, piano element 50 would be 

disposed closer to the vehicle body (and hence to the driver) than multiradius element 55 

when plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 was mounted in an exterior sideview 

mirror attached to a side of an automobile. Therefore, in Figs. SA, SB, SC, SE and 5F, plano 

element 50 would be mounted inboard relative to the side of the automobile and multiradius 

25 element 55 would be mounted outboard relative to the side of the automobile. In general, the 

location of the multiradius reflective element in the outboard, upper portion of the plano

multiradius reflective element assembly, as in Figs. 5B and SE, is preferred as this allows the 

plano portion provide a desired rearward field of view along the side of the vehicle. The 

configuration as shown in Fig. 50 (where the multiradius reflective element is along the 

30 inboard side of the assembly) is also desirable as this allows the driver view the side of the 

vehicle (something many drivers desire in order to have a frame of reference for their 

rearward field of view) while facilitating having a wide field of view for the plano portion. 
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Unlike trucks, busses and commercial vehicles the size of an exterior sideview 

mirror assembly suitable for use on an automobile (and especially when the automobile is not 

towing a trailer or the like) is restricted. Automobiles generally are non-commercial vehicles 

intended for personal transportation. Automobiles typically carry 5 passengers or less, 

s although minivans and large sports utility vehicles (which are classified herein as 

automobiles) can have seat accommodation for up to 10 passengers (although 

accommodation for 7 passengers or less is more common). The tandem mounting of a piano 

element of unit magnification and a separate auxiliary element onto a common, single 

backing plate element, and the mounting of this backing plate element onto an actuator of an 

10 exterior sideview minor assembly so that a driver can simultaneously and similarly move the 

auxiliary element and the piano element so as to position their respective rearward fields of 

view, and to achieve this within the relatively restricted space available in a standard 

automobile-sized exterior sideview mirror assembly is an important element of this present 

invention. By utilizing a piano element of unit magnification in the plano-multiradius 

15 reflective element assembly, and by sizing the reflector area of the plano element larger than 

the reflector area of the multiradius element and, preferably, by sizing the reflector area of the 

plano element at a sufficiently large size that the rearward field of view provided by the piano 

element alone meets and satisfies the minimum field of view requirement mandated by an 

automaker specification and/or a government regulation, the need to provide a safety warning 

20 indicia such as "OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER THAN THEY APPEAR" in the 

piano element and/or in the multiradius element can be obviated. Preferably, the plano 

element comprises a reflector surface area of a size sufficient, when mounted as part of a 

plano-multiradius reflective element assembly in a driver-side exterior sideview mirror 

assembly on an automobile, to provide the driver of the automobile a view of a level road 

25 surface extending to the horizon from a line, perpendicular to a longitudinal plane tangent to 

the driver's side of the automobile at the widest point, extending 8 feet out from the tangent 

plane 35 feet behind the driver's eyes (at a nominal location appropriate for any 95th 

percentile male driver or at the driver's eye reference points established in Federal Motor 

Vehicle Standard No. 104), with the driver seated in the driver's seat and with the driver's 

30 seat in the rearmost position. Also, preferably, the aspect ratio of the plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly (defined as the ratio of its largest vertical dimension to its largest 

horizontal dimension, measured with the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 
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oriented as it would be oriented when mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on an 

automobile, and with "horizontal" being generally parallel with the road surface the 

automobile travels on and "vertical" being generally perpendicular to the road surface the 

automobile travels on) is preferably less than 1, more preferably less than 0.8, most 

5 preferably less than 0.6. Further, it is preferable that the multiradius element be disposed 

outboard (relative to the side of the vehicle and with the plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly oriented as it would be when mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on 

an automobile) on the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly so that the multiradius 

element is positioned to provide an auxiliary, wide-angle view of a "blind-spot" region in an 

10 adjacent sidelane while the more inboard-disposed piano element with unit magnification 

provides the principal sideview image to the driver. 

Also, it is preferable that the principal axis of the rearward field of view of the 

multiradius element be different from and angled to the principal axis of the rearward field of 

view of the piano element when both are attached to the backing plate element of the plano-

15 multiradius reflective element assembly and when the plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly is mounted and operated in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on an automobile. 

Preferably, the principal axis of the rearward field of view of the plano element is directed 

generally parallel to the road that the automobile equipped with the plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly is travelling on (i.e. generally parallel to the longitudinal axis of 

20 the automobile) so as to provide the driver with a long-distance view of approaching vehicles 

in the side lane that the plano element views). However, preferably the principal axis of the 

rearward field of view of the multiradius element of, for example, a door-mounted driver-side 

(or passenger-side) exterior sideview mirror assembly in which the plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly is mounted is directed generally downwardly towards the road 

25 surface adjacent to the driver seating location and/or several feet (such as about 1 foot to 

about 24 feet; more preferably, about I foot to about 12 feet; most preferably about I foot to 

about 8 feet in distance) to its rear (in order to capture a field of view of a rear approaching 

vehicle that is approaching to overtake, or is about to overtake, or is overtaking the 

automobile equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly). Thus, 

30 preferably, the principal axis of the rearward field of view of the multiradius element is 

angled and directed generally downwardly with respect to the longitudinal axis of the 

automobile and thus is at an angle to the principal axis of the rearward field of view of the 
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plano element. For example, multiradius element 155 when attached to surface 173 of 

backing plate 160 (see Fig. 6B) would have its principal axis of rearward view as indicated 

by 180 as in Fig. 6B, and as such would be canted towards the road surface when mounted in 

an exterior sideview mirror assembly attached to the side of an automobile. By contrast, 

5 piano element 150 when attached to surface 174 of backing plate 160 (see Fig. 6A) would 

have a principal axis as indicated by 185 as in Fig. 6A and, as such, would be generally 

parallel to the road surface when mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly attached 

to the side of an automobile. Having the multiradius element canted somewhat downwards 

towards the road surface assists visual detection by the driver of overtaking vehicles in the 

IO traditional "blind-spot" in the adjacent side lane. The angle that the multiradius element is 

angled on the backing plate element of the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 

relative to the plane of the piano reflective element will vary from automobile model to 

model, but generally is preferred to be in the about 1 degree to about 10 degree range; about 

2 degree to about 8 degree range more preferred; and about 3 degree to about 6 degree range 

15 most preferred. In order to conveniently achieve an angling of the multiradius portion with 

respect to the plano portion (and preferably a downward angling), the portion of the backing 

plate element that the multiradius reflective element is attached to can be angled relative to 

the adjacent portion of the backing plate element that the plano reflective portion is attached 

to. Thus, and referring to Fig. 6, plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 130 includes 

20 a molded polymeric backing plate element 160 comprising a generally flat portion 162 

(between BB and CC in Fig. 6) and an adjacent curved portion 161 (between AA and BB). 

As indicated by 190 and 195, portion AA to BB of backing plate element 160 is generally 

angled to portion BB to CC of backing plate 160. Preferably, the portion of backing plate 

element 160 to which the auxiliary reflective element attaches is angled towards the front 

25 (compared to the angling of plano reflective element) of an automobile equipped with the 

piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly of the present invention. Fig. 6 is a view of 

plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 130 as it would appear from above the vehicle 

as it would be orientated in use (with portion 162 closer to the driver than portion 161). The 

wall section, section XX in Fig. 6, taken through section 162 of backing plate element 160 is 

30 of substantially constant dimension (as illustrated in Fig. 6A) whereas the wall section, 

section YY in Fig. 6B, taken through section 161 of backing plate element 160 is of varying 

dimension and is angled. Plano reflective element 150 and multiradius reflective element 
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155 (for example, plano element 150 can comprise an electrochromic mirror element and 

multiradius element 155 can comprise a chrome coated glass reflector) are attached to 

portions 162 and 161, respectively. By being supported on the angled face 173 (see Fig. 6B) 

of portion 161, the principal viewing axis of multiradius reflector element 155 is angled 

5 downwards towards the road surface, as compared to the more horizontal-viewing principal 

viewing axis of plano element 150, when plano-multiradius reflective element 130 is 

mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on an automobile. Demarcation element 

165 is preferably molded in the same molding tool as is used to mold backing plate element 

160, and so demarcation element 165 is formed as an integral part of backing plate element 

10 160, forming a wall thereof that partitions the surface of backing plate element 160 into a 

region for receiving the piano reflective element 150 and a region for receiving the auxiliary 

reflective element 155. Also, end-caps 170 and 171 are optionally provided. Plano reflective 

element 150 can attach into the cavity formed between demarcation element 165 and end-cap 

171; multiradius reflective element 155 can attach into the cavity formed between 

15 demarcation element 165 and end-cap 170. Note that the portion of the backing plate element 

where the wide-angle optic multiradius element attaches can have a thicker wall thickness 

than that of the portion of the backing plate element where the unit magnification optic 

element attaches in order to allow for the angling of the multiradius element downwardly 

relative to the angle of the plano element, as illustrated in Figs. 6A-B. As illustrated in Figs. 

20 6A-B, the angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle of the multiradius element 

can generally be set by an angling of a surface of the backing plate element in order to ensure 

that the principal axis of the rearward field of view of the piano element is directed generally 

parallel to the longitudinal axis of an automobile equipped with the plano-multiradius 

reflective element assembly and that the principal axis of the rearward field of view of the 

25 multiradius element is directed generally at an angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of 

the automobile. 

Note that the provision of the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 

of this invention as a unitary module has manufacturing advantages, particularly for exterior 

sideview mirror assembly manufacturers who can procure a plano-multiradius reflective 

30 element assembly module from a mirror reflector supplier and then mount the plano

multiradius reflective element assembly module onto an actuator. 
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Referring to Fig. 7, a third embodiment 230 of a plano-multiradius reflective 

element assembly is illustrated. Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 230 includes 

a plano reflective element 250 and a separate multiradius reflective element assembly 255, 

both individually attached to a backing plate element, and with demarcation element 265 

5 disposed at their joint. Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 230 is about 8.5 inches 

wide and about 4.25 inches tall (aspect ratio of 0.5), at their largest dimension. Shown as the 

shaded triangle 240 in piano reflective element 250 is the image of a triangular target object 

set about 35 feet rearward and of width about 8 feet and of height of about 4.1 feet as would 

be seen were plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 230 mounted in a driver-side 

lO exterior sideview mirror assembly in an automobile such as a sports utility vehicle. In 

general, it is desirable that the plano reflective element be dimensioned and configured so as 

to have its rearward field of view capture an image (that is visible, by reflection in the plano 

reflective element, to a driver seated in the driver's seat in an automobile to which is attached 

an exterior sideview mirror assembly equipped with the plano-auxiliary reflective element 

15 assembly according to this present invention) of a triangular shaped target located about 35 

feet rearward of the driver seating location, extending about 8 feet out from the plane defined 

by the side of the automobile and reaching a height of between about 4 feet and about 5 feet 

from the road surface at that location 35 feet rearward of the automobile. The total field of 

view rearwardly of the vehicle of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 230 (which 

20 is a combination of the field of view of piano reflective element 250 and of the auxiliary 

multiradius reflective element 255) preferably generally subtends an angle of at least about 

30 degrees (and more preferably, generally subtends an angle of at least about 35 degrees and 

most preferably, generally subtends an angle of at least about 40 degrees) with respect to the 

side of an automobile to which is attached an exterior sideview mirror assembly equipped 

25 with plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 230. 

Also, although it is preferable to utilize a multiradius or compound curvature 

reflective element such as an aspherical element or a compound curvature element for the 

auxiliary mirror element adjacent the piano reflective element (as this enables least 

discontinuity in image at the joint between the adjacent elements of the assembly), a 

30 spherical reflective element (that has substantially only one radius of curvature and, as such, 

is a section from a sphere) can optionally be used adjacent the piano reflective element 

instead of, or in addition to, the multiradius reflective element. Also, a plano auxiliary mirror 
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such as a flat mirrored substrate can be used, less preferably, as a substitute for a multiradius 

reflective element in those embodiments where the auxiliary reflective element is angled 

relative to the plane of the principal, plano reflective element so as to view a blind spot 

region of the principal plano element. Also, the plano-multiradius reflective element 

5 assembly can optionally be fixedly attached to an exterior sideview mirror assembly housing 

that is not movable, or, alternately, the exterior sideview mirror assembly housing to which 

the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly is fixedly attached can itself be actuated to 

move, such as by motor action, so that by moving the exterior sideview mirror assembly 

housing, the field of rearward view of the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 

LO fixedly attached thereto can correspondingly move and be repositioned to suit the field of 

view need of a particular driver seated in the automobile cabin. 

The above description is considered that of the preferred embodiments only. 

Modification of the invention will occur to those skilled in the art and to those who make or 

use the invention. Therefore, it is understood that the embodiments shown in the drawings 

15 and described above are merely for illustrative purposes and are not intended to limit the 

scope of the invention, which is defined in the following claims as interpreted according to 

the principles of patent law, including the doctrine of equivalents. 
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I claim: 

l. An exterior sideview mirror system suitable for use in an automobile, said 

exterior sideview mirror system comprising: 

an exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted for attachment to a side of an 

automobile; 

5 said exterior sideview mirror assembly including a reflective element having a 

rearward field of view when attached to said side of the automobile; 

said reflective element attached to an actuator and movable by said actuator in 

order to position said rearward field of view in response to a control; 

wherein said reflective element comprises a plano-multiradius reflective 

10 element assembly, said plano-multiradius reflective element assembly comprising a piano 

reflective element having unit magnification and a separate multiradius reflective element 

having a multiradius curvature; and 

said piano reflective element and said multiradius reflective element of said 

plano-multiradius reflective element assembly attached to a backing plate element, said 

15 backing plate element mounting to said actuator such that movement of said backing plate 

element of said plano-multiradius reflective element assembly by said actuator 

simultaneously and similarly moves said plano reflective element and said multiradius 

reflective element. 

2. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said piano reflective 

element and said multiradius reflective element are adjacently attached to said backing plate 

element at a joint, and wherein said plano-multiradius reflective element assembly includes a 

demarcation element, said demarcation element disposed at said joint to form a demarcation 

5 between said plano reflective element and said multiradius reflective element, said 

demarcation element having a portion visible to a driver of the automobile. 

3. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said demarcation 

element is dark colored. 
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4. The exterior side view mirror system of Claim 3, wherein said demarcation 

element is dark colored with a color selected from the group consisting of black, grey, blue 

and brown. 

5. The exterior sideview mirrnr system of Claim 2, wherein said joint comprises 

a space between said plano reflective element and said multiradius reflective element. 

6. · The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 5, wherein said demarcation 

element is at least partially disposed in said space between said piano reflective element and 

said multiradius reflective element. 

7. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 3, wherein said demarcation 

element comprises at least one of a polymer material, a tape, a plastic film, a paint, a lacquer 

and a caulk. 

8. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 7, wherein said demarcation 

element comprises a polymer material. 

9. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said demarcation 

element comprises a wall on said backing plate element, said wall located on said backing 

plate element at said joint, said wall separating said piano reflective element from said 

multiradius reflective element. 

10. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width less than about 4 mm. 

11. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width less than about 3 mm. 

12. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width less than about 2 mm. 
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13. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width greater than about 0.5 mm. 

14. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width greater than about 0.75 mm. 

15. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 2, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width greater than about 1 mm. 

16. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said piano reflective 

element is attached to said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive attachment 

and a mechanical attachment. 

17. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said multiradius 

reflective element is attached to said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive 

attachment and a mechanical attachment. 

18. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said multiradius 

reflective element is attached to said backing plate element at a location such that, when said 

exterior mirror assembly is attached to a side of an automobile, at least a portion of said plano 

reflective element is disposed closer to said side of the automobile than any portion of said 

5 multiradius reflective element. 

19. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said multiradius 

reflective element comprises a bent glass substrate with radii of curvature in the range of 

from about 4000 mm to about 50 mm. 

20. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein the ratio of the width 

of said piano reflective element to the width of said multiradius reflective element is greater 

than 1. 
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21. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein the ratio of the width 

of said plano reflective element to the width of said multiradius reflective element is greater 

than 1.5. 

22. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein the ratio of the width 

of said plano reflective element to the width of said multiradius reflective element is greater 

than 2.5. 

23. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein the principal axis of 

the rearward field of view of said multiradius reflective element is different from and angled 

to the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said plano reflective element when both 

are attached to said backing plate element of said plano-multiradius reflective element 

5 assembly and when said plano-multiradius reflective element assembly is mounted in said 

exterior sideview mirror assembly on an automobile. 

24. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 23, wherein the principal axis of 

the rearward field of view of said plano reflective element is directed generally parallel to the 

longitudinal axis of an automobile equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective element 

assembly and wherein the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said multiradius 

5 reflective element is directed generally at an angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of the 

automobile. 

25. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 24, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is in the range from about 1 degree to 

about 10 degrees. 

26. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 24, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is in the range from about 2 degrees to 

about 8 degrees. 
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27. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 24, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is in the range from about 3 degrees to 

about 6 degrees. 

28. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 24, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is generally set by an angling of a 

surface of said backing plate element. 

29. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 24, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly 

adapted for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a 

driver of the automobile and wherein the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 

5 multiradius reflective element is directed generally downwardly towards the road surface 

adjacent to the driver seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 24 

feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

30. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 24, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly 

adapted for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a 

driver of the automobile and wherein the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 

5 multiradius reflective element is directed generally downwardly towards the road surface 

adjacent to the driver seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 12 

feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

31. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 24, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly 

adapted for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a 

driver of the automobile and wherein the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 

5 multiradius reflective element is directed generally downwardly towards the road surface 

adjacent to the driver seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 8 feet 

to the rear of the driver seating location. 
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32. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a fixedly attached exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

33. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

34. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a powerfold exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

35. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said actuator 

comprises an electrically operable actuator. 

36. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said control 

comprises a memory controller. 

37. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein at least one of said 

plano reflective element and said multiradius reflective element comprises an electro-optic 

reflective element. 

38. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein both said piano 

reflective element and said multiradius reflective element comprise an electro-optic reflective 

element. 

39. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said piano reflective 

element comprises an electro-optical reflective element. 

40. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 39, wherein said electro-optical 

reflective element comprises an electrochromic reflective element. 

41. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 40, wherein said multiradius 

reflective element comprises a fixed reflectance mirror reflector. 
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42. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 41, wherein said fixed 

reflectance mirror reflector comprises a bent glass substrate coated with a metallic reflector 

coating. 

43. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 1, wherein said plano-

multiradius reflective element assembly is formed in an integral molding operation. 

44. An exterior sideview mirror system suitable for use in an automobile, said 

exterior sideview mirror system comprising: 

an exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted for attachment to a side of an 

automobile; 

5 said exterior sideview mirror assembly including a reflective element having a 

10 

rearward field of view when attached to said side of the automobile; 

said reflective element attached to an electrically operable actuator and 

movable by said actuator in order to position said rearward field of view in response to a 

control; 

wherein said reflective element comprises a piano reflective element having 

unit magnification and a separate auxiliary reflective element; 

said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element attached to a 

backing plate element, said backing plate element mounting to said actuator such that 

movement of said backing plate element by said actuator simultaneously and similarly moves 

15 said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element; and 

wherein said piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element are 

adjacently attached to said backing plate element at a joint, and wherein a demarcation 

element is disposed at said joint to form a demarcation between said plano reflective element 

and said auxiliary reflective element, said demarcation element having a portion visible to a 

20 driver of the automobile. 

45. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein demarcation 

element is dark colored. 
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46. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said demarcation 

element is dark colored with a color selected from the group consisting of black, grey, blue 

and brown. 

47. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said joint comprises 

a space between said plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element. 

48. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 4 7, wherein said demarcation 

element is at least partially disposed in said space between said plano reflective element and 

said auxiliary reflective element. 

49. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said demarcation 

element comprises at least one of a polymer material, a tape, a plastic film, a paint, a lacquer 

and a caulk. 

50. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said demarcation 

element comprises a polymer materiaL 

51. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said demarcation 

element comprises a wall on said backing plate element, said wall located on said backing 

plate element at said joint, said wall separating said plano reflective element from said 

auxiliary reflective element. 

52. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width less than about 4 mm. 

53. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width less than about 3 mm. 

54. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width less than about 2 mm. 
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55. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width greater than about 0.5 mm. 

56. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width greater than about 0.75 mm. 

57. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said portion visible 

to a driver of the automobile has a width greater than about 1 mm. 

58. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said plano 

reflective element is attached to said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive 

attachment and a mechanical attachment. 

59. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said auxiliary 

reflective element is attached to said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive 

attachment and a mechanical attachment. 

60. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said auxiliary 

reflective element is attached to said backing plate element at a location such that, when said 

exterior mirror assembly is attached to a side of an automobile, at least a portion of said plano 

reflective element is disposed closer to said side of the automobile than any portion of said 

5 auxiliary reflective element. 

61. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said auxiliary 

reflective element comprises one of a flat glass substrate and a bent glass substrate 

62. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein the ratio of the 

width of said plano reflective element to the width of said auxiliary reflective element is 

greater than 1. 
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63. The exterior sideview miITor system of Claim 44, wherein the ratio of the 

width of said plano reflective element to the width of said auxiliary reflective element is 

greater than 1.5. 

64. The exterior sideview mi1Tor system of Claim 44, wherein the ratio of the 

width of said plano reflective element to the width of said auxiliary reflective element is 

greater than 2.5. 

65. The exterior sideview milTor system of Claim 44, wherein the principal axis of 

the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element is different from and angled to 

the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said plano reflective element when both are 

attached to said backing plate element and are mounted in said exterior sideview mirror 

5 assembly on an automobile. 

66. The exterior sideview mi1Tor system of Claim 65, wherein the principal axis of 

the rearward field of view of said plano reflective element is directed generally parallel to the 

longitudinal axis of an automobile equipped with said reflective element and wherein the 

principal axis of the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element is directed 

5 generally at an angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of an automobile equipped with said 

reflective element. 

67. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 66, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is in the range from about 1 degree to 

about 10 degrees. 

68. The exterior sideview mi1Tor system of Claim 66, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is in the range from about 2 degrees to 

about 8 degrees. 

69. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 66, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is in the range from about 3 degrees to 

about 6 degrees. 
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70. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 66, wherein said angle 

downwards to the longitudinal axis of the automobile is generally set by an angling of a 

surface of said backing plate element. 

71. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 66, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly 

adapted for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a 

driver of the automobile and wherein the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 

5 auxiliary reflective element is directed generally downwardly towards the road surface 

adjacent to the driver seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 24 

feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

72. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 66, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly 

adapted for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a 

driver of the automobile and wherein the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 

s auxiliary reflective element is directed generally downwardly towards the road surface 

adjacent to the driver seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 12 

feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

73. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 66, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly 

adapted for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a 

driver of the automobile and wherein the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 

5 auxiliary reflective element is directed generally downwardly towards the road surface 

adjacent to the driver seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 8 feet 

to the rear of the driver seating location. 

74. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a fixedly attached exterior sideview mirror assembly. 
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75. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

76. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said exterior 

sideview mirror assembly comprises a powerfold exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

77. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said control 

comprises a memory controller. 

78. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein at least one of said 

plano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element comprises an electro-optic 

reflective element. 

79. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein both said plano 

reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element comprise an electro-optic reflective 

element. 

80. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 44, wherein said plano 

reflective element comprises an electro-optical reflective element. 

81. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 80, wherein said electro-optical 

reflective element comprises and electrochromic reflective element. 

82. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 81, wherein said auxiliary 

reflective element comprises a fixed reflectance mirror reflector. 

83. The exterior sideview mirror system of Claim 82, wherein said fixed 

reflectance mirror reflector comprises a bent glass substrate coated with a metallic reflector 

coating. 
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PATENT 
DONO! P-793 

Express Mail No. EL399135945US 

EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY 

ABSTRACT 

This invention provides a plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 

suitable for use in an exterior sideview mirror assembly mounted to the side body of an 

5 automobile. The plano-multiradius reflective element assembly includes a plano reflective 

element which has a rearward field of view, when mounted in an exterior sideview mirror 

assembly mounted to the side body of an automobile, with unit magnification. The plano

multiradius reflective element assembly also includes an auxiliary reflective element 

including a multiradius portion with a rearward field of view. The plano reflective element 

lO provides a distortion-free rearward field of view and serves as the principal rearward-viewing 

portion of the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly. The multiradius portion 

provides a wide angle rearward field of view, and typically supplements the rearward field of 

view of the plano portion. The plano reflective element and the multiradius portion are 

separated by a demarcation element which enables the driver to readily delineate a rearward 

15 view in the plano portion from a rearward view in the multiradius portion. The plano 

reflective element and the multiradius reflective element are individually, separately, and 

adjacently attached to a single backing plate which is mounted to an actuator of the exterior 

sideview mirror assembly. By adjusting the position of the backing plate within the housing 

of the exterior sideview mirror assembly via the actuator, the rearward field of view of both 

20 the plano reflective element and the multiradius reflective element are simultaneously and 

similarly aligned. 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

This invention provides a plano-multiradius reflective ele
ment assembly suitable for use in an exterior sideview 
mirror assembly mounted to the side body of an automobile. 
The plano-multiradius reflective element assembly includes 
a plano reflective element which has a rearward field of 
view, when mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assem
bly mounted to the side body of an automobile, with unit 
magnification. The plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly also includes an auxiliary reflective clement 
including a multiradius portion with a rearward field of view. 
The piano reflective element provides a distortion-free rear
ward field of view and serves as the principal rearward
viewing portion of the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly. The multiradius portion provides a wide angle 
rearward field of view, and typically supplements the rear
ward field of view of the plano portion. The plano reflective 
element and the multiradius portion are separated by a 
demarcation element which enables the driver to readily 
c.lelim:ale a rearward view in the plano portion from a 
rearward view in the multiradius portion. The piano reflec
tive element and the multiradius reflective element are 
individually, separately, and adjacently attached to a single 
backing plate which is mounted to an actuator of the exterior 
sideview mirror assembly. By adjusting the position of the 
backing plate within the housing of the exterior sideview 
mirror assembly via the actuator, the rearward field of view 
of both the piano reflective element and the multiradius 
reflective element are simultaneously and similarly aligned. 
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1 

EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY 
REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY 

TECHNICAL FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF 
THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to exterior sideview mirror 
assemblies suitable for use on an automobile, and more 
specifically, to plano-auxiliary reflective element assemblies 
for use in automobile exterior sideview mirror assemblies. 

Automobiles are typically equipped with an interior rear
view mirror assembly (adapted for providing a rearward 
field of view immediately rearward of the vehicle, typically 
principally in the road lam: the vehicle is traveling in) and al 
least one exterior sideview mirror assembly attached to the 
side of the vehicle (typically adjacent a front side window 
portion). The exterior side view mirror assembly typically 
comprises a reflective element adapted to provide a rearward 
field of view of the side lane adjacent the vehicle so as to 
allow the driver see whether a side approaching vehicle is 
present when the driver is contemplating a lane change. 
Conventionally, automobiles are equipped with a driver-side 
exterior mirror assembly and, very often, with a passenger
side exterior sideview mirror assemblv mounted to the side 
of the automobile body opposite to that of the driver-side 
assembly. While the combination of an interior rearview 
mirror with a driver-side exterior mirror ( and especially in a 
three-mirror system comprising an interior rearview mirror 
with a driver-side exterior mirror and a passenger-side 
exterior mirror) works well in many driving situations, rear 
vision blind spots present a potential safety hazard while 
driving. A rear vision blind spot is an area adjacent the side 
of an automobile where a view of another vehicle 
( overtaking on that side) is not captured in the rearward field 
of view of the exterior mirror reflector on that side. This 
presents a potential safely hazard as the driver, upon check
ing the view in the exterior sideview mirror and seeing no 
overtaking vehicle therein, may deem it safe to initiate a lane 
change, unaware that there is a vehicle immediately adjacent 
in a blind-spot of the exterior mirror reflector. 

Various attempts have been made conventionally to mini
mize and/or eliminate exterior mirror blind-spots on 
vehicles. One approach is to make the exterior mirror 
reflector larger, and particularly wider with respect to the 
vehicle body. By increasing the width of the exterior mirror 
reflector, it has a wider field of view rearwards, and hence 
the reflector blind-spot is reduced. While use of a wide 
exterior mirror reflector is an option for trucks, buses and 
commercial vehicles, increasing the width of the reflector 
used in an exterior sideview mirror assembly mounted on 
automobiles (such as sedans, station wagons, sports cars, 
convertibles, minivans, sports utility vehicles, pick-up 
trucks and similar passenger carrying automobiles) is often 
not an option. In such domestic automobiles, increasing the 
width of the exterior mirror reflector increases the size of the 
exterior sideview mirror assembly with a concomitant 
increase in aerodynamic drag, incrc~sc in fuel consumption, 
increased difficulty in parking in tight parking spaces, and 
increased reflector vibration. Use of a non-flat, curved 
exterior mirror reflector is commonly used to increase 
rearward field of view without increasing reflector size. 

2 
radius of curvature of the bent substrate decreases). 
However, such wide-angle mirrors have non-unit magnifi
cation and distance perception rearward is distorted. For this 
reason, convex (spherically-bent) exterior mirror reflectors 

5 are required in some countries (such as the United States) to 
carry a safety warning "OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE 
CLOSER TIIAN TIIEY APPEAR". Distance perception is 
particularly important for a driver-side exterior mirror. 
Indeed, Federal Vehicle Safety Standard No: 111 in the 

10 United States (the entire disclosure of which is hereby 
incorporated by reference herein) requires that the driver
side exterior mirror reflector exhibit unit magnification, and 
places restrictions on the radius of curvature allowed for any 
bent passenger-side mirror as well as requiring a safety 

15 warning be placed thereon. As an improvement over spheri
cally bent/convex mirror reflectors, aspherical or multiradius 
mirror reflectors (such as are disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 
4,449,786 and 5,724,187, the entire disclosures of which are 
hereby incorporated by reference herein) have been devel-

20 oped. Such mirrors are widely used in Europe and Asia for 
both driver-side exterior mirror reflectors and for passenger
side exterior mirror reflectors. The aspherical or multiradius 
mirror reflectors typically have a less curved (larger radius 
of curvature) reflective region that is inboard or closest to the 

25 driver when mounted on a vehicle and, usually separated by 
a demarcation line or the like, have a more curved (smaller 
radius of curvature) region that is outboard or farthest from 
the driver when mounted on a vehicle. However, such 
aspherical or multiradius reflectors do not have unit magni-

30 fication and so cannot be used when unit magnification is 
mandated (such as by FMVSS 111, referenced above). 

To supplement a Ilal driver-side exterior mirror relleclor, 
an auxiliary and separate bent reflector is sometimes incor
porated into the driver-side exterior sideview mirror assem-

35 bly. However, this is often not suitable for passenger auto
mobiles because of the extra space required in the sideview 
mirror assembly to accommodate an auxiliary reflector 
element. Also, in most passenger automobiles, the position 
of the side view mirror reflector is adjustable by the driver 

40 (such as by a hand-adjust, or by a manually adjustable cable 
such as a Bowden cable or by an electrically operable 
actuator, as known in the art) in order to provide to that 
driver his or her desired rearward field of view, which 
ill-suits use of a separate, auxiliary reflector. Likewise, 

45 addition of stick-on blind-spot mirror reflectors (such as are 
commonly sold in automotive parts stores and the like) onto 
an automobile exterior sideview mirror reflector has 
disadvantages, including obscuring field of view of the 
automobile mirror reflector and adding to mirror element 

so vibration. 
There is thus a need to provide an automobile exterior 

sideview reflective element, and particularly a driver-side 
automobile exterior sideview reflective element, that over
comes the disadvantages above and that provides the driver 

55 of the automobile with a distortion-free field of view with 
unit magnification that is supplemented with a wide-angle 
view of a side lane blind spot, and there is a need that this 
be provided in a unitary reflective element assembly module 
suitable to mount onto, and be adjusted by, the mirror 

60 reflector adjustment mechanism (such as an electrically 
operated, motorized actuator) provided in the exterior side
view mirror assembly. 

While working well to increase field of view, use of a 
curved reflector (such as a convex, spherically-curved 
reflector) has disadvantages. The field of view rearward 65 

increases as the degree of curvature of the bent substrate 
increases (i.e., the field of view rearward increases as the 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an automobile equipped 
with exterior sideview mirror assemblies according to this 
present invention; 
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plano, flat reflective element and the multiradius, bent 
reflective element. The backing plate is fabricated (typically 
by polymeric molding) to have a flat portion that corre
sponds to the plano, flat reflective element, and a curved 

FIG. 2 is a top plan partial fragmentary view of the 
driver's side exterior rearview mirror assembly of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of a plano
multiradius reflective element assembly of the mirror assem
bly in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of a demarcation 
element of the plano-multiradius reflective element assem
bly of FIG. 3; 

FIGS. 5A-5H illustrate views of various locations for a 
piano reflective element and an auxiliary reflective element 
according to this present invention; 

5 surface that corresponds to the multiradius, curved reflective 
element. The attachment of the plano reflective element and 
an auxiliary reflective element to a single backing plate 
produces a unitary plano-auxiliary reflective element assem
bly module suitable for mounting in an exterior sideview 

FIG. 6 is a sectional view of a second embodiment of a 

10 mirror assembly. By adjusting the position of the backing 
plate within the exterior sideview mirror assembly, the 
rearward fields of view of both the plano reflective element 
and the auxiliary reflective element are simultaneously and 

plano reflective element assembly according to the present 
invention including a demarcation element formed as a 

15 
dividing wall in a backing plate element; 

similarly aligned. 
One embodiment of the invention includes an exterior 

sideview mirror system suitable for use in an automobile 
comprising an exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted 
for attachment to a side of the automobile. The exterior 

FIG. 6Ais a cross-section taken along line XX of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 6B is a cross-sectional view taken along line YY of 

FIG. 6; and sideview mirror assembly includes a reflective element 
FIG. 7 is a schematic of a third embodiment of a plano- 20 having a rearward field of view when attached to said side 

auxiliary reflective element assembly according to this of the automobile. The reflective element is attached to an 
present invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

actuator and is movable by the actuator in order to position 
the reflective element's rearward field of view in response to 
a control. The reflective element comprises a plano-

This invention provides a plano reflective element with 
unit magnification and an auxiliary reflector element for use 
in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on an automobile. 
More specifically, this invention provides a plano
multiradius reflective clement assembly suitable for use in 
an exterior sideview mirror assembly mounted to the side 
body of an automobile. The plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly of this invention is especially suitable for 
mounting in a driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly 
that is mounted to the side of the automobile body adjacent 

25 multiradius reflective clement assembly which comprises a 
plano reflective element having unit magnification and a 
separate multiradius reflective element having a multiradius 
curvature. The plano element and the separate multiradius 
element of the plano-multiradius reflective element assem-

30 bly are attached to a backing plate element. The backing 
plate element is mounted to the actuator such that movement 
of the backing plate element (and hence the plano
multiradius reflective element assembly) by the actuator 
simultaneously and similarly moves the plano element and 

to the seating position of the driver in the front of the interior 
vehicular cabin. The plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly of this invention comprises a plano portion which 
has a rearward field of view, when mounted in an exterior 
sideview mirror assembly mounted to the side body of an 
automobile, with unit magnification. This plano portion 40 

comprises a flat substrate, typically a flat glass substrate, 
provided with a reflective surface. The plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly of this invention also includes a 
multiradius portion with a rearward field of view, when 
mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly mounted 45 

to the side body of an automobile, that has non-unit mag
nification. The plano portion provides a distortion-free rear
ward field of view and serves as the principal rearward
viewing portion of the plano-multiradius reflective element. 
The multiradius portion provides a wide angle rearward field so 
of view, and typically supplements the rearward field of 
view of the plano portion. This multiradius portion com
prises a curved substrate, typically a bent glass substrate, 
provided with a reflective surface. The plano portion and the 
multiradius portion are demarcated apart by a demarcation 55 

element. The demarcation element enables the driver of a 

35 the multiradius element. The plano element and the multi
radius element are separately and, preferably, adjacently 
attached to the backing plate element at a joint. 

In a further embodiment, a demarcation element is dis
posed at this joint to form a demarcation between the piano 
element and the multiradius element; this demarcation ele
ment having a portion visible to a driver of the automobile. 
Preferably, the demarcation element is dark colored, such as 
with a color selected from the group consisting of black, 
grey, blue and brown. Optionally, there is a space at the joint 
of the piano element and the multiradius element and the 
demarcation element is at least partially disposed in said 
space between said plano element and said multiradius 
element. The demarcation element can comprise at least one 
of a polymer material, a tape, a plastic film, a paint, a lacquer 
and a caulk. 

In a further embodiment, the demarcation element com
prises a wall on the backing plate element; this wall being 
located on the backing plate element at the joint of the piano 
element and the multiradius element, this wall separating the 
respective clements apart. 

vehicle equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective ele
ment of this invention to readily delineate a rearward view 

In preferred embodiments, the portion of the demarcation 
element visible to a driver of an automobile equipped with 
the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly of this 

60 invention has a width from about 0.5 111111 to about 4 111111. 
in the plano portion from a rearward view in the multiradius 
portion. The plano portion comprises a flat reflective ele
ment and the mulliradius portion comprises a bent reflective 
element. The flat, plano reflective element and the curved, 
multiradius reflective element are individually and sepa
rately manufactured, and are adjacently attached to a single 
backing plate (which typically comprises a polymeric 65 

substrate, most typically a molded polymeric substrate), and 
with the demarcation element disposed at the joint of the 

In preferred embodiments, the plano element is attached 
to the backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive 
attachment and a mechanical attachment. 

In preferred embodiments, the multiradius element is 
attached to the backing plate element at a location such that, 
when the exterior mirror assembly is attached to a side of an 
automobile, at least portion, and preferably at least a sub-
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stantial portion, of the piano element is disposed closer to 
the side of the vehicle than any portion of the multiradius 
element element. 

In preferred embodiments, the multiradius element com
prises a bent glass substrate with radii of curvature in the 
range of from about 4000 mm to about 50 mm, and the ratio 
of the width of the piano element to the width of the 
multiradius element is greater than 1. 

In preferred embodiments, the principal axis of the rear
ward field of view of the auxiliary, multiradius element is 
different from and angled to the principal axis of the 
rearward field of view of the piano element when both are 
attached to the backing plate element of the plano
multiradius reflective element assembly and when the plano
multiradius reflective element assembly is mounted in an 
exterior sideview mirror assembly on an automobile. 'lbe 
principal axis of the rearward field of view of the piano 
element is directed generally parallel to the longitudinal axis 
of an automobile equipped with the plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly and the principal axis of the 
rearward field of view of the multiradius clement is directed 
generally at an angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of 
the vehicle. 

In a preferred embodiment, the exterior sideview mirror 
assembly equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly comprises a fixedly attached exterior 
sideview mirror assembly. In another preferred embodiment, 
the exterior sideview mirror assembly equipped with the 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly comprises a 
break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly. In another 
preferred embodiment, the exterior sideview mirror assem
bly equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly comprises a powerfold exterior sideview mirror 
assembly. In another preferred embodiment, the actuator of 
the exterior sideview mirror assembly to which the plano
multiradius reflective element assembly is mounted com
prises an electrically operable actuator. In another preferred 
embodiment the actuator of the exterior sideview mirror 
assembly to 'which the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly is mounted is controlled by a switch or by a 
memory controller. In another preferred embodiment, the 
piano element and/or the multiradius element of the plano
multiradius reflective element assembly comprises an 
electro-optic reflective element, preferably an electrochro
mic reflective element. In another preferred embodiment, the 
piano element of the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly comprises an electro-optic reflective element, 
preferably an electrochromic reflective element, and the 
multiradius element comprises a fixed reflectance mirror 
reflector, such as a fixed reflectance mirror reflector com
prises a bent glass substrate coated with a metallic reflector 
coating. 

In a preferred embodiment, the piano-auxiliary reflective 
element assembly is assembly is formed in an integral 
molding operation. 

These and other advantages, features, and modifications 
will become more apparent when reviewed in conjunction 
with the drawings and the detailed description which fol
lows. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TIIE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

As illustrated in FIG. 1, passenger automobile 10 (which 
may be a sedan, a station-wagon, a sports car, a convertible, 
a minivan, a sports utility vehicle, a pick-up truck or a 
similar passenger carrying non-commercial, personal trans-

6 
portation automobile) includes an interior rearview mirror 
assembly 18 positioned within interior vehicle cabin 25. 
Interior vehicle cabin 25 further includes a steering wheel 
16, a driver seat 20 positioned at steering wheel 16, a front 

5 passenger seat 21 adjacent to driver seat 20 in the front 
portion of cabin 25, and a rear passenger seat 23 in the rear 
portion of cabin 25. Automobile 10 further includes a 
driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly 12 and a 
passenger-side exterior sideview mirror assembly 14, each 

10 adapted for attachment to opposing sides of automobile 
body 11, most preferably adjacent lo the sealing position of 
the driver seated in driver seat 20 for driver-side assembly 
12 and adjacent to the front passenger seat 21 for passenger
side assemblv 14. Exterior sideview mirrors, mounted as 

15 shown in FIG. 1 close to the driver seating location, are 
commonly referred to as door-mounted exterior sideview 
mirror assemblies. Driver-side exterior sideview mirror 
assembly 12 includes, as illustrated in FIG. 2, a plano
multiradius exterior sideview reflective element assembly 

20 30. Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is 
mounted to a reflective element positioning actuator 36. The 
orientation of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 
30 and hence its rearward field of view, is adjustable by 
ac{uator 36 in response to control 37. Control 37 can 

25 comprise a handset control that allows the driver manually 
move the orientation of plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly 30 within exterior mirror housing 40 (such as by 
a lever control or by a cable control) and hence reposition 
the rearward field of view of plano-multiradius reflective 

30 element assembly 30. Alternately, when actuator 36 com
prises an electrically actuated actuator that is electrically 
operable incorporating at least one motor, control 37 can 
comprise a switch (which, preferably, is operable under 
control of the driver seated in cabin 25) or control 37 can 

35 comprise a memory controller, as known in the automotive 
mirror art, that controls actuator 36 to move the position of 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 to a pre
set orientation that suits the rearward field of view prefer
ence of an individual driver. Actuator 36 is mounted to 

40 bracket 38 which attaches to vehicle body side 11. Plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is positionable 
by actuator 36 within exterior mirror housing 40. 

Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30, as 
shown in FIG. 3, comprises a piano element 50 and a 

45 separate multiradius element 55. Preferably, piano element 
50 is adjacent to multiradius element at a joint. At their joint, 
piano element 50 and separate multiradius element 55 can 
touch leaving substantially no gap or space therebetween, or 
piano element 50 and separate multiradius element 55 can be 

so spaced apart at their joint by a space or gap, as in FIG. 3. 
Plano clement 50 and multiradius clement 55 arc both 
mounted to surface 59 of, and are both supported by, a single 
backing plate element 60. Plano element 50 and multiradius 
element 55 are demarcated apart by demarcation element 65. 

ss Surface 61 of backing plate element 60 is preferably adapted 
to attach, such as by attachment member 64, to actuator 36 
when plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is 
mounted in driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly 12 
( and/or in passenger-side exterior side view mirror assembly 

60 14) such that piano element 50 and multiradius element 55 
are adjusted and positioned in tandem and simultaneously 
when the driver ( or alternatively, when a mirror memory 
system, as is conventional in the rearview mirror arts) 
activates actuator 36 to reposition the rearward field of view 

65 of plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30. Thus, 
since elements 50, 55 are part of plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly 30, movement of plano-multiradius 
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reflective element assembly 30 by actuator 36 simulta
neously and similarly moves plano element 50 and multi
radius element 55. 

Plano clement 50 preferably comprises a flat reflector
coated glass substrate having unit magnification, and com
prises a reflective surface through which the angular height 
and width of the image of an object is equal to the angular 
height and width of the object when viewed at the same 
distance ( except for flaws that do not exceed normal manu
facturing tolerances). Plano element 50 may comprise a 
conventional fixed reflectance mirror reflector or it may 
comprise a variable reflectance mirror reflector whose 
reflectivity is electrically adjustable. For example, piano 
clement 50 may comprise a flat glass substrate coated with 

8 
dius element to be used in a particular exterior mirror 
assembly can vary according to the specific field of view 
needs on a specific automobile model. 

The total field of view rcarwardly of the automobile of the 
5 plano-auxiliary reflective element assembly (which is a 

combination of the field of view of the piano reflective 
element and of the auxiliary reflective element) preferably 
generally subtends an angle of at least about 20 degrees ( and 
more preferably, generally subtends an angle of at least 

10 about 25 degrees and most preferably, generally subtends an 
angle of at least about 30 degrees) with respect to the side 
of an automobile to which is attached an exterior sideview 
mirror assembly equipped with the piano-auxiliary reflective 
element assembly. 

a metallic reflector coating such as a chromium coating, a 15 
titanium coating, a rhodium coating, a metal alloy coating, 

Multiradius element 55 may comprise a conventional 
fixed reflectance mirror reflector or it may comprise a 
variable reflectance mirror reflector whose reflectivity is 
electrically adjustable. For example, multiradius element 55 
may comprise a flat glass substrate coated with a metallic 

a nickel-alloy coating, a silver coating, an aluminum coating 
( or any alloy or combination of these metal reflectors). The 
metal reflector coating of piano element 50 may be a first 
surface coating (such as on surface 66) or a second surface 
coating (such as on surface 67), as such terms are known in 
the mirror art. The reflector coating on piano element 50 may 
also comprise a dielectric coating, or a multilayer of dielec
tric coatings, or a combination of a mt:lal layt:r and a 
dielectric layer to form automotive mirror reflectors as 
known in the automotive mirror art. If a variable reflectance 
reflector element, piano element 50 preferably comprises an 
electro-optic reflector element and, most preferably, an 
electrochromic reflector element. 

When mounted into exterior side view mirror assembly 12 
and/or 14, plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 

20 reflector coating such as a chromium coating, a titanium 
coating, a rhodium coating, a metal alloy coating, a nickel
alloy coating, a silver coating, an aluminum coating (or any 
alloy or combination of these metal reflectors). The metal 
reflector coaling of mulliradius element 55 may be a first 

25 surface coating (such as on surface 68) or a second surface 
coating (such as on surface 69), as such terms are known in 
the mirror art. The reflector coating on multiradius element 
55 may also comprise a dielectric coating, or a multilayer of 
dielectric coatings, or a combination of a metal layer and a 

30 dielectric layer to form automotive mirror reflectors as 
known in the automotive mirror art. If a variable reflectance 

is preferably orientated so that at least a portion of (more 
prderably a substantial portion oJ) lht: relleclor surface of 
piano element 50 is positioned closer to the vehicle body 
(and hence to the driver) than any portion of the reflector 35 

surface of multiradius element 55. Thus, and referring to 
J:ilG. 3, side A of piano element 50 of plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly 30 is positioned closer to the 
driver than side D of multiradius element 55 when plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 30 is mounted on an 40 

automobile. Also, when mounted into exterior side view 
mirror assembly 12 and/or 14, surfaces 66, 68 of plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 30 face rearwardly 

reflector element, multiradius element 55 preferably com
prises an electro-optic reflector element and, most 
preferably, an electrochromic reflector element. 

Also, it is preferable that the thickness of piano element 
50 and multiradius element 55 be substantially the same in 
dimension so that their respective outer surfaces, 66 and 68, 
are substantially coplanar so that a driver can readily view 
images in either or both elements. The thickness dimension 
of elements 50,55 is determined by the thickness of the 
substrate ( or in the case of laminate-type electrochromic 
reflective clements, the thickness of the two substrates 
between which the electrochromic medium is disposed). For 
example, piano element 50 and/or multiradius element 55 in terms of the direction of vehicle travel. 

Multiradius element 55 of plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly 30 preferably comprises a curved;bent 
mirrored glass substrate. The degree of curvature preferably 
increases ( and hence the local radius of curvature decreases) 
across the surface of multiradius element 55 with the least 
curvature (largest radius of curvature) occurring at the side 
of multiradius clement 55 (side C in FIG. 3) positioned 
adjacent its joint to plano element 50 when both are mounted 
on backing plate element 60. Thus, and referring to FIG. 3, 
the local radius of curvature at side C of multiradius element 
55, when mounted on backing plate element 60, is larger 
than at side D. Also, the local radius of curvature preferably 
progressively decreases across multiradius element 55 from 
side C to side D. Preferably, the local radius of curvature at 
side C of multiradius element 55 is at least about 1000 mm; 
more preferably is at least about 2000 mm and most pref
erably is al least aboul 3000 mm whereas the local radius of 
curvature at side D of multiradius element 55 is, preferably, 
less than about 750 mm, more preferably less than about 350 
mm; most preferably less than about 150 mm. Preferably, 
multiradius element 55 comprises a bent glass substrate with 
radii of curvature in the range of from about 4000 mm to 
about 50 mm. The multiradius prescription for the multira-

45 can comprise a reflector coated glass substrate or panel of 
thickness preferably equal to or less than about 2.3 mm, 
more preferably equal to or less than about 1.6 mm, most 
preferably equal to or less than about 1.1 mm. Use of a 
thinner substrate is beneficial in terms of improving the 

so overall stability/vibration performance of the image seen in 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 when 
mounted to an automobile. 

The reflector area of piano element 50 is preferably larger 
than that of multiradius element 55. Preferably, the width 

55 dimension of plano element 50 is larger than the width 
dimension of multiradius element 55 (both width dimen
sions measured at their respective widest dimension and 
with the width of the respective element being gauged with 
the respective element oriented as it would be orientated 

60 when mounted on the automobile). Thus, and referring to 
FIG. 3, the distance from side A lo sidt: B of piano element 
50 is larger than the distance from side C to side D of 
multiradius element 55. Thus, the ratio of the width of piano 
element 50 to the width of multiradius element 55 is 

65 preferably greater than 1; more preferably greater than 1.5; 
most preferably greater than 2.5 in order to provide a large, 
unit magnification plano element 50 as the principal rear 
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that is dark colored (such as black or dark blue or dark brown 
or dark grey or a similar dark color) such as a dark colored 
polypropylene resin or a dark colored nylon resin or a dark 
colored polyurethane resin or a dark colored polyvinyl 

viewing portion of plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly 30 and providing multiradius element 55 as a 
smaller, auxiliary, separate, wide-angle viewing portion of 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30. For 
plano-multiradius reflective element assemblies to be 
mounted to the exterior sideview assemblies of passenger 
automobiles used non-commercially and for non-towing 
purpose, the width of plano element 50 ( at its widest 
dimension) is preferably in the range of from about 50 mm 
to about 225 mm; more preferably in the range of from about 
75 mm to about 175 mm; most preferably in the range of 
from about 100 mm to about 150 mm. 

5 chloride resin or a dark colored silicone material. Most 
preferably demarcation element 65 is formed of an at least 
partially elastomeric material (such as silicone, or EPDM, or 
plasticized PVC or the like) in order to provide a degree of 
vibration dampening for elements 50, 55. As shown in FIG. 

10 
4, demarcation element 65 optionally includes a crown 
portion 70 that includes wing portions 73, 73' and a stem 
portion 71. Stem portion 71 preferably has a cross-sectional 
width CCC of less lhan aboul 4 mm, more preferably less 
than about 3 111111 and, most preferably less than about 2 111111. 

Crown portion 70 preferably is dimensioned to not protrude 

Backing plate element 60 is preferably a rigid polymeric 
substrate capable of supporting plano element 50 and mul
tiradius element 55. Backing plate element 60 comprises a 
flat portion (generally between E and Fas shown in FIG. 3) 
that corresponds to and is aligned with piano element SO. 
Backing plate element 60 also comprises a curved portion 
(generally between G and H as shown in FIG. 3) that 
corresponds to and is aligned with multiradius element 55. 
Preferably, curved portion G-H of multiradius element 55 is 
fabricated with a multiradius prescription that is substan
tially the same as the multiradius prescription of multiradius 
element 55. Backing plate element 60 is formed as a single 
element to which elements SO and 55 are separately 25 

attached. Preferably, backing plate element 60 is formed by 
injection molding of a thermoplastic or a thermosetting 
polymer resin. Materials suitable to use for backing plate 
element 60 include unfilled or filled polymeric materials 
such as glass and/or mineral filled nylon or glass and/or 30 

mineral filled polypropylene, ABS, polyurethane and similar 
polymeric materials. For example, backing plate element 60 
can be formed of ABS in an injection molding operation. 
Plano element 50 can be cut from a stock lite of flat 
chromium mirror-coated 1.6 mm thick glass. Multiradius 
element 55 can be cut from a stock lite of multiradiusly-bent 
chromium mirror-coated 1.6 111111 thick glass. Plano element 
SO and multiradius element 55 can then be attached (such as 
by an adhesive attachment such as an adhesive pad or by 
mechanical attachment such by clips, fasteners or the like) 
to the already molded backing plate element 60. 
Alternatively, plano clement 50 and rnultiradius clement 55 
can each by individually loaded into an injection molding 
tool. Once loaded, a polymeric resin ( or the monomers to 
form a polymeric resin) can be injected into the mold in 
order to integrally form backing plate element 60 with 
elements 50, 55 integrally molded thereto. Integral molding 
of the backing plate element to plano element 50 and 
multiradius element 55 ( along with any other elements such 
as the demarcation element 65) in a single integral molding 
operation, is a preferred fabrication process for plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 30. 

15 substantially beyond surfaces 66, 68 of elements SO, 55 
when demarcation element 65 is installed between elements 
50 and 55. Also, wings 73, 73' are preferably dimensioned 
to protrude (most preferably slightly) onto surfaces 66, 68 of 
elements 50, 55 when demarcation element 65 is installed 

20 between elements 50 and 55 in order lo provide a weather 
barrier seal and/or to at least partially accommodate any 
dimensional tolerances of elements 50, 55 that could lead to 
variation in the inter-element gap between sides C and B. 
While the demarcation element shown in FIG. 4 is one 
embodiment, other constructions are possible including a 
demarcation element that has minimal or no crown portion. 
Likewise, a demarcation element can have little or no stem 
portion, especially when the joint between plano element 50 
and multiradius element 55 includes no gap to receive a 
stem. Also, where a gap at the piano to multiradius joint 
exists, any stem of the demarcation element can at least 
partially be disposed in such gap so as to at least partially fill 
the gap (or it can optionally substantially fill the gap). 
Optionally, demarcation element 65 is fabricated by injec-

35 tion molding of a polymeric resin. After plano element SO 
and multiradius element 55 have been attached to backing 
plate element 60, a separately formed demarcation element 
65 can then be inserted (and secured such as by an adhesive 
or by a mechanical attachment such as by a fastener) into a 

40 space between elements 50 and 55. Note that, optionally, 
side B of piano element 50 and side C of multiradius element 
55 can touch (leaving substantially no gap or space 
therebetween). In such a situation, demarcation element 65 
can comprise a dark colored strip such as of a tape or of a 

45 plastic film that covers the joint between elements 50 and 55. 
Alternatively, demarcation element 65 can comprise a pref
erably dark-colored paint, lacquer, caulk or similar material 
that can be applied to, and that can preferably fill into, the 
joint between elements 50 and 55. The width of the portion 

so of demarcation element 65 that is visible to the driver is 

Plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30 further 
preferably includes demarcation element 65 that functions to 
delineate and demarcate the plano region of the assembly 55 

from the wide-angle, multiradius region and also preferably 
functions to prevent ingress of debris, dirt, water and similar 
contaminants (such as road splash, car wash spray, rain, 
snow, ice, leaves, bugs and similar items that plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 30 would be subject 60 

lo when mounted and used on an automobile) into any gap 
between plano element 50 and multiradius element 55 when 
both are attached to backing plate element 60. Optionally, at 
least a portion of demarcation element 65 can be disposed in 
any gap between piano element 50 and multiradius element 65 

55 at their joint on backing plate element 60. Preferably, 
demarcation element 65 is formed of a polymeric material 

preferably less than about 4 111111, more preferably less than 
about 3 111111 and most preferably less than about 2 111111, but 
is equal to or greater than about 0.5 111111, more preferably is 
equal to or greater than about 0.75 111111, most preferably is 
equal to or greater than about 1 nun in order to provide 
adequate demarcation of the piano region from the multira
dius radius region without unduly obscuring the rearward 
field of view of the respective elements. Optionally, demar
cation element 65 can be formed as part of backing plate 
element 60 such as by forming demarcation element 65 as a 
wall structure of the backing plate element that partitions 
backing plate element 60 into two regions: A first region 
adapted to receive piano reflective element 50 and a separate 
and adjacent second region adapted to receive multiradius 
reflective element 55. 

Thus, and referring to FIG. 6, a second embodiment of 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 130 may 
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include a backing plate element 160 which comprises a plate 
molded from a polymer resin (such as a polyolefin such as 
polypropylene or such as ABS or nylon) with a demarcation 
element 165 that is molded as a wall structure that partitions 
backing plate element 165 into a first region (from CC to 5 
BB) adapted to receive and accommodate plano reflective 
element 150 and into a second region (from RR to AA) 
adapted to receive and accommodate wide-angle optic mul
tiradius reflective element 155. Note that section AA to BB 
of backing plate element 160 is angled to section BB to CC. 10 
Such angling of the auxiliary reflective element relative to 
the piano element can be advantageous in allowing the 
auxiliary reflective element view a portion of the road 
adjacent the automobile that is in a blind spot of the piano 
rellective elemrnl. In this regard, il is preferable lhal the 15 
multiradius element be angled away from the plane of the 
piano element, as shown in FIG. 6 by the angling of section 
AA to BB to section BB to CC. 

12 
element 50 and multiradius element 55 comprise an electro
optic element such as an electrochromic mirror element 
capable of electrically dimmable reflectivity, both elements 
50, 55 can dim together and in tandem under control of a 
common dimming control signal (typically provided by an 
electro-optic automatic dimming interior mirror assembly 
mounted in the cabin of the automobile and equipped with 
photosensors to detect incident glare and ambient light). 
Alternately, if both piano element 50 and multiradius ele
ment 55 comprise an electro-optic element such as an 
electrochromic mirror element capable of electrically dim-
mable reflectivity, element 50 can dim independently of 
element 55 (such as is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,550,677, 
the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by 
reference herein). If either or both of elements 50, 55 
comprise an electrochromic element, preferably, the elec-
trochromic reflective element comprises a front substrate 
and a rear substrate with an electrochromic medium dis
posed between, such as a solid polymer matrix electrochro-

20 mic medium such as is disclosed in U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 09/350,930, filed Jul. 12, 1999, en titled "ELEC
TROCHROMIC POLYMERIC SOLID FILMS, MANU
FACTURING ELECTROCHROMIC DEVICES USING 
SUCH FILMS, AND PROCESSES FOR MAKING SUCH 

Preferably, demarcation element 65 is formed in an inte
gral molding operation, along with formation of backing 
plate element 60, and attachment of elements 50, 55 thereto. 
For example, piano element 50 and multiradius element 55 
can each by individually loaded into an injection molding 
loo!. Once loaded, a polymeric resin ( or lhe monomers lo 
form a polymeric resin) can be injected into the mold in 
order to integrally form backing plate element 60 with 
elements 50, 55 integrally molded thereto and, in the same 
molding operation and in the same tool, also form by 
molding the demarcation element. Integral molding of the 
backing plate element to piano element 50 and multiradius 
element 55 along with creation in the single molding opera
tion of demarcation element 65 (along with any other 
elements such as attachment member 64) in a single integral 
molding operation, is a preferred fabrication process for 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 30. Ry load
ing all the sub components of plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly 30 into a molding tool, and then injecting 
polymeric resin to form the backing plate, demarcation 
member and any attachment member, a substantially com
plete or fully complete plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly can be unloaded from the tool at the completion of 
the integral molding operation ( as known in the molding 
art), thus enabling economy in manufacturing and accom
modation of any dimensional tolerances in the sub compo
nents. Where integral molding is so used, it is preferable to 45 
use a reactive molding operation such as reactive injection 
molding of a urethane as such reactive injection molding 
operations occur at relatively modest temperatures. 

Plano element 50 and/or multiradius element 55 can 
comprise a heater element, as known in the automotive 
mirror art, that is operable to deice/demist surfaces 66, 68. 
Such heater elements are conventional and can comprise a 
positive temperature coefficient heater pad, a resistive heater 
element and/or a conductive coating. Piano element 50 
and/or multiradius element 55 can also optionally comprise 
a scatterproofing member, as known in the automotive 
mirror art, such as an adhesive tape, to enhance safety in an 
accident. 

Also, piano element 50 and/or multiradius element 55 can 
comprise a variable reflectance electro-optic element such as 
an eleclrochromic mirror relkclor. Thus, both element 50 
and element 55 can comprise an electrochromic mirror 
element or either of element 50 and element 55 can comprise 
an electrochromic mirror element and the other can com
prise a fixed reflectance non-variable reflectance mirror 
element such as a metal reflector coated glass panel such as 
a chromium coated glass substrate. Also, if both piano 

25 SOLID FILMS AND DEVICES" to Desaraju V. Varaprasad 
et al., now U.S. Pat. No. 6,154,306, or such as is disclosed 
in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,668,663; 5,724,187; 5,910,854; and 
5,239,405, the entire disclosures of which are hereby incor
porated by reference herein. Most preferably, in such 

30 laminate-type electrochromic mirror reflective elements, the 
front substrate comprises a glass plate of thickness less than 
about 1.6 mm, most preferably about 1.1 mm thickness or 
lower, and the rear substrate comprises a glass plate of 
thickness equal to or greater than about 1.6 mm, more 

35 preferably greater than about 1.8 mm thickness, most pref
erably equal to or greater than about 2.0 mm thickness. The 
rearmost surface of the rear substrate (the fourth surface as 
known in the mirror art) is reflector coated with a high 
reflecting metal film such as of aluminum or silver, or an 

40 alloy of aluminum or silver. Most preferably, the front-most 
surface of the rear substrate (the third surface as known in 
the mirror art) is reflector coated with a high reflecting metal 
film such as of aluminum or silver, or an alloy of aluminum 
or silver. 

Backing plate element 65 of plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly 30 is optionally equipped on its rearmost 
surface with attachment member 64 to facilitate attachment 
to the reflector-positioning actuator of the exterior sideview 
mirror assembly that plano-multiradius reflective element 

so assembly 30 is mounted to. Attachment of plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly 30 to the actuator can be by 
mechanical attachment such as by a tab, clip or fastener, or 
may be by adhesive attachment such as by a silicone 
adhesive, a urethane adhesive or a similar adhesive material 

55 such as a tape coated on both surfaces with a pressure 
sensitive adhesive to form a "double-sticky" tape. Exterior 
sideview mirror assembly 12 and/or 14, on whose mirror 
reflector-positioning actuator the plano-multiradius reflec
tive element assembly is mounted, can be a fixedly attached 

60 exterior sideview mirror assembly, a break-away exterior 
sideview mirror assembly and a powerfold exterior sideview 
mirror assembly, as known in the automotive mirror art. 

FIGS. 5A-5H shows various arrangements of multiradius 
reflective element 55 relative to its adjacent piano reflective 

65 element 50 (with demarcation element 65 disposed at their 
joint). In FIGS. 5A, 5B, 5C, 5E and 5F, piano element 50 is 
mounted wholly inboard of multiradius element 55. Thus, in 
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FIGS. SA, SB, SC, SE and SF, plano element 50 would be 
disposed closer to the vehicle body (and hence to the driver) 
than multiradius element 55 when plano-multiradius reflec
tive element assembly 30 was mounted in an exterior 
sideview mirror attached to a side of an automobile. 5 

Therefore, in FIGS. SA, SB, SC, SE and SF, piano element 
50 would be mounted inboard relative to the side of the 
automobile and multiradius element 55 would be mounted 
outboard relative to the side of the automobile. In general, 
the location of the multiradius reflective element in the 10 

outboard, upper portion of the plano-mulliradius reflective 
element assembly, as in FIGS. SB and SE, is preferred as this 
allows the plano portion provide a desired rearward field of 
view along the side of the vehicle. The configuration as 
shown in FIG. SG (where the multiradius reflective element 15 

is along the inboard side of the assembly) is also desirable 
as this allows the driver view the side of the vehicle 
(something many drivers desire in order to have a frame of 
reference for their rearward field of view) while facilitating 
having a wide field of view for the plano portion. 

Unlike trucks, busses and commercial vehicles the size of 
20 

an exterior sideview mirror assembly suitable for use on an 
automobile (and especially when the automobile is not 
towing a trailer or the like) is restricted. Automobiles 
generally are non-commercial vehicles intended for personal 25 

transportation. Automobiles typically carry 5 passengers or 
less, although minivans and large sports utility vehicles 
(which are classified herein as automobiles) can have seat 
accommodation for up to 10 passengers (although accom
modation for 7 passengers or less is more common). The 30 

tandem mounting of a piano element of unit magnification 
and a separate auxiliary element onto a common, single 
backing plate element, and the mounting of this backing 
plate element onto an actuator of an exterior sideview mirror 
assembly so that a driver can simultaneously and similarly 35 

move the auxiliary element and the piano element so as to 
position their respective rearward fields of view, and to 
achieve this within the relatively restricted space available in 
a standard automobile-sized exterior sideview mirror assem
bly is an important element of this present invention. By 40 

utilizing a plano element of unit magnification in the plano
multiradius reflective element assembly, and by sizing the 
reflector area of the plano element larger than the reflector 
area of the multiradius element and, preferably, by sizing the 
reflector area of the piano element at a sufficiently large size 45 

that the rearward field of view provided by the plano element 
alone meets and satisfies the minimum field of view require
ment mandated by an automaker specification and/or a 
government regulation, the need to provide a safety warning 
indicia such as ''OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER so 

14 
of its largest vertical dimension to its largest horizontal 
dimension, measured with the plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly oriented as it would be oriented when 
mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly on an 
automobile, and with "horizontal" being generally parallel 
with the road surface the automobile travels on and "verti-
cal" being generally perpendicular to the road surface the 
automobile travels on) is preferably less than 1, more 
preferably less than 0.8, most preferably less than 0.6. 
Further, it is preferable that the multiradius element be 
disposed outboard (relative lo the sidt: of the vt:hicle and 
with the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly ori
ented as it would be when mounted in an exterior sideview 
mirror assembly on an automobile) on the plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly so that the multiradius element 
is positioned to provide an auxiliary, wide-angle view of a 
"blind-spot" region in an adjacent side lane while the more 
inboard-disposed plano element with unit magnification 
provides the principal sideview image to the driver. 

Also, it is preferabk that the principal axis of lht: rearward 
field of view of the multiradius element be different from 
and angled to the principal axis of the rearward field of view 
of the plano element when both are attached to the backing 
plate element of the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly and when the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly is mounted and operated in an exterior sideview 
mirror assembly on an automobile. Preferably, the principal 
axis of the rearward field of view of the piano element is 
directed generally parallel to the road that the automobile 
equipped with the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly is travelling on (i.e. generally parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of the automobile) so as to provide the 
driver with a long-distance view of approaching vehicles in 
the side lane that the piano element views). However, 
preferably the principal axis of the rearward field of view of 
the multiradius element of, for example, a door-mounted 
driver-side (or passenger-side) exterior sideview mirror 
assembly in which the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly is mounted is directed generally downwardly 
towards the road surface adjacent to the driver seating 
location and/or several feet ( such as about 1 foot to about 24 
feet; more preferably, about 1 foot to about 12 feet; most 
preferably about 1 foot to about 8 feet in distance) to its rear 
(in order to capture a field of view of a rear approaching 
vehicle that is approaching to overtake, or is about to 
overtake, or is overtaking the automobile equipped with the 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly). Thus, 
preferably, the principal axis of the rearward field of view of 
the multiradius element is angled and directed generally 
downwardly with respect to the longitudinal axis of the 
automobile and thus is at an angle to the principal axis of the 
rearward field of view of the plano element. For example, 
multiradius element 155 when attached to surface 173 of 
backing plate 160 (see FIG. 6B) would have its principal 

THAN THEY APPEAR" in the plano clement and/or in the 
multiradius element can be obviated. Preferably, the plano 
element comprises a reflector surface area of a size 
sufficient, when mounted as part of a plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly in a driver-side exterior side
view mirror assembly on an automobile, to provide the 
driver of the automobile a view of a level road surface 
extending to the horizon from a line, perpendicular to a 
longitudinal plane tangent to the driver's side of the auto
mobile at the widest point, extending 8 feet out from the 
tangent plane 35 feet behind the driver's eyes (al a nominal 
location appropriate for any 95th percentile male driver or at 
the driver's eye reference points established in Federal 
Motor Vehicle Standard No. 104), with the driver seated in 
the driver's seat and with the driver's seat in the rearmost 
position. Also, preferably, the aspect ratio of the plano
multiradius reflective element assembly (defined as the ratio 

55 axis of rearward view as indicated by 180 as in FIG. 6B, and 
as such would be canted towards the road surface when 
mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assembly attached to 
the side of an automobile. By contrast, plano element 150 
when attached to surface 174 of backing plate 160 (see FIG. 

60 6A) would have a principal axis as indicated by 185 as in 
FIG. 6Aand, as such, would be generally parallel lo the road 
surface when mounted in an exterior sideview mirror assem
bly attached to the side of an automobile. Having the 
multiradius element canted somewhat downwards towards 

65 the road surface assists visual detection by the driver of 
overtaking vehicles in the traditional "blind-spot" in the 
adjacent side lane. The angle that the multiradius element is 
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angled on the backing plate element of the plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly relative to the plane of the piano 
reflective element will vary from automobile model to 
model, but generally is preferred to be in the about 1 degree 
to about 10 degree range; about 2 degree to about 8 degree 5 

range more preferred; and about 3 degree to about 6 degree 
range most preferred. In order to conveniently achieve an 
angling of the multiradius portion with respect to the piano 
portion (and preferably a downward angling), the portion of 
the backing plate element that the multiradius reflective 10 

element is attached to can be angled relative to the adjacent 
portion of the backing plate element that the piano reflective 
portion is attached to. Thus, and referring to FIG. 6, plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 130 includes a 
molded polymeric backing plate element 160 comprising a 15 
generally flat portion 162 (between BB and CC in FIG. 6) 
and an adjacent curved portion 161 (between AA and BB). 
As indicated by 190 and 195, portion AA to BB of backing 
plate element 160 is generally angled to portion BB to CC 
of backing plate 160. Prefrrably, the portion of backing platt 20 

element 160 to which the auxiliary reflective element 
attaches is angled towards the front ( compared to the angling 
of piano reflective element) of an automobile equipped with 
the piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly of the 
present invention. FIG. 6 is a view of plano-multiradius 25 

reflective element assembly 130 as it would appear from 
above the vehicle as it would be orientated in use (with 
portion 162 closer to the driver than portion 161 ). The wall 
section, section XX in FIG. 6, taken through section 162 of 
backing plate element 160 is of substantially constant 30 

dimension (as illustrated in FIG. 6A) whereas the wall 
section, section YY in FIG. 6B, taken through section 161 of 
backing plate element 160 is of varying dimension and is 
angled. Plano reflective element 150 and multiradius reflec
tive element 155 (for example, piano element 150 can 35 

comprise an electrochromic mirror element and multiradius 
element 155 can comprise a chrome coated glass reflector) 
are attached to portions 162 and 161, respectively. By being 
supported on the angled face 173 (see FIG. 6B) of portion 
161, the principal viewing axis of multiradius reflector 40 

element 155 is angled downwards towards the road surface, 

16 
order to ensure that the principal axis of the rearward field 
of view of the piano element is directed generally parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of an automobile equipped with the 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly and that the 
principal axis of the rearward field of view of the multiradius 
element is directed generally at an angle downwards to the 
longitudinal axis of the automobile. 

Note that the provision of the plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly of this invention as a unitary module has 
manufacturing advantages, particularly for exterior sideview 
mirror assembly manufacturers who can procure a plano-
multiradius reflective element assembly module from a 
mirror reflector supplier and then mount the plano
multiradius reflective clement assembly module onto an 
actuator. 

Referring to FIG. 7, a third embodiment 230 of a plano
multiradius reflective element assembly is illustrated. Plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 230 includes a 
piano reflective element 250 and a separate multiradius 
reflective element assembly 255, both individually attached 
to a backing plate element, and with demarcation element 
265 disposed at their joint. Plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly 230 is about 8.5 inches wide and about 
4.25 inches tall ( aspect ratio of 0.5), at their largest dimen
sion. Shown as the shaded triangle 240 in piano reflective 
element 250 is the image of a triangular target object set 
about 35 feet rearward and of width about 8 feet and of 
height of about 4.1 feet as would be seen were plano
multiradius reflective element assembly 230 mounted in a 
driver-side exterior sideview mirror assembly in an automo
bile such as a sports utility vehicle. In general, it is desirable 
that the piano reflective element be dimensioned and con
figured so as lo have its rearward field of view capture an 
image (that is visible, by reflection in the piano reflective 
element, to a driver seated in the driver's seat in an auto
mobile to which is attached an exterior sideview mirror 
assembly equipped with the piano-auxiliary reflective ele
ment assembly according to this present invention) of a 
triangular shaped target located about 35 feet rearward of the 
driver seating location, extending about 8 feet out from the 
plane defined by the side of the automobile and reaching a 
height of between about 4 feet and about 5 feet from the road 
surface at that location 35 feet rearward of the automobile. 
The total field of view rearwardly of the vehicle of plano-

as compared to the more horizontal-viewing principal view
ing axis of plano element 150, when plano-multiradius 
reflective element 130 is mounted in an exterior sideview 
mirror assembly on an automobile. Demarcation element 
165 is preferably molded in the same molding tool as is used 

45 multiradius reflective element assembly 230 (which is a 
combination of the field of view of piano reflective element 
250 and of the auxiliary multiradius reflective element 255) 
preferably generally subtends an angle of at least about 30 
degrees (and more preferably, generally subtends an angle of 

to mold backing plate element 160, and so demarcation 
element 165 is formed as an integral part of backing plate 
element 160, forming a wall thereof that partitions the 
surface of backing plate element 160 into a region for 
receiving the piano reflective clement 150 and a region for 
receiving the auxiliary reflective element 155. Also, end
caps 170 and 171 are optionally provided. Piano reflective 
element 150 can attach into the cavity formed between 
demarcation element 165 and end-cap 171; multiradius 55 

reflective element 155 can attach into the cavity formed 
between demarcation element 165 and end-cap 170. Note 
that the portion of the backing plate element where the 
wide-angle optic multiradius element attaches can have a 
thicker wall thickness than that of the portion of the backing 
plate element where the unit magnification optic element 
attaches in order to allow for the angling of the multiradius 
element downwardly relative to the angle of the piano 
element, as illustrated in FIGS. 6A-B. As illustrated in 
FIGS. 6A-B, the angle downwards to the longitudinal axis 
of the vehicle of the multiradius element can generally be set 
by an angling of a surface of the backing plate element in 

so at least about 35 degrees and most preferably, generally 
subtends an angle of at least about 40 degrees) with respect 
to the side of an automobile to which is attached an exterior 
sideview mirror assembly equipped with plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly 230. 

Also, although it is preferable to utilize a multiradius or 
compound curvature reflective element such as an aspherical 
element or a compound curvature element for the auxiliary 
mirror element adjacent the piano reflective element ( as this 
enables least discontinuity in image at the joint between the 

60 adjacent elements of the assembly), a spherical reflective 
element (that has substantially only one radius of curvature 
and, as such, is a section from a sphere) can optionally be 
used adjacent the piano reflective element instead of, or in 
addition to, the multiradius reflective element. Also, a piano 

65 auxiliary mirror such as a flat mirrored substrate can be used, 
less preferably, as a substitute for a multiradius reflective 
element in those embodiments where the auxiliary reflective 
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element is angled relative to the plane of the principal, plano 
reflective element so as to view a blind spot region of the 
principal piano element. Also, the plano-multiradius reflec
tive element assembly can optionally be fixedly attached to 
an exterior sideview mirror assembly housing that is not 5 

movable, or, alternately, the exterior sideview mirror assem
bly housing to which the plano-multiradius reflective ele
ment assembly is fixedly attached can itself be actuated to 
move, such as hy motor action, so that hy moving the 
exterior sideview mirror assembly housing, the field of 10 

rearward view of the plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly fixedly attached thereto can correspondingly move 
and be repositioned to suit the field of view need of a 
particular driver seated in the automobile cabin. 

The above description is considered that of the preferred 15 

embodiments only. Modification of the invention will occur 
to those skilled in the art and to those who make or use the 
invention. Therefore, it is understood that the embodiments 
shown in the drawings and described above are merely for 
illustrative purposes and are not intended to limit the scope 20 

of the invention, which is defined in the following claims as 
interpreted according to the principles of patent law, includ
ing the doctrine of equivalents. 

I claim: 

18 
when said multiradius reflective element and said piano 
reflective element are supported by said backing plate 
element of said plano-multiradius reflective element 
assembly and when said plano-multiradius reflective 
element assembly is mounted in said exterior sideview 
mirror assembly ·on the automobile, and said principal 
axis of said rearward field of view of said plano 
reflective element being directed generally parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the automobile equipped with 
the plano-multiradius reflective element assembly and 
wherein said principal axis of said rearward field of 
view of said multiradius reflective element is directed 
generally al an angle downwards lo the longitudinal 
axis of the automobile; and 

said multiradius reflective element being positioned 
diagonally at an outboard upper portion of said plano
multiradius reflective element assembly when said 
exterior sideview mirror assembly is mounted to the 
side of the automobile. 

2. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said plano reflective element and said multiradius 
reflective element are adjacently attached to said backing 
plate element at a joint, and wherein said plano-multiradius 
reflective element assembly includes a demarcation element, 
said demarcation element disposed at said joint to form a 

1. An exterior sidcvicw mirror system suitable for use on 
an automobile, said exterior sideview mirror system com
prising: 

25 demarcation between said piano reflective element and said 
multiradius reflective element, said demarcation element 
having a portion visible to a driver of the automobile. 

an exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted for attach
ment to a side of an automobile; 

30 
said exterior sideview mirror assembly including a reflec-

tive element having a rearward field of view when 
attached to the side of the automobile; 

said reflective element attached to an electrically-operated 
actuator and movable by said actuator in order to 35 
position said rearward field of view in response to a 
control; 

3. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 
wherein said demarcation clement is dark colored. 

4. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 3, 
wherein said demarcation element is dark colored with a 
color selected from the group consisting of black, grey, blue 
and brown. 

5. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 3, 
wherein said demarcation element comprises at least one of 
a polymer material, a tape, a plastic film, a paint, a lacquer 
and a caulk. 

wherein said reflective element comprises a plano
multiradius reflective element assembly, said plano
multiradius reflective element assembly comprising a 
plano reflective element having unit magnification and 
a separate multiradius reflective element having a mul
tiradius curvature, said plano reflective element having 

6. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 5, 
wherein said demarcation element comprises a polymer 

40 material. 
7. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 

wherein said joint comprises a space between said piano 
reflective element and said multiradius reflective element. 

a rearward field of view with a principal axis; 8. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 7, 
45 wherein said demarcation element is at least partially dis

posed in said space between said piano reflective element 
and said multiradius reflective element. 

said plano reflective element and said multiradius reflec
tive element of said plano-multiradius reflective ele
ment assembly mounted adjacently in said plano
multiradius reflective element assembly in a side-by
side relationship and not superimposed with one 
reflective element on top of the other reflective so 
clement, and supported by a backing plate clement, said 
backing plate element mounting to said actuator such 
that movement of said backing plate element of said 
plano-multiradius reflective element assembly by said 
actuator simultaneously and similarly moves said plano 
reflective element and said multiradius reflective 
element, said multiradius reflective element having a 
rearward field of view with a principal axis, said 
backing plate element have a first support portion 
supporting said plano-reflective element and a second 
support portion supporting said mulliradius reflective 
element, said second support portion tilted forward 
with respect to said first support portion whereby said 
principal axis of said rearward field of view of said 
multiradius reflective element is angled downwardly 65 

and outwardly with respect to said principal axis ofsaid 
rearward field of view of said plano reflective element 

9. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 
wherein said demarcation element comprises a wall on said 
backing plate element, said wall located on said backing 
plate clement at said joint, said wall separating said piano 
reflective element from said multiradius reflective element. 

10. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 
wherein said portion visible to a driver of the automobile has 

55 a width less than about 4 111111. 

11. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 
wherein said portion visible to a driver of the automobile has 
a width less than about 3 111111. 

12. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 
60 wherein said portion visible to a driver of the automobile has 

a width less than about 2 mm. 
13. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 

wherein said portion visible to a driver of the automobile has 
a width greater than about 0.5 mm. 

14. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 
wherein said portion visible to a driver of the automobile has 
a width greater than about 0.75 111111. 
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15. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 2, 
wherein said portion visible to a driver of the automobile has 
a width greater than about 1 mm. 

16. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said piano reflective element is supported by said 
backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive attach
ment and a mechanical attachment. 

17. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said multiradius reflective element is supported hy 
said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive 
attachment and a mechanical attachment. 

18. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said multiradius reflective element is supported by 
said backing plate element at a location such that, when said 
exterior mirror assembly is attached to a side of an 
automobile, at least a portion of said piano reflective element 
is disposed closer to said side of the automobile than any 
portion of said multiradius reflective element. 

19. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said multiradius reflective element comprises a bent 
glass substrate with radii of curvature in the range of from 
about 4.000 mm to about 50 mm. 

20 
seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to 
about 24 feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

28. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said exterior sideview mirror assembly comprises a 

5 door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted 
for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver 
seating location of a driver of the automobile and wherein 
the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 
multiradius reflective element is directed generally down-

10 wardly towards the road surface adjacent to the driver 
seating location at a distance in the range of about l foot to 
about 12 feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

29. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said exterior sideview mirror assembly comprises a 

15 door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted 
for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver 
seating location of a driver of the automobile and wherein 
the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 
multiradius reflective element is directed generally down-

20 wardly towards the road surface adjacent lo lht: driver 
seating location at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to 
about 8 feet to the rear of the driver seating location. 

20. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein the ratio of the width of said piano reflective 
element to the width of said multiradius reflective element is 25 

30. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said exterior sideview mirror assembly comprises a 
fixedly attached exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

greater than 1. 31. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said exterior sideview mirror assembly comprises a 
break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly. 

21. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein the ratio of the width of said piano reflective 
clement to the width of said multiradius reflective clement is 
greater than 1.5. 

22. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein the ratio of the width of said piano reflective 
element to the width of said multiradius reflective element is 
greater than 2.5. 

32. The exterior sidcvicw mirror system of claim 1, 
30 wherein said exterior sideview mirror assembly comprises a 

powerfold exterior sideview mirror assembly. 
33. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 

wherein said control comprises a memory controller. 

23. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of the 
automobile is in the range from about 1 degree to about 10 
degrees. 

34. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
35 wherein at least one of said piano reflective element and said 

multiradius reflective element comprises an electro-optic 
reflective element. 

24. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of the 40 

automobile is in the range from about 2 degrees to about 8 
degrees. 

25. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of the 
automobile is in the range from about 3 degrees to about 6 45 

degrees. 

35. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein both said piano reflective element and said multi
radius reflective element comprise an electro-optic reflective 
element. 

36. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said piano reflective element comprises an electro
optical reflective element. 

37. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 36, 
wherein said electro-optical reflective element comprises an 
electrochromic reflective element. 26. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 

wherein said angle downwards to the longitudinal axis of the 
automobile is generally set by an angling of a surface of said 
backing plate element. 

38. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 37, 
wherein said multiradius reflective element comprises a 

so fixed reflectance mirror reflector. 
27. The exterior sidcvicw mirror system of claim 1, 

wherein said exterior sideview mirror assembly comprises a 
door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted 
for attachment to a side of the automobile adjacent a driver 
seating location of a driver of the automobile and wherein 55 

the principal axis of the rearward field of view of said 
multiradius reflective element is directed generally down
wardly towards the road surface adjacent to the driver 

39. The exterior sidcvicw mirror system of claim 38, 
wherein said fixed reflectance mirror reflector comprises a 
bent glass substrate coated with a metallic reflector coating. 

40. The exterior sideview mirror system of claim 1, 
wherein said plano-multiradius reflective element assembly 
is formed in an integral molding operation. 

* * * * * 
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Office Action Summary 

Application No. 

12/851,045 

Examiner 

ALESSANDRO AMARI 

Applicant(s) 

LYNAM, NIALL R. 

Art Unit 

2872 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -
Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE ;J. MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS, 
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed 
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1 )IZI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 10 November 2010. 

2a)0 This action is FINAL. 2b)[8J This action is non-final. 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)1Zl Claim(s) 1-92 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s) 40-92 is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)[8J Claim(s) 1-39 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

1 O)IZ! The drawing(s) filed on 05 August 2010 is/are: a)IZ! accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11 )0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a)O All b)O Some * c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

Attachment{s) 

1) [8J Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __ . 

5) 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application 3) [8J Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 8/10/10. 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) 

6) 0 Other: __ . 

Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20110110 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

DETAILED ACTION 

Election/Restrictions 

Page 2 

Applicant's election of Invention I in the reply filed on 10 November 2010 is 

acknowledged. Because applicant did not distinctly and specifically point out the 

supposed errors in the restriction requirement, the election has been treated as an 

election without traverse (MPEP § 818.03(a)). Claims 40-92 are withdrawn from further 

consideration pursuant to 37 CFR 1.142(b), as being drawn to nonelected Inventions, 

there being no allowable generic or linking claim. 

Priority 

Applicant's claim for the benefit of a prior-filed application under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) 

or under 35 U.S.C. 120, 121, or 365(c) is acknowledged. Applicant has not complied 

with one or more conditions for receiving the benefit of an earlier filing date under 35 

U.S.C. 120 as follows: 

The later-filed application must be an application for a patent for an invention 

which is also disclosed in the prior application (the parent or original nonprovisional 

application or provisional application). The disclosure of the invention in the parent 

application and in the later-filed application must be sufficient to comply with the 

requirements of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112. See Transco Products, Inc. v. 

Performance Contracting, Inc., 38 F.3d 551, 32 USPQ2d 1077 (Fed. Cir. 1994). 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

Page 3 

The disclosure of the prior-filed applications, Application No. 60/471,872 fails to 

provide adequate support or enablement in the manner provided by the first paragraph 

of 35 U.S.C. 112 for one or more claims of this application. 

The later-filed application must be an application for a patent for an invention 

which is also disclosed in the prior application (the parent or original nonprovisional 

application or provisional application). The disclosure of the invention in the parent 

application and in the later-filed application must be sufficient to comply with the 

requirements of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112. See Transco Products, Inc. v. 

Performance Contracting, Inc., 38 F.3d 551, 32 USPQ2d 1077 (Fed. Cir. 1994). 

In regard to claim 1 and claims dependent thereon, the prior Application fails to 

provide adequate support in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 

112 for at least the following features: electrically-operated actuator, piano-auxiliary 

reflective element assembly comprising a piano reflective element having unit 

magnification and a separate auxiliary reflective element having a curvature, a backing 

plate element having a first support portion supporting said piano reflective element and 

a second support portion supporting said auxiliary reflective element and the angling of 

the rearward field of view of the auxiliary reflective element relative to the rearward field 

of view. 

Applicant states that this application is a continuation or divisional application of 

the prior-filed application. A continuation or divisional application cannot include new 

matter. Applicant is required to change the relationship (continuation or divisional 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

Page 4 

application) to continuation-in-part because this application contains the following matter 

not disclosed in the prior-filed application: 

In regard to claim 1 and claims dependent thereon, the prior Application fails to 

provide adequate support in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 

112 for at least the following features: electrically-operated actuator, piano-auxiliary 

reflective element assembly comprising a piano reflective element having unit 

magnification and a separate auxiliary reflective element having a curvature, a backing 

plate element having a first support portion supporting said piano reflective element and 

a second support portion supporting said auxiliary reflective element and the angling of 

the rearward field of view of the auxiliary reflective element relative to the rearward field 

of view. 

Therefore, in view of the disclosure, the effective filing date for the instant 

application is 5 August 2010. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in 
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in 
the United States. 

Claims 1-23 and 27-39 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated 

by Lynam et al (hereafter "Lynam") US 2002/0072026. 
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In regard to claim 1, Lynam discloses (see for example, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8) an 

exterior sideview mirror system suitable for use on an automobile, said exterior sideview 

mirror system comprising: an exterior sideview mirror assembly (12) adapted for 

attachment to a side of an automobile; said exterior sideview mirror assembly including 

a reflective element (30) having a rearward field of view when attached to the side of the 

automobile; said reflective element attached to an electrically-operated actuator of said 

exterior sideview mirror assembly and movable by said actuator in order to position said 

rearward field of view to a driver-desired position when said exterior sideview mirror 

assembly is attached to the side of the automobile as described in para. [0015] and 

[0019]; wherein said reflective element comprises a piano-auxiliary reflective element 

assembly as shown in Figure 5 and as described in para. [0083], said piano-auxiliary 

reflective element assembly comprising a piano reflective element having unit 

magnification and a separate auxiliary reflective element having a curvature as 

described in para. [0015]; said piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective 

element of said piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly mounted adjacently at said 

piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly in a side-by-side relationship and not 

superimposed with one reflective element on top of the other reflective element as 

shown in Figure 5; said piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element 

supported at a backing plate element (60), said backing plate element mounting to said 

actuator such that movement of said backing plate element of said piano-auxiliary 

reflective element assembly by said actuator simultaneously and similarly moves said 

piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element as described in para. 
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[0042], [0056] and [0058]; said auxiliary reflective element having a wide-angle field of 

view encompassing a blind spot in the side lane adjacent the side of the automobile to 

which said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached as described in para. [0058]; 

said backing plate element having a first support portion supporting said piano reflective 

element and a second support portion supporting said auxiliary reflective element as 

described in para. [0066] and [0073] and Figures 9-11; wherein said auxiliary reflective 

element is positioned at an outboard portion of said piano-auxiliary reflective element 

assembly when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is mounted to the side of the 

automobile as shown in Figures 5 and 9-11; wherein said backing plate element 

comprises a polymeric substrate that is formed as a single element by injection molding 

of a polymeric resin as described in para. [0050]; wherein said backing plate element is 

capable of supporting said piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element; 

wherein said first support portion of said backing plate element comprises a flat portion 

and wherein said piano reflective element is disposed at said flat portion; wherein said 

second support portion of said backing plate element comprises a curved portion and 

wherein said auxiliary reflective element is disposed at said curved portion as shown in 

Figure 6 and as described in para. [0059]; wherein the rearward field of view of said 

auxiliary reflective element is different from and angled to the rearward field of view of 

said piano reflective element when both are attached to said backing plate element of 

said piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly when said piano-auxiliary reflective 

element assembly is included in said exterior sideview mirror assembly and when said 

exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile as described 
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in para. [0013], [0014] and [0059]; wherein angling of the rearward field of view of said 

auxiliary reflective element relative to the rearward field of view of said piano reflective 

element is achieved, at least in part, by an angling of said second support portion of 

said backing plate element supporting said auxiliary reflective element relative to said 

first support portion of said backing plate element supporting said piano reflective 

element as described in para. [0059]; wherein, when said exterior sideview mirror 

assembly is attached to the side of the automobile, the field of view of said piano 

reflective element generally views rearwardly of the equipped automobile and the field 

of view of said auxiliary reflective element generally views towards a blind spot in the 

side lane adjacent the side of the automobile to which said exterior sideview mirror 

assembly is attached, said blind spot being generally outside the rearward field of view 

of said piano reflective element when said piano reflective element is viewed by a driver 

of the equipped automobile when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to 

the side of the automobile as described in para. [0058] and [0059]; and wherein at least 

one of said piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element comprises one 

of (a) a glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating and (b) 

a polymeric substrate having a thin glass element applied to a surface thereof and with 

an opposing surface thereof having a reflecting layer applied thereto as described in 

para. [0043]. 

Regarding claim 2, Lynam discloses that at least a portion of said auxiliary 

reflective element adjacent said piano reflective element has its front surface generally 
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coplanar with the front surface of said piano reflective element as described in para. 

[0048] and as shown in Figure 10. 

Regarding claim 3, Lynam discloses that an element of said backing plate 

element at least partially partitions said backing plate element into a first region where 

said piano reflective element is disposed and a separate and adjacent second region 

where said auxiliary reflective element is disposed, and wherein said first region is 

adapted to receive said piano reflective element and said second region is adapted to 

receive said auxiliary reflective element as shown in Figure 6. 

Regarding claim 4, Lynam discloses (see Fig. 5, 6) that said piano reflective 

element and said auxiliary reflective element are adjacently supported at said backing 

plate element at a joint, and wherein said piano-auxiliary reflective element assembly 

includes a demarcation element (65, 165), said demarcation element disposed at said 

joint to form a demarcation between said piano reflective element and said auxiliary 

reflective element, said demarcation element having a portion visible to a driver of the 

automobile when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the 

automobile as described in para. [0051] and as shown in Figure 5. 

Regarding claim 5, Lynam discloses that said demarcation element is dark 

colored as described in para. [0051] and as shown in Figure 5. 

Regarding claim 6, Lynam discloses that said demarcation element is dark 

colored with a color selected from the group consisting of black, grey, blue and brown 

as described in para. [0051] and as shown in Figure 5. 
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Regarding claim 7, Lynam discloses that said demarcation element comprises at 

least one of a polymer material, a tape, a plastic film, a paint, a lacquer and a caulk as 

described in para. [0051 ]. 

Regarding claim 8, Lynam discloses that said demarcation element comprises a 

polymer material as described in para. [0051 ]. 

Regarding claim 9, Lynam discloses that the rearward field of view of said 

auxiliary reflective element is at an angle of at least about 3 degrees relative to the 

rearward field of view of said piano reflective element as described in para [0013]. 

Regarding claim 10, Lynam discloses that said joint comprises a space between 

said piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective element as described in para. 

[0042]. 

Regarding claim 11, Lynam discloses that said demarcation element is at least 

partially disposed at said space between said piano reflective element and said auxiliary 

reflective element as described in para. [0051 ]. 

Regarding claim 12, Lynam discloses that said demarcation element comprises a 

wall on said backing plate element, said wall located on said backing plate element at 

said joint, said wall disposed between said piano reflective element and said auxiliary 

reflective element as shown in Figure 6 and as described in para. [0051] and [0052]. 

Regarding claim 13, Lynam discloses that an element of said backing plate 

element at least partially partitions said backing plate element into a first region where 

said piano reflective element is disposed and a separate and adjacent second region 

where said auxiliary reflective element is disposed, and wherein said first region is 
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adapted to receive said piano reflective element and said second region is adapted to 

receive said auxiliary reflective element as shown in Figure 6 and as described in para. 

[0051] and [0052]. 

Regarding claim 14, Lynam discloses that the rearward field of view of said 

auxiliary reflective element is generally directed at least one of outwardly and 

downwardly with respect to the longitudinal axis of the equipped automobile when said 

exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached to the side of the automobile as described 

in para. [0009], [0013], and [0074]. 

Regarding claim 15, Lynam discloses that the rearward field of view of said 

auxiliary reflective element is generally directed outwardly and downwardly with respect 

to the longitudinal axis of the equipped automobile when said exterior sideview mirror 

assembly is attached to the side of the automobile as described in para. [0009], [0013], 

and [0073]. 

Regarding claim 16, Lynam discloses that said piano reflective element is 

supported at said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive attachment and 

a mechanical attachment, and wherein said auxiliary reflective element is supported at 

said backing plate element by at least one of an adhesive attachment and a mechanical 

attachment as described in para. [0050] and [0051]. 

Regarding claim 17, Lynam discloses that said piano reflective element 

comprises a flat glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating 

and wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a bent glass substrate having a 
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surface coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said bent glass substrate 

has a spherical curvature as described in para. [0045]. 

Regarding claim 18, Lynam discloses that said piano reflective dement 

comprises a flat glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating 

and wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a bent glass substrate having a 

surface coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said bent glass substrate 

has a multiradius curvature as described in para. [0045]. 

Regarding claim 19, Lynam discloses that said piano reflective element 

comprises a flat glass substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating 

and wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a bent glass substrate having a 

surface coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said bent glass substrate 

has an aspherical curvature as described in para. [0005] and [0083]. 

Regarding claim 20, Lynam discloses that said piano reflective element 

comprises a substrate having a surface coated with a metallic reflector coating and 

wherein said auxiliary reflective element comprises a substrate having a surface coated 

with a metallic reflector coating as described in para. [0043]. 

Regarding claim 21, Lynam discloses that said curved portion of said backing 

plate element comprises a curvature corresponding to a curvature of said auxiliary 

reflective element as described in para. [0083]. 

Regarding claim 22, Lynam discloses that said curved portion of said backing 

plate element has at least one of (a) a spherical curvature, (b) an aspherical curvature 

and (c) a multiradius curvature as described in para. [0045]. 
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Regarding claim 23, Lynam discloses (see Fig. 5, 6) that a demarcation element 

(65, 165) is disposed between said piano reflective element and said auxiliary reflective 

element and wherein said demarcation element comprises a part of said backing plate 

element, and wherein said demarcation element comprises a wall structure that at least 

partially partitions said backing plate element into a first region where said piano 

reflective element is disposed and a separate and adjacent second region where said 

auxiliary reflective element is disposed, and wherein at least one of (a) said first region 

is adapted to receive said piano reflective element and (b) said second region is 

adapted to receive said auxiliary reflective element as described in para. [0051]. 

Regarding claim 27, Lynam discloses that said auxiliary reflective element 

comprises a heater element operable to demist/deice the outmost surface of said 

auxiliary reflective element when said auxiliary reflective element is disposed at said 

backing plate element and when said exterior sideview mirror assembly is attached and 

operated on the side of the automobile as described in para. [0054] and [0065] and as 

shown in Figure 9. 

Regarding claim 28, Lynam discloses that said exterior sideview mirror assembly 

including said piano-auxiliary reflective element having a rearward field of view when 

attached to the side of the automobile comprises a driver-side exterior sideview mirror 

assembly, and wherein, when attached to the side of the automobile, said driver-side 

exterior sideview mirror assembly provides to the driver of the equipped automobile a 

total field of view that generally subtends an angle of at least about 25 degrees with 

respect to the side of the equipped automobile as described in para. [0046] and [0061 ]. 
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Regarding claim 29, Lynam discloses that said exterior sideview mirror assembly 

including said piano-auxiliary reflective element having a rearward field of view when 

attached to the side of the automobile comprises a driver-side exterior sideview mirror 

assembly, and wherein, when attached to the side of the automobile, said driver-side 

exterior sideview mirror assembly provides to the driver of the equipped automobile a 

total field of view that generally subtends an angle of at least about 30 degrees with 

respect to the side of the equipped automobile as described in para. [0046] and [0061 ]. 

Regarding claim 30, Lynam discloses that said auxiliary reflective element has an 

aspherical curvature as described in para. [0005] and [0083]. 

Regarding claim 31, Lynam discloses that said auxiliary reflective element has a 

spherical curvature as described in para. [0083]. 

Regarding claim 32, Lynam discloses that the ratio of the width of said piano 

reflective element to the width of said auxiliary reflective element is greater than 1 .5 as 

described in para. [0049]. 

Regarding claim 33, Lynam discloses that the ratio of the width of said piano 

reflective element to the width of said auxiliary reflective element is greater than 2.5 as 

described in para. [0049]. 

Regarding claim 34, Lynam discloses that said exterior sideview mirror assembly 

comprises a door-mounted exterior sideview mirror assembly adapted for attachment to 

a side of the automobile adjacent a driver seating location of a driver of the automobile 

and wherein the rearward field of view of said auxiliary reflective element generally 

views downwardly towards the road surface adjacent to the driver seating location at 
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least at a distance in the range of about 1 foot to about 24 feet to the rear of the driver 

seating location as described in para. [0059]. 

Regarding claim 35, Lynam discloses that at least one of said piano reflective 

element and said auxiliary reflective element comprises a glass substrate having a 

surface coated with a metallic reflector coating, and wherein said metallic reflector 

coating is selected from the group consisting of (i) a chromium coating, (ii) a titanium 

coating, (iii) a rhodium coating, (iv) a metal-alloy coating, (v) a nickel alloy coating, (vi) 

an aluminum coating and (vii) a silver coating as described in para. [0047]. 

Regarding claim 36, Lynam discloses that at least one of said piano reflective 

element and said auxiliary reflective element comprises an electro-optic reflective 

element as described in para. [0043] and [0047]. 

Regarding claim 37, Lynam discloses that said piano reflective element 

comprises an electro-optical reflective element, and wherein said electro-optical 

reflective element comprises an electrochromic reflective element as described in para. 

[0048] and [0055]. 

Regarding claim 38, Lynam discloses that said auxiliary reflective element 

comprises a fixed reflectance mirror reflector as described in para. [0043] and [0047]. 

Regarding claim 39, Lynam discloses that said fixed reflectance mirror reflector 

comprises a spherically bent glass substrate coated with a metallic reflector coating as 

described in para. [0047], [0055], [0064] and [0069]. 
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The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

Claims 24-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Lynam US 2002/0072026 in view of Lynam US 2004/0264011. 

Regarding claims 24-26, Lynam '026 teaches the invention as set forth above but 

does not teach regarding claim 24, a piano reflective element comprises a substrate 

formed from elongated sheet of substrate material comprising a polymeric resin 

material, and wherein said elongated sheet has a substantially transparent functional 

film applied at a surface thereof, and wherein said substantially transparent functional 

film provides at least one of (a) an anti-abrasion function, (b) a hydrophobic function and 

(c) a hydrophilic function, and wherein said functional film comprises an ultrathin glass 

material which is sufficiently flexible to be provided in a reel or roll, and wherein said 

functional film is sufficiently flexible to conform to said substrate of said piano reflective 

element, and wherein said piano reflective element comprises a reflective film disposed 

at a surface of said substrate opposite said substantially transparent functional film or 

regarding claim 25, that said piano reflective element comprises a thin flexible glass 

sheet and a polymeric substrate, said thin flexible glass sheet existing as a pre-formed 

glass sheet that is separate from said polymeric substrate, said thin glass sheet having 

an attaching surface, said attaching surface being opposed to and adhered to said 
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surface of said polymeric substrate when said thin flexible sheet is adhered to said 

exterior surface of said polymeric substrate, said thin flexible sheet providing an anti

abrasion function at said surface of said polymeric substrate when adhered thereto, said 

thin flexible glass sheet substantially conforming to said exterior surface of said 

polymeric substrate when adhered thereto, said thin glass sheet having a thickness of 

less than approximately 0.8 mm and greater than approximately 0.3 mm or regarding 

claim 26, that said substrate is cut from a molded or extruded or cast strip or sheet, said 

glass sheet being laminated to said strip or sheet and wherein said piano reflective 

element comprises a reflective film applied to an inner surface of said substrate 

opposite said exterior surface, and wherein said reflective film comprises a polymeric 

reflective film at least one of laminated, adhered and applied to said inner surface of 

said substrate. 

Regarding claim 24, Lynam '011 teaches a piano reflective element comprises a 

substrate formed from elongated sheet of substrate material comprising a polymeric 

resin material, and wherein said elongated sheet has a substantially transparent 

functional film applied at a surface thereof, and wherein said substantially transparent 

functional film provides at least one of (a) an anti-abrasion function, (b) a hydrophobic 

function and (c) a hydrophilic function, and wherein said functional film comprises an 

ultrathin glass material which is sufficiently flexible to be provided in a reel or roll, and 

wherein said functional film is sufficiently flexible to conform to said substrate of said 

piano reflective element, and wherein said piano reflective element comprises a 

reflective film disposed at a surface of said substrate opposite said substantially 
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transparent functional film as described in para. [0040]-[0043] and [0047]. Regarding 

claim 25, Lynam '011 teaches that said piano reflective element comprises a thin 

flexible glass sheet and a polymeric substrate, said thin flexible glass sheet existing as 

a pre-formed glass sheet that is separate from said polymeric substrate, said thin glass 

sheet having an attaching surface, said attaching surface being opposed to and 

adhered to said surface of said polymeric substrate when said thin flexible sheet is 

adhered to said exterior surface of said polymeric substrate, said thin flexible sheet 

providing an anti-abrasion function at said surface of said polymeric substrate when 

adhered thereto, said thin flexible glass sheet substantially conforming to said exterior 

surface of said polymeric substrate when adhered thereto, said thin glass sheet having 

a thickness of less than approximately 0.8 mm and greater than approximately 0.3 mm 

as described in para. [0032], [0040]-[0043] and [0047]. Regarding claim 26, Lynam '011 

teaches that said substrate is cut from a molded or extruded or cast strip or sheet, said 

glass sheet being laminated to said strip or sheet and wherein said piano reflective 

element comprises a reflective film applied to an inner surface of said substrate 

opposite said exterior surface, and wherein said reflective film comprises a polymeric 

reflective film at least one of laminated, adhered and applied to said inner surface of 

said substrate as described in para. [0032], [0040]-[0043] and [0047]. The preceding 

claims are product-by-process claims and even though product-by-process claims are 

limited by and defined by the process, determination of patentability is based on the 

product itself. The patentability of a product does not depend on its method of 

production. If the product in the product-by-process claim is the same as or obvious 
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from a product of the prior art, the claim is unpatentable even though the prior product 

was made by a different process. In re Thorpe, 777 F.2d 695, 698, 227 USPQ 964, 966 

(Fed. Cir. 1985) 

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to utilize film characteristics of Lynam '011 in the sideview mirror 

assembly of Lynam '026 in order to provide for a hard coat or surface for the mirror so 

as to provide for enhanced scratch resistance. 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to ALESSANDRO AMARI whose telephone number is 

(571 )272-2306. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:00 AM to 

5:30 PM. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Stephane B. Allen can be reached on (571) 272-2434. The fax phone 

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

11 January 2011 / Alessandro Amari/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2872 
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Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Sheet 1 of 12 

lication Number 

First Named Inventor 

Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorne Docket Number 

12/851,045 

Au ust5,2010 

Niall R. L nam 

2872 

D0N09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No. 1 

Document Number I Publication Date I 
Number-Kind Code2 r,r Known) 

I MM-DD-YYYY 

7,636,188 2009-12-22 
7,626,749 2009-12-01 
7,581,859 2009-09-01 
7,526,103 2009-04-28 
7,492,281 2009-02-17 
7,423,522 2008-09-09 
7,420,756 2008-09-02 
7,400,435 2008-07-15 
7,391,563 2008-06-24 
7,377,675 2008-05-27 
7,370,983 2008-05-13 
7,345,680 2008-03-18 
7,339,149 2008-03-04 
7,338,177 2008-03-04 
7,289,037 2007-10-30 
7,274,501 2007-09-25 
7,267,448 2007-09-11 
7,255,451 2007-08-14 
7,249,860 2007-07-31 
7,195,381 2007-03-27 
7,184,190 2007-02-27 
7,168,830 2007-01-30 
7,167,294 2007-01-23 
7,126,456 2006-10-24 
7,106,392 2006-09-12 
7,097,312 2006-08-29 
7,038,577 2006-05-02 
7,005,974 2006-02-28 
6,979,090 2005-12-27 
6,932,483 2005-08-23 
6,919,796 2005-07-19 
6,882,287 2005-04-19 
6,831,268 2004-12-14 
6,824,281 2004-11-30 
6,757,109 2004-06-29 
6,742,904 2004-06-01 

/Alessandro Amarii 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Baur et al. 
Baur et al. 
Lynam 
Schofield et al. 
Lynam et al. 
O'Brien et al. 
Lynam 
Byers et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
De Wind et al. 
David 
Schofield et al. 
Lynam 
Uken et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Schmidt et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Kulas et al. 
Lvnam et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Lynam et al. 
Boddy et al. 
You 
Platzer, Jr. 
Pawlicki et al. 
McMahon et al. 
Wnuk 
Strumolo et al. 
Boddy et al. 
Schofield 
Bechtel et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Bos 
Bechtel et al. 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

Oi/11/2011 
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next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Sec Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at :www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standnrd ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. s 
Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST .16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 
application. Confidentiality is governed by 3S U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary deJiending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chieflnformation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.0, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
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Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Aoolication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filino Date Auoust 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam 
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 12 lot I 12 Attornev Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code2 (irKnowni 
MM-DD-YYYY 

6,737,629 2004-05-18 
6,731,205 2004-05-04 
6,719,215 2004-04-13 
6,717,712 2004-04-06 
6,717,610 2004-04-06 
6,709,119 2004-03-23 
6,690,268 2004-02-10 
6,669,109 2003-12-30 
6,648,477 2003-11-18 
6,642,851 2003-11-04 
6,627,918 2003-09-30 
6,615,438 2003-09-09 
6,595,649 2003-07-22 
6,582,109 2003•06-24 
6,537,138 2003-03-25 
6,522,451 2003-02-18 
6,512,624 2003-01-28 
6,511,192 2003-01-28 
6,501,387 2002-12-31 
6,498,620 2002-12-24 
6,472,979 2002-10-29 
6,449,082 2002-09-10 
6,445,287 2002-09-03 
6,441,964 2002-08-27 
6,428,172 2002-08-06 
6,420,036 2002-07-16 
6,409,354 2002-06-25 
6,398,377 2002-06-04 
6,396,397 2002-05-28 
6,390,632 2002-05-21 
6,356,376 2002-03-12 
6,343,402 2002-02-05 
6,341,523 2002-01-29 
6,329,925 2001-12-11 
6,320,282 2001-11-20 
6,318,870 2001-11-20 

i Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Nixon et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Drouillard 
Lynam et al. 
Bos et al. 
Gillich et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Ivanov et al. 
Hutzel et al. 
DeLine et al. 
Getz et al. 
Franco 
Hoekstra et al. 
Miller 
Ohmori et al. 
Lynam 
Touar et al. 
Henion et al. 
Skiver et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Agrawal et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Chu et al. 
Hutzel et al. 
Varaorasad et al. 
Richard 
Chou 
Bos et al. 
Palathingal 
Touar et al. 
Smith et al. 
Lynam 
Skiver et al. 
Caldwell 
Spooner et al. 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

0·111112011 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or .MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WJPO Standard ST,3), 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. :i 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here ifEnglish language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and l.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an I! I! 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR L 14. This collection ls estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount oftinte you require lo complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
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k Under the Paoerwor Reduction Act of 1995, no oersons are reauired to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a va 1d 0MB contra number. 1· I 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Aoolication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filing Date August 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lynam 
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 13 I ot I 12 Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No. 1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code211' ,nown; 
MM-DD-YYYY 

6,315,419 2001-11-13 
6,310,611 2001-10-30 
6,294,989 2001-09-25 
6,286,965 2001-09-11 
6,276,821 2001-08-21 
6,270,225 2001-08-07 
6,260,608 2001-07-17 
6,257,746 2001-07-10 
6,250,148 2001-06-26 
6,245,262 2001-06-12 
6,227,689 2001-05-08 
6,207,083 2001-03-27 
6,201,642 2001-03-13 
6,199,993 2001-03-13 
6,198,409 2001-03-06 
6,196,688 2001-03-06 
6,178,034 2001-01-23 
6,176,602 2001-01-23 
6,172,613 2001-01-09 
6,164,564 2000-12-26 
6,154,306 2000-11-28 
6,135,419 2001-11-13 
6,128,860 2000-10-10 
6,124,647 2000-09-26 
6,116,743 2000-09-12 
6,111,684 2000-08-29 
6,109,586 2000-08-29 
6,097,023 2000-08-01 
6,074,068 2000-06-13 
6,065,840 2000-05-23 
6,033,078 2000-03-07 
6,032,323 2000-03-07 
6,030,084 2002-02-29 
6,022,511 1999-12-14 
6,011,486 1999-12-14 
6,007,207 1999-12-28 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Platzer, Jr. 
Caldwell 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Goolsby 
Kim 
Todd et al. 
Lynam 
V araprasad et al. 
Miller 
V araprasad et al. 
Bos 
Mou 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Allemand et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
DeLine et al. 
Franco et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Platzer, Jr. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Marcus et al. 
Hoek 
Forgette et al. 
Hock 
Schofield et al. 
Palathingal 
Caskey et al. 
Su et al. 
Smith et al. 
Schmidt 
V araprasad et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Liu 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

01/11/2011 
*EXAMINER: Jnitial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with .MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WJPO Standard ST.3). 4For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. .'i 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicanl is to place a check mark here if English languoge Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR l.14. This collection is estimated to lake 2 hours lo complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
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Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are reauired to respond to a collection of Information unless It contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Application Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filina Date Auaust 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam (Use as many sheets as necessary) 
Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 14 lof I 12 Attornev Docket Number D0N09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code2 ,,, Known; 
MM-DD-YYYY 

6,005,724 1999-12-21 
6,002,544 1999-12-14 
5,980,050 1999-11-09 
5,938,320 1999-08-17 
5,929,786 1999-07-27 
5,922,176 1999-07-13 
5,910,854 1999-06-08 
5,877,897 1999-03-02 
5,864,434 1999-01-26 
5,863,116 1999-01-26 
5,847,889 1998-12-08 
5,838,505 1998-11-17 
5,835,294 1998-11-10 
5,825,527 1998-10-20 
5,823,654 1998-10-20 
5,808,777 1998-09-15 
5,805,367 1998-09-08 
5,796,532 1998-08-18 
5,796,094 1998-08-18 
5,793,542 1998-08-11 
5,790,327 1998-08-04 
5,790,298 1998-08-04 
5,788,357 1998-08-04 
5,786,772 1998-07-28 
5,784,211 1998-07-21 
5,760,962 1998-06-02 
5,751,489 1998-05-12 
5,724,187 1998-03-03 
5,722,836 1998-03-03 
5,715,093 1998-02-03 
5,691,855 1997-11-25 
5,689,370 1997-11-18 
5,670,935 1997-09-23 
5,669,705 1997-09-23 
5,669,704 1997-09-23 
5,669,699 1997-09-23 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Todd 
Yatsu 
McCord 
Crandall 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey 
V araprasad et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Taylor 
Pastrick et al. 
Komiyama et al. 
Palathingal 
Minegishi 
Forgette et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Lvnam et al. 
Kanazawa 
Kanazawa 
Schofield et al. 
Kondo et al. 
Lee et al. 
Tonar 
Muth et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Mingledorff 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Younker 
Schierbeek et al. 
Lupkas 
Tonar et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Pastrick 
Pastrick et al. 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

01/11/2011 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citntion is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes ofUSPTO Patent Documents at :www.uslll.Q,gQ\'. or :MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two~letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 
This collecLion of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the US PTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.0, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
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Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Annlication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filinq Date Auoust 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam (Use as many sheets as necessary) 
Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet J 5 !of I 12 Attornev Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code2 (Ir mown, 
MM-DD-YYYY 

5,669,698 1997-09-23 
5,668,663 1997-09-16 
5,649,756 1997-07-22 
5,644,442 1997-07-01 
5,621,577 1997-04-15 
5,621,569 1997-04-15 
5,610,756 1997-03-11 
5,594,593 1997-01-14 
5,594,222 1997-01-14 
5,587,699 1996-12-24 
5,587,236 1996-12-24 
5,579,133 1996-11-26 
5,575,552 1996-11-19 
5,567,360 1996-10-22 
5,563,744 1996-10-08 
5,559,640 1996-09-24 
5,557,467 1996-09-17 
5,550,677 1996-08-27 
5,535,056 1996-07-09 
5,530,588 1996-06-25 
5,526,195 1996-06-11 
5,525,264 1996-06-11 
5,523,877 1996-06-04 
5,517,367 1996-05-14 
5,509,606 1996-04-23 
5,497,306 1996-03-05 
5,497,305 1996-03-05 
5,483,386 1996-01-09 
5,481,409 1996-01-02 
5,446,576 1995-08-29 
5,437,931 2003-08-01 
5,432,643 1995-07-11 
5,424,875 1995-06-13 
5,412,512 1995-05-02 
5,406,414 1995-04-11 
5,371,659 1994-12-06 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Veldman et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Adams et al. 
Lemere 
Lang et al. 
Schlenke 
Lynam et al. 
Milner 
Caldwell 
Faloon et al. 
Agrawal et al. 
Black et al. 
Faloon et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Matsumiya 
Vachss et al. 
McColgan et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Vivier 
Thomas 
Cronin et al. 
Lynam 
Kim et al. 
Breithaupt et al. 
Pastrick 
Pastrick et al. 
Carson 
Roberts 
Lynam et al. 
Tsai et al. 
Huang 
Davis, II 
Zebold et al. 
O'Farrell et al. 
Pastrick et al. 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

01/i i/2011 
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next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes ofUSPTO Patent Documents at www.us.pto.gov or NfPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numbel' of the patent document. 5 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WrPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and l.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by JS U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, inclu~ing gathering, preparing, and submitting the comple1ed applica1ion 
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PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 

Receipt date: 08/10/201 O Approved for use throu~ 0-j~~Clil~~ 06~9\ll I· 2872 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. D~M!::1i.r't-t)t~l'v1~ • 

' I I I lid 0 Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of Information un ess t conta ns a va MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Application Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filini:i Date Aui:iust5,2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam 
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 16 lot I 12 Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code2 cir mown; 
MM-DD-YYYY 

5,361,172 1994-11-01 
5,355,245 1994-10-11 
5,354,965 1994-10-11 
5,327,288 1994-07-05 
5,313,335 1994-05-17 
5,296,973 1994-03-22 
5,295,021 1994-03-15 
5,285,060 1994-02-08 
5,262,894 1993-11-16 
5,253,109 1993-10-12 
5,247,395 1993-09-21 
5,239,405 1993-08-24 
5,237,459 1993-08-17 
5,237,458 1993-08-17 
5,233,461 1993-08-03 
5,225,943 1993-07-06 
5,207,492 1993-05-04 
5,193,029 1993-03-09 
5,189,537 1993-02-23 
5,183,099 1993-02-02 
5,179,471 1993-01-12 
5,178,448 1993-01-12 
5,166,833 1992-11-24 
5,151,824 1992-09-29 
5,151,816 1992-09-29 
5,142,407 1992-08-25 
5,140,455 1992-08-18 
5,118,540 1992-06-02 
5,117,346 1992-05-26 
5,115,352 1992-05-19 
5,115,346 1992-05-19 
5,107,374 1992-04-21 
5,085,907 1992-02-04 
5,080,492 1992-01-14 
5,078,480 1992-01-07 
5,076,673 1991-12-31 

/ Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Schissel et al. 
Lynam 
Lee 
Wellington et al. 
Gray et al. 
Burke 
Swanson 
Larson et al. 
Wheatley et al. 
O'Farrell et al. 
Martinez 
Varaprasad et al. 
Strauss 
Polanyi et al. 
Dornan et al. 
Lupo 
Roberts 
Schofield et al. 
O'Farrell 
Bechu 
Caskey et al. 
Adams et al. 
Shyu 
O'Farrell 
Varaprasad et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Hutchison 
Gard 
do Espirito Santo 
Lynam 
Lupo et al. 
Smith 
Platzer, Jr. 
Warszawski 
Lynam et al. 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

01/11/2011 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered1 whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Jnclude copy of this form with 
next communication to applkant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WJPO Standard ST.3), 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidcnti,lity is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR t ,14. This collection is estimated lo take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
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Receipt date: 08/10/201 O 
PTO/SB/OBA (07 -05 ) 

Approved for use througti eyQm~ot,\ f<t!Wl 06fUOA3P I · 28 72 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. oe~MMEI-J'P'tl1Pt6M~lf~~ • 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no oersons are reauired to resoond to a collection of information unless It contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE APPiication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filina Date Auaust 5, 2010 

(Use as many sheets as necessary) First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 17 lof I 12 Attornev Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 

Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date I 
Number-Kind Code2 (If Known/ 

MM-DD-YYYY 

5,073,012 1991-12-17 
5,066,112 1991-11-19 
5,052,792 1991-10-01 
5,050,977 1991-09-24 
5,044,739 1991-09-03 
5,033,835 1991-07-23 
5,022,747 1991-06-11 
5,014,167 1991-05-07 
5,005,962 1991-04-09 
4,989,964 1991-02-05 
4,948,242 1990-08-14 
4,944,581 1990-07-31 
4,932,770 1990-06-12 
4,932,769 1990-06-12 
4,929,074 1990-05-29 
4,917,485 1990-04-17 
4,913,542 1990-04-03 
4,906,085 1990-03-06 
4,906,075 1990-03-06 
4,882,565 1989-11-21 
4,882,466 1989-11-21 
4,859,046 1989-08-22 
4,853,283 1989-08-01 
4,828,379 1989-05-09 
4,826,289 1989-05-02 
4,824,231 1989-04-25 
4,799,768 1989-01-24 
4,793,690 1988-12-27 
4,773,740 1988-09-27 
4,770,522 1988-09-13 
4,737,188 1988-04-12 
4,733,336 1988-03-22 
4,727,302 1988-02-23 
4,721,364 1988-01-26 
4,715,701 1987-12-29 
4,712,879 1987-12-15 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Lynam 
Lynam et al. 
McDonough 
Platzer, Jr. 
do Espirito Santo 
Platzer, Jr. 
Polanvi et al. 
Roberts 
Edelman 
Meise 
Desmond et al. 
Ichikawa 
Caravaty 
Goosen 
Urban 
Baldwin, Sr. 
Adolfsson 
Sugihara et al. 
Majsumiya 
Gallmeyer 
Friel 
Traynor et al. 
Skolnick 
Parsons et al. 
Vandenbrink et al. 
Quintana 
Gahan 
Gahan et al. 
Kawakami et al. 
Alten 
Bahls 
Skogler et al. 
Mizuta et al. 
ltoh et al. 
Urban 
Lynam et al. 

Date 
Considered 

I Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

01/11/2011 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation It not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes ofUSPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and l.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 3S U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection Is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
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PTO/SB/08A (07-05) 

Receipt date: 08/10/201 O Approved for use throuoo .6j'lnt2qq6\ )tli}dB 06~0J\3jl I • 28 72 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. oE!P','&,AA'MEW~c5M~Fm&I · 

U d th P k R d t' A I n er e aoerwor e uc 10n c of 1995, no Persons are reau re I d to respon to a co eel on o in ormat on un ess con ams a va 1 B contra num er. d ii I f. f I I It I . I'd OM I b 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Aoolication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filing Date August 5, 201 O 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam 
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet Is lot I 12 Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code2 i/f ,nown, 
MM-DD-YYYY 

4,679,906 1987-07-14 
4,678,294 1987-07-01 
4,674,850 1987-06-23 
4,674,849 1987-06-23 
4,666,264 1987-05-19 
4,630,904 1986-12-23 
4,629,296 1986-12-16 
4,623,222 1986-11-18 
4,609,266 1986-09-02 
4,588,267 1986-05-13 
4,575,202 1986-03-11 
4,555,166 1985-11-26 
4,549,786 1985-10-29 
4,526,446 1985-07-02 
4,499,451 1985-02-12 
4,470,665 1984-09-11 
4,449,786 1984-05-22 
4,439,013 1984-03-27 
4,436,372 1984-03-13 
4,436,371 1984-03-13 
4,435,042 1984-06-03 
4,385,804 1983-05-31 
4,350,412 1982-09-21 
4,331,382 1982-05-25 
4,325,609 1982-04-20 
4,311,363 1982-01-19 
4,311,362 1982-01-19 
4,306,770 1981-12-22 
4,303,308 1981-12-01 
4,293,191 1981-10-06 
4,281,899 1981-08-04 
4,268,120 1981-05-19 
4,264,144 1981-04-28 
4,258,979 1981-03-31 
4,223,983 1980-09-23 
4,200,359 1980-04-29 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Brandenburg 
Van Nostrand 
Blom 
Stewart 
Yamabe 
Pastore 
White 
Itoh et al. 
Blom 
Pastore 
McGuire 
Enomoto 
Albers et al. 
Adams 
Suzuki et al. 
Blom 
McCord 
Hagn et al. 
Schmidt et al. 
Wood et al. 
Wood et al. 
Tamura et al. 
Steenblik et al. 
Graff 
Alford 
Marsalka et al. 
LaPorte 
Marhauer 
Kobrin 
Kim 
Oskam 
Jitsumori 
McCord 
Mahin 
Bloom 
Lawson 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

01/11/2011 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communicalion to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes ofUSPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). 4For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. s 
Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 
opplicotion. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. Thi, collection is estimated to take 2 hours lo complete, including gothcring, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
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Receipt date: 08/10/201 O 
PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 

Approved for use throug!ji {i}j'§~'I0,6\ !fl'ffl:!3 06~0A3~ I. 2872 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEl~ME"-i~~ciM~Prn!,.J · 

u d th p d n er e aoerwork Re uct on Act of 1995, no persons are reaulred to respond to a collect/on of Information unless it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Application Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filino Date August5,2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lynam (Use as many sheets as necessary) 
Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet J9 I ot I 12 Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code2 w •nowni 
MM-DD-YYYY 

4,193,668 1980-03-18 
3,909,117 1975-09-30 
3,884,606 1975-05-20 
3,881,811 1975-05-06 
3,826,563 1974-07-30 
3,806,232 1974-04-23 
3,773,882 1973-11-20 
3,764,201 1973-10-09 
3,759,647 1973-09-18 
3,708,222 1973-01-02 
3,667,833 1972-06-06 
3,610,739 1971-10-05 
3,601,614 1971-08-24 
3,563,638 1971-02-16 
3,424,517 1969-01-28 
3,408,136 1968-10-29 
3,404,935 1968-10-08 
3,389,952 1968-06-25 
3,375,053 1968-03-26 
3,338,655 1967-08-29 
3,337,285 1967-08-22 
3,280,701 1966-10-25 
3,267,806 1966-08-23 
3,266,016 1966-08-09 
3,175,463 1965-03-30 
3,170,985 1965-02-23 
3,146,296 1964-08-25 
3,131,250 1964-04-28 
3,104,274 1963-09-17 
2,911,177 1959-11-03 
2,890,539 1959-06-16 
2,778,273 1957-01-22 
2,636,419 1953-04-28 
2,580,014 1951-12-25 
2,514,989 1950-07-11 
2,263,382 1941-11-18 

/Alessandro Amarii 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Skinner 
Takahashi et al. 
Schrenk 
French 
Davis 
Gray 
Schrenk 
Haile 
Schrenk et al. 
Stem 
Baldwin, Sr. 
Seashore 
Platzer, Jr. 
Panozzo 
Budreck 
Travis 
Creager 
Tobin, Jr. 
Ward 
Young 
Travis 
Donnelly et al. 
Azegami 
Maruyama et al. 
Seashore 
Katulich 
Fischer 
Ely 
King 
West 
Holt 
Fellmeth 
Kerr 
Gazda 
Buren 
Gotzinger 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

01 /11 ;20·1 ·1 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (option.al). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO .Patent Documents at Y/W____j'!',.filpto.sov or :MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. ' 
Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WJPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO lo process) an 
application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
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PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 
Approved for use throu(Ml Bj'/§~Cj0,8\ JilrnB 06~0A~ I. 2872 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. oI:!!.¢.~f.AENlj;/tJ!f'-.tcJM~flmE-1 · Receipt date: 08/10/201 O 
Under the Papeiwork Reduction Act of 1995, no cersons are reauired to resoond to a collection of Information un/ess it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Annlication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
FilinQ Date AUQUSt 5, 2010 

(Use as many sheets as necessary) First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet I 10 lof I 12 Attornev Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number Publication Date 

Number-Kind Code2 ,,rnnown/ 
MM-DD-YYYY 

2,135,262 1938-11-01 
1,672,559 1928-06-05 
1,114,559 1914-10-20 
0297,926 1988-10-04 
D493,394 2004-07-27 
0493,131 2004-07-20 
2007 /003263 8 2004-02-19 
2004/0032675 2004-02-19 
2004/0032676 2004-02-19 
2002/0036828 2002-03-28 
2003/0043589 2003-03-06 
2006/0050018 2006-03-09 
2005/0078389 2005-04-14 
2005/0083577 2005-04-21 
2005/0099693 2005-05-12 
2006/0126150 2006-06-15 
2005/0134983 2005-06-23 
2002/0159169 2002-10-31 
2002/0159270 2002-10-31 
2008/0308219 2008-12-18 
2009/0237820 2009-09-24 
2004/0264011 2004-12-30 
20020105741 08-08-2002 
20030117731 06-26-2003 
20040165291 08-26-2004 
20050232469 10-20-2005 

20050248859 11-10-2005 
20060061008 03-23-2006 

20060125919 06-15-2006 

20060171704 08-03-2006 

20060184297 08-17-2006 

20060268440 11-30-2006 
20070058257 03-15-2007 
20070285789 12-13-2007 

20080212189 09-04-2008 
20080225421 09-18-2008 

/Alessandro Amari/ 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Schumacher 
Doble 
Weed 
Kesler 
Lawlor et al. 
Lawlor et al. 
Tonar et al. 
Weller et al. 
Drummond et al. 
Wong 
Blank 
Hutzel et al. 
Kulas et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Tonar et al. 
Lynam 
McCord 
Lynam et al. 
Lynam 
McCabe et al. 
Lynam 
Platzer, Jr. 
Platzer, Jr. 
Platzer, Jr. 
Schofield et al. 

Platzer, Jr. 
Karner et al. 
Camilleri et al. 
Bingle et al. 
Higgins-Luthman 
Platzer, Jr. 
Lynam 
Lindahl et al. 

Baur et al. 
Platzer 

Date 
Considered 

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

0·111112011 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation humber (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes ofUSPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3), 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chieflnformation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
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Receipt date: 08/10/2010 
. PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 

Approved for use througl, W~1+2ll0fo. Qt\1113 06~0§\3{1 1 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEIRA~EM!:l~OMMR~!.J : 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Application Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
FilinQ Date AUQLISt 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam (Use as many sheets as necessary) 
Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 111 lof I 12 Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

2872 

Examiner Cite Document Number Publication Date I Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
No.1 Initials* 

Examiner 
Si nature 

Number-Kind Code2 w Known; 
MM-DD-YYYY 

20080304170 12-11-2008 
20090040306 02-12-2009 

20090115631 05-07-2009 

RE17274 1929-04-16 

iAlessandro Amari/ 

Applicant of Cited Document 

Zhao 

Foote et al. 

Foote et al. 

Poiter· 

Date 
Considered 

Relevant Passages or 
Relevant Figures Appear 

Oi/11i20i i 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it nat in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant)s unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes ofUSPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ,1For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document 5 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chieflnformation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.0, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DBF'A!OMENlj;/Of~dMMM~!;J · Receipt date: 08/10/201 O 
u cl k n er t11e Paperwor Reduciion Act of 1995, no persons are required to resoond to a collection of information unless It contains a valid OMB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Application Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
FilinQ Date August 5, 201 O 
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Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 
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Cite 
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APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

12/851,045 08/05/2010 

28101 
VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 
SUITE 207 
2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE, S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49546 

Title:EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

Publication No.US-201 0-0296187-A 1 
Publication Date:11/25/2010 

Ul\TfED STATES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adiliess. COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

Niall R. Lynam DON09 P-1624 

CONFIRMATION N0.1992 
PUBLICATION NOTICE 

I llllllll llll llll lllll ll]~!l]!~l!~l!~l!~!~f !l!I~] 111111111111111 IIII IIII 

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION 

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37 
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above. 

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the 
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/patft/. 

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to 
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth 
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1 ). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of 
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382, 
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of 
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet. 

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the 
dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and 
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to 
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of 
PAIR. 

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197. 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 
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PATENT 
DON09 P-1624 

Group Art 
Examiner 
Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filing Date 
For 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

2872 
Alessandro V. Amari 
Niall R. Lynam 
12/851,045 
August 5, 2010 
EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

Mail Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

INVENTION ELECTION 

This is in response to the Office Action mailed October 27, 2010. The Office Action 

requires that Applicants elect a single disclosed invention for prosecution on the merits. Applicants 

provisionally elect Invention I, which corresponds to claims 2-39 of the application. The Office 

Action indicated that claim I links Inventions I and II, and that the restriction requirernent among 

the linked inventions is subject to the nonallowance of linking claim 1. An early and favorable 

action on the merits is respectfully requested. 

Dated: November 10, 2010. 

Respectfully submitted, 

NIALLR.LYNAM 

By: Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP 

Registration No. 42 540 
2851 Charlevoix Drive, S.E., Suite 207 
P.O. Box 888695 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49588-8695 
(616) 975-5500 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 8807503 

Application Number: 12851045 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 1992 

Title of Invention: EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Niall R. Lynam 

Customer Number: 28101 

Filer: Timothy A. Flory/Amanda Sytsma 

Filer Authorized By: Timothy A. Flory 

Attorney Docket Number: D0N09 P-1624 

Receipt Date: 10-NOV-2010 

Filing Date: 05-AUG-2010 

Time Stamp: 14:10:49 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment I no 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.) 

79476 

1 Transmittal Letter TransmittalForm.pdf no 1 
058a021 e5e0a24b55bc258386d96ac8bae 

73f0b 

Warnings: 

Information: 
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44117 

2 Response to Election/ Restriction Filed lnventionElection.pdf no 1 
ede4e9412dc81 ed89fb9b71330af665017a 

e58bd 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 123593 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 O), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Doc Code: TRAN.LET 

Document Description: Transmittal Letter 
PTO/SB/21 (07-09) 

Approved for use through 07/31/2012. 0MB 0651-0031 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

. 'o ' . B 

TRANSMITTAL 
FORM 

Filing Date 

First Named Inventor 

Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Augustfi,2010 

Niall R. Lyn.im 

2872 

to be used for all correspondence after Initial filing) 
Alessandro V. Amari 

Total Number of Pages In This Submission 
Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

ENCLOSURES ( Check all that apply) 

D Fee Transmittal Form D Drawing(s) D 
D Fee Attached D Licensing-related Papers D 

[l] Amendment/Reply D Petition D 
D D Petition to Convert to a D After Final Provisional Application 

D D Power of Attorney, Revocation D Affidavits/declaration(s) Change of Correspondence Address 

D Extension ofTime Request D Terminal Disclaimer D 
D Express Abandonment Request D Request for Refund 

D Information Disclosure Statement D CD, Number of CD(s) 

D Landscape Table on CD 

D Certified Copy of Priority I Remarks I 
Document(s) 

D Reply to Missing Parts/ 
Incomplete Application 

D Reply to Missing Parts 
under 37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53 

After Allowance Communication to TC 

Appeal Communication to Board 
of Appeals and Interferences 

Appeal Communication to TC 
(Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply Brief) 

Proprietary Information 

" 
Status Letter 

Other Enclosure(s) (please Identify 
below): 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT 
Firm Name 

VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 

Signature 
~ ..... ~ -

Printed name 
Timothy A. Flory 

Date November 10, 201 O I Reg. No. 42540 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION/MAILING 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted to the USPTO or deposited with the United States Postal Service with 
sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on 
the date shown below: 
Signature 

Typed or printed name Amanda R. Sytsma Date November 10, 2010 

This collection of Information Is required by 37 CFR 1.5, The Information Is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to 
process) an application. Confidentiality Is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and1.14. This collection is estimated to 2 hours to complete, including 
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the 
amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

/fyou need assistance in completing the form, ca/11-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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UNITED STA 1ES p A IBNT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

12/851,045 08/05/2010 Niall R. Lynam 

28101 7590 10/27/2010 

VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 
SU11E 207 
2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE, S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546 

UNITED STA TES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria., Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

D0N09 P-1624 1992 

EXAMINER 

AMARI, ALESSANDRO V 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2872 

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE 

10/27/2010 PAPER 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding. 

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication. 

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07) 
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Office Action Summary 

Application No. 

12/851,045 

Examiner 

ALESSANDRO AMARI 

Applicant(s) 

LYNAM, NIALL R. 

Art Unit 

2872 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 1 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS, 
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed 

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1)0 Responsive to communication(s) filed on __ . 

2a)0 This action is FINAL. 2b)0 This action is non-final. 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)~ Claim(s) 1-92 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)0 Claim(s) __ is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)~ Claim(s) 1-92 are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10)0 The drawing(s) filed on __ is/are: a)O accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11 )0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a)O All b)O Some* c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17 .2(a)). 

*Seethe attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

Attachment(s) 

1) 0 Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __ . 

5) 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application 3) 0 Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date __ . 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) 

6) 0 Other: __ . 

Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20101020 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

DETAILED ACTION 

Election/Restrictions 

Page 2 

Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U .S.C. 121: 

I. Claims 2-39, drawn to exterior sideview mirror system with rearward field 

of view and backing plate specifics, classified in class 359, subclass 866. 

II. Claims 40-61, drawn to exterior sideview mirror system with demarcation 

element, joint and heater specifics, classified in class 359, subclass 872. 

Ill. Claims 62-77, drawn to exterior sideview mirror system with adhesive 

element, mechanical attachment and electro-optic reflective element 

specifics, classified in class 359, subclass 265. 

IV. Claims 78-84, drawn to exterior sideview mirror system with metallic 

reflector coating specifics, classified in class 359, subclass 883. 

V. Claims 85-88, drawn to exterior sideview mirror system with fixed 

reflectance mirror and spherically bent glass specifics, classified in class 

359, subclass 850. 

VI. Claims 89, 90, drawn to exterior sideview mirror system with curved 

substrate and metallic reflector coating specifics, classified in class 359, 

subclass 872. 

VII. Claims 91, 92, drawn to exterior sideview mirror system with spherically 

bent glass substrate, rearward field of view and total field of view specifics, 

classified in class 359, subclass 866. 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons: 

Page 3 

Inventions I-VII are directed to related products. The related inventions are distinct if: (1) 

the inventions as claimed are either not capable of use together or can have a 

materially different design, mode of operation, function, or effect; (2) the inventions do 

not overlap in scope, i.e., are mutually exclusive; and (3) the inventions as claimed are 

not obvious variants. See MPEP § 806.05U). In the instant case, claims 1-39 evidence 

that the combination does not rely on the details of Inventions II-VII; claims 40-61 

evidence that the combination does not rely on the details of Inventions I and Ill-VII; 

claims 62-77 evidence that the combination does not rely on the details of Inventions I, 

II and IV-VII; claims 78-84 evidence that the combination does not rely on the details of 

Inventions 1-111 and V-VII; claims 85-88 evidence that the combination does not rely on 

the details of Inventions I-IV, VI and VII; claims 89 and 90 evidence that the combination 

does not rely on the details of Inventions 1-V and VII and claims 91 and 92 evidence that 

the combination does not rely on the details of Inventions I-VI . Furthermore, the 

inventions as claimed do not encompass overlapping subject matter and there is 

nothing of record to show them to be obvious variants. 

Claim 1 link(s) inventions I and II. The restriction requirement among the linked 

inventions is subject to the nonallowance of the linking claim(s), claim 1. Upon the 

indication of allowability of the linking claim(s), the restriction requirement as to the 

linked inventions shall be withdrawn and any claim(s) depending from or otherwise 

requiring all the limitations of the allowable linking claim(s) will be rejoined and fully 

examined for patentability in accordance with 37 CFR 1.104. Claims that require all 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

Page 4 

the limitations of an allowable linking claim will be entered as a matter of right if the 

amendment is presented prior to final rejection or allowance, whichever is earlier. 

Amendments submitted after final rejection are governed by 37 CFR 1.116; 

amendments submitted after allowance are governed by 37 CFR 1.312. 

Restriction for examination purposes as indicated is proper because all these 

inventions listed in this action are independent or distinct for the reasons given above 

and there would be a serious search and/or examination burden if restriction were not 

required because at least the following reason(s) apply: 

--the inventions have acquired a separate status in the art due to their 
recognized divergent subject matter 
--the inventions require a different field of search (e,g., searching different 
classes /subclasses or electronic resources, or employing different search 
strategies or search queries). 

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must 

include (i) an election of a invention to be examined even though the requirement 

may be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) and (ii) identification of the claims encompassing 

the elected invention. 

The election of an invention may be made with or without traverse. To reserve a 

right to petition, the election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly 

and specifically point out supposed errors in the restriction requirement, the election 

shall be treated as an election without traverse. Traversal must be presented at the time 

of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely traverse the requirement 

will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are added after 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable upon the 

elected invention. 

Page 5 

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the inventions are not patentably 

distinct, applicant should submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record 

showing the inventions to be obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is 

the case. In either instance, if the examiner finds one of the inventions unpatentable 

over the prior art, the evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 

103(a) of the other invention. 

Applicant(s) are advised that if any claim presented in a continuation or divisional 

application is anticipated by, or includes all the limitations of, the allowable linking claim, 

such claim may be subject to provisional statutory and/or nonstatutory double patenting 

rejections over the claims of the instant application. Where a restriction requirement is 

withdrawn, the provisions of 35 U .S.C. 121 are no longer applicable. In re Ziegler, 443 

F.2d 1211, 1215, 170 USPQ 129, 131-32 (CCPA 1971 ). See also MPEP § 804.01. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to ALESSANDRO AMARI whose telephone number is 

(571 )272-2306. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:00 AM to 

5:30 PM. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Stephane B. Allen can be reached on (571) 272-2434. The fax phone 
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Application/Control Number: 12/851,045 

Art Unit: 2872 

Page 6 

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

20 October 2010 /Alessandro Amari/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2872 
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Reexamination 
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Examiner Art Unit 

ALESSANDRO AMARI 2872 
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APPLICATION 
NUMBER 

12/851,045 

28101 

FILING or 
37l(c)DATE 

08/05/2010 

GRPART 

UNIT 

2872 
FIL FEE REC'D 

5714 

VAN DYKE, GARDNER, LINN & BURKHART, LLP 
SUITE 207 
2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE, S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49546 

Ul\TfED STATES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adiliess. COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS 

DON09 P-1624 92 7 
CONFIRMATION N0.1992 

FILING RECEIPT 

111111111111111111111111]~!l]!~1i~1i~11~~!1mH1111111111111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 08/18/2010 

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination 
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the 
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, 
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. 
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please 
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the 
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit 
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply 
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections 

Applicant( s) 
Niall R. Lynam, Holland, Ml; 

Assignment For Published Patent Application 
DONNELLY CORPORATION, Holland, Ml 

Power of Attorney: 
Daniel Van Dyke--25046 
Donald Gardner--25975 
Frederick Burkhart--29288 

Timothy Flory--42540 
Karl Ondersma--55894 

Terence Linn--30283 
Catherine Collins--37599 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant 
This application is a CON of 12/197,666 08/25/2008 
which is a DIV of 10/709,434 05/05/2004 PAT 7,420,756 
which claims benefit of 60/471,872 05/20/2003 

Foreign Applications 

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 08/16/2010 

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, 

is US 12/851,045 
Projected Publication Date: 11/25/2010 

Non-Publication Request: No 

Early Publication Request: No 
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Title 

EXTERIOR SIDEVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 

Preliminary Class 

359 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no 
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent 
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international 
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same 
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing 
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international 
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent 
protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an 
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ 
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific 
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the US PTO must 
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application 
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and 
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the 
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign 
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it 
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish 
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative, 
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific 
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may 
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4158). 

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

GRANTED 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where 
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as 
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier 
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The 
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under 
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless 
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This 
license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter 
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national 
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with 
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of 
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of 
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12, 
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed 
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35 
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b). 
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PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. 0MB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
lJ d th p k d _ n er e aoerwor Re uct1on Act of 1995, no oersons are reauired to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Annlication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filinq Date Auaust5,2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam (Use as many sheets as necessary) 
Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 11 lot I 12 Attornev Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

!Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 1 

Document Number 

Number-Kind Code2 r,r Known/ 

7,636,188 
7,626,749 
7,581,859 
7,526,103 
7,492,281 
7,423,522 
7,420,756 
7,400,435 
7,391,563 
7,377,675 
7,370,983 
7,345,680 
7,339,149 
7,338,177 
7,289,037 
7,274,501 
7,267,448 
7,255,451 
7,249,860 
7,195,381 
7,184,190 
7,168,830 
7,167,294 
7,126,456 
7,106,392 
7,097,312 
7,038,577 
7,005,974 
6,979,090 
6,932,483 
6,919,796 
6,882,287 
6,831,268 
6,824,281 
6,757,109 
6,742,904 

I Publication Date I I MM-DD-YYYY 

2009-12-22 
2009-12-01 
2009-09-01 
2009-04-28 
2009-02-17 
2008-09-09 
2008-09-02 
2008-07-15 
2008-06-24 
2008-05-27 
2008-05-13 
2008-03-18 
2008-03-04 
2008-03-04 
2007-10-30 
2007-09-25 
2007-09-11 
2007-08-14 
2007-07-31 
2007-03-27 
2007-02-27 
2007-01-30 
2007-01-23 
2006-10-24 
2006-09-12 
2006-08-29 
2006-05-02 
2006-02-28 
2005-12-27 
2005-08-23 
2005-07-19 
2005-04-19 
2004-12-14 
2004-11-30 
2004-06-29 
2004-06-01 

Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

Baur et al. 
Baur et al. 
Lynam 
Schofield et al. 
Lynam et al. 
O'Brien et al. 
Lynam 
Byers et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
De Wind et al. 
David 
Schofield et al. 
Lynam 
Uken et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Schmidt et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Kulas et al. 
Lvnam et al. 
McCabe et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Lynam et al. 
Boddy et al. 
You 
Platzer, Jr. 
Pawlicki et al. 
McMahon et al. 
Wnuk 
Strumolo et al. 
Boddy et al. 
Schofield 
Bechtel et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Bos 
Bechtel et al. 

*EXAMINER: lnilial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in co~1formance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Sec Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at :www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standnrd ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. s 
Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST .16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 
application. Confidentiality is governed by 3S U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary de1iending upon the individual case. Any commenls on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggeslions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chieflnformation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.0, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
Commissioner ror Patents, 1•.o. Box 1450, AlexRndria, VA 22313#1450. 
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PTO/SB/08A (07-05) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. 0MB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no oersons are reauired to resoond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Annlication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
FilinQ Date AuQUSt 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lvnam 
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 12 lot I 12 Attorney Docket Number D0N09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

rxaminer 
Signature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number 

Number-Kind Code211 onown; 

6,737,629 
6,731,205 
6,719,215 
6,717,712 
6,717,610 
6,709,119 
6,690,268 
6,669,109 
6,648,477 
6,642,851 
6,627,918 
6,615,438 
6,595,649 
6,582,109 
6,537,138 
6,522,451 
6,512,624 
6,511,192 
6,501,387 
6,498,620 
6,472,979 
6,449,082 
6,445,287 
6,441,964 
6,428,172 
6,420,036 
6,409,354 
6,398,377 
6,396,397 
6,390,632 
6,356,376 
6,343,402 
6,341,523 
6,329,925 
6,320,282 
6,318,870 

Publication Date 
MM-DD-YYYY 

2004-05-18 
2004-05-04 
2004-04-13 
2004-04-06 
2004-04-06 
2004-03-23 
2004-02-10 
2003-12-30 
2003-11-18 
2003-11-04 
2003-09-30 
2003-09-09 
2003-07-22 
2003•06-24 
2003-03-25 
2003-02-18 
2003-01-28 
2003-01-28 
2002-12-31 
2002-12-24 
2002-10-29 
2002-09-10 
2002-09-03 
2002-08-27 
2002-08-06 
2002-07-16 
2002-06-25 
2002-06-04 
2002-05-28 
2002-05-21 
2002-03-12 
2002-02-05 
2002-01-29 
2001-12-11 
2001-11-20 
2001-11-20 

Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

Nixon et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Drouillard 
Lynam etal. 
Bos et al. 
Gillich et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Ivanov et al. 
Hutzel et al. 
DeLine et al. 
Getz et al. 
Franco 
Hoekstra et al. 
Miller 
Ohmori et al. 
Lynam 
Tonar et al. 
Henion et al. 
Skiver et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Agrawal et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Chu et al. 
Hutzel et al. 
Varaorasad et al. 
Richard 
Chou 
Bos et al. 
Palathingal 
Tonar et al. 
Smith et al. 
Lynam 
Skiver et al. 
Caldwell 
Spooner et al. 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or .MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WJPO Standard ST,3), 4 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. :i 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here ifEnglish language Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and l.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 3S U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection Is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount oftinte you require lo complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.0, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
Commissioner for Patents~ P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 
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PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. 0MB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paoerwor Reduction Act of 1995, no oersons are reauired to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a va 1d 0MB contra number. k . 1· I 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Aoolication Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filing Date August 5, 2010 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lynam 
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 

Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 13 I ot I 12 Attorney Docket Number DON09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

rxaminer 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 1 

Document Number 

Number-Kind Code211' ,nown, 

6,315,419 
6,310,611 
6,294,989 
6,286,965 
6,276,821 
6,270,225 
6,260,608 
6,257,746 
6,250,148 
6,245,262 
6,227,689 
6,207,083 
6,201,642 
6,199,993 
6,198,409 
6,196,688 
6,178,034 
6,176,602 
6,172,613 
6,164,564 
6,154,306 
6,135,419 
6,128,860 
6,124,647 
6,116,743 
6,111,684 
6,109,586 
6,097,023 
6,074,068 
6,065,840 
6,033,078 
6,032,323 
6,030,084 
6,022,511 
6,011,486 
6,007,207 

Publication Date 
MM-DD-YYYY 

2001-11-13 
2001-10-30 
2001-09-25 
2001-09-11 
2001-08-21 
2001-08-07 
2001-07-17 
2001-07-10 
2001-06-26 
2001-06-12 
2001-05-08 
2001-03-27 
2001-03-13 
2001-03-13 
2001-03-06 
2001-03-06 
2001-01-23 
2001-01-23 
2001-01-09 
2000-12-26 
2000-11-28 
2001-11-13 
2000-10-10 
2000-09-26 
2000-09-12 
2000-08-29 
2000-08-29 
2000-08-01 
2000-06-13 
2000-05-23 
2000-03-07 
2000-03-07 
2002-02-29 
1999-12-14 
1999-12-14 
1999-12-28 

Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

Platzer, Jr. 
Caldwell 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Goolsby 
Kim 
Todd et al. 
Lynam 
V araprasad et al. 
Miller 
V araprasad et al. 
Bos 
Mou 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Allemand et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
DeLine et al. 
Franco et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Platzer, Jr. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Marcus et al. 
Hoek 
Forgette et al. 
Hock 
Schofield et al. 
Palathingal 
Caskey et al. 
Su et al. 
Smith et al. 
Schmidt 
V araprasad et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Liu 

*EXAMINER: Jnitial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with .MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued 
the document, by the two-letter code (WJPO Standard ST.3). 4For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. .'i 

Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 6 Applicanl is to place a check mark here if English languoge Translation is attached. 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 

application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR l.14. This collection is estimated to lake 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application 
form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to 
the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, P.0, Dox 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: 
Conunissione1· for Patents, P,O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 
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PTO/SB/OBA (07-05) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. 0MB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of Information unless It contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO 
Complete if Known 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Application Number 12/851,045 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Filino Date Auoust 5, 201 O 

First Named Inventor Niall R. Lynam (Use as many sheets as necessary) 
Art Unit 2872 

Examiner Name 

Sheet 14 lof I 12 Attorney Docket Number D0N09 P-1624 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Examiner 
Initials* 

!Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No.1 

Document Number 

Number-Kind Code211' Knovvn; 

6,005,724 
6,002,544 
5,980,050 
5,938,320 
5,929,786 
5,922,176 
5,910,854 
5,877,897 
5,864,434 
5,863,116 
5,847,889 
5,838,505 
5,835,294 
5,825,527 
5,823,654 
5,808,777 
5,805,367 
5,796,532 
5,796,094 
5,793,542 
5,790,327 
5,790,298 
5,788,357 
5,786,772 
5,784,211 
5,760,962 
5,751,489 
5,724,187 
5,722,836 
5,715,093 
5,691,855 
5,689,370 
5,670,935 
5,669,705 
5,669,704 
5,669,699 

Publication Date 
MM-DD-YYYY 

1999-12-21 
1999-12-14 
1999-11-09 
1999-08-17 
1999-07-27 
1999-07-13 
1999-06-08 
1999-03-02 
1999-01-26 
1999-01-26 
1998-12-08 
1998-11-17 
1998-11-10 
1998-10-20 
1998-10-20 
1998-09-15 
1998-09-08 
1998-08-18 
1998-08-18 
1998-08-11 
1998-08-04 
1998-08-04 
1998-08-04 
1998-07-28 
1998-07-21 
1998-06-02 
1998-05-12 
1998-03-03 
1998-03-03 
1998-02-03 
1997-11-25 
1997-11-18 
1997-09-23 
1997-09-23 
1997-09-23 
1997-09-23 
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Todd 
Yatsu 
McCord 
Crandall 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey 
V araprasad et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Taylor 
Pastrick et al. 
Komiyama et al. 
Palathingal 
Minegishi 
Forgette et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Lynam et al. 
Kanazawa 
Kanazawa 
Schofield et al. 
Kondo et al. 
Lee et al. 
Tonar 
Muth et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Mingledorff 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Younker 
Schierbeek et al. 
Lupkas 
Tonar et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
Pastrick 
Pastrick et al. 
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5,668,663 
5,649,756 
5,644,442 
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5,621,569 
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5,587,699 
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5,579,133 
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5,567,360 
5,563,744 
5,559,640 
5,557,467 
5,550,677 
5,535,056 
5,530,588 
5,526,195 
5,525,264 
5,523,877 
5,517,367 
5,509,606 
5,497,306 
5,497,305 
5,483,386 
5,481,409 
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5,437,931 
5,432,643 
5,424,875 
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5,406,414 
5,371,659 

Publication Date 
MM-DD-YYYY 

1997-09-23 
1997-09-16 
1997-07-22 
1997-07-01 
1997-04-15 
1997-04-15 
1997-03-11 
1997-01-14 
1997-01-14 
1996-12-24 
1996-12-24 
1996-11-26 
1996-11-19 
1996-10-22 
1996-10-08 
1996-09-24 
1996-09-17 
1996-08-27 
1996-07-09 
1996-06-25 
1996-06-11 
1996-06-11 
1996-06-04 
1996-05-14 
1996-04-23 
1996-03-05 
1996-03-05 
1996-01-09 
1996-01-02 
1995-08-29 
2003-08-01 
1995-07-11 
1995-06-13 
1995-05-02 
1995-04-11 
1994-12-06 
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Veldman et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Adams et al. 
Lemere 
Lang et al. 
Schlenke 
Lynam et al. 
Milner 
Caldwell 
Faloon et al. 
Agrawal et al. 
Black et al. 
Faloon et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Matsumiya 
Vachss et al. 
McColgan et al. 
Schofield et al. 
Caskey et al. 
Vivier 
Thomas 
Cronin et al. 
Lynam 
Kim et al. 
Breithaupt et al. 
Pastrick 
Pastrick et al. 
Carson 
Roberts 
Lynam et al. 
Tsai et al. 
Huang 
Davis, II 
Zebold et al. 
O'Farrell et al. 
Pastrick et al. 
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5,355,245 
5,354,965 
5,327,288 
5,313,335 
5,296,973 
5,295,021 
5,285,060 
5,262,894 
5,253,109 
5,247,395 
5,239,405 
5,237,459 
5,237,458 
5,233,461 
5,225,943 
5,207,492 
5,193,029 
5,189,537 
5,183,099 
5,179,471 
5,178,448 
5,166,833 
5,151,824 
5,151,816 
5,142,407 
5,140,455 
5,118,540 
5,117,346 
5,115,352 
5,115,346 
5,107,374 
5,085,907 
5,080,492 
5,078,480 
5,076,673 

Publication Date 
MM-DD-YYYY 

1994-11-01 
1994-10-11 
1994-10-11 
1994-07-05 
1994-05-17 
1994-03-22 
1994-03-15 
1994-02-08 
1993-11-16 
1993-10-12 
1993-09-21 
1993-08-24 
1993-08-17 
1993-08-17 
1993-08-03 
1993-07-06 
1993-05-04 
1993-03-09 
1993-02-23 
1993-02-02 
1993-01-12 
1993-01-12 
1992-11-24 
1992-09-29 
1992-09-29 
1992-08-25 
1992-08-18 
1992-06-02 
1992-05-26 
1992-05-19 
1992-05-19 
1992-04-21 
1992-02-04 
1992-01-14 
1992-01-07 
1991-12-31 
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Schissel et al. 
Lynam 
Lee 
Wellington et al. 
Gray et al. 
Burke 
Swanson 
Larson et al. 
Wheatley et al. 
O'Farrell et al. 
Martinez 
Varaprasad et al. 
Strauss 
Polanyi et al. 
Dornan et al. 
Lupo 
Roberts 
Schofield et al. 
O'Farrell 
Bechu 
Caskey et al. 
Adams et al. 
Shyu 
O'Farrell 
Varaprasad et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Varaprasad et al. 
Hutchison 
Gard 
do Espirito Santo 
Lynam 
Lupo et al. 
Smith 
Platzer, Jr. 
Warszawski 
Lynam et al. 
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5,073,012 
5,066,112 
5,052,792 
5,050,977 
5,044,739 
5,033,835 
5,022,747 
5,014,167 
5,005,962 
4,989,964 
4,948,242 
4,944,581 
4,932,770 
4,932,769 
4,929,074 
4,917,485 
4,913,542 
4,906,085 
4,906,075 
4,882,565 
4,882,466 
4,859,046 
4,853,283 
4,828,379 
4,826,289 
4,824,231 
4,799,768 
4,793,690 
4,773,740 
4,770,522 
4,737,188 
4,733,336 
4,727,302 
4,721,364 
4,715,701 
4,712,879 

MM-DD-YYYY 
Publication Date I 

1991-12-17 
1991-11-19 
1991-10-01 
1991-09-24 
1991-09-03 
1991-07-23 
1991-06-11 
1991-05-07 
1991-04-09 
1991-02-05 
1990-08-14 
1990-07-31 
1990-06-12 
1990-06-12 
1990-05-29 
1990-04-17 
1990-04-03 
1990-03-06 
1990-03-06 
1989-11-21 
1989-11-21 
1989-08-22 
1989-08-01 
1989-05-09 
1989-05-02 
1989-04-25 
1989-01-24 
1988-12-27 
1988-09-27 
1988-09-13 
1988-04-12 
1988-03-22 
1988-02-23 
1988-01-26 
1987-12-29 
1987-12-15 

Name of Patentee or I Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

Lynam 
Lynam et al. 
McDonough 
Platzer, Jr. 
do Espirito Santo 
Platzer, Jr. 
Polanvi et al. 
Roberts 
Edelman 
Meise 
Desmond et al. 
Ichikawa 
Caravaty 
Goosen 
Urban 
Baldwin, Sr. 
Adolfsson 
Sugihara et al. 
Majsumiya 
Gallmeyer 
Friel 
Traynor et al. 
Skolnick 
Parsons et al. 
Vandenbrink et al. 
Quintana 
Gahan 
Gahan et al. 
Kawakami et al. 
Alten 
Bahls 
Skogler et al. 
Mizuta et al. 
ltoh et al. 
Urban 
Lynam et al. 
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Cite 
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4,679,906 
4,678,294 
4,674,850 
4,674,849 
4,666,264 
4,630,904 
4,629,296 
4,623,222 
4,609,266 
4,588,267 
4,575,202 
4,555,166 
4,549,786 
4,526,446 
4,499,451 
4,470,665 
4,449,786 
4,439,013 
4,436,372 
4,436,371 
4,435,042 
4,385,804 
4,350,412 
4,331,382 
4,325,609 
4,311,363 
4,311,362 
4,306,770 
4,303,308 
4,293,191 
4,281,899 
4,268,120 
4,264,144 
4,258,979 
4,223,983 
4,200,359 

Publication Date 
MM-DD-YYYY 

1987-07-14 
1987-07-01 
1987-06-23 
1987-06-23 
1987-05-19 
1986-12-23 
1986-12-16 
1986-11-18 
1986-09-02 
1986-05-13 
1986-03-11 
1985-11-26 
1985-10-29 
1985-07-02 
1985-02-12 
1984-09-11 
1984-05-22 
1984-03-27 
1984-03-13 
1984-03-13 
1984-06-03 
1983-05-31 
1982-09-21 
1982-05-25 
1982-04-20 
1982-01-19 
1982-01-19 
1981-12-22 
1981-12-01 
1981-10-06 
1981-08-04 
1981-05-19 
1981-04-28 
1981-03-31 
1980-09-23 
1980-04-29 

Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where 
Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 

Relevant Figures Appear 

Brandenburg 
Van Nostrand 
Blom 
Stewart 
Yamabe 
Pastore 
White 
Itoh et al. 
Blom 
Pastore 
McGuire 
Enomoto 
Albers et al. 
Adams 
Suzuki et al. 
Blom 
McCord 
Hagn et al. 
Schmidt et al. 
Wood et al. 
Wood et al. 
Tamura et al. 
Steenblik et al. 
Graff 
Alford 
Marsalka et al. 
LaPorte 
Marhauer 
Kobrin 
Kim 
Oskam 
Jitsumori 
McCord 
Mahin 
Bloom 
Lawson 
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Cite 
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4,193,668 
3,909,117 
3,884,606 
3,881,811 
3,826,563 
3,806,232 
3,773,882 
3,764,201 
3,759,647 
3,708,222 
3,667,833 
3,610,739 
3,601,614 
3,563,638 
3,424,517 
3,408,136 
3,404,935 
3,389,952 
3,375,053 
3,338,655 
3,337,285 
3,280,701 
3,267,806 
3,266,016 
3,175,463 
3,170,985 
3,146,296 
3,131,250 
3,104,274 
2,911,177 
2,890,539 
2,778,273 
2,636,419 
2,580,014 
2,514,989 
2,263,382 

Publication Date 
MM-DD-YYYY 

1980-03-18 
1975-09-30 
1975-05-20 
1975-05-06 
1974-07-30 
1974-04-23 
1973-11-20 
1973-10-09 
1973-09-18 
1973-01-02 
1972-06-06 
1971-10-05 
1971-08-24 
1971-02-16 
1969-01-28 
1968-10-29 
1968-10-08 
1968-06-25 
1968-03-26 
1967-08-29 
1967-08-22 
1966-10-25 
1966-08-23 
1966-08-09 
1965-03-30 
1965-02-23 
1964-08-25 
1964-04-28 
1963-09-17 
1959-11-03 
1959-06-16 
1957-01-22 
1953-04-28 
1951-12-25 
1950-07-11 
1941-11-18 
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Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or 
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Skinner 
Takahashi et al. 
Schrenk 
French 
Davis 
Gray 
Schrenk 
Haile 
Schrenk et al. 
Stem 
Baldwin, Sr. 
Seashore 
Platzer, Jr. 
Panozzo 
Budreck 
Travis 
Creager 
Tobin, Jr. 
Ward 
Young 
Travis 
Donnelly et al. 
Azegami 
Maruyama et al. 
Seashore 
Katulich 
Fischer 
Ely 
King 
West 
Holt 
Fellmeth 
Kerr 
Gazda 
Buren 
Gotzinger 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with 
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Blatt zum Brief vom an IN PA, 

2409748 
Ruckspiegel fur Kraftfahrzeuge 

p a t e n t a n s p r il c h e 

l. Ruckspie~el fur Kraftfahrzeuge, dadurah qekennzeichnet, 

daB zwei Spiegelflachen durch eine horizontale Trennun~ 

ilbereinander anqeordnet sind und eine gegenseitig.unter

schiedliche Winkelstellunq aufweisen. 

2. Rilcksniegel Eur Kraftfahrzeu~e, nach Anspruch l, dadurch ~e

kennzeichnet,. daB die beiden Spiegelflichen durch ein zwischen

stuck miteinander verbunden sina und das zwlschenstilck Flansch

stege aufweist, mit denen die Winkelstellung fixiert ist. 

3. Rilckspiegel £Ur Kraftfahrzeurye, nach Anspruch l, dadurch qe

kennzeichnet, daB die Winkelstellung der beiden Spiegelflachen 

veranderlich ist durch drehbare Aufhangung van mindestens 

einem Spiegel. 

4. Rilckspiegel fUr Kraftfahrzeuqe, naah Anspruah 1 - 3, d~durah 

gekennzeichnet, daB die zweite SpieqelFlache (BJ als Aufsatz

teil auf einflachige, marktilbliche, Ruckspiegel angebracht 

wird. 

509836/0216 
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Blatt zum Brief vom an -2.- INPAT 

Rilckspiegel fur Kraftfahrzeuge 2409748 

Die am Markt bekannten Ruckspiegel weisen einen Mangel auf, aer 

eine groBe Verunsicherung fur den Kraftfahrer hedeutet: zwischen 

dem Sichtwinkel des Auqes und dem Sichtwinkelbereich des Rack

spiegels liegt ein s6genannter utotex" Sichtwinkelbereich. Pieser 

kann bezogen aur die Oberholspur einine Wagenlannen au~machen. 

Diesen Manqel stellt weitgehend die vorliegende Erfindunn ab. 

Sie wird qemaB der beiliegenden Zeichnung beschrieben. 

Der normalerweise einflachi~e Spieqel wird durch zwei ilbereinander 

anqeordnete Spiegel (in Abb. I) (A} und (B) exsetzt und duxch das 

Kupplunqsstilck Cinder hoxizontalen ~rennungslinie miteinander 

gekoppelt. GemaB Abb. II (Sicht van oben) sind beide Sniegel 

gegeneinander wink~lversetzt. Der Spiegel (A) ist in der bisher 

bekannten Normals tell ung angeordnet, wahrend der ·Sni egel ( B) den 

toten Winkelhereich einfangt. GemaB Abb. III wird vorgeschlaqen, 

durch das zwischenstuck (C) die beiden Sniegel zueinander zu 

fixieren, wobei der Spiegel (B) in der Fuhrunqsrille (1) Fixiert 

ist und der Spiegel (A) in der Filhrunqsrille (2), 

Beide Spiegel konnen auch qegenseitig beweglich gelagert werden, 

auch aus dem Wageninneren bedienbar, was jedoch auf das Wesen 

der Erfindung keinen EinfluE hat. Das gleiche gilt auch, wenn der 

Spiegel (B) als Aufsatzspieryel zu einem vorhandenen Rilcks~ienel 

getrennt geliefert wird. 

509836/0216 
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PATE NTAN·N~t TE 

SCHIFF v. FUN ER STREHL SCH0BEL-HOPF EBBING HAUS 

a..11""t111...1r-wi:=PtJ on, tt..AACIAJ.-111 C::01 AT?,:, A,~ 

POSTADRESSE: D-8 MONCHEN 95, POSTFACH 950160 

DIPL CHEM. DR. OTMAR DITTMANN (T197f5} 

KA..RL LY-DWU:~, S.CI-IH=F= 

LHl-"L. 'L,; .... :1::.-. Ltt-<. A.L~A.A.1"1'-'C.t-c v .... GNc.t-< • 

DIPL ING. PETER STREHL 

DIPL. -HEM. DR. URSULA SCH" BEL- HC.-- F 

COMBINED OPTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED OIPL. ING. DIETER EB81NGI-IAUS 

DA-11 900 

7. 
i8. 

Nnvi:>rnhAT' 1 q74. _ 
• - f - , 

August 1 97 5 • 

TELEFON (089) 48 20 54-

TEL~ 6-23065 AURO 0 

1a::.L.1:~HAMMC. AUHVMP..'"",._,__, rvaU1"'._.r,=1"' 

C;.T' n RhT' i i::=i nn i P.TI 7 
r;.T'nRhri t::=inni P.TI 1 

Nre 48255/74 
Nr~ 34303/75 

RlickRnie&cel 

Die Er£indung betrif£t einen Riickspiegel, insbesondere Aussen-

.ri.ickspiegel fur ein Fahrzeug, mit einem reflektierenden Haupt-

Flachenbereich fiir eine direkte Sicht nach hinten und wenig

~tt:::11o t:::i.ut:::m cl.ll den Haupt-Flachenber·eich angrenzenden zwei ten 

Flachenbereich .fiir eine Sicht sei tlich am Fahrzeug nach hi11ten, 

Die Erfindung betrifft insbesondere einen Rlickspiegel, der 
aussen an einem Fahrzeug, beispielsweise an einem Lastwagen 
oder einem Kraftfahrzeug angebracht werden kann. 

Aussen-Rtickspiegel fiir Fahrzeuge sipd iiblicherweise aus Glas 

hergestellt u.nd eben, oder leicht konvex, um eine begrenzte 
Rilckblick- oder Raunr~ .. 1irkung zu erzielen. Derartige konvexe 

Glasspiegel ,-reisen j edoch den iiachteil _,,,.po 
O.U..J.. ' dass es in der 

Praxis schwierig ist, diese Spiegel mit unterschiedlichen Kriiai-

609821 in'7D7 , "-"'" ' - , 
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mungsradien oder mit relativ kleinen Kriimmungsradien herzu-

stellen. Daher treten zviei • • ~ "'"'T ~ - _l._ - ~ 41 - - - - .b Rcnwerwie~enae ~acn~~i~~ a~~---=--- --- -- '--,.I 
Weil 

der Kriimmungsradius dieser bekannten Spiegel immer relativ 

gross sein muss, ist es dRher nur dadurch moglich, das Gesicht-

feld zu vergrossern, .dass. die Abmessungen des Spiegels, 
., ,_ 
a_. 1l.. 

die S:piegelhohe und -b.reite vergrossertwerden.Das i'iihrt jedoch 
zu relativ teuren Spiegeln und P-in g-rn!=ls~r FlllRRen angebrachter 

W'1ckspiegel k:ann die Sicht des li1~-hT'A-r-~ n::1-~h vn-rn we,qentlich 

beeintrachtigen. Der zweite Nachteil besteht im wesentlichen 

darin, dass es in der Praxis relativ aufwendig und schwierig 

ist, einen Fahrzeugrlickspiegel aus Glas herzustellen, der 
einen Krilmmungsradius aufweist, - .. .... -· .,...... .. - -----"""'"-~--der sicn uber aie ~~ei~e unu;ouer 

Hohe des Spiegels hinweg andert. Es ist in der Praxis daher 

a.ufv1endig, teuer und unvorteilhaft, • -- • .. , I - ., , - --e in en bpiege~ nerzus~eiien, 

der teilweise eben und teilweise konvex iste Konvexe Spiegel 

f'iihren notwendigerwei.se zu einer Verkleinerung des re.flektier

ten Bildes~ wodurch fur den Fahrer Schwierigkeiten bei der 
An5r_hBf:'7.nng liP'I"' RntfPT'r.mngen; der Stellungen und Geschwindig

kei ten hP; FAh'l"''7.PngPn a.11 f't:,-,Atr=m, die von hint en kommen. 

Als Knmp~nmi~~ ist es bekannt, einen Aussenspiegel fur Fahr

,z~uge Rn~ 7.wei getrennten, reflektierenden Teilen zusammenzu

setzene Der grossere Spiegelteil ist norm.alerweise ein ebener 
Spiegel und der andere Spiegelteil ist ein konvexer Spiegel, 

der unmittelbar an den ebenen Spiegel anschliesst, u.ll1 t,,.i..u. vc:.1.

grossertes Gesichtsfeld zu schaffen. Eine solche Anordnung ist 

1n der GB-PS 1 133 005 beschrieben. Abgesehen von der.Tatsache, 
dass diese zusammengesetzten Spiegel in der Hersteliung teuer 

sind, w~L~~il ~~~ ~u~h erhebliche Nachteile dadurch 

das Bild unstetig, d. h.- nicht kontinuierlich ist. Ein durch 

solche Spiegel erzeugtes Bild tritt_an der Seite des ebenen 

Spiegels auI und erscheint nicht gleichzcitig in dem an 

ebenen Spiegel anschliessenden Randbereich des konvexen 

Der Fahrer sieht daher oft gleichzei tig zv1ei getrennte Spiegel

bi1der eines von hinten kommenden Fah.rzeugs, 

ge1bild im ebenen Spiegelteil und das andere Spiegelbild im 

608821/0'707 ORIGINAL INSPECTED 
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konvexen Spiegelteil. 

Der Erfindung liegt daher die Auf'gabe zugrunde, einen Riick

spiegel, insbesondere einen Aussenruckspiegel ftir Fahrzenge 

v.u schaffen, der relativ kostengUnstig hergestellt werden kann, 

nptimale optische Eigenscha£ten im Hinblick auf die Verwen

~nngRHrt aufweist und keine diskontinuierlichen Spiegelbilder 

erzeugt~ Daruberhinaus soll der Riickspiegel leichter als die 
iiblichen Glasspiegel ahnlicher Abcressungen sein und soll we

~entlich mehr komplexe optische Reflexionsflachen als die be

kan~nten Glasspiegel auf'weisen, ohne dass dadurch hohere Kosten 

entstehen~ 

Diese Aufgabe wird e.r.·fl.uduu0 ::;15c::U1ct::;:::; dadurch gelost, dass der 

erste und der zweite Flachenbereich in Form eines einzigen re
ilektierenden Teils ausgebildet ist, das aus einem einstUcki= 

gen Kunststoff-Formstiick besteht, dass die Reflexionseigen-
schaften des oder der zweiten Flachenbereiche den Reflexionseigen

schaften eines Ub1ichen konvexen oder azylindrischep Spiegels ent

sprechen und sich von den Reflexionseigenschaiten des Haupt-Fla
chenbereiches unterscheiden, und daB die Ubergange zwischen den 

Flachenbereich so ausgebildet sind, dass beim Gebrauch des 

Rilckspiegels keine Bild-Diskontinuitaten auftreten und 
zweiten Flachenbereiche stetig ineinander libergehen, wenn das 
FormstUck zwei oder mehr zwcite Flachenbereiche aufweist. 

Ublicherweise ist kein zweiter Spiegelrlachenbereich zwischen 
der Fahrzeugkarro.sserie und dem der Karrosserie zugev-1a.11.dten 

Rand des re£lektierenden Teils a.ngeordnet, n~ n~~ ~~¥,~~r.;p_ 

rende Haupt-Flachenbereich eine ausreichende Sicht nach hinten 

an der Seite des Fahrzeugs ermOglicht. Daher ist ~Pnig~tPn~ 

eine Kante. des Haupt-Flachenbereiches eine Kante n~~ ~Afl~k

tierenden Teils. Der eine zweite Flachenbereich, nrl~~ meh~P-~e 

dieser Flachenbereiche sind so ausgebildet, dass sie einen 
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1l'~h,...7.i<>11gf'HhT'f"T' in seinem Gesichts:feld erscheinen lassen. Um 
ein g,...nqqp~ ~PQ;<'.htR~e1.-'i zu haben, ist es vorteilhaft, dass 

die Reflexionseigenschaften dieser Flache der Rerlexionseigen
schaf't:pn P;nPo iihlirhi:>TI knnvAYAn nr'iPT' RZylinc'iriRchAn 8piegels ent-

sprechen,dessen F..rummungsradius von der Haupt-Spiegelfache nach 
au.Ben abnimmt. Normalerweise ist die zweite Spiegel:flache an der 

Sei te der Haupt-Spiegelflache angebracht, 11; P hP.7.-ijgi i r.h c'i P.R 

Fahrzeuges weiter aussen liegt= Es konnen auch eine weitere 
oder mehrere weitere zweite Flachenbereiche vorgesehen werden, 
11m ,:,;n,:, '7.11~::i+:7.l1rhi=> "R1mi'ihlir.kwirk11ng 7.lJ er7,i~len, d. h. um 

eine Sicht n!:1,-,h h; nt:Pn ,mn n.<:1<'.h 1rnt:i:m, nnP.T' Ai nA Si cht nach 

hint:Pn hAi PinPm hP.l,qr'iP-nP.n DaStWagen ZU ermogliCil8llo 

Die eine oder mehrere der zweiten Spiegelflachen konnen eine 

kont1nuierL1che, konvexe oder azylindrische Refelxionsflache auI

"W't:.iP.An,wnhi:>i in diesem Fall das reflektrierende Teil vorzugsweise 

in einem Rahmen angebracht ist.und die Sichtflache des reflektie
rA~rlP.n ~Ail~ eine verschleiBfeste Beschichtung aufweist, um Be

schadigungen der Sicht- bzw. Spiegelflache zu verhindern. Es 

gib-t;· daf'iir verschiedene l'·Iaterialien, beisp:ielsweise "Re sari tn 

und nAbcite". Diese Materialien sind .flilssig, und werden auf' 

die Spiegelflache des re.flektierenden Teils auf'gebracht und 

trocknen dann. Verschleissfeste Beschichtungen ku.u.ut:.L.L c::1.u,;,.;h 
durch Bedampfung im Vakuum erzeugt werden. Die Dicke dieser 
Schichten hfulgt von den verwendeten Verfshren und Materialien 
ab • .Die 
Bereich 

Dicke dieser Schichten kann beispie1sweise 
-4- -7'. 

von 2 x 10 · bis 8 x 10 ~ cm liegen. 
in einem. 

Die eine zweite Flache, oder jede dieser zweiten Flachenkann 
mehrere Streifenprismen aufweisen, deren Prismenwinkel von 
der Hauptspiegelflache aus nach aussen abnimmt, so dass die 
Reflexionseigenschaften eines iibli.chen konvexen oder azylindri...:.. 

sChen Spiegels erzielt werden. In diesen Fallen ist das reflektie
rende Teil vorteilhafter,•1eise in einem Rahmen angebracht und es L~ 
eine transparente Schutzscbicht, pz\at. ei·n transparent es Schutzteil 

Vn"r"gie>i:::;:shi:,,n, daS Vn"r" fiPT' Sil"'_ht:f'li:il"'.hP riA!"'. 'T'PT 0 IPk°T.iPT'Pnr,pn 'i',::,i I!"'. 

1-iegt: 
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Die filr die Halterung des reflektierenden Teils vorgesehenen 
Rahmen sind vorteilhafterweise so ausgebildet, dass in sie 

das re£lektierende Teil eingesetzt werden kann, wobei die 

Rahmen mit einem Arm oder einem Btigel am Fahrzeug befestigt 

sind. 

Die Form der reflektierenden Spiegel£lachen legt die optischen 

Eigenschaften des Spiegels fest. Venn das reflektierende Teil 

aus Kunststoff hergestellt wird, ist es moglich, der reflektie

renden Flache eine sehr kom.plizierte Form zu geben (was bei 
Glas oder Metall vollig unmoglich ist). Die optischen Eigen-

schaiten aes erfindungsgewassen Spiegels kOnnen daher prakti~ch 

ohne Beschrankungen durch entsprechende Ausbildung des reflek

tierenden Teils gewahlt werden. In den meisten Fallen ist es 

jedoch wiinschenswert, dass der Spiegel einsn rei'lektierenden 
Haupt-Fl~chenbereich aufweist, der flach oder spharisch ist, 

und der wenigstens teilweise von einer oder mehreren zweiten 
reflektierenden Spiegeli'lachen umgeben deren Reflexions-

1indrischen Spiegelf1ache entsprechen. Wer.w. der Haupt-Flachenbe
reich falsch ist, sollte der zweite Flachenbereich azylindrisch 

sein. Wenn der Haupt-Flachenbereich sph6.risch sollte Q.er 

zweite Flachenbereich aspharisch sein. 

Weitere vorteilhafte Ausgestaltungen der Erfindung sind in 

den Unteranspriichen gekennzeichnet. 

Die Erfindung wird nachstehend anhand zweier Ausfuhrungsbei
spiele, die beide Aussen~~ckspiegel flir ein Fahrzeug, beispieis= 
w~~o~ ~Lu Ltl~tw~o~u, betreffen, beschrieben, wobei au£ die 
Zeichnungen Bezug genommen wird. Es zeigen: 

Fig. 1 einen Querschnitt durch einen erfindungsgemassen Spiegel, 
Fig. 2 den in Fig. 1 dargesteJ.l ten Spiegel, wie er aussen am 

'"[;I..; - ;i: 
..L:..L.Q• ../ 

1:,1.; rro, ,, 
~ J..E,• -,-

Fig. 5 

Flihrerhaus eines Lastkraftwagens angebracht ist, 

eine Vorderansicht des in Fig. 1 dargestellten Spiegels, 
einen ~ .. 1eiteren, erfir:dungcge!!l.tisseI'- Spi.egel in ~,.__ 11 f"c:~r:-r-.r., 

einen Querschnitt des in Fig. 4 dargestellten Spiegels 

entlang der Schnittlinie A-A' und 
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Fig .. 6 einen QnPT'qr>,hni t:t: entVmg der s~nn; ttJ_i_nie B-B I in 

Fig. 4. 

Wie in 1 dargestellt ist, weist der Spiegel ein reflek-

tierendes Teil 1 auf, das aus einem einstiickigen li'nT>m+.,:,;1 A11Q 

transparentem Kunststoffmaterial besteht und dass eine ebene 

Sehfltiche 2 und eine reflektierende Flache 3 au~weist. Die 

Flache 3 wird in geeigneter Weise durch Aufbringen eines Ne

tallschicht reflektierend gemacht, die mit einer Farb-Schutz-

schicht beschichtet ist. Die Sehflache 2 wird durch eine trans-

parente Schutzschicht geschiltzt, die, wie in den Zeichnungen 

dargestellt~ aus einer Glasscheibe 4 besteht. 

Das reflektierende Teil 1 und die Glasscheibe 4 sind an einer 
H.<:ili-:AT'nngspl.<:it:rA 5 m;i: A;n1:>m (.:.nmm-i .. -ing h <=>ngAhT'Ar-h1-: 7 ni:>T' '7.wA-i 

ringrormige Nuten aurweist, in denen die Aussenkanten der 
Halterungs:platte 5, AAT' ~l.<:is:p1.<:i+:+:,:, u bzw .. AAC! ,-.,:,fl,:,k+:;,:,,-.pnrlAn 

Teils 1 1; Agi:rn _ DAT' n.11mmi ,-.; ng Fs ~f'.hAf'f't: A; nA wA~qAT'nnnnT'~h

lassige fri r.hf:11ng- l}P.T' HFJ 11:P.T'nng~<i"rm 7 7 m; f: rlP.m riPT' 8:p; P.gPI Rm 

Fahrzeug RngehrRcht i R"t 7 i i=:t Rn !iAT' HA r 1:AT'nngi:::pl Rt1:P. 5 rlT'AhhRT' 

bei'estigt~ 

Das reflektierende Teil ·1 besi tzt einen ebenen, ref"lektierenden 

Haupt-Flachenbereich 3a auf der linken Seite in Fig~ 1~ Auf der re
chten Seite in Fig. 1 sind auf' der Fizylinc'i,..-.ischen reflekt:iAY'P.nc'iP.n 

Flache 3 mehrere linea_re Prisme:nflachen 3b vorgesehen·, wobei der 
Prismenwinkel von links nach rechts in F~g. 1 hin kleiner wird. 

Das vom Spiegel dargestell te Bild besteht aus t::.i..L1trn1 vuu dtu: 

reflektierenden Hauptfl8.che 3a erzeugten Bild u.ud illt;;!h..L·t;i:t;;u 

kleine.n durch die Prismen 3b erzeugten Bi1-dern, wobei das 

Gesichtsfeld der von den Prismen 3b erzeugten Bilder winkel
massig vom Hauptgesichts£eld des reflektierenden Bereichs 3a 
in Fig. 1 nach rechts hin zunehmend versetzt sind. Die Prismen

bereiche sind so klein gewahit, dass die Teilbilder der Pris

menbereiche rilr das Auge und dam~t filr den Benutzer des Spie

gels ein einheitliches Gesat::ibild erzeugen. Der Spiegel schei:it 

daher aus einem ebenen Spiegelbereich auf der- linken Seite und 
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einem knnvAxP.n Spiegelbereich aui der rechten Seite zusammen

gesetzt zu sein. Der Spiegel besitzt daher ein ausgedehntes, 

,jArln~":. vP.-rkjP.-inertes Gesichtsfeld auf' der rechten Seite. Der 

efrektive Krtimmungsradius des gekrilmmten Bpiegelbereichs kann 

~nn~T-RnT. ~P.in oder in Fig. 1 nach rechts hin grosser werden. 

Der efrektive Kriimmungsradius hangt von dem Verhaltnis bzw. 

von ~P.m GrRd ab, mit dem der Prismenwinkel ilber den Spiegel 
hinweg zunimmt. 

wie in Fig. 3 dargestellt ist, ist der Spiegel rechteckig und 

die 8treifenprismen verlaufen senkrecht. 

In Fig. 3 ist der Spiegel am Fiihrerhaus eines Lastwagens ange

bracht. Die eine Neigung aufweisenden Bereiche 3b sind auf 

der vom Fiihrerhaus abgewendeten Seite des Spiegels angeordnet, 

so dass der Fahrer ein erweitertes Gesichtsfeld ausserhalb 
des Lastwagens besitzt, was ihn beispielsweise ermoglicht, liber= 

holende Fa.brzeuge zu beobachten. Dieses Gesichtsfeld ist in 

Fig. 2 schematisch durch gestrichelte Linien dargestellt. 

Der Spiegel kann auch auf der anderan Seite. des Fa.hrzeugs ange-
'"' bracht sein, wobei er vor der Montage um 180'-# ged.reht , .. ,ird .. 

Der Spiegel kann auch weitere abgeschrtigte Bereiche an der 
Ober- und Unter-seite des Spiegels aufweisen, so dass das Ge
sichtsfeld des Fahrers nach oben und nach unten hin vergrOs
sert wird. 
Wie in den Fig. 4 bis 6 dargeste11t ist, weist der Spiegel ein 
reflektierendes T·eil auf, das aus Kunststo:Ef gef'ertigt:. ist, 
und das mi+. P;nP~ np+.;~r.h ~P.t'lP.kt;P.~P.nrlen Schicht 2, beispiels-

weise mit einer aufgebraehten Netallschicht aus Aluminium 
versehen ist .. Tlil'I M,:,f::eill~l".h;r.ht: le-Ann mit e:iner sl"_hn+ozh,:,~(>h;f'ht-:,mg 

wetterbestandig gemacht verden~ Der-Spiegel weist einen ebenen 

Hauptber-eich 3 auf', der von d.rei zweiten azylindrischen Flachenbe

reichen 4§ 5 und 6 umgeben ist.D3.s reflektierende Teil 1 ist vor
teilha~terweise in einem Rar..men angebracht= Es sind Einrichtungen 
___ ..._ ____ '!....-- ··-·den Snie:;rel auBerha.Lo eines Fahrzeuges, beispiels-vu.1.-~c.::>cJ..LcL.L, U!ll ~ ..., 
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weise eines schweren Lastwagens zu befestigen. Das 

reflektierende Teil 1 ist mit einer abrieb- bzw. 

:festen Schicht 7, beispielsweise in de.i.· uuvvr beschriebenen Art 

beschichtet. 

in der in Fi~--- -'I.J- 4 dargestellten Lage ausserhalb 

des FUhrerhauses Pin~~ ~~hwP.rP.n Lastkraftwagens auf der Fahrer

seite angebracht ist, verscharft der Bereich 3 dem Fahrer 

ein unverzerrtes, jedoch eingeschranktes Gesichtsfeld nach 

hinten, wogegen der Bereich 5 dem Fahrer ein verkleinertes, 

jedoch wesentlich e~wP.itP.rte~ Gesichtsfeld bietet. 

Wenn ein F~~rzeug also den Lastkraftwagen liberholt, sieht der 

F~rzeug£iihrer das uberholende Fahrzeug mit dem Bereich 3 zu

nachst --in unverzerrter Form. Wenn das liberholende Fahrzeug 

sich wahrend des uberholvorgangs dem zu uberholenden Fahrzeug 
r-1ei ter n§J1ert, 
tende Bild auf 

hP.we~t Rich das vom Lastwagenfahrer zu beobach= 
--·· 'L..J- --- -

dem Spiegelbereich 3 nach rechts und in den 
ApiP.gP.lhP.~P.ich 5 hinein. Als Folge davon wird das Bild immer 

~lP.inP.T- Ohgleich der Fahrer des Lastkraftwagens jetzt nicht 

meh~ genau die Entfe-rnung des i.iberholenden Fahrzeugs sch8.tzen 

kann. so kann er doch die winkelmassige Lage des uberholenden 

Fahrzeugs beziiglich des Lastkraftwager£feststellen und die Be
wegung des liberholenden Fa.hrzeugs verfolgen, wenn es den Last
kraitwagen liberholt. Der Fahrer sieht praktisch nur ein re
flektiertes Bild, weil die Spiegelbereiche ineinander iibergehen 

und weil zwischen den Spiegelbereichen keine plOtzliche An
derung der Kriimmung auitritt. Als Folg~ davon kann sich das 

vom Fahrzeugfilhrer 1.•1ahT1g~n'"'mm~nA H; l l1 vom _B~re:i~h ~ in den 

Bereich 5 des Spiegels stetig verschieben, ohne dass die Spie

gelbcrciche 3 und 5 gleichzei tig zwei Bila_er erzeugen. Auf 

diese Weise wird die Sicht bzw~ iiiA w:::ihrnehmung des Fahrers 

nach hinten wesentlich v~rbesser~, da er immer nur ein Bild 

in den Spiegelbereichen 3 und 5 sieht= 

Die S:piegelberei.che 4 und 6 1,1irken in der gieichen Weise ivie 
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der Spiegelbereich 5 und el"wei tern das Geid<'-ht;~f'elrl des Spie

gelbereichs 3 nach hinten, jedoch in senkrechter Richtung. In 
entsprechenctP.T' WP.i sP. si nil iH P spi Pf;Pl hPT'Pi r.-hP 4- U-lld 6 so ange

ordnet, dass der F~hrer nur ein ~AflP~tiAT'tAQ Bild 

siehte 

Der in den 7.ei <'-hn11ngi::m il.<:iT'gAot:i::>11 t:i::> Spiegel kann auch au.f der 
anderen Seite des F11h-rPT'h.<:1noPo .<:111QoP~h,:il h il,::,oo,=., h,:m angebracht 

werden 1 wobei der Bpi egAl 1 Arli g,, f>.h nm 180° gedreht werden 

muss. 
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.Anspr-J.che 

"/""'-( 1. , Riickspiegel, insbesondere Aussenriickspiegel :fiir ein Fahr-

\.._..../ zeug, mit einem reflektierenden Haupt-Flachenbereich fur 
eine direkte Sicht nach hinten und wenigstens einem a_n 

den Haupt-Flachenbereich angrenzenden zweiten Flachenbe

reich ~ur eine Sicht seitlich am Fahrzeug nach hintP.n, 

d a d u r c h g eke n n z e i ch net. dass der 

erste (3a) und der zweite (3b) Flacheribereich in ~n~m P,nP~ 

einzigen reflektierenden Teils (1) ausgebildet ist, das 

aus einem einstlickigen Kunststoff-Formstlick besteht, dass 

die Re~lexionseigenschaften des oder der zweiten Flachen

bereiche (3b) den Reflexionseigenscharten eines ublichen kon

vexen oder azylindrischen Spiegels entsprechen und sich von 
den Reflexionseigenschaften des Haupt-Flschenbereiches (3a) un

terscheiden, daB die troergange zwischen den Flachenbereichen 

so ausgebildet sind, daB beim Gebrauch des Ruckspiegels keine· 
Bild-Diskontinuitaten auftreten und die zweiten ~lRr.hAnhA

reiche (3b) stetig ineinander iibergehen, wenn das Formstiick 

(1) zwei oder mehr zweite Flachenbereiche (3b) ,rnfwei ,=d-:_ 

2. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch ~, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass 

wenigstens ein Rand des Haupt-Flachenbereiches (3a) gleich

zeitig ein Rand des re~lektierenden Teils (1) ist. 

3. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, 

dass der oder die zweiten Flachenbereiche (3b) mehrere 
Streifenprismen aufweisen, deren Prismenwinkel vom Haupt
Flachenbereich (3a) nach aussen abnimmt, so dass die Re
flexionseigenscha.t:"ten eines liblichen lconvexen oder i::tZJ l..L11UL•i

schen Spiegels erhalten werden. 

4. RUckspiegei nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass 

das ref'lektierende Teil (1) in einem Rahm.en (6) befestigt 
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ist und ein transparent-es s-chutzteil C lla) vor der Sicht

Ilache des re~lektierenden Teils (1) vorgesehen ist. 

5. Riicksplegel nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, 

dass der oder die zweiten Flachenbereiche (3b,) eine 

stetige, ko.uv~.x~ Refle4ionsflache darstellen. 

6. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass 

t"> o. 

das re£lektierende Teil ,~ "\ 
\,. I/ in einem Rahmen (6) befestigt 

ist und sich auf der Sichtflache des reflektierenden Teils 

(1) eine verschleissreste Schicht be~indet. 

Rilckspiegel nach wenigstens einem der Ansprtiche 1 bis C. v, 
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB der Haupt-Flachenbereich (3a) 

eben ist un:d die Ref'lexionseigenschaf'ten des vdc.1- dc.1- ~wc..:..
ten Flachenbereiche (3b) denen eines Ublichen azylindrischen 
Spiegels entsprechen, dc:;::;;:;i:~u Kru.11!ll1uu~.::;.1.-ad.i.u.::1 vom Haupt

Flachenbereich (3a) nach auBen hin abnimmt. 

RUckspiegel Lld.\;h w1::a.L.i.e,i:>t11:::.u;:, einem der Ansprilche 1 bis C. v, 
dadurch gekerinzeichnet, daB der- Haupt-F1achenberaich (3a) 
spharisch ist und die Reflexionseigenschaften des oder der 

zweiten Flachenbereiche (3b) denen eines tiblichen asph~ri
schen Spiegels entsprechen, dessen Krttmmungsradius vom Haupt
Flachenbereich (3a} nach auBen hin abnimmt. 

9. Rilckspiegel nach wenigstens einem der Ar~prliche 1 bis 9, 
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB dieser auBen an einem Fahr
zeug angebracht ist. 
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2647592 
P a t e n t a n s p r U c h e 

.,~ Rtickspiegel fur Fahrzeuge mit zwei irn Winkel zueinander 

lve';1aufenden Spiegel£lachen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die 
Spiegelfla~che (4) .filr den toten Winkel des Fahrzeuges als geson
derter, zusatzlicher Spiegelkorper (3) au£ keilformig anstei
gendem Untergrund ausgebildet ist, der au£ einem Teil der nor
malen RUckspiegelflache (2) leicht anbringbar eir.gerichtet ist. 

2. Rtickspiegel nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB 
der zusatzliche Spiegelkorper (3) aus einem keilformig anstei
gendem Untergrund besteht, der an seiner ebenen RUckfl~che mit 
einer Haftmittelschicht ·(7) und einer leicht abziehbaren Deck
folie versehen ist. 

3. Rtickspiegel nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB 

die zusatzliche RUckspiegelflache £Ur ,den toten Winkel des Fahr
zeugs kleiner als die normale Rtickspiegelflache, etwa 1/3 der
selben, ausgefilhrt ist. 

4. RUckspiegel r.ach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daI3 
der zusatzliche RUckspiegelkorper (3) an der dem P~hrzeug abge
wandten Seite an dem .. Rand der normalen Rtickspiegelflache an
liegt und von diesem Rand nach dem Fahrzeug zu keilf~rmig an
steigt. 

5. Rtickspiegel n·ach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB 
der zusatzliche RUckspiegel an seinern dem Fahrzeug abgewandten 
Um£angrand dem Um.f'angrand des normalen Riickspiegels angepaBt 
ist. 

6. RUckspiegel nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB 
die normale RUckspiegelscheibe (2) mit dem Rtickspiegelkorper (3) 
und dessen zusatzlicher Spiegelscheibe (4) einstilckig verbunden 
und au£ einer Grundplatte des RUckspieg~lhalters (1) auswechsel

bar angebracht ist. 
S09817/0213 
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Uta Marhauer 
Buchholzerstr. 49 

3000 Hannover 61 

,e uanno~er !. uag~ ~1ul!e IY/ m 
'.:r 1-11e'roo ( 0511 j Han'lov•it 17300 

-!1.-· 
Hannover, 
Be/b 

RUckspiegel.£ur Fahrzeuge 

d. 13.lo.1976 

2647592 

Die Erfindung betrifft einen Rtickspiegel Fur Fahrzeuge mit zwei 
. . 

im Winkel zueinander verlau£enden Spiegelflachen, von dene~ die 
eine ein normaler Rilckspiegel ist und die andere £Ur den toten 
Winkel des Fahrzeuges bestirn.mt ist. Die Ausnutzung dieser £Ur 

die Verkehrssicherheit wichtigen Anordnung scheitert bisher 
meist daran, daB der gewohnlich vorhandene nor.male RUckspiegel 
nur mit hohern KostenauEwand durch einen neuen RUckspiegel mit 

zwei Spiegel£lachen ersetzt wer-den muB, was gewohnlich unter
bleibt. Versuche zur Scha££ung eines Ruckspiegels £Ur den to

ten Winkel neben dem normalen RUckspiegel entsprechen meist . -· 
den Sicherheitsvorschri.ften und -notwendigkeiten nicht aus-
reichend. 

Er£indungsgem:i13 wird diesem Mangel dadurch abgeholfen, daB 
die Rtickspiegel£lache £Ur den toten Winkel am Fahrzeug als ge-

sonderter, zus~tzlicher Spiegelkorper au£ keilformig anstei
gendem Untergrund ausgebildet ist, der _au£ der normalen Rtic~
spiegel£lache leicht anbringbar eingerichtet ~st. Der als zu
satzlicher SpiegelkBpper au£ keilftlrmig ansteigendem Unter-
grund ausgef'iihrte Rilckspiegelteil ist au£ seiner Rilck£lache 
eben ausge£Uhrt und mit einem Haftmittel sowie einer abzieh
baren Deck£olie versehen, Der zusatzliche RUckspiegeJ.korper 
liegt £erner an der dem Fahrzeug abgewandten Seite an dern Rand 
des normalen RUckspiegels an und steigt keil£~rmig nach der grad
linig zwischen ihrn und der normalen RUckspiegel£l~che verlau£enden 
K:ante an. 

Weitere Einzelheiten und Vorteile der Er£indung sind in der 
Beschreibung im Zusammenhang mit der l.eichnung n~her erlautert. 

809817/0213 2 
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2647592 

In der Zeichnung sind einige Ausftihrungsbeispiele des Gegenstandes 
der Erfindung schematisch dargestellt. Es zeigt: 

Fig. 1 

Fig-. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

einen normalen RUckspiegel mit au£ <lessen halber 
Spiege1£lache angebrachtem gesondertem, zusatz1ichem 
Spiegelkorper mit keilformiger RUckspiegelflache £Ur 
den toten Winkel in Ansicht, 

einen Schnitt nae~ der Linie II-II der ·Fig. 1. 

eine AusfUhrungs£orm des zusatzlichen Ruckspiegel? 
mit kreisbogenf6rmigem AuBenrand des zusatzlichen 
RUckspiegels, 

eine Aus.fti.hrungsform des AuBenrandes,des zus~tzlichen 
Rilckspiegels mit ovalem Auaenrand, 

eine Aus.fUhrungsform des zusatzlichen Riickspiegels 
mit abgerundeten Ecken des AuBenrandes, . , 

eine Gesamtansicht eines DoppelrUckspiegels mit im 
normalen RUckspiegel und im RUckspiegel £Ur den toten 
Winkel angedeuteten Fahrzeugen. 

In der Zeichnung ist 1 der no~ale Ruckspiegel eines Fahrzeuges 
mit der Spiegel£lache.2, au£ deren dem Fahrzeug_abgekehrten Seite 
auf einem kei1£5rmig nach dem Fahrzeug ansteigendem Untergrund
k5rper 3 eine zusatzliche 6giegel£lliche 4 £ur den toten Winkel 
des Fahrzeuges angebracht £s~fber Neigungswinkel des keilformi
gen Anstiegs des Untergrundk6rpers beGragt etwa 4 bis 6 Grad 
zur Normalruckspiegelflache 2. Es empfiehlt sich, den normalen 
Ruckspiegel l mit einem Randwulst 6 zu versehen. Die RUck£1ache 
des kei1£ormigen, zus~tzlichen Spiegelxorpers 3 aus Xunststo££ 
oder einem anderen Baustoff ist eben ausge£iihrt und mit einer 
Haft- oder Klebschicht 7 versehen, d~e bis zur-Anbringung des 
zus~tziichen Spiegelkorpers 3 au£ aer normalen RUckspiege1£1ache 
2 mit einer nicht dargestellten abziehbaren Deck£olie abgedeckt 

ist. Der zusatzliche Spiegelkorpe~ g igt an ~einen Au8~nr~ndern 
·sose11,0213 

- - 3 -
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2647592 

den Umrissen des normalen Rilckspiegelhalters angepaBt und weist 
au£ der dem Fahrzeug zugekehrten Seite eine gerade Kante 8 au£, 
die von der norma.len RUckspiegelflache 2 etwas hervorsteht. 
Die Figuren 3 bis 5 zeigen einige vorhandenen Ruckspiegeln an
gepaBte Umrisse des zusatzlichen RUckspiegels an. 
Figur 6 zeigt einen Doppelspiegel mit im normalen RUckspiegel 1 

und im zusatzlichen RUckspiege1/langedeuteten Fahrzeugen. 

In manchen ?allen der Praxis kann auch die normale Rtickspiegel
flache 2 mit dem zus~tzlichen Spiegelkorper 3 vereint einstilckig 
hergestellt und mit einer rUckwartigen Haft- oder Klebschicht 
sowie einer Abdeck£olie versehen und auswechselbar au£ einer 
ebenen Grundflache eines RilckspiegelhaJ.ters angebracht werden. 
Dabei wird dann beim Schadhaftwerden der RUckspiegel£lachen 
2t 4 die ErneuerunfaJ1::Pkombinierten Rilckspiegels vermieden. 

Das dargestellte und beschriebene Ausfi.ihrungsbeispiel des 
Gegenstandes de-r .Erfindung kann in Anpassung an die jiweiligen 
Palle oder Wunsche der Praxis in den Ei~zelheiten zahlreiche 
Abanderungen erfahren, ohne daB der Bereich der Erfindung ver
lassen wird. 
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Licht, Schmidt. Hansmann & Herrmann 

• Licht. Schmidt. Hansmann. Herrmann· Postfa<:h 701205 ~ 8000 Mi.inchen 70 • 

Mirrorcraft, inc. 
2074 Arlington Avenu~ 
Columbus, Ohio 43221 
USA 

· PATENTANSPROC HE 

L~ I bbL 'I 

Patentanwalte 

Dipl.-lng. Martin Licht 
- Dr. Reinhold Schmidt 
_ Dipl.-Wirtsch.-lng. Axel Hansmann 
Dfpl.-Phys. Sebastian Herrmann 

Albert-Rollhaupter-Str. 65 
8000 Miinchen 70 

Telefan: (089) 7603091 
Telex:: 5212284patsd _ 
Telegramme: Lipatli Munchen 

17. April 1979 Ho/Ba 

0 Spiegel anor-dnu!_lg m:it ei nem_ . .P-rimarsp i egel. des sen 
Reflexionsfliche durch eine Seitenkante begrenzt ist und 
welcher normalerweise aus einer s~itlich versetzten Position 
bezUglich der Seitenkante eingesehen wird, derart, da6 
die PrimKr~Reflexionsfliche des Primirspiegels in einer 
ersten Ebene ein vorbestimmtes winkeliges Primirgesichts-
feld vorbestimmter Erstreckung abdeckt, wobei _die erste 
Ebene im wesentlichen senkrecht zur Seftenk~nte und bezUg

Tich der Primarreflexionsflache verlauft, dadurch gekenn
zeichnet, daB der Primat-spiegel (10) einen Hi1fsspiegel (13) 

tragt, welcher betrachtlich kleinere Abmessungen als der 

Primarspiegel besitzt_und sich nahe der Seitenkante des 

Primarspiegels bef"indet, derart, daf3 der Hilfsspiegel unter 

Abstand zu einer entgeg9ngesetiten Seitenkante des Primar
spiegels endet und ein betiachtlicher primarer Reflexions
bereich dazwischen_verb.leibt, daB der Hilfsspiegel (13) 
eine bogenfHrmig verlaufende Reflexionsfllche (15~ 16) 
aufweist, welchc in dcr ersten Ebene, im wesentlichen senk
recht bezilglich der Seitenkante und der prim~ren Reflexions
flache des Primarspiegels, ein Hilfsgesichtsfeld vorbestimmter 

030044/0209 
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Erstreckung abdeckt, wobei das Gesichtsfeld des Hilfs
spiegels betrachtlich groBer ist als das winkelige 
primare Gesichtsfeld der Reflexionsflache des Primar
spiegels, derart, daB sich das Gesichtsfeld (Y) des 
Hilfsspiegels wenigstens teilweise deckend mit dem 
winkeligen Gesichtsfeld (X} des·Primarspiegels erstreckt 
und sich in von der Seitenkante abgewandter Richtung Uber 
das Gesichtsfeld des Primarspiegels als auch Uber die 
Reflexionsfllche_ des Primirspiegels bezUglich des Gesichts
punktes hinaus erstreckt. 

2. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich
nct, daB die Reflexionsflache des Hilfsspiegels bezUglich 
der Reflexionsflache des Primarspiegels so angeordnet ist, 
daB die Ebenen der entsprechenden Winkel-Gesichtsfelder 

' .,' -.-.. 
co-planar sind. 

3. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 2, dddurch gekennzeich
net. daB das winkelige Gesichtsfeld des Hilfsspiegels im 
wesentlichen das gesamte winkelige Gesichtsfeld des primaren 
Spiegels in diesen Ebenen umfasst. 

4. Spiegelanordn~ng nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeich
net, daB die entsprechenden Winkel-Gesichtsfelder an einer 
Begrenzung zusammenfallen. 

5. Spiegel~ncrdnung nach Anspruch 1. dadurch gekennzeichnet, 
daB die Reflexionsflache des Hilfsspiegels bogenformig ge
krtimmt ist, derart, daB ein groBeres winkeliges Gesichts
feld als das des Prirnarspiegels besteht, wobei dieses Ge
sichtsfeld in einer zweiten Ebene im wesentlichen senkrecht 
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zur erstgenannten Ebene verlauft. 

6. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeich
net, daB das winkelige Gesichtsfeld des Hilfsspiege1s in 
der zweiten Ebene das winkelige Gesichtsfeld der Ref1exions
flache des Primarspiegels abdeckt. 

7. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeich
net, daB sich das winkelige Gesichtsfeld der Reflexions
flache des Hilfsspiegels Uber das Gesichtsfeld des Primar
spiegels nur in einer Richtung bezUglich der ersten Ebene 
hinaus erstreckt. 

8. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich
net, daB der Hilfsspiegel betrachtlich k1einer ist als der 
Primarspiegel, und dai3 der Hi1fsspiege1 nahe d-er Seitenkante 
des Primarspiegels angeordnet ist und eine Kante senkrecht 
zur Seitenkante verlauft. 

9. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich
net, daB die Reflexionsflache des Hilfsspiegels in der 
ersten Ebene eine Abmessung besitzt, welche groBer ist als 
die Abmessung innerhalb der zwetten Ebene. 

10. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich
net, daB der Hilfsspiegel an der AuBenflache des Primar
spiegels befestigt ist. 

11. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeich
net, daB der Hilfsspiegel ein Element mit einer Reflexions
flache umfasst, welche in der AuBenflache befestigt ist. 
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12. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 11, dadurch gekennzeich

net, daB das Element am Prim~rspiegel befestigt ist. 

13. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 11, dadurch gekenn
zeichnet, daB das Element integral mit dem Primarspiegel 
angeordnet ist. 

14. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn
zeichnet, da~ die Reflexionsflache des Hilfsspiegels 
integral im Primarspiegel ausgebildet ist. 

15. Spiegelanordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch yekenn
zeichnet, daB die Reflexionsflache des Hilfsspiegels an 
einer Innenfliche einer gl~ichfHrmi~_dicken HUlle ange
ordnet ist. 
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Spiegelanordnung mit einem Prim~r~ 
spiegel 

2915521 

Spiegel fUr Fahrzeuge sind herkHmmlicher Weise mit einer 
ebenen Reflexionsflache ausreichender GrtiBe versehen, 

.· . 

um dem Fahrer ein Gesichtsfeld zu vermitteln. Diese Spiegel 
si nd entweder im Inneren des Fa hrzeuges al s -RUcksp i egel 
angeordnet. um durch ein an der RUckseite des Fahrzeuges 
befindliches Fenster sehen. zu kHnnen. oder sie sind an 
der SeitentUre oder am Se1tenrahmen einer_oder beider 
Seiten des Fahrzeuges befestigt. um das Gesichtsfeld in 
seitlicher Richtung zu virgrHBern. Die vorliegende Erfindung 
betrifft prfmtir an der AuBenseite befestigte Seitenspiegel~ 
welche an den TUren oder TUrrahmen des Fahrzeuges oder an 
dem vorderen CotflUgel angebrac-ht·-sind. · Obwoh1 die Aufgabe 
derartiger Hilfsspiegel in Form van Seftenspiegeln darin 
besteht. das seitliche gerichtete Sichtfeld fUr den Fahrer 
des Fahrzeuges zo erweitern. unterliegen die zur Zeit ver
ftigbaren Spiegel dem Nachteil. daB sie unter Bezug auf 
das Fahrzeug selbst nicht geeignet sind. ein optimales 
Gesichtsfeld zu vermitteln. 

Es wurden Versuche unternornrnen, um die Leistungsfihigkeit. 
derartiger Spiegel zu erhohen, indem Hilfsspfegelanordnun:;ien 
entweder unabhKngig von den normalen Spiegeln am Fahrzeug 
angeordnet wurden oder indem sie an den herkommlichen 
Seitenspiegeln angebracht wurden. Oerartige bisher bekannte 
Hilfsspiegel bestehen aus einem kreisfHrmigen oder bogen
ftirmigen Abschnitt einer KugelhUlle. welche rnittels Klebe
mittel auf der Fl!che des Primlrspiegels befestigbar sind,· 
falls der Primirspiegel ausreichend groB ist, so im Falle 
von Lastkraftwagen. Alternativ k~nnen derartige kugelf~rmige 
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Abschnitte an der AuBenseite des Fahrzeuges, also unab
hangig von a~deren Spiegeln, befestigt werden. 

Obwohl diese kugelf~rmigen Spiegelarrordnungen ein groBes 
Sicht- bzw. Gesichtsfeld vermitteln, erstreckt sich dieses 
auf einen Winkelbereich von 360°, d.h. der Vorteil dieser 
GesichtsfeldvergroBerung besteht darin, daB dem Fahrer des 
Fahrzeuges ein stark verzerrtes Umfangs-Feld verrnittelt wird. 
Eine derartige Verzerrung hat zur Falge, daB die Sicherheit 
stark beeintrlichtigt 1st. Ein derartiger Spiegel erzeugt 
ein Sicht- oder Gesichtsfeld, welches sich Uber eine~ waiten 
und auch unwichtigen Seitenteil des Fahrzeugs erstreckt und 
Welcher auch bezUglich des Fahrzeuges nach oben und nach 
unten gerichtete groBe Bereiche abdeckt. Diese Bereiche sind 
fUr den Fahrer und fUr di~_sichere Bedienung des Fahrzeuges 
nur von untergeordneter Bedeutung oder bedeutungslos. 

Derartige kreisformige bzw. kugelformige Spiegel als auch 
andere zylindrisch-konvexe AusfUhrungsformen, welche ge
schaffen wurden, um die Nachteile des blinden B1ickwinkels 
von herkHmmlichen ebenen Reflexionsflichen zu ilberwinden, 
haben.infolgedessen nicht die erwUnschten Ergebnisse er
bracht. Obwohl derartige Spiegel dem Wunsche entsprechen, 
ein vergr5Bertes Gesichtsfeld fUr den Fahrer des Fahrzeuges 
zu erzeugen, vermitteln sie gleichzeitig ein betrachtl ich 
groBeres Gesichtsfeld als fUr den nutzbringenden Einsatz 
erforderlich ist. Infolgedessen beeintrachtigen derartige 
Spiegel den Fahrer und setzen die Sicherheit herab, welche 
ursprtinglich beabsichtigt ist. 

Davon ausgehend wurde ein zus~mmengesetzter bzw. kombi
nierter Spiegel geschaffen. bei welchem der Hauptteil oder 
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Primarabschnitt des Spiegels den herkommlichen Zwecken dient, 
d.h. der Spiegel besitzt eine ebene Rcflexionsfl~he, um ein 
verhaltnisrnaBig schmales winkeliges Gesichtsfeld in hori
zontaler Ebene zu erzeugen, wobei dieses unmittelbar angrenzend 
am Fahrzeug sich erstreckend vorgesehen ist, wenn der Spiegel 
an einer Seite des Fahrzeuges besteht. Der zusammengesetzte 
oder kombinierte Spiegel nach der Erfindung vermittelt den 
Vorteil, daB der Fahrer unabhangig davon einen besonderen 
Bereich an der Sette des Fahrzeuges einsehen kann, welcher 
einen Seitenwinkel von optimal 90° bezliglich der Lingsachse 
des Fahrzeuges abdeckt. Mit Hilfe eines derartigen Spiegels 
kann sich ein Fahrer der Anwesenheit eines Fahrzeuges in 
einem Bereich versichern, Welcher bei herkommlichen und genau 
eingestellten Spiegeln nicht eingesehen werden kann, da 
diese Spiegel ein Gesichtsfeld .abdecken, welches sich nur 
zu einem relativ begrenzten AusmaB seitlich und winkelig nach 
auBen erstreckt. 

Ein Segment oder Abschnitt des gekrLimmten oder kurvenformig
en Spiegelabschnittes ist innerhalb eines relativ kleinen 
Teils der Flache des ebenen Spiegels angebracht. Durch diese 
Anordnung ist der kurvenformige und gekrUmmte Abschnitt 
in einem Flachenbereich bezUglich des Primarspiegels placiert. 
derart, daB das Gesichtsfeld des Primarspiegels im wesentlich
en nicht durch den Zusatz des Hilfsspiegels beeintrachtigt 
ist. Insbesondere befindet sich der Hilfsspiegel in der unteren 
rechten Ecke eines an der Fahrerseite befestigten Spiegels, 
wahrend ein entsprechender Spiegel an der Mitfahrerseite 
den Bereich der unteren linken Ecke einnimmt. 

Nachfolgend sind die verschiedenen Verfahren zur Bildung 
eines kombinicrten bzw. zusammengesetzten Spiegels erlautert. 
d.h. eines Spiegel systems, mit welchem zwei voneinander ge
trennte Gesichtsfelder an den Seitenbereichen eines Motor-
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fahrzeuges abgedeckt werden. Nach einem ersten derartigen 
Verfahren wird der Hilfsspiege1 als separate Einheit am 
Primarspiegel befestigt, so daB auf diese Weise bereits be
stehende Spiegel erganzt werden und die Vorteile der Er
findung erzielt werden kHnnen. Nach einem weiteren Verfahren 
wird der Primarspiegel so ausgebildet, daB er bereits den 
Hilfsspiegel enthalt. Dieser integral ausgebildete Spiegel
teil kann entweder an der AuBenseite bzw. der nach auBen 
gerichteten Fl ache des Primarspiegels vargesehen sein oder 
er kann in er ~Uckwartigen Flache ausgebildet werden. Der 
einzige Unterschied zwischen diesen zwei Verfahren besteht 
darin, daB die Silberbeschichtung zur Herstellung der Reflexions
flache im einen Fall an der AuBenflache aufgebracht wird, 
wahrend sie im anderen Fall an der RUckseite des Primar-
spiegels aufgebracht wir:p. 

Die Erfindung ist nachfalgend anhand van AusfUhrungsbei
spielen unter Bezugnahme auf die beigefUgte Zeichnung er
lautert. 

Figur 1 ist eine Vorderansicht eines Spiegels nach der 
Erfindung; 

Figur 2 ist eine vergrHBerte vertikale Teilschnittansicht 
van Linie 2-2 in Figur 1; 

Figur 3 ist eine vergroBerte vertikale Teilschnittansicht 
van Linie 3-3 in Figur 1; 

Figur 4 ist eine schematische Draufsicht des Gesichtsfeldes 
des Spiegels; 
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Figur 5 ist eine der Figur 2 vergleichbare vertikale Teil
schnittansicht einer weiteren AusfUhrungsform des 
Spiegels; 

Figur 6 ist eine Figur 3 vergleichbare vertikale Teilschnitt
ansicht des Spiegels; 

rigur 7 ist eine Vorderansicht eines Spiegels gem!B einer 
weiteren AusfUhrungsform dei Erfindung; 

Figur 8 ist eine vergrHBerte vertikale Teilschnittansicht 
von Ltnie 8-8 in Figur 7; 

Figur 9 ist eine vergrHBerte vertikale Teilschnittansicht 
von Linie 9~9 t·n Figur·T;-

Figur 10 ist eine Vorderansicbt einer weiteren AusfUhrun~s
form eines Spiegels nach der Erfindung; 

Figur 11 ist eine vergroBerte vertikale Teilschnittansicht 
van Linie- 11 -11 in Figur 1 0; 

und 
Figur 12 ist eine vergrHBerte vertikale Teilschnittansicht 

van Linie 12-12 in Figur 1 0. 

In den Figuren 1, 2 und 3 der 2eichnung ist eine grunds~tz
liche AusfUhrungsform der Vorrichtung nach der Erfindung 
dargestellt. In Figur 1 1st ein herktimmlich geformter Seiten
blickspiegel 10 o·hne zusatzliche Trag- oder Haltebauteile 
wiedergegeben. Diese Halterungen bilden keinen Bestandteil 
der vorliegenden Erfindung, d.h. sie sind lediglich erforder
lich, den Spiegel an der Sette des Fahrzeuges zu halten. 
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Da derartige Ha1terungen oder Befestigungsmitte1 bekannt sind, 
wird auf ihre ins einzelne gehende Beschreibung verzichtet. 

Der Seitenblickspiegel, als Primarspiegel 10 bezeichnet, ist 
als ebener Spiegelkorper wiedergegeben, welcher eine flache 
Platte aus Glas oder aus einem anderen optisch durchlassigen 
Material aufweist. Auf der RUckseite dieser Platte ist eine 
Beschichtung 11 aus Silberrnateria1 oder derglcichen aufge
bracht, wie in Figur 2 dargestellt ist. Der dargestellte 
Primarspiegel 10 ist van herkommlicher rechtwinkeliger Konfi
guration und kann die im allgemeinen verfUgbare GrHBe van 
7,5 X 12,5 cm besitzen, wobei die Langsachse horizontal aus
gerichtet ist. 

Ander nach auBen gerichtet"en Flache·-12 des Primarspiegels 10 
ist der Sekundarspiegel bzw. Hilfsspiegel 13 gemaB der Er
findung befestigt. In der besonderen AusfUhrungsform nach 
der Erfindung ist der Hilfsspiegel 13 als in sich ausge
bildete Einheit vorgesehen, welche insbesondere zur Befestigung 
an der AuBenflache 12 des Spiegels 10 client. GemaB Figur 
2 und 3 wird der Hilfsspiegel 13 ohne weiteres mit Hilfe 
einer Lage von K1ebematerial 14 befestigt, welches zwischen 
den entgegengesetzten und angrenzenden F1achen der beiden 
Spiegelkorper ~ingebracht ist. 

Innerhalb des Hilfsspiege-ls 13 ist ein rechtwinkelig ge
formter Abschnitt einer bogenformig verlaufenden bzw. kugel
formigen HUlle 15 eingesetzt. Die HUlle 15 ist vorzugsweise 
mit einer reflektierenden Flache versehen und besitzt eiren 
KrUmmungsradius, der im Bereich von 12 cm liegen kann. Die 
Langsabmessung des Abschnittes betragt in der dar~estellten 
AusfUhrungsform etwa 18 bis 20 cm, wahrend die beiden Ab-
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messungen im Bereich von 1 bis 20 cm betragt. Die bogen
formige HLllle 15 ist aus einem durchsichtigen Material ge
fertigt, so aus Glas und ist an der nach innen gcrichteten 
Fl ache mit einer Schicht 16 aus einem geeigneten Silbermaterial 
bedeckt, wobei diese Schicht die reflektierende Flache bildet. 

Die Deckflache bzw. die· HUlle 15 ist in einen oben offenen 
Behalter bzw. ein Gehause 17 eingebracht, welches einen flachen 
Boden 18 aufweist. Von den Umfangskanten des rechtwinkeligen 
Bodens 18 erstrecken sich in Langsrichtung Seitenwande 19 

und in Querrichtung verlaufende Endwande 20 und 21. Die 
eine Endwand 21, welche sich am nachsten einer Seitenkante 
des Primarspiegels 10 befindet, ist betrachtlich hi:iher als 
die entgegengesetzte Endwand 20. GemaB Figur 2 befindet sich 
das Segment der kugelftirmigen HUlJ~ 15 innerhalb der um
schlieBenden Wande 19, 20 und 21, so daB sich ein Ende im 
wesentlichen mit der klirzeren Wand 20 erstreckt, wahrend 
sich das andere Ende relativ erhoht befindet und sich mit 
dem oberen Ende der Wand 21 erstreckt. Das kugelformige Seg
ment befindet sich also in winkeliger Schraglage bezUglich 
der AuBenflache des Primarspiegels. In der dargestellten Aus
fUhrungsform besitzt die Wand 21 eine Htihe, welche so be
stimmt ist, daB das angrenzende Ende der HUlle 15 bezUglich 
der Flache 12 des Primarspiegels etwa 8 mm weiter auBen liegt 
als das entgegengesetzte Ende an der Endwand 20. Der kugel
formige Abschnitt bzw. die HUlle 15 ist innerhalb des

0

Ge
hauses 17 mit einem Klebemittel 22 befestigt, welches aus
hartet und eine strukturell starre Halterung fUr das Segment 
bildet. 

Wie vorstehend erwahnt wurde, ist der Hilfsspiegel 13 mittels 
einer Schicht 14 aus Klebemitte1 an der AuBenflache 12 des 
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Primarspiegels befestigt und nimmt die in Figur 1 darge
stellte Lage bezUglich des Seitenspiegels ein, welcher an 
der linken Seite bzw. an der Fahrersei~e eines Fahrzeuges 
zu befestigen ist. Diese Relativposition des Spiegels 10 an 
einem Fahrzeug ist schematisch in Figur 4 der Zeichnung dar
gestellt. In Figur 4 ist gleichfalls schematisch das normale 
Gesichtsfeld dargestellt, welches lediglich durch Verwendung 
der ebenen Reflexionsflache des Spiegels erzielt wird. Das 
winkelige Gesichtsfeld bezUglich einer horizontalen Ebene 
ist mit X bezeichnet und umfasst einen horizontalen Winkelab
stand, der sich von einer Basis- oder Bezugslinie entlang der 
Seite des Fahrzeuges erstreckt. Vorzugsweise ist diese be
grenzende Gesichtslinie in Oberlappung mit Teilen der Fahr
zeugseite, so daB der Fahrer des Fahrzeuges einen besseren 
Bezug besitzt, um den Spiegel auf Geg~nstande einzustellen, 
welche innerhalb dieses Gesichtsfeldes erscheinen. Das Winkel
ausmaB dieses Gesichtsfeldes X liegt im Bereich von etwa 
35°. Es ist ersichtlich, daB dieses Gesichtsfeld flir einen 
Fahrer nicht ausreicht, wenn sich dieser in einer Position 
V innerhalb des Fahrzellges befindet und Objekte einsehen will, 
welche unter seitlichem Abstand oder bezUglich des Fahrzeuges 
weiter vorne liegen, also auBerhalb des Gesichtsfeldes X. 

Mit Hilfe des am Primarspiegel 10 befestigten Hilfsspiegels 
13 wird das seitliche winkelige G~sichtsfeld auf das Ge
sichtsfeld Y gemaB Figur 4 erhoht. Dieses betrachtlich 
grot3ere Hinl<el-Gesthtsfeld in einer Horizontalebene mit dem 
Spiegelaufbau erstreckt sich unter Verwendung der kugel
formigen HUlle 15 von der Basislinie A bis im wesentlichen 
zu einer Linie, welche um 80 bis 90° gegenliber der Seite 
des Fahrzeuges versetzt, also angewinkelt ist. 
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Einige der wesentlichen Vorteile des Aufbaues des Hi1fs
spiegels t3 nach der Erffnd~ng besteht daiin, daB dieser 
in horizontal er Ebene eines bevorzugten Bereiches ein ver
hiltnismiSig brettes Gesichtsfeld vermittelt. Dieses Ge
sichtsfeld ist in vertikaler Erstreckung auf ein ver
h[ltnfsmi6ig schmales Band beschr~nkt; dieses Band umfasst 
jedoch ein nahezu 90° abdeckendes horizontales Gesichtsfe1d 
in dem _Bereich. in wel chem der Fcilrer des Fahrzeuges and ere 
Fahrzeuge: wahrnehmen kann. 0 i es gesch i eht in einer Position. 
in welcher eine grHBere Detailabbildung unwichtig ist. Diese 

't, begrenzte Darstellung eines Fahrzeuges im sogenannten blinden 
~ereich stellt einen betrichtlichen Vortetl dar~ dahingehend, 
daB die Reflexion bzw. das Gesichtsfeld itne Fliche abdeckt~ 
welche normalerweise erforderrr wilrde, daa der Fahrer seinen 
Kopf dreht und dir,ekt in .. diesen .B:~r.ei.ch einsieht. Bei wechse1n
jen Fahrspuren auf mehrspurigen Schnellstra6en oder Autobahnen 
stellt dies einen besonde~en Vortetl dar. Wenn man lediglich 
in den ebenen Prirnlrspiegel tD einsieht, dann i~nur ersicht
lichs ob sich ein Fabrzeug betrichtlich hinter dem Fahrzeug 
des fahrers befindet. Indessen ist kejne Anzeige in diesem 
Spiegel mijglich, ob sich ein Fahrzeug unm1tte)bar seit1ich 
des eigenen fahrzeuges befindet. Ein Vorteil der erfindungs
gem~&en Spiegelanordnung besteht fernerhin darin. daB der 
in horizontaler Ebene bestehende brette Sichtwinkel in 
vertikaler Richtung ve~hiltni$rn~BJg begrenzt ist. d.h. sowohl 
nach oben als auch nach unten. weihalb der Fahrer nicht mit 
aptischen Wahrnehmungen trnd Informatfonen versorgt Vlird,, 
welcbe keinen Einfluss auf seine Fahrentscheidungen besitzen. 
Es 1st ifil wesentlichen die seitliche Position ei~es Fahr
zeug,es in dem s:ogenannten "bl inden" Wink.el oder Bere"ich .. 

welcbe ftir die Sicherheit betm Lenten des eigenen Fahrzeuges 
erforderlich ist~ Die erforder11che Einsichtnahme kann auBer
dern erreicnt werden. oime dafi der- Koµf imd die Augen in bis-
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her nachteiliger Weise bewegt werden milssem~ wadurch die 
sichere Lenkung des Fahrzeuges beeintrichttgt werden ktinnte. 

In den Figuren 5 und 6 1st eine weitere ~usfijhrungsform 
des vorste~end in den Figuren 1, 2 und 3 dargestellten Hilfs
spiegels 13 wiedergegeben. In den· Figurerr 5 und 6 1st ein 
Karper dargestellt~ welcher d1rekt an der Fl~che 12 des 
Spiegels befest1gt ist. Dteser Ktirper ist als Abschnitt einer 
kuyelfBrmigen HUlle wiedergegeben und tr~gt dte Bezugszahl 23. 
Der kugelftirmtge Abschnitt 23 besteht aus einem Material~ 
welches optisch ntcht durchlisstg ist und vorzugs~eise aus 
eirrem geeigneten synthetischen Harzkurnststoff gefertigt wird. 
Derartige Materialien kHnnen in geeigneten Verfahren herge
stellt werden; irn vor11egenden Ausfijhrungsbeispiel ist der 
frag:Hcne Kor per kugel formi g gefor_m~._ u:nd wei st ef ne AuBen-
fl !c he 24 aufs welche rn1t einem geeigneten Silberschicht
mate:r1al beschichtet werden kann,, um die Ref1exion:sflach:e 

zu ~ilden. Dds kugelf6rmige Segment 23 besttzt 1m ~esentlichen 
drie glleicnen AbmessMngen wie das der erstfueschriebe~ea A11J1s
flih:rurcgsfo.rm und hefimliet si'ch in etwa a.11J1f dell" glleiichen 
Position auf dem PrtmSrspiegel 10. Wihrend die fllche 24 
dieses Abschnitts mit einer ~ers11berten Fl!cbe versehen 
1st, sind die betden Seitenwinde 25 als auch die Endwand 26 
w~rzugsweise nicht silberbeschichtet. Awf df~se Weise sollen 
unbeabsichtigte Reflexionen won verttkal orientierte~ Gegen
st~nden verhindett werden~ die sich entwader oberhalb oder 
~~terhalb ~RS Sp1egels befinden~ als auch Reflexionen des 
f~~~zeugteils~ welches stch im Bereiich ~er Enctf]ache 26 
befiindet. Die Befestigung dteser wetteren AusfIT~rung~form 
•es Hilfss~iegels 23 n~ch der Erfindwng kann in einfacher 
Wieiise mit einer Schie ht 27 aus Kl eherroi ttel geS'chehen.. 0 ie 
Klehe~ittelschicbt befindet sich zwtschen einer 5ode~f1Sche 
dies ku:gell fiirmigen Segments t!.Hlidl dier AuiBenfl ac fr.e 12 de~ Pr imar

Sl]lliiegel s 1 O. 
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In den Figuren 7, 8 und 9 ist eine weitere AusfUhrungsform 
der Vorrichtung nach der Erfindung dargestellt. In Figur 7 
ist ein Primarspiegel 28 wiedergegeben, we~her einen Ab· 
schnitt mit einer kugelftirmigen Fl~che 29 aufweist. Dieser 
Abschnitt ist integral im Spiegelkorper vorgesehen. Der 
Primarspiegel 28 1st aus Glas oder aus einem anderen oftjsch 
durchlassigen Material gefertigt und besitzt eine Dicke, 
welche ausreicht, die vertikale Abrnessung der Kugelflache 
29 unterzubringen. Der die kugelformige Flache 29 tragende 
Abschnitt befindet sich in der au5ersten Ecke des Aufbaues, 
d.h., dieser Karper ist sowohl an einer Langskante als auch 

_an einer Seitenkante des Primarspiegels 28 offen. Die Ab
messungen des die kugelformige Flache 29 enthaltenden Ab
schnittes entsprechen vorzugsweise den Abschnitten der zwei 
weiteren, vorstehend beschriebenen AusfUhrungsformen. Es 

. '• -
ist ersichtlich, da6 das eine Ende angrenzend an die Unter-
seite 30 des Primarspiegels angepasst ist. Es ist ferner 
ersichtlich, daB nur eine Langs-Seitenwand 31 vorge-
sehen ist, welche unter einem Abstand von der unteren Langs
kante des Primarspiegels besteht. Das Reflexionsvermogen wird 
dadurch erreicht, daB die Flache 29 mit einem geeigneten 
Versilberungsmaterial beschichtet ist. Dieses Versilberungs
oder Verspiegelungsmaterial ist nicht an der Seitenwand
flache 31 aufgebracht, obwohl es an der Flache 30 des Primar
spiegels vorgesehen ist. 

In den Figuren 10~ 11 und 12 ist eine weitere AusfUhrungs
form nach der Erfindung dargestellt. Diese AusfUhrungsform 
umfasst eine integral ausgebildete planare oder primare 
Spiegelflache 32 als auch einen Abschnitt mit einer kugel
formigen Flache 33. GemaB Figur 10 ist der die kugelformige 
Fl ache 33 enthaltende Abschnitt in seinen Oimensionen ent-
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sprechend den voranstehend beschriebenen Spiegeln ausgebildet 
und befindet sich in einer Ecke des Primarspiegels. Infolge
dessen vermittelt dieser Abschnitt den gleichen Vorteil der 
Position zum Zwecke der Einsichtnahmi seitlicher Flachenbe
reiche, ohne daB das verhaltnismaBig schmale Gesichtsfeld 
der Spiegelflache 32 des Primarspiegeli, welches im wesentlich
en rLickwarts gerichtet ist, beeintrachtigt ist. Diese be
sondere AusfUhrungsform des Spiegels ist vorzugsweise aus 
Kunststoff gefertigt, welcher einstUckig geformt oder ge
gossen werden kann, wobei hierbei die verschiedenen Flachen 
32 und 31 ausgebildet werden. Obwohl die gesamte AuBenflache 
32 und 33 mit einem geeigneten Silber-Beschichtungsmaterial 
bedeckt ist, sind die Seitenkanten-Flachen vorzugsweise nicht 
mit einer derartigen Silberbeschichtung versehen. Insbesondere 
ist die innere Kantenflache 34 (Figur 12) nicht mit einem 
derartigen Silberbes~hithturtgsmateriat belegt. Auf diese 
Weise werden storende Reflexionen vermieden, welche <lurch 
die angrenzenden Flachen 34 und 32 entstehen konnten. 

Der vorstehend beschriebene Spiegel der verschiedenen Aus
fUhrungsformen eignet sich insbesondere zum Einsatz in 
Kraftfahrzeugen. Der Spiegel eignet sich dazu, ein betracht
lich vergroBertes Gesichtsfeld zu vermitteln, welches er
forderlich ist, um sogenannte blinde·Winkel auszuschalten, 
also diejenigen Sichtbereiche, welche mit herkommlichen 
ebenen Spiegelflachen nicht eingesehen werden konnen. Mit 
Hilfe der S~iegelkonstruktion nach der Erfindung wird das 
Hilfs-Gesichtsfeld auf einen bestimmten Bereich beschrankt, 
welcher fUr den Fahrer des Fahrzeuges von besonderem Inter
esse ist, insbesondere wenn ein unmittelbar seitlich be
zUglich des eigenen Fahrzeuges befindlicher Gegenstand oder 
ein Fahrzeug wahrgenommen werden soll. Der die kugelformige 
Flache enthaltende Abschnitt ist in dieser Hinsicht von 
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besonderem Vorteil, da er ein vertikal geringfUgig nach oben 
und nach unten sich erstreckendes Gesichtsfeld vermittelt, 
welches dern durch den Primarspiegel erzeugten Bild besser 
angepasst und durch den Fahrer einsehbar ist. Die Winkel
lage des vertikalen Abschnittes bezUglich der ebenen Flache 
des Primarspiegels hat zur Falge, daB dieser Abschnitt ins
besondere das extrem seitliche Gesichtsfeld einsieht als auch 
eTie Sicht-Bezugslinie an der Seite des Fahrzeuges schafft. 
Der Spiegelaufbau kann als separate Einheit geschaffen werden, 
welche leicht an bereits bestehenden Spiegeln befestigbar 
ist; der Aufbau kann auch in einem integral geformten System 
eingeordnet werden, um das auBere Erscheinungsbild eines 
Hilfs-Spiegelaufbaues zu vermeiden. Der Spiegel nach der Er
findung kann auch an beiden Seiten eines Fahrzeuges angeordnet 
werden und kann die ,Vorteile des·,erweiterten Gesichtsfeldes 
vermitteln. 
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Exterior rearview mirror for motor vehicles 

Publication number: DE3302735 (A1) 

Publication date: 1984-08-02 

Inventor(s): SCHULZE GEB HARTWIG [DE] + 
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Abstract of DE 3302735 (A1) 
The exterior rearview mirror has an upper mirror 
surface (5) as a main mirror surface for viewing 
behind and a lower mirror surface (6) which is bent 
at an angle along a horizontal line (7) relative to 
said upper mirror surface (5) in the direction of the 
rear of the mirror and by means of which the 
surface of the road or the edge of the pavement in 
the region directly next to the vehicle can be viewed 
from the driver's seat. 
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@ Aussenri.ickspiegel fi.ir Kraftfahrzeuge 

Der AuBenriickspiegel weist eine obere Spiegelflache (5) 
als Hauptspiegelfliiche zur Ruckwartsbeobachtung und eine 
relativ dazu um eine horizontale Linie (7) in Richtung auf die 
Spiegelri.ickseite abgewinkelte untere Spiegelfliiche (6) auf, 
mittels welcher die StraBenoberflache bzw. eine Bordstein
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PATENTANSPRUECHE 

~Aussenrilckspiegel filr Kraftfahrzeuge, dadurch 

gekennzeichnet, dass er eine obere Spiegelflache (5) 

zur ublichen Ruckwartsbeobachtung und eine gegenUber 

dieser oberen Spiegelflache (5) um eine wenigstens 

naherungsweise horizontal verlaufende Linie (7) in 

Richtung auf die Spiegelrilckseite abgewinkelte, untere 

Spiegelflache (6) zur Beobachtung der Strassen-

oberflache unmittelbar neben dem Kraftfahrzeug, 

insbesondere des Bordsteins, aufweist. 

2. Aussenrilckspiegel nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn

zeichnet, dass die untere Spiegelflache (6) nur 20% bis 

30% der gesamten Flache des Spiegels betragt. 

3. Aussenrilckspiegel nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch 

gekennzeichnet, dass die Breite des Rilckspiegels in an 

sich bekannter Weise grosser als seine Hohe, insbe

sondere etwa doppelt so gross wie seine Hohe ist. 

4. Aussenrilckspiegel nach einem 

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der 

der unteren Spiegelflache (6) 

Spiegelflache (5) zwischen 

der AnsprUche 1 bis 3, 
Neigungswinkel ( ol ) 
gegeniiber 

etwa · 15° 

der oberen 

und 25°, 

vorzugsweise ungefahr 20°, betragt. 

5. Aussenrilckspiegel nach einem der Ansprilche 1 bis 4, 

dadurch gek~nnzeichnet, dass die oberen und unteren 

Spiegelflachen (5,6) durch getrennte, in das Spiegel

gehause (2) eingesetzte Spiegelglaser (8,9) gebildet 

sind. 

6. Aussenrilckspiegel nach einem der Ansprilche 1 bis 5, 
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die untere Spiegelflache 

konvex, insbesondere zylindrisch-konvex, ausgebildet 

ist. 
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7. Aussenrilckspiegel nach einem der Ansprilche 1 bis 6, 
\ 

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die untere Spiegelflache 

(11) ausserdem gegenilber der oberen Spiegelflache (5) 

um eine im wesentlichen vertikal verlaufende Achse 

seitlich zum Fahrzeug hin um einen Winkel gedreht ist. 

8. Aussenrilckspiegel nach einem der Ansprilche 1 bis 7, 

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er dreiteilig ausgebildet 

1st und ausser den erwahnten oberen und unteren 

Spiegelflachen (12,13) an einer Seite eine gegenilber 

der oberen Spiegelflache (12) um eine im wesentlichen 

vertikale Linie (15) abgewinkelte dritte Spiegelflache 

(14) zur Vermeidung des toten Winkels aufweist. 

9. Aussenrilckspiegel nach einem der Ansprilche 1 bis 8, 

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die untere Spiegelflache 

(6,11,13) unabhangig von der oberen Spiegelflache 

(5,12) verstellbar ist. 
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AussenrUckspiegel filr Kraftfahrzeuge 

Die Erfindung bezieht sich auf einen 

filr Kraftfahrzeuge. 

3302735 

Aussenrilckspiegel 

Es sind bereits zweiteilige Aussenrilckspiegel bekannt, 

die ausser der filr die Rilckwartsbeobachtung bestimmten 

Hauptspiegelflache an einer Seite eine kleine, um eine 

etwa vertikale Achse abgewinkelte zweite Spiegelflache 

haben, um filr den Fahrer den Einfalls- und Reflektions

winkel zu vergrossern, so dass der sonst tote Winkel 

und damit ein gerade uberholendes Fahrzeug beobachtet 

werden kann. 

Bisher besteht jedoch noch keine Moglichkeit, vom 

Fahrersitz aus in einfacher und bequemer Weise die 

Strassenoberflache unmittelbar neben dem Kraftfahrzeug, 

insbesondere den Bordstein beobachten zu k5nnen, was 

vor allem beim Parken das Manovrieren wesentlich er

leichtern wilrde. Die bisher bekannten, unten am Fahr

zeug montierten und seitlich abstehenden, drahtformigen 

Metallfuhler, welche durch das beim Berilhren der 

Bordsteinkante erzeugte kratzende Gerausch dem Fahrer 

das korrekte dichte Heranfahren an die Bordsteinkante 

erleichtern sol~en, stellen offensichtlich keine 

befriedigende L5sung dar und haben sich in der Praxis, 

wie die Erfahrung zeigt, nicht durchgesetzt. 

Der Erfindung liegt die Aufgabe zugrunde, einen Aussen

rilckspiegel zu schaffen, welcher ausser der ilblichen 

Rilckwartsbeobachtung auch auf einfache Weise die 

Beobachtung der Strassenoberflache unmittelbar neben 

dem Fahrzeug, 

erlaubt. 

insbesondere einer Bordsteinkante, 

Zur Losung dieser Aufgabe ist der Aussenrilckspiegel 

erfindungsgemass dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er eine 
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obere Spiegelflache zur ilblichen Rilckwartsbeobachtung 

und eine gegenilber dieser oberen Spiegelflache um eine 

wenigstens naherungsweise horizontal verlaufende Linie 

in Richtung auf die Spiegelrilckseite abgewinkelte, 

untere Spiegelflache zur Beobachtung der Strassen-

oberflache unmittelbar neben dem Kraftfahrzeug, 

insbesondere des Bordsteins, aufweist. 

Auf diese Weise erleichtert der Aussenrilckspiegel nach 

der Erfindung insbesondere das korrekte Parken dicht 

neben einem niedrigen, sonst nicht ohne weiteres zu 

erkennenden Hindernis, vor allem dicht an einer 

Bordsteinkante, ohne Gefahr zu laufen, dass Reifen 

und/oder Radkappen durch Schleifen am Bordstein be

schadigt werden, wie das bisher haufig vorkommt. In 

Landern mit Rechtsverkehr wird der Rilckspiegel nach der 

Erfindung natilrlich vorzugsweise auf 

Fahrzeugseite angebracht. 

der rechten 

Zweckmassigerweise ist die Breite des Rilckspiegels, im 

montierten Zustand also seine Horizontalabmessung, 

grosser als seine Hohe, insbesondere etwa doppelt so 

gross wie seine Hohe, und der Bereich der u~teren 

Spiegelflache betragt nur etwa 20 bis 30% der Gesamt

flache des Spiegels und hat daher die Gestalt eines nur 

vergleichsweise schmalen, horizontalen Streifens. Der 

Neigungswinkel der unteren Spiegelflache zur oberen 

Spiegelflache, welcher bei korrekter Einstellung des 

Rilckspiegels den Bordstein zu beobachten erlaubt, hangt 

zwar etwas vom Ort des Rilckspiegels am Fahrzeug, das 

heisst von der Hohe des Rilckspiegels Uber der Strassen

decke und von seinem Abstand zum Hinterrad, ab, liegt 

jedoch in den meisten Fallen, zumindest fUr die meisten 

Personenkraftwagen, zwischen etwa 15° und 25°; in der 

Regel erfilllt ein Rilckspiegel nach der Erfindung mit 

einem Neigungswinkel von etwa 20° gut seine Funktion, 

wenn er in der ublichen Rilckspiegelstellung seitlich an 
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3302735 
der Aussentilr, etwa einen Meter fiber der Strassendecke, 

installiert ist. 

Um bei einem normal filr die rilckwartige Beobachtung 

eingestellten RUckspiegel nach der Erfindung, in 

welchem der Fahrer in der unteren Spiegelflache die 

Strassenoberflache im Bereich der hinteren Fahrzeug

halfte, insbesondere des betreffenden Hinterrades, 

beobachten kann, das Spiegelblickfeld dieser unteren 

Spiegelflache zu erweitern, vor allem nach vorn zum 

mittleren Fahrzeugbereich hin, kann gemis~ einer 

besonderen Ausfilhrungsform die untere Spiegelflacbe 

konvex, insbesondere zylindrisch-konvex, gekrummt sein. 

Um gegebenenfalls das Spiegelb~ickfeld weiter nach 

vorn, bis wenigstens zum Bereich des .betreffenden 

Vorderrades, zu erweitern bzw. zu verschieben, kann 

ausserdem die untere Spiegelflache noch gegenilber der 

oberen Spiegelflache um eine im wesentlichen vertikale 

Achse zum Fahrzeug hin, das heisst bei einem an der 

rechten Fahrzeugseite befestigten Spiegel in der Drauf

sicht im Uhrzeigersinne, gedreht sein. 

Auch im Falle einer ebenen unteren Spiegelflache kann 

diese etwas gegenilber der oberen Spiegelflache um eine 

vertikale Achse gedreht sein, um das Spiegelblickfeld 

weiter nach vorn zu verschieben. 

Da der R~ckspiegel nach der Erfindung vor allem auf 

derjenigen Fahrzeugseite sinnvoll ist, auf der 

normalerweise geparkt wird, also bei Rechtsverkehr auf 

der rechten Seite und bei Linksverkehr auf der linken 

Seite, besteht kein grosses Interesse, bei diesem Rilck

spiegel dafilr zu sorgen, dass man auf dieser Seite auch 

noch den toten Winkel, also den Bereich unmittelbar 

neben dem Fahrzeug, beobachten kann, da ja eine Ueber

holung auf der anderen Fahrzeugseite stattfindet und 

der Fahrer auf dieser Seite ohne weiteres einen 
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bekannten zweiteiligen Spiegel filr Rilckwartsbeobachtung 

und Beobachtung des toten Winkels montieren lassen 

kann. Jedoch schliesst der Rilckspiegel nach der Er

findung grundsatzlich auch einen dreiteiligen Spiegel 

ein, welcher ausser den beiden bisher erorterten 

Spiegelflachen an einer Seite auch noch - in an sich 

bekannter Weise - eine gegenilber der filr die Rilckwarts

beobachtung bestimmten Hauptspiegelflache um eine etwa 

vertikale Achse abgewinkelte Spiegelflache zur Beobach-

tung des toten Winkels aufweist, wobei diese dritte 

Spiegelflache vorzugsweise kleiner als die Haupt

spiegelflache ist und sich entweder Uber die Gesamthohe 

des Spiegels erstreckt, wobei dann untere Spiegelflache 

und obere Hauptspiegelflache die gleiche Breite haben, 

oder aber nur die Hohe der oberen Hauptspiegelflache 

oder gegebenenfalls nur die Hohe der unteren Spiegel

flache einnimmt. 

Zweckmassige Ausgestaltungen der Erfindung ergeben sich 

aus den abhangigen AnsprUchen. 

Die Erfindung wird anhand der Zeichnungen an 

Ausfilhrungsbeispielen naher erlautert. Es zeigen: 

Figur 1 eine erste Ausfilhrungsform eines Rilckspiegels 

nach der ~rfindung, und zwar die Vorderansicht eines an 

der rechten Fahrzeugseite angebrachten Ruckspiegels, 

Figur 2 einen Schnitt langs der Linie II-II nach Figur 

1 ' 

Figur 3 einen der Figur 2 entsprechenden Schnitt durch 

eine zweite Ausfilhrungsform eines Aussenrilckspiegels 

und 

Figur 4 die Vorderansicht einer dritten Ausfilhrungsform 

mit drei Spiegelflachen. 
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Figur 1 zeigt einen Aussenrilckspiegel 1, dessen Gehause 

2 mittels eines Arms 3 in bekannter Weise einstellbar 

an der rechten Seite eines nur durch eine Begrenzungs-

linie angedeuteten Kraftfahrzeugs 4 befestigt ist. Der 

Ruckspiegel 1 hat eine ilbliche, naherungsweise 

rechteckformige Gestalt mit abgerundeten Ecken und ist 

ungefahr doppelt so breit wie hoch. Er hat eine obere 

Spiegelflache 5, welche die Hauptspiegelflache zur 

ilblichen Rilckwartsbeobachtung bildet,.und eine untere 

Spiegelflache 6, welche gegenilber der oberen Spiegel

flache 5 um eine etwa parallel zu den Spiegel

breitseiten verlaufende, im montierten Zustand des 

Spiegels also im wesentlichen horizontal orientierte 

Linie 7 in Richtung auf die Spiegelrilckseite abge

winkelt ist, wie es Figur 2 zeigt. Im betrachteten 

Beispiel werden beide Spiegelflachen 5 und 6 durch ge

trennte, in das Spiegelgehause 2 eingesetzte ebene 

Spiegelglaser 8 und 9 gebildet, wobei die Fuge zwischen 

diesen beiden Planspiegeln langs der Linie 7 durch eine 

Befestigungsmasse bzw. einen Befestigungsstreifen, 

beispielsweise aus Gummi, ausgefilllt ist. 

Der Neigungswinkel c& (Figur 2) der unteren Spiegel

flache 6 gegenilber der oberen Spiegelflache 5 ist so 

gewahlt; dass bei der normalen Einstellung des Rilck

spiegels 1, in welcher der Fahrer mittels der oberen 

Spiegelflache 5 nach rilckwarta blicken kann, vom 
Fahrersitz gleichzeitig auch die Strassenoberflache 

unmittelbar neben dem Fahrzeug beobachtet werden kann, 

wie durch den gewinkelten Pfeil 10 in Figur 2 

angedeutet. Dadurch kann der Fahrer insbesondere bei 

einem Parkmanover den rechten Bordstein beobachten, was 

ein dichtes Heranfahren an den Bordstein erleichtert, 

ohne diesen mit Reifen oder Radkappen zu berilhren. Die 

zweckmassige Grosse des Neigungswinkels ol,, liegt im 

allgemeinen zwischen etwa 15° und etwa 25°; in den 
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meisten Fallen erfilllt der Rilckspiegel, sofern er an 

seiner ilblichen Stelle an einer Autotilr montiert ist, 

seinen erfindungsgemassen Zweck, wenn der Neigungs

winkel d,., etwa 20 ° betragt. 

Bei der Ausfilhrungsform nach den Figuren 1 und 2 wird 

der Fahrer mittels der unteren Spiegelflache 6 im 

wesentlichen den Bereich der Strassenoberflache 

unmittelbar neben der hinteren Fahrzeughalfte beobach

ten. Wenn es wilnschenswert ist, das Spiegelblickfeld zu 

erweitern, insbesondere weiter nach vorn, kann die 

untere Spiegelflache 6 auch konvex, insbesondere 

zylindrisch-konvex gekrilmmt ausgebildet sein. Wenn das 

Spiegelblickfeld auch noch wenigstens teilweise den 

Strassenbereich neben der vorderen Fahrzeughalfte um

fassen soll, kann die untere Spiegelflache 6 auch noch 

in Bezug auf die obere Spiegelflache 5 um eine etwa 

vertikale Achse in Richtung auf das Fahrzeug, also in 

Richtung auf den Befestigungsarm 3, um einen bestimmten 

Winkel ged~eht sein. Auf diese Weise lasst sich 

gegebenenfalls erreichen, dass der Fahrer in der 

unteren Spiegelflache 6 einen vergleichsweise grossen 

Abschnitt der Strassenoberflache bzw. des Bordsteins 

unter Einschluss der betreffenden Hinter- und Vorder

rader bzw. der neben diesen liegenden Bereiche beobach

ten kann. Durch die erwahnte Massnahme kann das 

Spiegelblickfeld, wenn gewilnscht, auch einfach weiter 

nach vorn verschoben werden. 

Auch im Falle einer ebenen unteren Spiegelflache lasst 

sich das Spiegelblickfeld filr den Fahrer nach vorn in 

den Strassenbereich neben der Fahrzeugmitte hin ver

schieben, indem, wie im Ausfilhrungsbeispiel nach Figur 

3 gezeigt, die ebene untere Spiegelflache 11 in Bezug 

auf die obere Spiegelflache 5 um eine im wesentlichen 

vertikale Achse in Richtung auf das Fahrzeug 4 bzw. den 

Befestigungsarm 3 gedreht in das Spiegelgehause 2 
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eingesetzt wird, so dass sich fur den Fahrer Einfalls

und Reflektionswinkel entsprechend verkleinern. 

Nattirlich ist die Grosse dieser moglichen Drehung und 

damit das Ausmass, das Spiegelblickfeld weiter nach 

vorn zu verlegen, dadurch eingeschrankt, dass der filr 

den Fahrer massgebende Einfallswinkel bei schrag von 

vorn kommendern Einfallsstrahl nicht zu gross und daher 

die filr den Fahrer sichtbare scheinbare Grosse der 

unteren Spiegelfliche 11 nicht zu klein sein darf. 

Wenn der Rilckspiegel nach der Erfindung in Landero mit 

Rechtsverkehr nur auf der rechten und in Landern mit 

Linksverkehr nur auf der linken Fahrzeugseite montiert 

wird, um die Parkman6ver auf der rechten bzw. auf der 

linken Strassenseite zu erleichtern, dann besteht im 

allgemeinen kein Interesse, den Rilckspiegel auch noch 

so auszubilden, dass der tote Winkel auf dieser Seite, 

wo nicht ilberholt werden darf, vermieden wird. Wenn es 

trotzdem auch noch gewilnscht wird, den normalerweise 

toten Winkel in einem AussenrUckspiegel nach der Er

findung zu erfassen, dann kann ein solcher Rilckspiegel 

gemass einer weiteren Ausfilhrungsform, die in Figur 4 

gezeigt ist, dreiteilig ausgebildet sein. Ausser der 

oberen Spiegelflache 12, die wiederum die Hauptspiegel

flache filr die Rilckwartsbeobachtung darstellt, und der 

kleineren unteren Spiegelflache 13 weist dieser Rilck

spiegel an einer Seite der oberen Spiegelflache 12 eine 

dritte Spiegelflache 14 auf, die zur Vermeidung des 

toten Winkels in Bezug auf die die Hauptspiegelfl~che 

bildende obere Spiegelflache ·12 um eine im wesentlichen 

vertikale Achse entsprechend abgewinkelt ist. Diese 

dritte Spiegelflache 14; deren Breite vorzugsweise 
wesentlich kleiner als die der Hauptspiegelflache ist, 

kann sich auch Uber die gesamte H6he ~es Spiegels er

strecken, wodurch die untere Spiegelfliche 13 ent

sprechend kilrzer ausfallt, oder aber gegebenenfalls. 

auch nur an einer Seite qer unteren Spiegelflache 13 
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angeordnet sein, so dass die obere Spiegelflache 12 als 

Hauptspiegelflache nicht verkleinert zu werden braucht. 

Natlirlich kann gegebenenfalls zur Vermeidung eines 

toten Winkels bei einem zweiteiligen Rilckspiegel nach 

der Erfindung, wie er im Prinzip in den Figuren 1 und 2 

gezeigt ist, die obere Spiegelflache als Haupt

spiegelflache in bekannter Weise auch konvex ausge

bildet sein. Gegebenenfalls konnen obere und untere 

Spiegelflachen 5 und 6 nach Figur 1 beide konvex 

gekrilmmt sein. 

Es ist auch moglich, das die untere Spiegelflache bil

dende Spiegelglas unabhangig von der oberen Spiegel

flache einstellbar im Spiegelgehause 2 zu lagern. 

Der Rilckspiegel nach der Erfindung ist nicht auf die 

beschriebenen Ausfilhrungsformen beschrankt, sondern 

lasst hinsichtlich der Form und Gestalt des Spiegels 

manigfache Varianten zu. 

3302735 
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838/10472 

3329998 

Karl-Heinz Horn, Kniillstra..Be 6, 3578 Schwalmstadt 

A n s p r ti c h e 

,r-. 

( ~~ickspiegel fur ein Kraftfahrzeug mit einer 
~-;enen Spiegelflache 

dad u r ch g eke n n z e i ch net , daB 

ein Teil der ebenen Spiegelflache als erhabene 

Spiegelfliiche ausgebildet ist. 

2. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch 1 

dad u r ch g eke n n z e i ch net , daB 

auf die ebene Spiegelflache eine erhabene Spie
gelflache aufgesetzt ist. 

10 3. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch 1 

dad u r ch g eke n n z e i ch net , daB 

die erhabene Spiegelflache an der au.Beren Seite 
der ebenen Spiegelflache aufgesetzt ist. 
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Die Erfindung betrifft einen Riickspiegel fiir ein 
ICraftfahrzeug mit einer ebenen Spiegelflache. 

Rtickspiegel ftir Kraftfahrzeuge sind an sich be-

5 kannt. Sie besitzen im allgemeinen eine ebene 
Spiegelflache. Bekanntlich kann damit ein nachfol
gendes Fahrzeug dann nicht mehr gesehen werden, 
wenn es im toten Winkel sich befindet. 

Bekannt sind an sich auch Riickspiegel mit erhabener 

10 Spiegelflache. Dabei ist allerdings nachteilig, daB 
die nachfolgenden Fahrzeuge verzerrt auf der Spie

gelflache erscheinen, so da.B man den Abstand des 

- 2 -

Telefonlsche Absprachen bedUrfen der schrlftllchen Bestatlgung, 
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Fahrzeuges nicht abschatzen kann. 

Der Erfindung liegt daher die Aufgabe zugrunde, 
einen Rilckspiegel fiir Kraftfahrzeuge zu schaffen, 

der einerseits die Spiegelbilder unverzerrt wieder-
5 gibt, andererseits mit Sicherheit die irn toten 

Winkel befindlichen Fahrzeuge erkennbar rnacht. 

Nach der Erfindung wird das dadurch erreicht, daB 
ein Teil der ebenen Spiegelflache als erhabene 
Spiegelflache ausgebildet ist. Dadurch besteht der 

10 Rtickspiegel aus zwei Spiegelflachen, namlich einer 
- ebenen- und einer erhabenen Spiegelflache. Zweck

rna.Big ist die erhabene Spiegelflache auf der 
ebenen Spiegelflache und an der au.Beren Seite der 
ebenen Spiegelflache angebracht. 

15 Die Ausbildung hat den Vorteil, daB mit Hilfe der 
iiblichen ebenen Spiegelflache die nachfolgenden 
Fahr-zeuge unverzerrt erkennbar sind, so daB der 
Abstand dieser Fahrzeuge nach wie vor sicher abge
schlitzt werden kann. Gleichzeitig ist aber erreicht, 

20 daB ein iro toten Winkel befindliches Fahrzeug in 
der erhabenen Spiegelflache erkennbar ist. Die ver
zerrte Abbildung des im toten Winkel befindlichen 
Fal;lrzeuges kann zu keinen Abstandsirrtiimern ftihren, 
da bekannt ist, daB das im toten Winkel sichtbare 

25 Fahrzeug in Wlillittelbarer Nahe des eigenen Fahr
zeuges ist. 

- 3 -
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In der Zeichnung ist eine beispielsweise Aus
fiihrungsform dargestellt. 

3329998 

Fig. 1 zeigt den erfindungsgemaBen Riick

spiegel von vorn; 
Fig. 2 ist ein Schnitt gema.B der Linie 

II-II. 

~lit 1 ist die iibliche ebene Spiegelflache bezeich
net. Ander auBeren Seite dieser ebenen Spiegel

flache ist die mit 2 bezeichnete erhabene Spiegel-
10 flache als Teil der ebenen Spiegelflache angebracht 

und stellt mit dern gesamten Spiegel einen inte
grierenden Bestandteil dar. 
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Rearview mirror for motor vehicles 

Publlcatlon number: 

Publlcatlon date: 

Inventor: 

Applicant: 
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Classification: 
- international: 

.. European: 
B60R1/08; B60R1/08; (IPC1-7): B60R1/08 
B60R1/08D2 

AppHcatlon numbar: 

Priority number(&): 

DE19863620228 19860616 
DE19863620228 19860616 

Abstract of DE3620228 
In order to include the blind angle, known 
rearview mirrors are convex and/or aspherical. 
This results in the disadvantage that the driver 
can only estimate the distances and speeds of 
approaching vehicles with great difficulty, 
which can lead to dangerous situations. The 
entire surface of the new rearview mirror is 
divided up horizontally. The upper mirror (16) 
is planar, and two adjacent mirrors are situated 
below the upper mirror. One (12) of the lower 
mirrors is convex and the other (14) is 
aspherical. The convex mirror (12) covers the 
same field of vision as the upper mirror (16). 

!!. 
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Um den toten Winkel zu erfassen, sind die bekannten 10'-
Riickspiegel konvex bzw. aspharisch ausgebildet. Hierbei , 
besteht der Nachteil, dal!. der Fahrer Entfernungen und Ge- ,.-;;.=============::::-
schwindigkeiten der herannahenden Fahrzeuge nur sehr 
schwer abschiitzen kann, was zu gefiihrlichen Situationen 
fiihren kann. 
Der neue Riickspiegel besitzt eine horizontale Aufteilung 
dergesamten Spiegelfliiche. Der obere Spiegel (16) ist plan 
ausgebildet, und unterhalb des oberen Spiegels befinden 
sich zwei nebeneinander angeordnete Spiegel. Davon ist der 
eine Spiegel (12) konvex und der andere Spiegel {14) aspha
risch ausgebildet. Der konvexe Spiegel (12) erfal!.t das glei
che Sichtfeld wie der obere Spiegel (t 6). 

20 

,~. _,,a 12 26 

Fig .1 
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schon bekannt geworden, den Riickspiegel nicht plan, 
sondern konvex auszubilden, um mit einem einzigen 
Spiegel sowohl den normalen Sichtbereich als auch den 
toten Winkel erfassen zu konnen. Dabei ist der eine, 

5 dem Fahrzeug zugewandte groBere Tei! des Spiegels 
gleichmaBig konvex mit einem konstanten Krilmmungs
radius ausgebi!det, wahrend der sich nach auBen hin 
anschlieBende zweite Spiegelbereich mit sich andern-

1. Riickspiegel filr Kraftfahrzeuge, mit einem ersten 
konvex ausgebildeten Spiegel und einem an der 
dem Kraftfahrzeug abgewandten Seite des ersten 
Spiegels seitlich daneben angeordneten zweiten 
und starker konvex ausgebildeten Spiegel, wobei 
der erste Spiegel der Hauptspiegel filr das normale 
Sichtfeld ist und der zweite Spiegel den toten Win· 
kel erfaf3t, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daf3 horizon· 10 

ta! Uber dern ersten (12} und zweiten Spiegel (14) 
ein plan ausgebildeter dritter Spiegel (16) winkelig 
angeordnet ist, der - in der Breite - das gleiche 
Sichtfeld wie der erste Spiegel erfal3t 

dem Kriimmungsradius konvex (aspharisch) verlauft. 
lnsgesarnt ist dieser bekannte Rilckspiegel also mit 

Bereichen mit unterschiedlichen Kriimmungsradien 
versehen. Dadurch ergeben sich Verzerrungen des Spie
gelbildes, die storend auf den Fahrer wirken. 

Ein weiterer gravierender Nachteil besteht darin, daB 
2. Rtickspiegel nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn
zeichnet, daB der erste (12) und der zweite Spiegel 
(14) durch eine senkrechte Trennlinie (18) vonein
ander getrennt sind, und daf3 der dritte Spiegel (16) 
durch eine waagerechte Trennlinie (20) von dem 
ersten (12) und zweiten Spiegel (14) getrennt ist. 
3. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch 1 und/oder 2, da
durch gekennzeichnet, daf3 der erste (12), der zwei-
te (14) und der dritte Spiegel (16) auf einer gemein
samen Grundplatte (22) angeordnet sind, die in ei
nem Spiegelgehiiuse (24) gehalten ist. 
4. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch 2 und/oder 3, da
durch gekennzeichnet, daf3 die waagerechte Trenn
linie (18) etwa mittig innerhalb des Spiegelgehauses 
(24) verliiuft. 
5. Riickspiegel nach Anspruch 1 und/oder 2, da
durch gekennzeichnet, daB der erste (12), der zwei
te (14) und der dritte Spiegel (16) auf einer gemein
samen Grundplatte (22) angeordnet sind, und daB 
die Grundplatte (22) auf ihrer Riickseite mit einer 
Klebeschicht versehen ist. 

Beschreibung 

Die Erfindung betrifft einen Riickspiegel fiir Kraft
fahrzeuge, mit einem ersten konvex ausgebildeten Spie
gel und einem an der dem Kraftfahrzeug abgewandten 
Seite des ersten Spiegels seitlich angeordneten zweiten 
und starker konvex ausgebildeten Spiegel, wobei der 
erste Spiegel der Hauptspiegel fiir das normale Sicht
feld ist und der zweite Spiegel den toten Winkel erfaBt. 

Bei einem normalen Rilckspiegel filr Kraftfahrzeuge 
ist bekanntlich das generelle Problem zu beobachten, 
daB der tote Winkel von dem in den Spiegel blickenden 
Fahter nicht erfaf3t werden kann. Dies hat zur Folge, 
daB ein von hinten herannahendes ilberholendes Fahr
zeug. daB sich in diesem toten Winkel befindet in dem 
normalen Riickspiegel nicht sichtbar ist und somit von 
dem Fahrer auch nicht wahrgenommen werden kann. 

Der geschilderte Umstand kann im StraBenverkehr 
zu gefiihrlichen Situationen fiihren, wenn der Fahrer. 
der aufgrund eines Blickes in seinen Riickspiegel das im 
toten Winkel befindliche iiberholende Fahrzeug nicht 
sieht, seinerseits zum Oberholen eines anderen vor ihm 
befindlichen Fahrzeuges ausscheren will. Auch beim 
Einfadeln in den flie8enden Verkehr auf Autobahnen 
und Autostra8en sowie beim Ausparken konnen sich 
derartige gefahrvolle Situation en einstellen. 

Zur Beseitigung der gcschilderten gravierenden 
Nachteile der normalen Riickspiegel sind schon mehre-

15 dem in den bekannten Riickspiegel blickenden Fahrer 
wegen der Verzerrungen die Orientierung erschwert 
wird und daB er vor alien Dingen Entfernungen und die 
Geschwindigkeit herannahender Fahrzeuge nur sehr 
schlecht abschatzen kann. 

20 Es ist namlich zu beriicksichtigen, daB in den Kraft-
fahrzeugen iiblicherweise neben dem Riickspiegel auch 
noch ein Jnnenspiegel vorhanden ist, <lessen Spiegelfla
che plan ausgebildet ist. Anhand dieses das Sichtfeld 
nicht verzerrenden Innenspiegels ist es der Fahrer ge-

25 wohnt, die Entfernungen zu einem in dem unverzerrten 
Spiegelbild sichtbaren Fahrzeug richtig einzuschlitzen. 
Deshalb wird der Fahrer verunsichert, wenn er in den 
konvexen Riickspiegel schaut und es besteht bier die 
groBe Gefahr, daB die Entfernung eines im konvexen 

30 Riickspiegel erscheinenden Fahrzeuges falsch einge
schiitzt wird. Obwohl also der tote Winkel mit dem be
kannten aspharischen Spiegel mit erfaBt wird, konnen 
sich dennoch wegen des verzerrten Spiegelbildes und 
wegen der Gefahr der falschen Einschatzung von Ent-

35 fernungen und Geschwindigkeiten gefahrliche Situatio
nen im Stra8enverkehr ergeben. 

Hier greift die Erfindung ein, der die Aufgabe zugrun
de liegt, zur Vermeidung der beschriebenen Nachteile 
einen Riickspiegel zu schaffen, der neben dem normalen 

40 Sichtbereich auch den toten Winkel umfafit, und der 
gleichwohl die dem Fahrer gelaufige Einschatzung von 
Entfernungen ermoglicht 

Dieses Ziel erreicht die Erfindung bei dem im Ober
begriff des Schutzanspruches 1 genannten Riickspiegel 

45 dadurch, daB horizontal iiber dem ersten und zweiten 
Spiegel ein plan ausgebildeter dritter Spiegel winkelig 
angeordnet ist, der - in der Breite - das gleiche Sicht
feld wie der erste Spiegel erfaf3t. 

Die Erfindung behiilt also den aspharischen Spiegel 
50 mit dem verzerrten Spiegelbild und mit der Moglichkeit 

der Erfassung des toten Winkels bei. Zusatzlich beinhal
tet der komplette neue Spiegel aber im oberen Bereich 
noch einen dritten plan ausgebildeten Spiegel, der so 
angeordnet ist, daf3 er dem Fahrer das Sichtfeld des 

55 ersten Spiegels - allerdings unverzerrt - wiedergibt. 
Die unverzerrte Wiedergabe in dem zusiitzlichen drit
ten Spiegel ermoglicht es dem Fahrer, in der ihm geliiu
figen Weise Entfernungen zu herannahenden Fahrzeu
gen richtig einzuschatzen, d.h. der neue Riickspiegel 

60 vereinigt in vorteilhafter Weise die Moglichkeit des Er
fassens des toten Winkels und die Moglichkeit der rich
tigen Abschatzung von Entfernungen und Geschwindig
keiten. Dies war bisher bei den bekannten Riickspiegeln 
nicht moglich. 

re Wege beschritten worden, die abcr in der Praxis allc- b'i 

samt nicht vollstandig befriedigen konnen. 
Durch die DE-US 24 09 748 ist zwar schon cin Rilck

spiegel bekannt, der <lurch eine horizon tale Trennung in 
zwei iibereinander angeordnete Spiegel aufgeteilt ist, 
allerdings sind hier beide Spiegel plan ausgebildet. Einer 

Durch die Zeitschrift "ADAC-Motorwelt" 1978, Heft 
7, Seite 15, rechte Spalte, dritter Spiegel von oben ist es 
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der beiden Spiegel soil den toten Winkel erfassen, und 
deshalb ist dieser Spiegel in einem Winkel zum anderen 
Spiegel angeordnet. 

4 
Ober die gesamte Breite der beiden Spiegel 12 und 14 

zusammen erstreckt sich oberhalb einer waagerechten 
Trennlinie 20 der dritte Spiegel 16, der nicht konvex, 
sondern plan ausgebildet ist. Dieser Spiegel 16 wird win-Bei diesem bekannten Riickspiegel ist es nachteilig, 

daB der sonst den kompletten Spiegel bildende Sichtbe
reich in Folge der Aufteilung in zwei winkelig zueinan
der angeordneten Spiegel zur Falge hat, daB in jedem 
der Spiegel nur die Halfte des iiblichen Bildes erscheint. 
Abgesehen van diesem den Fahrer verwirrenden Effekt 
wird ein in den Sichtbereich der Spiegel erscheinender 
Gegenstand auch noch horizontal verschoben darge
stellt. Ein herannahendes Kraftfahrzeug, das in dem ei
nen Spiegel beispielsweise in der Mitte gesehen wird, 
erscheint wegen der winkligen Anordnung in dem ande
ren Spiegel verschoben an dessen Rand. 

s kelig so angeordnet, daB er in seiner Breite das gleiche 
Sichtfeld wie der normale erste Spiegel 12 wiedergibt. 

Alie drei Spiegel 12, 14 und 16 sind auf einer gemein
samen Grundplatte 22 befestigt und bilden somit eine 
Spiegeleinheit. Die Grundplatte 22 ist zusammen mit 

10 den drei Spiegeln 12, 14 und 16 innerhalb eines Spiegel
gehiiuses 24 angeordnet, welches iiber einen Arm 26 mit 
einem hier nicht naher dargestellten Kraftfahrzeug ver
bunden ist. 

Schlie.Blich ist <lurch das deutsche Gebrauchsmuster 
80 25 168.9 ebenfalls ein Spiegel mit einer horizontalen 
Trennlinie bekannt, wobei der obere Spiegel plan und 
der untere Spiegel konvex ausgebildet und bezilglich 
der Spiegelebene des ersten Spiegels entgegengesetzt 
zur Fahrtrichtung geneigt ist, so daB er neben dem to ten 
Winkel auch das Sichtfeld des ersten Spiegels erfaBt. In 
der Praxis hat sich allerdings gezeigt, da8 das menschli
che Auge die beiden unterschiedlich groBen Bilder 
kaum koordinieren kann, und auBerdem besitzt der un
tere Spiegel mit dem Konvexglas eine zu geringe Hohe. 
Im tibrigen wird hier der tote Winkel zwar verringert, 
aber nicht vollstiindig beseitigt. Schlie81ich ist hier - im 
Gegensatz zur Erfindung - der obere plan ausgebilde

Die waagerechte Trennlinie 20 verliiuft etwa in der 
ts Mitte des Gehli.uses 24, so daB der erste Spiegel 12 und 

der zweite Spiegel 14 die gleiche Hohe besitzen wie der 
dritte Spiegel 16. 

Der neue Riickspiegel 10 eignet sich vorzilglich auch 
zum nachtrii.glichen Einbau. Es ist namlich moglich, die 

20 Riickseite der gemeinsarnen Grundplatte 22 mit einer 
Klebeschicht zu versehen, die durch eine Schutzfolie 
abgedeckt wird. Auf ein Spiegelgehause 24 kann in die
sem Fall verzichtet werden. 

Der Kaufer braucht dann lediglich die Schutzfolie ab-
25 zuziehen, und die Grundplatte auf den bereits vorhan

denen Spiegel bzw. auf die Spiegeloberflache aufzukle
ben. 

Fur den Fall, daB die Grundplatte 22 groBer als der 
Spiegelrahmen des bereits vorhandenen herkommli-

30 chen Spiegels ist, kann auf der Rilckseite der Grundplat
te 22 ein kleineres Distanzstilck angeordnet werden, 
welches dann auf die Spiegelflache des herkommlichen 
Spiegels aufgeklebt wird. 

te Spiegel als normaler Rilckspiegel vorgesehen, wiih
rend dieser bei der Erfindung im unteren Bereich ange
ordnet ist und zudem auch noch den toten Winkel er
faBt. Der obere Spiegel bildet bei der Erfindung nicht 
den normalen Ruckspiegel, sondern er dient dazu, dem 
Fahrer die Moglichkeit zu geben, in gewohnter Weise 35 
Entfernungen und Geschwindigkeiten richtig abschiit
zen zu konnen. 

Gemiil3 einer zweckmaBigen Ausgestaltung der Er
findung sind die drei Spiegel auf einer gemeinsamen 
Grundplatte angeordnet, welche auf ihrer Rilckseite mit 40 

einer Klebeschicht versehen ist. Dadurch wird in vor
teilhafter Weise die Moglichkeit geschaffen, den neuen 
Riickspiegel im nachhinein auf einen bereits vorhande
nen herkommlichen Spiegel aufzukleben, so da8 bereits 
irn Verkehr befindliche Kraftfahrzeuge nachtraglich mit 45 

dem neuen Riickspiegel bestilckt werden konnen. 
Andere zweckmii.Bige Ausgestaltungen der Erfindung 

sind in den Unteransprilchen angegeben und der Zeich
nung zu entnehmen. 

Nachfolgend wird die Erfindung anhand des in der so 
Zeichnung dargestellten Ausfilhrungsbeispiels naher er
liiutert. Es zeigen: 

Fig. 1 eine Vorderansicht eines Rilckspiegels, 
Fig. 2 eine Draufsicht des Riickspiegels gemaB Fig. 1, 

jedoch ohne Gehiiuse, und 
Fig. 3 eine Querschnittsansicht des Riickspiege!s ge

mii8 Fig. 1, ebenfalls ohne Gehiiuse. 
Der Riickspiegel 10 umfaBt insgesamt drei Spiegelbe

reiche, namlich einen ersten Spiegel 12, einen zweiten 
Spiegel 14 und einen dritten Spiegel 16. 

Der erste Spiegel 12 ist der normale Riickspiegel fur 
das Hauptsichtfeld Er ist konvex mit einem gleichblei
benden Krilmmungsradius ausgebildet. 

55 

60 

Durch eine Trennlinie 18 abgesetzt schlieBt sich seit
lich an den ersten Spiegel 12 der zweite Spiegel 14 zur 65 
Erfassung des toten Winkels an. Der zweite Spiegel 14 
ist stD.rker konvex gekrilmmt, wobei der Krilmmungsra
dius bier nicht konstant ist. 
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External rear view mirror for car - uses two-section mirror surface with 
curved area 

Publication number: 

Pu bllcatlon date: 

Inventor: 

Applicant: 

Classlflcatlon: 
- International: 

- European: 

Application number: 

Priority number(s): 

DE4026578 

1992-04-30 
KRAEMER HORST (DE) 
KRAEMER HORST (DE) 

B60R1IOB; B60R1/08; (IPC1-7): B60R1/08 
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Abstract of DE4026578 
Rear view external mirror for a passenger car 
having a mirror surface divided into a vehicle
side larger main mirror surface and an 
adjacent additional surface with progressive 
curvature. The progressive curvature is 
spherical and runs not only horizontally 
outwards but also sloplngly downwards. 
ADVANTAGE - Mirror having an additional 
surface which provides an enlargement of the 
field of view. 
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@ Die Gesamt-Spiegelflache des einteilig verstellbaren Spie
gelglases hat eine einheitliche gleichformige Ausgangs-Op
tik. entweder plan oder konvex mit gleichformiger Krum
mung. Sie 1st unterteilt in eine fahrzeugseitige gr6Bere 
Haupt-Spiegelfliiche mit Beibehaltung der Ausgangs-Optik, 
sowie in eine anschlieBende kleinere Zusatz-Spiegelflache 
mit progressiver sphiirischer Abkrummung, die sowohl nach 
auswarts waagerecht wie auch nach auswarts abfallend 
verliiuft. 
Durch die sich daraus ergebende fiicherformig raumraffen
de Sicht-Erweiterung wird der Bereich des toten Winkels voll 
van waagerecht bis zur Fahrbahn erfafk 
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Beschreibung 

Gegenstand der Erfindung ist ein einteilig verstellba-

5 

2 
fiir die Praxis und darf nach EURO TUV entsprechend 
kleiner sein, wobei die bezeichnete geometrische Figur 
nach einer vorgegebenen Formel berechnet wird, die 
den Krilmmungsradius berilcksichtigt. 

Fiir die rechte Fahrzeugseite, die ja weiter vom Fah
rer entfernt ist, empfiehlt sich aber ein Konvex-Spiegel 
mit den Abmessungen des hier dargestellten Plan-Spie
gels. 

Das erfindungsgema.Be Spiegelglas eignet sich fiir die 

res Spiegelglas, das nicht nur den normalen Sehbereich 
erfaBt, sondern auch den vollen Bereich des toten Win
kels, und zwar von waagerechter Ausdehnung bis 
schrii.g zur Fahrbahn. Der tote Winkel ist ein Nah-Be
reich, und je mehr sich ein Objekt auf der Fahrbahn dem 
Beobachter nii.hert, umso mehr muB der Blick auch tie
fer gehen. 

Stand der Technik in bezug auf die Erfindung ist ein 
Spiegelglas nach dem Oberbegriff des Anspruchs. Dabei 

10 Erstausrilstung ebenso wie filr die Zurilstung. Es kann 
zugeriistet werden entweder mit der Gesamt-Spiegel
flii.che als Voll-Aufsatzstilck oder mit der Zusatz-Spie
gelflache als Teil-Aufsatzsti.ick. ist die Gesamt-Spiegelflii.che unterteilt in eine fahrzeug

seitige groBere Haupt-Spiegelflache von gleichformiger 
optischer Beschaffenheit filr den normalen Rilckblick, 15 

sowie in eine anschlieBende kleinere Zusatz-Spiegelfla
che filr den Blick in den toten Winkel. Diese Zusatz
Spiegelflache ist progressiv aspharisch abgekrilmmt mit 
nach auswii.rts waagerechtem Verlauf. Daraus ergibt 
sich eine raumraffende waagerechte Sicht-Erweiterung. 20 

Diese nur waagerechte Sicht-Erweiterung ist der 
Mangel dieses Spiegelglases. In einem Teil-Bereich des 
toten Winkels wird damit selbst bei Verwendung von 
konvexen Flii.chen mit Sicherheit nur erfaBt, was Uber 
PKW-Hohe hinausreicht PKW-Fronthauben, die ja zu- 25 

erst in den toten Winkel einfahren, werden in diesem 
Tei I- Bereich so ilberhaupt nicht erfaBt. 

Aufgabe der Erfindung ist es, ein Spiegelglas so zu 
konstruieren, daB mit einer Zusatz-Spiegelflii.che eine 
raumraffende Sicht-Erweiterung nach auswii.rts waage- 30 

recht und gleichzeitig nach auswarts abfallend zustan
dekommt. 

Diese Aufgabe wird erfindungsgemii.8 gelost <lurch 
die kennzeichnenden Merkmale des Anspruchs. Die Zu
satz-Spiegelflache ist progressiv spharisch abgekrilmmt, 35 
wobei die Krilmmung gleichzeitig nach auswii.rts waa
gerecht und nach auswarts abfallend verlii.uft. Durch die 
sich daraus ergebende fii.cherformig raumraffende 
Sicht-Erweiterung wird der Bereich des toten Winkels 
voll von waagerecht bis zur Fahrbahn erfaBt. Es erleich- 40 

tert auch das schnelle Beurteilen der jeweiligen Situa
tion, wenn man die zu beobachtenden Objekte nicht nur 
iiber der Fahrbahn sieht, sondern auch auf der Fahr
bahn. 

Die beiden Zeichnungen zeigen vergleichsweise den 45 

Stand der Technik (2) filr einen PKW-Spiegel und eine 
Darstellung des erfindungsgema6en Spiegelglases ( t) 
fiir einen PKW-Spiegel. 

Ausfi.ihrungsbeispiel in Verbindung mit der so 
erfindungsgemii.Ben Zeichnung 

Die Gesamt-Spiegelflii.che hat eine mittlere verwen
dungsilbliche Gro6e von etwa 170 Quadratzentimetern. 
Das Design entspricht einem praxisgerechten PKW- 55 

Spiegel, wobei die Unterkante leicht nach auBen abfii.llt, 
damit sich fiir den Fahrer eine echte waagerechte Basis
Sicht ergibt. Flii.chengroBe und Design ermoglichen es, 
da6 die Ausgangs-Optik plan ist. Nach EURO TOV muB 
sich auf Planglas fiir einen PKW-Aullenspiegel die fol- 60 

gende geometrische Figur beschreiben !assen: Basis 
13 cm, Au13enhohe 4 cm, Innenhohe 7 cm. Diese Figur 
laBt sich bei der erfindungsgema.Ben Darstellung be
quern im oberen Teil der Haupt-Spiegelflii.che einzeich
nen und belii.Bt noch zusii.tzlichen Freiraum. Auch die 65 

Zusatz-Spiegelflii.che wird mehr als nur knapp den An
forderungen gerecht. 

Ein Spiegelglas mit konvexer Ausgangs-Optik kann 

Patentanspruch 

Fahrzeug-AuBenrilckspiegel mit einteilig verstell
barem Spiegelglas. Die Gesamt-Spiegelflache hat 
eine einheitliche gleichformige Ausgangs-Optik, 
entweder plan oder konvex mit gleichformiger 
Krtimmung. Sie ist unterteilt in eine fahrzeugseitige 
groBere Haupt-Spiegelflache mit Beibehaltung der 
Ausgangs-Optik, sowie in eine anschlie6ende klei
nere Zusatz-Spiegelflache mit progressiver Ab
krilmmung, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die pro
gressive Abkrilmmung nicht asphii.risch (2) sondern 
erfindungsgemaB spharisch (t) ist, und daB sie nicht 
our nach auswii.rts waagerecht (2) sondern erfin
dungsgemaB sowohl nach auswarts waagerecht wie 
auch nach auswarts abfallend ( t) verlii.uft. 

Hierzu 1 Seite(n) Zeichnungen 
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,;. Europiiisches Patentamt .. ,, 
@) ,;9)}} European Patent Office 

~ - Office europeen des brevets 

@ Publication number: 0 210 757 
A2 

Q.3) EUROPEAN PATENT APPLiCATiON 

@ Application number: 86305042.3 @ Int. l".1;4• B 60 H 1i08 

-@ Oateoffiling: 27.06.86 

----------------------- I. 

@ Priority: 27.06.85 US 749494 

~ Date of publication of application: 
04.02.87 Buiietin 87/6 

@) naia:ign~toM r:nntr!:lrting ~t.::itPC:.. 

AT BE CH DE FR GB IT Li tu NL SE 

@A.mirror. 
~ - . - - - . 
l57} A mirror (11 aenerallv in the form ot a rear view or wing '-""" . . ... . -
mirror with increased fieid of view but with perspective being 
substantially retained is provided. The mirror comprises t\.,vo 
integral and continuous mirror sections (5,6i, one (5) of which 
is iiat to provide ior recognition of distance and the oiher i6) of 
which latei.ally adjoins and merges "vith the flat mirror in tan .. 
gentia! manner whilst being of convex shape to increase the 
iaterai i1eid oi view whiist maintaining perspective of image to 
:>u111t: C}li.lt:'IIL dl lt:d~l. The 111i11u1 ;.:, ,:fC::11'01 ally hold; .. a bvdy v1 

frame {2) having e mounting foot (4) or arm (3) attached 
thereto. 

I (7i) Aooiicant: Von Seidei, Michaei 
I - 5 ROmajadoi Avenue Sandhurst EKtension 4 I J::anrltnn Tr11nc:usu1I Prnuinro(7A) 

I (72) inventor: 
I - The Inventor has agreed to •waive his entitlement to 
I designation 

I '=-- . .. ... . . - .. I~ ;::~a~~;:1~~:e~ :~~~:1:c~n;o~0Y:~~n1~ High Street 
J WAd Wyr.enmhA High Wyr.enmhA, Rude<:. HP14 ~AEIGBI 

I 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

"" ~-

THIS r~-vENTION relates to a mirror such a rear 

view mirror of the general type employed for enabling 

an operator to view in a rearward direction 

particul~rly a driver of a motor vehi~le·or other land 

or water vehicle. Still more particularly, although 

not exclusively, the invention relates to what are 

widely termed "wing mirrors" an6 which employed on 

the outside of a motor vehicle either on a door 

adjacent a front seat thereof and, particularly, but 

not exclusively, adjacent a driver's seat, or on a 

front fender of a vehicle. 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

Wing mirrors, particularly those used on the 

door of a motor vehicle, suffer from the disadvantage 

that ordinary flat mirr~rs, which provide a realistic 

si2e of image (and thus Correctly indicate distance) 

/ .. = 
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have insufficient field of view to enable a driver to 

see, in the mirror, a vehicle positioned in the weil 

known "blind-spot" immediately adjacent the vehicle 

and somewhat to the rear of the driver. rn an effort 

to overcome this disadvantage, it is well known to 

make such wing mirrors to a convex (part spherical) 

shape so that a very much increased field of vision is 

HowPvPr. the disadvantage of this course. 

of action is that a reduced size of im~gp i~ prP~PnrPrl 

in the mirror which, in turn, leads to a distorted 

impression as to the distance from the mirror of an 

object reflected therein. 

In a further effort to avoid this 

disadvantage, there has be.en made available a flat 

mirror having a small convex mirror in the centre, or 

to one side, thereof. The distance mentioned above 

can therefore be estimated from the flat mirror whilst 

the convex mirror covers the required additional field 

of vision This arrangement has the disadvantage 

that a zone of flat mirror is renderea substantia1ly 

innpPrativ~ by the convex mirror and any reduced size 

image appearing therein will have the same 

disadvantage regarding its distance from the mirror as 

indicated above. Also, only part, and possibly none, 

/ ... 
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of ;:i nv l'"POll i rPd i m.oiaP will ;:,,nnP:'lr in the flat region - ··.1. . -~--- -- -···-':;I- -r:"'r-- .. 

of the mirror . Also the O'UCC "'-F ...... observer must -~ -- -.. ..... 
refocus over a very short distance between the two 

totally different mirror surfaces. 

Further efforts to overcome the problem 

include a number of different arrangements in which a 

flat mirror is ~ither bent in~o two or more sections 

or has a lateral zone curvea to a part cylindrical 

shape to provide an increased field of .,,. .. -. ..... 
V .... ,;:;:: ff• 

Eowever, bending a flat mirror to proviae a part 

cylindrical surface in this manner generally results 

in a change of mirror character which takes place over 

too short a distance and also a total loss of 

proportion in the curved part of t-h.,:, mi r rr"lr _ The 

images of objects are simply too n~rrnw ~nn r~,, and 

in fact become extremely difficult to recognise. 

Proposals of this general nature form the subject 

matter of grantea United States Patent Numbers :-

... -._;_ 
4,331.382 to Graff 

3,028,794 to Kinkella 

2,85i,8l0 to Troedle 

3,501,227 to Landen, and, 

3,628;851 to Robertson. 

I . .. 
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s. 

It is the object of this invention to provide 

a rear view mirror which will alleviate, at least to 

some extent, the above disadvantages ana which may, in 

addition; provide the advantage that it will be simple 

for an observer to detect when an object is in the 

usual "blind-spot~ in relation to a motor vehicle. 

OF INVENTION 

In accordance with this invention there is 

provided a mirror having in the plane of the mirror a 

first dimension and a secon~ dimension at right angles 

to the first dimension and wherein the mirror 

comprises a flat mirror seetion made integral 

and merging into, a convex mirror section which lies 

in the path of the second dimension, the flat mirror 

section communicating subst~ntially tangentiaily with 

the convex mirror section such that the mirror, in the 

direction of the second dimension; bas a cross-section 

~£Omprising a straight portion co~.municating 

tangentially with a curved portion, the convex section 

having a cross-sectional shape in a direction parallel 

to said first aimension which increases in convexity 

with increasing distance from the flat mirror 

, 
/ ... 
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A further feature of the invention provides 

for the Cuuv~x miLLU£ 1:;e.:;;tion to also in~reasE>, -in 

convexity in the direction of the second dimension 

with increasing distance from the flat mirror 

section. A section through the mirror in this 

direction therefore may follow the path of a spiral or 

U.l"\'111+-a • ""'"•w .._""'"" • 

The cross-section of the convex section of the 

mirror in a direction parallel to the first airnension 

is conveniently part-circular with the radius of 

curvature rlPr-rP~~ing with increasing distance from the 

The cross-section of the mirror in the 

direction parallel to the second dimension may be a 

straight line merging tangentially with a curved line 

which may be part-circular (ie. of fixed radius of 

curvature) but is preferably one which increases in 

convexity with increasing distance from the flat 

mirror section. In the latter case the curved line 

may be considered to have an "instantaneousfl radius of 

curvature in the direction of the second dimen~inn 

which will decrease either stepwise or continuously. 

A stepwise decrease facilitates physically generating 

i . .. 
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the surface on a pattern. Most preferably such 

"instantaneous" radius of curvature is substantially 

equal to the radius of curvature in a direction 

parallel to the first dimension at all points on the 

convex mirror section. 

It is to be understood that iP this 

specification the terms "increasing anO decreasing 

convexity" correspond to "decreasing and increasing 

instantaneous radii of curvature" respectively. 

It will be understood that the radii of 

curvature and dim~n~inn~ of t.~e mirror will be chosen, 

in each case; to provide the required field of view .. 

It should be noted that an image in the convex mirror 

section will be somewhat distorted and it is part of 

the advantage of the present invention that when a 

distorted image is viewed, a driver will know that the 

object being reflecteo is within the usual 

"blind-spot" area. However, such an image will not 

be so distorted as to be unrecognisable. It is also 

within the scope of this invention that the convex 

section of the mirror could be slightly tinted with 

any suitable colour to indicate that an object being 

reflected is located within such ttblind-spot" area. 
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8. 

In order that the invention may be more fully 

understood, various embodiments of the invention, in 

~he form of a rear view wing mirror, will now be 

described. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ...._..., .._ r . ..,.,. ..... ,...,... 
LJJ:U-\VI .L N~.::> 

In the drawings 

FIG. 1 

FIG. 2 

FIG. 3 

is an isnm~tri~ view of a wing mirror 

according to this invention; 

is a diagrammatic cross-section taken 

along the second dimension of the 

mirror indicated by line nA" in Fig. 

1 illustrating the optical view lines 

achieved by a mirror of the invention 

itself (without the body, frame or 

the like); 

is a11 .i.1:>u111t:tric view of a mi:rror 

surface according to the invPnrinn 

which can be generated on a lathe for 

pattern making purposes; 

I - .. 
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9. 

FIG. 4 is an isomqtric view of a mirror 

alone in which the convex mirror 

section eonforms to an alternative 

and prQte:red shape; 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken in the 

direction of the second dimension cf 

the mirror (ie. along line v - v in 

Fig. 4 gfid in the direction of line 

FIGS. 6a to 6d illu3trate some cross-sections 

taken at 1ine~ V!a to V!a; V!b to 

'U'l"ho y .,_,..,,, VIc to !t7T,.... y .,., , Vld to Vld 

respectively in Fig. 5 in directions 

parailel to the first dimension of 

the mirror as indicated by line "B" 

in Fig. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION WITH REF"RRENC'R TO THE nR~WTNC.:S 

In all the illustrated embodiments of the 

invention a wing mirror (l) is carried in a body or 

frame (2) mounted on an arm (3) having a mounting foot 

( 4) • ~ho miTrnr itself has two integral sections {5) 

I . .. 

l-
1 

.. I 

I 
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J.U • 

and (6), the one (S) of which is a flat mirror section 

and the other (6) of which i I': of a convex shape. The 

"break away" line of join between these two sections 

(5) and (6) of the mirror is indicated by dotted line 

(7) as being a •traigbt line but it may also be an 

arcuate line as in the case of the mirror shown in 

In the case of the i:>mhnrlim,::ant- i 11 net-.- .. ._.,.,:a - ..... ~ ........ 1ii1 __ ... in 

Fig. 3 the ~nnu,:,v i::of"+-; t"I\'\ ·-···-·· _,..,.. .... -.. ; e -Fl"\rm.::.A h,, +-, .. --.: -- -•w- .,_"".._un""~ tJ,Z 1.,,.U.1..1!..&.,.lJ~ Cl 

pattern for the mirror on a lathe and moving the tool 

to form the radius of curvature in the direction 

para1lel to the second dimension. The "break away 6 

line (7) is, therefore, of part circular shape in this 

case. 

In the case of the embodiment illustrated in 

Figs. 4 to 6 the "break awayn line {7) is straight and 

the mirror surface assumes its preferred shape. The 

mirror surface thus deviates from a straight s~~tinn 

as it enters the convex mirror section in the 

direction of the second dimPn~inn (ie. line "A" in 

Fig. l) • The convex section may have 

radius of curvature in this direction bµt, in oraer to 

provide for the least distortion, preferably has a 

I 
I • • • 
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curvature. Such radius of 

purpose of facilitating development of a pattern 
-

surface, it may decrease in a step-wise manner so 1ong 

as the surfaces are tangential to each other at the 

positions where the radius decreases by a stepped 

amount (ie. increasing convexity). The radius of 

~11ru~T11ro of the the mirror in 

cross-section in directions parallel to the first 

dimension of the miror (ie. para11el to line "Bn in 

Fig. l) at any particular point is preferably equal to 

the radius of curvature of the mirror at that same 

point in the direction parallel 

dimension (ie~ line "A" ; n 'C"'I,... .... .... •":t. 

to the 

, \ 
.._ I • 

In such preferred form therefore, the radius 

of curvature will decrease as the distance in~rPa~P~ 

from the •break away" ~ . 
.L 1.ne ( 7) • 

clearly in Fig. 5, r 1 is greater 

greater than r 
3 

which is greater 

Thus, as 

than 

than ... ... " . ., 

chl'"\"L.'fP\ _ ... _ ...... 

The radius 

of curvBturP in cross-section (in directions parallel 

to thP l"1imonc:.-i'nn\ ;c:. ;ii, .. r-o.,a..;.--~-..::a :- 'rl.:------- --••-••---••1 -- ~.i.-.1.ACIL...LC\..l:;'U .L.ll £..L~:::ia 6a to 6d 

respectively as being equal to the radius of curvature 

in the direction of the second dimension a+~ v - _n ... 

particular point along its length. 

, 
/ ... 
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.;o-fcrr,r,g now more prart-ii-111;:irly to Fig. 2, it 

will be seen that the flat section {2) of the mirror 

bas extremities of vision, relative to a pair of 

hypothetical eyes given by lines of vision indicated 

bv numerals Cl.ti) ana (11). 
~ . -/ That indicated by numeral 

(10) constitutes the innermost limit of vision whilst 

that inriir-rat-Pr'i hy rrnrn~rai (11) indicates the outermost 

line of vision. Thus, there is, as usua1, a 

by nurraer al ( 12) • 

:i·he c:uuvt:.11. section (6) of the mirror according 

to this invention, as indicated by extremity line of 

vision indicated by numeral (13), embraces this 

general area and, in fact, .can, depending on the size 

of the mirror, and the radii of curvature thereof, be 

that of a driver looking roughly forwardly and what is 

seen out of the corner of his eye .• 

As indicated above, it will be a~pL~~iat~d, 

that the radius of curvature should not be too small 

nrhPrwis~ the image of an object will be excessively 

distorted and possibly be unrecognisable_ The 

preferred idea is td render the object recognisable 
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but in somewhat distorted image so that a driver will 

then be aware of the fact rhnr t-hP object is in what 

it:: 11~11.:,i 'i Y l"'!on~idPri:>r'I +-n h4"> t-h4"> "blinO-SpOt" • 

It will be understood that numerous variations 

may be made to the above described embodiments of the 

invention without departing from the scope hereof. 

The invention therefore provides an extremely 

simple yet highly effective rear view mirror which 

will, it is considered, ao away with the general 

with prese·ntly available mirrors or mirror assemblies. 

Also, the invention is not to be interpreted 

as being confined in scope tu a ~u11v~A o~c;tiur1 being 

only on one side of a flat mirror section and, in 

fact, an arcuate mirror section could be provided at 

two opposite sides of a flat mirror s~~tion or ~ro11nn 

the entire periphery of the flat mirror $ection, if 

In the latter case, the flat mirror 

section could be circular, thus providing a convex 

type of mirror but with a central flat section. 

I 

/ . . . 
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The m;rrnrs nf' ,t.h.fc. -... ... ...... ..,. invention can be made by any 

suitable methods of manufacture such as mouiding of a 

mirror backing following by silvering and the 

applieation of any protective coatings or the like as 

may be required= In particular, it is envisaged that 

mass production will be most easily carried out by 

injection or press moulding a backing or even vacuum 

forming such In any event, 

techniques can be employed as only the contour of the 

reflective surfaee is different from ,n;,.. ,.. ...... .,. c:. ... -... -.. ~ currently 

being manufactured. 

~ 

/ ... 
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.J.;;;, • 

A mirror (l) having in the plane of the mirror 

a first dimension ("B") and a second dimension 

("A") at right angles to the first dimension 

and wherein the mirror comprises a flat mirror 

section (5) made integral with; and merging 

into, a convex section (6) which lies in the 

path of the second dimension, the flat mirror 

section communicating substantially 

tangentially with the convex mirror section 

such that the mirror, in the direction of the 

second dimension; has~ ~ro~~-se~tion 

comprising a straight portion communicating 

tangentially with a curved portion, the convex 

section having a cross-sectional 

direction parallel. to said first dimension 

which increases in convexity with increasing 

distance from the flat mirror section. 
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A mirror as claimed in claim l in which the 

convex mirror section (6) increases in 

convexity in the direction c,f the second .. . 

dimensior1 ("A") of, the.:nirror;_witb increasing 

distance from the flat mirrpr section· (5). 

A mirror as c1aimed in claim 2 in which the 

convexity cf the convex mirror ~ection (6) is 

substantially the same in the direction of the 

first dimension er.an) as it -is in 

directior1 of the second 

.. 1.
l..&lt: 

at al.l 

positions on the convex mirror section (6). 

4. A mirror as claimed in claim l._ -in whi·ch the 

cross-sectio~ 0£ the convex mirror. section ,e, 
\OJ 

is in the direction of the first dimension 

("B"), substantially pa~t-circular in shape at 

all positions thereon •. 

5. A mirror as claimed in claim 1 in which the 

break-away iine {7} where the flat (5) and 

convex (6) mirror sections meet tangentially 

is a straight line. 

I . •. 
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6. A mirror as claimed in claim l in which the 

nr~~~ ~···~v 1in~ {7j Wh __ e_r_e the flat (5) and -· .... -,.-- .. _.. --··- ' .. 
convex mirror sections meet tangentially is a 

curved line. 

7. A mirror as claimed in claim 2 in Which the 

convexity of the convex mirror 

;n~reases in a stepwise manner with increasing 

ni~~ance from the flat mirror section (5). 

s. A mirror (l) as claimed in claim 2 in which 

the convexity of the convex mirror section 

increases continuously ..,; i-h " ......... increasing 

distance from the flat 

9. A mirror as claimed in claim l in which the 

mirror (1) is a rear view mirror held in a 

suitable body or frame (2) therefor. 

10. A mirror as claimeo in claim 9 in wh;~h rhP 

body or frame (2) is carried by a mounting 

foot (4j or arm (3). 

I ••• 

. . 

~ I 

<I 
! 

I 
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i1. A mirror as claimed in claim l in which the 

convex mirror section (6) is of a different 

colour tint from that of the flat mirror 

section (5). 
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@ Exterior rear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle. 

@ An exterior rear-view mirror assembly for a ve
hicle has a housing (10) arranged to be mounted at 
a predetermined orientation on a vehicle body and a 
mirror (30) mounted in the housing (10) on means 
(28} permitting its orientation to be adjusted relative 
to the housing (10). A second mirror (36), which is 
convex and of smaller radius of curvature than the 
first mirror (30), is mounted in the housing (10) either 
above or below the first mirror (30) so that no part 
thereof is further from the vehicle than the outboard 
edge of the first mirror (30}. 
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EXTERIOR REAR-VIEW MIRROR ASSEMBLY FOR A VEHICLE 

This invention relates to an exterior rear-view 
mirror assembly for a vehicle of the type in which a 
housing is arranged to be mounted at a predeter· 
mined orientation on a vehicle body and a mirror is 
mounted in the housing on means permitting its 
orientation to be adjusted relative to the housing. 

The mirrors of such mirror assemblies are 
commonly either plane mirrors or convex mirrors 
having a relatively large radius of curvature. Con
sequently. although a driver using such a mirror is 
able to form a relatively accurate impression of the 
distance between his vehicle and a following ve
hicle. 1t 1s probable that such a mirror will leave a 
so-called "blind spot" in which another vehicle 
passing the vehicle to which the mirror is fitted 
moves out of the driver's field of view in the mirror 
before it enters the periphery of the driver's field of 
view by direct vision. The present invention aims to 
provide a mirror assembly which is not sub1ect to 
this disadvantage. 

According to the invention, a mirror assembly 
of the foregoing type has a second convex mirror 
of smaller radius of curvature than the first mirror 
mounted in the housing. either above or below the 
first mirror so that no part thereof is further from 
the vehicle than the outboard edge of the fi_rst 
mirror. 

An embodiment of the invention will now be 
described. by way of example. with reference to 
the accompanying drawings. in which: 

Figure 1 is an elevational view of a rear view 
mirror in accordance with the invention from the 
side from which the mirror is viewed; 

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view taken on 
the line 2-2 in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a partially broken away plan view 
of the mirror shown inFigure 2. 

Referring to Figure 1, a rear view mirror as
sembly comprises a housing 10 mounted at one 
side on a base member 12, the surface 14 of which 
is adapted to abut against and be secured to the 
body of a motor vehicle (not shown}. The connec
tion between the housing 10 and the base member 
12 comprises mechanism allowing the housing 10 
to be displaced forwardly or rearwardly in the event 
that the housing is subjected to impact. This 
mechanism which. in Figure 1 is covered by a 
sleeve 16 of flexible material. is of known type and 
will therefore not be described in detail. 

As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2. the 
housing 10 comprises an upper chamber 20 and a 
lower chamber 22 which are separated by a par
titition wall 24. A first mirror carrier 26 is mounted 

5 

on a ball-and-socket joint 28 which is secured to 
the interior of the chamber 20. A plane mirror 30 is 
mounted on the mirror carrier 26. 

Similarly, a mirror carrier 32 is mounted on a 
ball-and-socket joint 34 which is secured to the 
interior of the lower chamber 22. The mirror carrier 
32 carries a convex mirror 36. The relative cur
vatures of the mirrors 30 and 36 can best be seen 
from Figure 3. 

10 As is well known, it will be necessary for dif-
ferent drivers to adjust the orientation of the plane 
mirror 30 to suit their requirements. If desired, 
mechanism of known type may be provided for 
making this adjustment remotely from the interior 

15 of the vehicle. It will usually be unnecessary for the 
orientation of the convex mirror 36 to be altered, 
only two settings being necessary depending on 
whether the vehicle with which it is to be used has 
left hand drive or right hand drive. Consequently. 

20 the ball-and-socket joint 34 may be replaced by a 
mounting which can be set to either of two pre
determined positions at the time when the mirror is 
fitted to a vehicle. 

25 

Claims 

1. An exterior rear-view mirror assembly for a 
vehicle having a housing (10) arranged to be 

30 mounted at a predetermined orientation on a ve
hicle body and a mirror (30) mounted in the hous
ing ( 10) on means (28) permitting its orientation to 
be adjusted relative to the housing ( 10), charac
terised by a second mirror (36) which is convex 

35 and of smaller radius of curvature than the first 
mirror (30) mounted in the housing (10) either 
above or below the first mirror (30} so that no part 
thereof is further from the vehicle than the outboard 
edge of the first mirror (30). 

40 2. An exterior rear-view mirror assembly ac-

45 

50 

2 

cording to claim 1. wherein the second mirror (36) 
is mounted on means (34) permitting its orientation 
to be adjusted relative to the housing (10). 

, 
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® Zvvecks Verbesserung des Sich1feldes im toten 
Winkel eines WagenfUhrers mit Hilfe eines Ruck
spiegels (1) ist eine konvexe Spiegelfl3.che in Form 
einer sf2rischen Kalotte (5) mit einer zentralen pla
nen Fl§che (8) auf der planen oder schvvach konve-
xen Spiegelglassflache (2) des Ruckspiegels ange
bracht und vorzugsvveise in der Na.he einer Ecke des 
Spiegelglasses. Die Kalotte (5) hat einen KrUm
mungsradius von etvva 0,1 m und eine solche Gros
se, dass die Kalotte bei beabsichtigtem Betrach
tungsabstand einen \lVinkela vu11 Lvv;-::,1...,hc.:1, vtvva 2 
bis etvva 6 ° umfasst. 

Rank Xerox (UK) Business Services 
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Die voriiegende Erfindung bezieht sich auf eine 
Vorrichtung fur RUckspiegei fur Fahrzeuge urn den 
toten Vv'inkei zwischen dern Sichtfeld des Obiichen 
AussenrUckspiegeis und derTr direkten Sichtfeid 
des v·vagenfUhrers auszuschalten. 

Derartige Vorrichtungen an RUckspiegein rnit 
weici-1e1T1 rnan durch besondere optisci1e Ausbii
dungen versuci1t hat den s.g. toten Vv'inkei zu ver
rnindern sind vorbekannt. 0 biiche §ussere RUck
spiegei sind rneistenteiis rnit einer pianen oder 
schwach konvexen Fiache ausgebiidet. Zwecks Er
hait einer grosseren Sichtfiache sind s.g. Panora
rnarUckspiegei verwendet worden, die durcr1 eine 
konvexe Ausbiidung und einer betrachtiich grusse
ren horisoniaien Lange ais gewuhniiche RUckspie
gei eine gewisse Verbesserung des Sichtfeides ge
geben haben. Hierdurch beslehl jedoch der Nachl
eii dass der Autofahrer rUckwartigen Verkehr nicht 
ianger in natUriicher Grosse erfassen kann, wo
durch eine Beurteiiung des Abstandes zu rUckwar
tigen Fahrzeugen und deren Geschwindigkeit 
schwierig zu beurteiien ist. Man hat auch schon 
versucht das Sichtield durch Aufteilung des Spie
geigiasses in einer ausseren Haifte und einer inne
ren Haifte zu vergrossern. Eine derartige Ausbii
dung fUhrt jedoch zu ungewUnschten Verzerrun
gen. 

Zur Losung des voriiegenden Probiernes ist 
auch schon die Befestigung eines kieineren Spie
geis auf dern norrnaien ausseren RUckspiegei vor
gesci1iagen warden, wobei die Spiegeifiache des 
kieineren Spiegeis konvex ausgebiidet ist und 
durch den hierdurch erhaltenen Weitwinkeleffekt 
den Totenwinkei abdeckt - vgi hierzu beispieiswei
se DE OS 2 139 431 insbesondere Fig. 3 c. Diese 
hier verwendete ganziici1 konvex gewoibte Spiegei
flache ergibt jedoch ein unproportional verzerrtes 
Biid und resuitiert darnit ieicht zu einer faischen 
Beurteilung des Abstandes zu einern irT1 toten 'V-v'in
kel beobachteten Fahrzeug. 

Zweck voriiegender Erfindung ist die Schaffung 
einer Vorrichtung an derartigen RUckspiegein, die 
den toten 'Winkei abdeckt ohne zu Verzerrungen 
lier Sid1lfiache .w flihrer1. 

Zur Losung dieses Probiernes wird erfindungs
gernass eine Vorrichtung vorgeschiagen die eine 
'vVUlbung hat, die irn Vergleich zu einern planen 
oder schwach konvexen RUckspiegei einen ausge
sprochenen vVeitwinkeieffekt ergibt und weici1e ge
genUber ihrern Belrachlungsabsland ausreichend 
gross ist urn eine sichere und korrekte Beobach
tung eines irn diesern Abstand befindlichen Fahr
zeuges zu ergeben. Hierdurch wird der gewui1nii
ci1erweise tole Vv'inkei gul abgedecki und der aus
gesproci1ene 'vVeitwinkeieffekt ergibt, dass beson
ders naheliegende im Totenwinkel befindliche Fahr
zeuge gut observiert werden konnen wahrend die 
Spiegelflaci1e des Ubiichen RUckspiegeis fUr Be-

5 
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2 

trc1cmur1yet1 auf iangeren Au::;tat1uet1 verweriuet 
werden kann. 

Erfindungsgernass ist die spiegeinde konvexe 
Fiache ais eine ilauptsachiici-r sfarisch gewuibte 
Kalotte ausgebiidet, deren zentrale Zentrurnpartie 
aus einer planen Fltlche besteht, wobei die zentraie 
piane Fiache etwa 5 - 17 % , vorzugsweise 7-1 0 % 
der totaien Spiegeifiacile ausrnacilt. Hierdurci1 ist 
die iviogiichkeit zu einer einfachen und biiiigen 
Hersteiiung gegeben und gieichzeitig Ubervvindet 
man auch in bestrnogiicherweise eine Biidverzer
rung und auch ignorierbare optische Kanteneffekte 
an der Periferie der Kaiotte. 

Zweckrnassig soii der Krtlrnrnungsradius der 
spiegeinden konvexen Flache eine Grossenord
nung von 0, 1 rn autvveisen und soll die Kaiotte bei 
einern Belrachlungsabsland einen Vv'inkei von .:wi
schen 2 bis 6 ° aufnehrnen. iviit "Gr6ssenordnung" 
ist in diesern Zusarnrnenilang der intervaii zwi
scr-,en der iviesszahi dividiert rnit .. /3 und der iviess
zahl multipliziert mit -/3 gemeint. Der KrOmmungs
radius R ist sornit in einer Grossenordnung 0, 1 rn 
falls 0, 1 /.J3 ~ R och ~ 0, 1 • ..J3 oder rnit anderen 
Worten R soiite zwisc1-1en etwa 0,05 rn und zirka 
o, 16 rn betragen. Weiterilin kann die obere Winkei
grenze von 6 ° zweckrnassig fUr i1eutzutage ver
wendete Personenkraftwagen gelten bei welchen 
die Grosse der RUckspiegei rneistens einen gros
seren VVinkel erlaubt ohne dass die gewOhliche 
Spiegeifiache des RUckspiegeis aiizu kiein wird. 
Bei Lastkraftwagen und Ornnibussen kann desilaib, 
fails gewUnchst, die obere vVinkeigrenze urn einige 
Grade hoher sein. 

Bei einer ersten vorgezogenen AusfUhrungs
forrn der Erfindung besteilt die Vorrichtung aus 
einern Korper in Forrn einer i1auptsachiich sfarisch 
gewolbten Kalotte mit einer zentralen planen Fla
cile, wobei die Vorrichtung auf einern pianen oder 
schwach konvexen Spiegeigiass eines Ubiichen 
RUckspiegeis befestigt werden kann. 

Hierbei ist zweckrnassig dass der Korper eine 
Hinterseite hat, die wenigstens teiiweise rnit einer 
Kiebrnasseschicilt bedeckt ist urn hierrnit in ge
wU11::;chler Laye c1ui uern Sµieyeiyic1::;::; eir1e::; uuii
cilen RUckspiegeis befestigt werden zu konnen 
und dass diese Klebrnittelschicht in an sich be
kannter VVeise vor VVerwendung durch eine ab
rei::;::;uc1re Scr1UtL::;cnic..:m auyeuec..:m i::;t. 

Aiternativ kann die erfindungsgernasse Vorrich
lung nalUriich iniiiai aui einern Ubiichen RUckspie
gei befestigt sein. Durch eine derartige Befesti
gung, die irn Zuge der Herstellung des RUckspie
gei geschehen kann, ist natUriici-1 eine bessere Hai
lung gewai1rieislel. 

in beiden diesen Faiien bestei1t die rnit einer 
zentralen planen Flache versehene, sfarisch kalott
forrnige Vorrichtung zweckrnassig aus einern 
biankpoiierten ivietaii oder einer ivietaiischicrlt aui 
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l""inen~anspri..i cne 

1. Vorrichtung an Rllckspiegeln fllr Fahrzeuge 
bestehend aus einer spiegeinden konvexen 
Flache (5) rnit einer VVUlbung (R) die - verglie- s 
chen rnit einern llbiichen pianen oder schwach 
konvex ausgebiideten Ruckspiegel - einen aus
gesprochenen vVeitwinkeieffekt ergibt und die 
eine gegenllber ihrern vorgesehenen Betrach-
tungsabstand ausreichende Grosse aufweist ;o 
um eine sichere und korrekte Beobachtung 
von irn toten VVinkel beiindlichen Fahrzeugen 
zu erzieien, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass 
an spiegeinde konvexe Fiache (5) aus einer 
hauplsachiich sfarisch gew6iblen Kaiolle (5) 15 

rnit einer zentraien pianen Fiache (8) besteht, 
wobei die .::enlraie plane Fiache (8) elwa 5 -
1 , 'lo, vur Luy!:;;wei!:)e 7 - 10 °/o der totaien Spie
gelfiache urnfasst. 

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge
kennzeichnet, dass der Vv'Olbungsradius (R) 
der spiegeinden konvexen Fiache eine Gros
senordnung van etwa 0, 1 rn i-1at. 

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruc..:11 1 uuer 2, dadurch 
gekennzeichnet, dass die Kalotte (5) bei ei
nem vorgesel1enen Betrachtungsabstand einen 
'v\'inkeia von etwa 2 e - 6 e aufnirnrnt. 

4. Vorrichtung nach den Anspruchen 1 - 3, da
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Kaiotte (5) 
zur Befestigung an einem planen oder 
schwach gewoibten Spiegelgiass (2) eines Lib
lichen Ruckspiegeis (1) vorgesehen ist. 

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch ge
~ennzeicnntn, ua::,;::,; uer r-urµer \::>/ eitie Hin
terseite aufweist, die wenigstens teiiweise von 

20 

25 

30 

35 

einer Kiebstoffschicht (6) und eine diese schUt- 40 

zende abreissbare Sc11utzscl1icht (7) besteht. 

6. Vorrichtung nach den Ansprllchen 1-5, da
durd1 gekennzeichnei, da:s:s lier Korµer (5) 
aus blankpoiierten ivietaii oder einer ivietaii- 45 

schicht auf einern Trager aus beispieisweise 
Kunststoif oder Glass besteht, wobei das ivie-
taii gegebenenfaiis gegen cr1ernische und phy
sikalische Beanspruchung durcl1 eine kiare 
perrnanenle Schul.::schichl abgedeckl isl. 50 

i. Vorrichtung nach den AnsprUchen 1-3, da
durch gekennzeichnet, dass der Kaiotteii (15) 
einsluckig rnil einern pianen oder sc1-1wac1-, 
konvexen Spiegeiglass (12) eines ubiichen 55 

Ruckspiegels ausgefuhrt ist. 

4 

6 
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(54) Improved rearvie\r-1 mirror for motor vehicles 

(57) An improved iow cost automatic rearview mir
ror for automotive vehicles is provided. the mirror being 
capabie of operating in harsh environments over wide 
variations in temperature. humidity. vibration. atmos
pheric corrosion, sait spray, eiectronic disturbances and 
sand and grit abrasion. In one embodiment of the inven
tion, an irnproved autornaticaiiy partiaiiy dirnming 
aspheric outside rearview mirror is provided which 
increases the safety of night driving and in which an 
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mooard portion ot tne mirror automaticaiiy transfers 
from a full reflective mode to a partial reflective mode for 
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iment of the invention provides improved signaling 
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nAc:,r,riptinn 

BRIEF SU~v1~v1ARY OF THE INVENTION 

,,, ,tnm,,tir,,olly r<>t1 irn" tn it" nnrm,ol high r<>fl,:,r,t,onr,,:, <>t,ot,:, 

without any action being required on the part of the 
rlrivAr nf thA 1/AhidA. ThA AIAdrn-nptir, mArli, ,m i" rli"
pnsArl in ;::i sA;::ilArl r.h;::imhAr rlAfinArl hy ;::i tr;::in,::;p;::irAnt 

This invention relates to rearvie"·" mirrors for motor s front glass element, a peripheral edge sea!, and a rear 
mirror element having a reflective layer, the electro-optic 
medium filling the chamber. Conductive layers are pro
vided on the inside of the front and rear glass elements 
the conductive layer on the front glass element being 

vehicles and, more particularly, to improved exterior 
rear vie\A/ mirrors for motor vehicles. 

l-lorotnfnro, \l!:llrin11~ !:111 1tnm!:lltir ro!:llrHio,u mirrrw~ fnr 

mntnr uohirloc h!:11\/0 hoon rlo\/ic.orl \Alhit"':h !:ll11tnm!ltir!:11lly 

r:h;;:angi:::1 frnrn fh,:a f1111 n:1flg,r:t:::anr:g, mnrlg, (rh::ay) tn ths:a p;:iir--

tia! reflectance mode (night) for g!are protection pur
poses from light emanating from the headlights of 
vehicles approaching from the rear. The electrochromic 
mirrors disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 4,902,108, issued 

10 transparent while the conductive layer on the rear glass 
eiement may be either transparent or opaque, i.e., the 
conductive iayer on the rear giass eiement may aiso 
function as the refiective iayer for the rear giass eie
ment, and the conductive iayers on both the front giass 

February 20, 1990, for Single-Compartment, Seif-Eras- 15 eiement and the rear giass eiement are connected to 
ing, Solution-Phase Eiectrochromic Devices, Solutions 
for Use Therein, and Uses Thereof; U.S. Patent No. 
4,917,477, issued Aprii 17, 1990, for Automatic Rear-

e1ecuonic circuiuy wnicn is erreGiive 10 e1ecuica11y ener
gize the eiectro-optic rnediurn to switch the rnirror to 
nighttime. decreased reflectance modes when glare is 

view Mirror System for Automotive Vehicies; U.S. Patent detected and thereafter allow the mirror to return to the 
No. 5. 128,799. issued Juiy 7, 1992. for Variabie Refiect- 20 day"time, high reflectance mode when the glare sub-
ance Motor Vehicie Mirror: U.S. Patent No. 5,202,787, 
issued Aprii 13. 1993. for Eiectro-Optic Device: U.S. 
Patent No. 5,280,380, issued January 18, 1994, for UV
Stabiiized Compositions and Methods: and U.S. Patent 

sides as desciibed in detail in the afoiementioned U.S. 
Patents. For clarity of description of such a structure, 
the front surface of the front glass element is sometimes 
referred to hereinafter as the first surface, and the inside 

No. 5
1
282,077, issued January 25, 'i 994, for Variable 2s surface of the front glass element is sometimes referred 

Refiec1ance Mirror, each of which patents is assigned to 
Lht:! c1.~~iy1H:H:! uf Lht' fJ' l:!~~rn irivt:!r uiuri, ctr t:! LYJ.Jit,.;ctl uf 

111ude1 ri ddy autu111cttiv r edl view 111i11u1:::, fur 111utu1 vehi
cles. Such electrochromic mirrors may be utilized in a 

to as the second surface. The inside surface of the rear 
glass element is sometimes referred to as the third sur
face, and the back surface of the rear g!ass element is 
sometimes referred to as the fourth surface. 

fully i11t~y1e1t~d i11~idt::/uut~id~ 1~ct1vit::vv 111i11u1 ~y~t~111 u1 30 If desiied, and as desciibed in detail in the appli
cants· copending application entitled "Dimmable Rear
vie"·" ~v1irror for ~v1otor Vehicles", vvhich application is 
assigned to the assignee of the present invention, and 
the entire disclosure of "·"hich is hereby incorporated by 

Cl~ Cl.I I ;I n: .. ;dc VI Cl.I I vut~;dc I CCII V;CVY 111;1 I VI ~y~tc111, 111 

general, in automatic rearview mirrors of the types dis
closed in U.S. Patent Nos. 4,902,108; 4,917,477; 
C -11'")0 "7CC· C l'")nl'") "70"7 C l'")On ~on ..... ~,-1 C 1'")01'") n"7"7 h-+h v, 1.i::..u,1.:.,.:., 1 v,.i::..v.i::..,,u,, v,.i::..uv,uuv a11u v,.i::..u.i::..,v, ,, uuu1 

the inside and the outside rearview mirrors are com- 35 reference, a reflective layer may be provided on the 
prised of a re!ative!y thin electro-optic medium sand
,r,iched and sealed ber.,veen h•10 g!ass elements. !n 
mnc:t ,-..!:llc:o.c \A1ho.n tho clo.rtt"'n-np+i,-.. morfo 1m ic o.lcrtri-

cally energized, it darkens and begins to absorb light, 

inside (third surface) of the back g!ass of a dimming por
tion of the rearvie,r, mirror, ,r,hich !ayer is comprised of a 
c:crio.c nf rn!:lltingc, hcro.!:llft.o.r r!:llllcrl the m11ltil!:11yo.r rnmhi-

nation reflector/electrode, which also forms an integral 
and the higher the VOitage, the darker the mirror 40 olortrnrl.o. in rnn+~r+ ,Mith +no olo.Mrnrl-,rnmir morli~. Tl-,o 

h,:,r.nm<><::. Wh,:,n th<> <>l<>drir.,ol unlt,og,:, i" rl,:,r.r,:,,o.,,:,rl tn nth<>r <>l<>drnrl<> nn th<> in.,irl<> (<::<>r,nnrl) <::1 irfar.<> nf th<> 
7Arn nr rAmnvArl, thA mirrnr rAh ,rn" tn it<:: r.lA,or ,::;t,,fA. 
Al<::n, in gAnAr,ol, fhA AIA"1rn-nptir, mArli11m ""nrlwir.hArl 
::mrl !':ARIArl hAtwAAn thA two glR!':!': AIAmAnf!': i,::: prAfArR-

frnnt gl,o,::;,;: i<:: " tr,,nsp,orAnf Al<>r,frnrlA whir.h "l<::n r.nn
f,or.t,::: thA AIA"1rnr.hrnmir. mArli" in,:::irlA thA mirrnr AIA
ment. The series of cn::iting,::: of the multil::iyAr 

bly comprised of solutions of electrochromic com- 45 combination reflector/ electrode is comprised of at least 
pounds which function as the media of variable 
transmittance in the mirrors, although it should be 
understood that other eiectro-optic media may be uti
iized, inciuding an approach wherein a tungsten oxide 

a base coating which bonds to the glass surface tena
ciously and resists the corrosive action of the materials 
in the eiectrochromic media, and a reflective over coat
ing which directiy contacts the eiectrochromic media 

eiectrochromic iayer is coated on one eiectrode with a so and which is chosen primariiy for its high refiectance, 
soiuiion containing at ieast another compound to pro
vide counter eiectrode reaction. When operated auto
matically, the rearview mirrors of the indicated character 
generaiiy incorporate iight-sensing eiectronic circuitry 
which is effective to change the mirrors to the dimmed 
reflectance modes when glare is detected, the sand
wiched electro-optic medium being activated and the 
,11i11u, b~ir1y dimmed in proportion to the amount of 
glaie that is detected. As glare subsides, the mirror 

stabie behavior as an eiectrode, resistance to corrosion 
by the materiais of the eiectrochromic media. resistance 
to atmospheric corrosion. resistance to electrical con
tact corrosion, the abiiity to adhere to the base coating, 

55 and ease of cieaning to an uncontaminated, high quality 
electrode surface. The series of coatings of the multi
layer combination reflector/electrode has one or more 
ba~~ ~uc:atir,y~ a.rid ur,~ UI IIIUI~ hiyh ,~t1~~1c:u1~~ UV~I 

coatings. The transparent coating is preferably fluorine 

2 
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rlnp,:t,rl tin nvirlt:t., tin rlnpM inrli11m nvirl,:t, (ITn) nr ~ ~,:t,ritl~ 

of metal oxide coatings with base coatings to suppress 
r.nlnr "nri ri:>fli:>r.tinn fnllnwi:>rl hy "n i:>li:>r.trir.,.lly r.nnrl11r.

tivA, tr,.nsp,.ri:>nt r.n,.ting whir.h r.nnt,.r.ts thi:> i:>li:>r.trnr.hrn

mic media directly. Where a series of transparent 5 

coatings is used, the materials are chosen for good 
bonding, resistance to corrosion by the materials of the 
electrochromic media, resistance to corrosion by the 

nn th<> h<>r.k (fn, ,rth) ,,. 1rf,:,r.,:, nf th<> r,:,,:,r gl"""' ,:,l,:,m,:,nt, 

because it is generally necessary to very closely match 
thi:> r.11rv,.t11ri:> nf twn gl""" i:>li:>mi:>nt,::: nf r.nmpl<>Y r.11rv"

hirA, snmi:>timi:>,::: ri:>fi:>rri:>rl tn ""' "m,.tr.hi:>ri-twirn::;" in thi:> 

inrl11stry Mism::itr.hArl gl::iss AIAmAnts r.::in r.::i11sA rln11hlA 

images. and at the present time, it is questionable 
whether automatically dimming, double image-free 
aspherical mirrors having a reflective layer on the fourth 

atmosphere, minimal reflectance, high light transmis- surface of the mirror element can be commercially man-
sion, neutral coloration and high electrical conductance. 10 ufactured from a practical andior economical stand-
Aiso, to a considerabie extent, it is possibie to make the 
reiiective eiectrode very high in eiectricai conductance 
to compensate in a synergistic fashion with a transpar
ent eiectrode that is iower in eiectricai conductance so 

point. However, unexpected and surprisingiy good 
resuits are obtained when a muitiiayer combination 
refieciorieiectrode is utiiized on the inside (third surface) 
oi an aspheric portion oi a dimmabie rearview mirror 

the net resuit is an eiectrochromic mirror which darkens 15 constructed in accordance with the present invention. 
ana c1ears accep1ao1y ras1 ano uniTOrm1y wim exce11em Heretofore, the benefits of including a turn signal or 
uµrit.,;c:1.i µruµerries. other signal, such as a brake signal, in each of the out-

This synergistic structure is applicable for both side mirrors of an automotive vehicle have been recog-
inside and outside rearview mirrors for motor vehicles. nized. U.S. Patent No. 5,0i4,i67, issued May 7, i99i, 
When the multiiayer combination refiectorieiectrode is 20 ior Visual Signaiing Apparatus. and U.S. Patent No. 
used in any mirror. it has the inherent advantage of 
reducing doubie images. distortion. and muitipie images 
from raindrops, dust. etc.. while providing excellent 
speed oi reiiectance change, good high end reiiect-

5,207.492, issued May 4, 1993, for Mirror Assembiy 
describe such mirrors where signai indicators are 
located behind the mirror surface. Through the use of 
dichroic reflectors, speciai iight sources, and directionai 

ance, good uniformity of reflectance change across the 25 louver means these signals, such as turn signals, can 
suric:1.t.,;e c1.rec1. uf rhe mirrur, 11euuc1.I uJiur, t.,;urnir1uc1.iiy vc:1.r
iable reflectance and a low end reflectance low enough 
to relieve strong glare. The reduction in double images 
and distortion is particularly useful in the case of dim-

be hidden from the view of the vehicle operator so that 
lht:! :siyrictl~ du riuL l,;i:I.U~t:! ct vi:siuri r1ui:sctr1t,.;E::! vvhilt:! ~Lill 
being visible to following vehicles or to the passing vehi
cles on either side. The benefit is that vehicles located 

mable miiiOiS which use glass that is bent but may have 30 in the blind spots, yet too fai foivVaid to see conventional 
slight variations in radius of curvature or slight ripple or 
vvarp that result in slight imperfections in matching t,r.;o 
pieces of bent glass required to make, for example, a 
convex electrochromic mirror. 

1 ccu tu111 ~;~11e1.I~, 1 C'\,C';vc fv1 cvvc:1.111;1 1~.:. that Cl vch;vlc ;~ 
about to turn. These mirrors have come to be knov.;n as 
"signal mirrors" in the industry. Heretofore, signal mir= 
rors have not been particularly successful commercially 

Heretofore, non-automatically dimming aspheric 35 due to cost, technical problems, and the inherent diffi-
exterior rearvie"Jl' mirrors have been provided 'l.thich 
increase the fie!d of vie\111 of the driver of a vehicle and 
\lirt11!:1illy o.limin!:llto. tho. \Ato.11.knn,A,n hlinri cpntc "'f rnn\lo.n. 

tional flat glass and/or curved glass exterior mirrors. In 

cu!ty of combining this feature \AJith automatic dimming 
mirrors. 

.4n !:llim nf tho. pro.co.nt in\.lo.ntinn ic ti"\ "'''c.rrnmo tho. 

serious cost and technical problems encountered in 
genera!, aspheric mirrors are made by using mu!tip!e 40 .offnrtc tn \lory rll"\coly matrh tho rnmpl.ov r11r\.lat11roc nf 

n:::arlii nf r.1 irv::ah ir,:i. nr hy r.nmhining ~ilu,:i.r::al typ~~ nf r.1 ir- m1 iltiplil gl::a~~ pl::at~~ fnr 11~,::1 in ::an ::::111tnm:::atir.::ally riim-

v::it11ri:>, i.A., ::i m,:,n fl,:,t <>ri:>::i (infiniti:> r::irli11s nf r.11rv::ih iri:>) 

nr ::i m::iin r.11rvArl ::iri:>::i with ::i r.nn<.t;::int r::irli11s nf r.11rv::i

ture similar to the convex mirrors that are currently in 

ming ::isphi:>rir. n, 1tsirlA ri:>::irviAw mirrnr nf th,:, inrlir.<>ti:>rl 

r.h::ir::ir.ti:>r, ;:inn tn prnvirli:> ::in imprnvAri ::i11tnm::itir.::illy 

partially dimming aspheric outside rearview mirror 
common use on passenger side exterior mirrors in the 45 incorporating improved means which enables the mirror 
United States. together with an aspheric area which is 
disposed on the outboard portion of the mirror. it is the 
high curvature in the aspheric area that yields a greatly 
expanded field of view which, in general, may be nearly 

to be commercially and economically manufactured and 
assembled from a practical standpoint. 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide 
an improved dimmable rearview mirror which increases 

doubie that of convex mirrors and neariy tripie that of so the safety of night driving. 
fiat-surface mirrors. Aspheric mirrors thus tend to eiimi
nate the conventionai so-caiied biind spots. thereby 
enabling the drivers of the vehicles to see adjacent 
ianes in the road and to change ianes without faiiing to 
observe other vehicles, such as automobiles, motorcy
cles and bicycles, traveling in adjacent lanes. However, 
~t,1 iuut, vu~t a11d tt,vh11ivc:1.I µ1ublt,111~ cui~'=' wht,11 t,ffu,tt, 

are made to construct an automatically dimming 
c:t~t,Jht::,iv uut~idt:: 1t::c:1.1vit::vv 111i11u1 vvith a 1t::flt::vtivt:: layt::1 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide 
an improved aspheric outside rearview mirror for motor 
vehicles in which an inboard portion of the mirror can be 
varied from its high reflectance mode to partiai or iower 

55 reflectance modes for giare protection purposes while 
an outboard portion of the mirror remains in the high 
reflectance mode at all times so as to provide a potential 
da.11yt::1/Wc:1.111i11y ~iy11c:1.I if c:u1utht::1 vt::hivlt:: i~ 11t::a1by i11 

c:1.dja.vt::111 lc:1.11t::~ t::Vt::11 UI 1dt::1 ylc:1.1t::·t,J1uduvi11y VUI 1ditiu1 ·~-

3 
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Annthor !:lim nf thtli pr,:t,(::tlint in,1,:t,ntinn i(:: tn prn\/irl,:ii, 

an improved dimmable rearview mirror for motor vehi
r.1 .. " whir.h prnvirl<>" " gr<>"t"'r fi<>lrl nf vi<>w th"n r.nnv<>n
tinn;::il fl"t nr r.nnv<>x rlimming nllt..irl<> r<>;::irvi<>w mirrnr,::;_ 

F!G. 7 is a o::r,h,:,m,otir. "implifi<>rl "irl<> <>l<>\/"1tinn,ol 

view of another embodiment of the invention; 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide s 
an improved electro-optic, dimmab!e rearvie1,a.; mirror for 
motor vehicles, \•1hich mirror is re!ative!y economica! to 

FIG. 8 is a schematic simplified side elevational 
":,.. .... of still another embodiment of the invention; 
and 

m!:lln11f!:lrt11ro !:llnrl !:ll~~oml-'\101 rh ar!:llhlo, offiriont !:llnri roli!:11-

hlo in npor!:ltinn. 

l=I~. a i~ !:II ~rhom!:lltir ~implifio.rl +np pl!:lln \riO\AI nf yet 
!:lnnthor omnnrlimont nf tho in\Fontinn. 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide 10 

improved signaling means in conjunction with an ni=,:411 i=n ni=sCR!PT!ON 
imprnv~rl n11t~irl~ r~::arvic.w mirrnr fnr mntnr v~hir.:I~(:.. 

Sti!! another aim of the present invention is to pro
vide improved signaling means at the outboard section 
of a partially dimming mirror whereby technical difficul
ties are eliminated and costs are reduced. 

Yet another aim of the present invention is to pro
vide an improved dimmable rearview mirror for motor 

!n genera!, in outside rearview mirrors <>mhnrlying 
the present invention, at least a portion of the rearview 

15 mirror assembly may be comprised of a relatively thin 
layer of an electro-optic medium sealed between two 
glass elements. When the electro-optic medium is elec
trically energized, it darkens and begins to absorb light, 

vehicles in which double images, distortion and multiple and the higher the voltage, the darker the mirror 
images from raindrops are reduced and wherein excei- 20 becomes. When the eiectricai voitage is decreased to 
ient speed of refiectance change. good high end refiect
ance. good uniformity of refiectance change across the 
surface area of the mirror. neutral color. continually var
iabie refiectance and good iow end refiectance are 
obtained. 

The above features and advantages of the present 
invention will be further described hereinafter in the fol
lowing description of exemplary embodiments and the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a front elevational vievv schematically illus
trating an inside/outside rearviev" mirror system for 
motor vehicles, the system including a dimmable 
inside rearvie,r, mirror together ,rv"ith 'rlfv'O dimmable 

zero or is removed. the eiectro-optic medium returns to 
its ciear state. Rearview mirrors embodying the present 
invention may, for example. incorporate light-sensing 
eiectronic circuitry of the type iiiustrated and described 

2s in the aforementioned U.S. Patent No. 4,917,477. Also, 
rhe vumµunerno uf mirruro embudying rhe µreoern 
ir1vt:!rniur1 r11c1.y bt:! uf Lht:! lYfJt:!~ di~L;IU~t:!d iri lhi: afuri:1111;11-

30 

tioned '',..., U . .::>. A ""'"' .. r..n. ,.,,. .. 1"'11"\ "'7r..r... 
'+,!:1U.C::::,IUO, C>,I.C::::O,f!:1!:1, Patent Nos. 

5,202,787; 5,280,380 and 5,282,077, as well as in U.S. 
Patent No. 5,014,167, issued rv1ay 7, 1991 , foi Visual 
Signaling Apparatus, and U.S. Patent l\lo. 5,207,492, 
issued ~v1ay 4, 1993, for ~v1irror Assembly. It should be 
understood, hovvever, that other type of electronic cir= 
cuitry and other types of electro=optic media and other 

outside rearview mirrors which embody the present 35 components may be utilized in minors embodying the 
invention and all of "'vhich are adapted to be 
installed on a motor vehicle in a conventional man-
nor \Athor,c,hy tho mirrnrc f!:llr,c, th,c, r,c,!:lr nf th,c, \.to.hirlo 

and can be viewed by the driver of the vehicle to 
prn\lirlo ~ roQr,uQrrl \lio,A.1 tn tho rlri\lor; 

FIG. ? i" "n Anl;::irgArl "implifiArl ""'"tinn"I view of 
th<> in"irl<> r<>,.rvi<>w mirrnr ill11"tr;::it<>rl in l=IG. 1, t,ok<>n 

on the !ine 2-2 thereof; 

FIG 3 is an exploded view of the left electro-optic, 
aspheric, partiaiiy dimmabie outside rearview mir
ror iiiustrated in FiG. i ; 

present invention. 
In one embodiment of the present invention, an 

:::::ac:phorir n11tcirl,c, ro!:llr\liO.\A.t mirrnr ic prn\lirlCM""I ,&1h,c,riein !:I 

large flat area and/or a large radius of curvature convex 
40 aro!:11 nf tho mil"l"nr !:ll11tnmatirQlly rlimc, h11t tho Qcph,:wir 

45 

portion of the mirror does not. A key aspect of such 
AmhnrlimAnt nf thA invAntinn rA"irlA" in thA f;::ir.t th;::it thA 
frnnt gl"'""' <>l<>m<>nt i" fnrm<>rl in nn<> r.nntin1Jn11" pi<>r.<> 
th::it inr.lllrlA,::: ::in inhn::irrl m::iin hnrly pnrtinn th::it i,::: ,:::llh-

stantially flat or slightly curved, and an outboard 
a.spherical portion which is formed integrally with the 
main body portion and projects iateraiiy outwardly 
therefrom. in its most practical form, the outside mirror 
has a iarge radius of curvature, sphericai, convex 

FiG. 4 is a front eievationai view of the mirror iiius- so inboard portion, integraiiy joined to an outboard aspher-
irated in FiG. 3: 

FIG. 5 is a simplified top plan view of the mirror 
iiiustraied in FiG. 4; 

icai portion. it being understood. however. that the dim
ming inboard portion couid be of fiat or other 
configuration, and that the aspherical portion could be 
of cyiindricai or sphericai configuration or couid be 

55 formed with muii:ipie radii of curvature or other configu-
FIG. 6 is a simplified side elevational view of the rations. 
right side of the mirror as viewed in FIG. 4, showing 
the electro-optic structure. 

4 

Rt,fc,11 i11y to the drawi11yt,, an electro-optic 
inside/outside mirror assembly, generally designated 9, 
embodying the present invention is depicted in FIGS. 1 
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thrn, 1gh fi_ ~inr,,:, <:nm,:, nf th,:, l,:,y,:,ro:: nf ,:,,:,r,h nf th,:, mir

rors in the assembly 9 are very thin, the scale has been 
rli<:tnrtArl fnr pirtnri,:,I d,:,rity A'!': '!':hnwn in thA rlr,:,wing"'-, 

h~\/tli r,:i.\/,:i.r(:.ihly \t~ri::ahltl, tr::an~mitt::anr.,::l, in th,:l, np,:i.r:::atinn 

of the device, the medium in the chamber 13 being in 
r.nnt;:ir.t with hnth i:>IAr.trnrlA l;:iy"'r"' ?? ;:inrl ?fi rl, iring 

operation of the mirror. !t wi!! be understood that the 
electro-optic medium for achieving variable reflectance 
could be other solution-phase electrochromics, solid 
electrochromics, a combination of the two in the form of 
a hybrid, or any of the above in a polymerized matrix. A 
liquid crystal, dipolar suspension or other electro-optic 

thA mirrnr A'!':'!':Amhly c::i inr.h,rlA'!': A in'!':irlA mirrnr 10 ;:inrl 

outside mirrors 11 and 12. For clarity, in the drawings, 5 

like numbers identify components of the inside and out
side minors which may be slightly different in configura
tion but which function in substantially the same manner 
and obtain the same results as similarly numbered com
ponents. For example, the shape of the front glass ele
ment of the ieft outside mirror is the reverse of the shape 

10 medium could also be utilized in mirrors embodying the 

of ihe righi ouiside mirror. and ihe froni giass eiemeni of 
the inside mirror is generaiiy ionger and narrower than 

present invention. 
In th<> <>mhtviim<>nt nf th<> inv<>ntinn ilh 10::tr<1t<>rl, th<> 

r<>fl<>Miv<> <:11rfar,<> nn th<> in'!':irl<> nf th<> r<><1r glA<:'!': 18 mAy 

the front giass eiements of the outside mirrors. in the be comprised of a series of coatings, hereinafter termed 
embodiment of the iiiustrated, each of the mirrors 10, 11 1s the multilayer combination reflector/electrode, which 
ana 1-.!. inc1uaes a sea1ea cnamoer I ,.j, aerinea oy a rram 
giass eiernent 14, an edge seai 16, and a rear giass eie
ment 18, having reflective and electrically conductive 
metal layers 20 and 22, respectively. An electro-optic 

serves as a mirror reflectance layer and also forms an 
integral electrode in contact with the electrochromic 
media. The other electrode on the inside surlace of the 
front glass i 4 is the transparent electrode 26 which also 

medium 24 having the desired electro-optic properties 20 contacts the eiectrochromic media inside the mirror eie-
fills the chambei 13, and a tiansparent electrically con
ductive layer such as a fluoiine-doped tin oxide conduc
tive layer 26 is carried by the front element 14. The 
electrically conductive layers are connected to an elec-

ment. The series of muitiiayer combination refiec
tor/eiectrocie coatings is comprised first of a base 
coating which bonds to the glass surface tenaciously 
and resists the corrosive action of the materiais in the 

trical circuit as ,.a1ill be described hereinafter in greater 2s electrochromic media. The base coating is preferably 
detail. If desired 1 a color suppression coating or coat~ 
ings, such as 28, may be disposed bet\.•.reen the conduc
tive layer 26 and the adjacent rear surface of the front 
element 14. Light rays enter through the front glass ele-

chromium, but aiternativeiy may be stainiess steei, 
r1it..;kt:!l-c.;h1u111iu111, LiLct11iu111, yuld 1 ~ilvt:!1 1 u, a11y 111ctLt:!1ial 

u1 t,e1iet, uf vuc:tliriyt, whivh a.vvu111µlit,h the ubjevtiv~t, 

above stated. The thickness of the base coating is typi-
n,o.nt 14, th.::t. rnlnr Cl ippr.::t.ccinn rnciting(c=:) ?A, tho. tn::1nc=:- 30 Cally 100 tO 1500 angStiOmS and iS mOi9 typically 200 tO 
p.=.r~nt r.nnrl1 1Miui::a 1.:.y~r ?~ .:.nrl the ~l~r.trn-nptir. 

m,:,rii, ,m ?4 h,:,fnr,:, h,:,ing r<>fl<>M<>rl frnm th<> <>l,:,r,trir,,:,lly 

r.nnrl11r,tiv<> ,:,nrl r<>fl<>r.tiv<> l<1y<>r ?? (nr l"'Y"'"'' ?'1 ,:,nrl ?? if 

!ayer 22 is extremely thin) provided on the rear g!ass 

800 angstroms. The final reflective coating vvhich 
directly contacts the electrochromic media is chosen 
primarily far its high reflectance, resistance to attack by 
the electrochromic media, resistance to atmospheric 

element 18. The reflected rays exit by the same general 35 corrosion, resistance to electrical contact corrosion, and 
path traversed in the reverse direction. In electrochro
mic media both the entering rays and the reflected rays 
are attenuated in proportion to the degree to which the 
eiectro-optic medium 24 is iight-absorbing while in other 
eiectro-optic media the iight rays may, in some cases, 
oniy be attenuated in one direction. When the eiectro
optic medium 24 is eiectrochromic and highiy iight 
absorbing, the intensity of the exiting rays is diminished, 
the dim image remaining mainly being from light rays 

the ability to adhere to the base coating. The preferred 
material for the reflective coating is rhodium ,,vhich has 
ovrollont h:::::arrlnocc, ievr.::t.11.::t.nt rofl.::t.rt!:llnro. :::::anrl cvro.llont 

conductance, but it should be understood that it is alter-
40 n~tiuoly pnccinlo tn rhnnc.::t. frnn, !::I grn1 •p nf m.::t.h::alc. ~nrl 

th,::::s,ir ::allny~ ~11r.h .:.~, h11t nnt limit~rl tn, pl.:.tin11m, n 1th~

ni1 ,m, irirli, ,m, ,:,nrl o::t,:,inlA"'-"'- '!':tAAI nr m, ,ltipl,:i l<1yAr<: 

including combinations thereof. The thickness of the 
reflective over coating is typica!!y 100 to 1000 ang-

which are reflected off of the front surface of the front 45 stroms and is more typically 100 to 600 angstroms. The 
giass element 14 and the interface between the front 
yiaoo eiernern 1.c+ cu1d rhe Gucuinyb .c:::o c:1.r1diur .c:::o. Thuo 1 

the basic structural elements of the electro-optic portion 
of each of the minors includes two electrode-bearing 

series of coatings of this multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode has one or more base coating(s) which 
generaiiy provide high conductance and one or more 
over coatings which provide additional conductance and 

sides or walls 14 and 18. a spacing or separating seal so high refiectance. By way of exampie the sheet resist-
16, which spaces apait and holds the walls in substan
tially parallel relationship in an assembled device, and 
which surrounds a volume which in an assembled 
device is defined by the inside surlaces of electrode lay-

ance of the muitiiayer combination refiectorieiectrocie 
may be approximateiy 1 to 10 ohms per square. 

The transparent coating 26 is preferably made of 
iiuorine doped tin oxide or iTO or aiternateiy a series oi 

ers on the electrode-bearing 'irvalls as "·1ell as the circum- ss coatings with a base coating(s) to suppress coior and 
ferential inside walls 30 of the sealing member 16. The reflection followed by a conductive transparent coating 
volume of the chamber 13 is preferably filled through a 
sealable fill port 32 \Jvith any of the electro-optic media 
rlicrlncorl in thic nr tho !:llfnro.montinn.::t.rl p!:llt.::t.ntc: ,A,hirh 

5 

which contacts the electrochromic media directly. 
VVhere a series of transparent coatings is used, the 
111c:1.tt:=1ia.l~ a.rt:= ~hu~t:=11 fu, yuud bu11di11y, yuud 1t:=~iio),ta.11~t:= 
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to r.:nrrn~inn by the m!:lt,:i.ri!:il~ in the ,:i.l,:t,r.trnr.hrnmir. 

media, good resistance to corrosion by the atmosphere, 
minim::,I rl>fl1>r.t::inr.1>, high light tr::im:mis,s,inn, n<>11tr::il r.nl
nr::itinn ::inrl high 1>l1>r.trir.::il r.nnrl11r.t::inr.1>. S11it::ihl1> typ<>s 
nf lnw r.ns,t tr::ins,p::m:mt AIAr.trnrlA r.n::itArl gl::iss, s,11h- 5 

strates are "TEK 20" or "TEK 15" coated glass manufac
tured by Libbey Owens-Ford of Toledo, Ohio, but other 
suitable coatings are ITO or extremely thin metal layers 
which may alternatively function as the transparent 

l=XAMPI I= 1 

A multilayer combination reflector/electrode \tw'as 

prepared by sequentially depositing approximately 300 
angstroms of titanium, approximately 200 angstroms of 
gold and approximately 200 angstroms of platinum on 
the 6.6 cm by 14.4 cm surface of a 0.2 cm thick sheet of 
C!nrl~ limo fln!:lt gl!:11~~. Tho rlo.pn~i+inn ,a,!:lle: !:lrrnmplic:horl 

electrode. 
Tr::,ns,p,,r<>nt <>l<>r.trnrl<> m"t<>ri"I"' ,, • ., inh<>r<>ntly lim

it<>rl in th<> h::,l,,nr.<> nf prnp<>rti<><: "nrl r.no:::t. I nw <:h<><>t 
r<>,:::i<:t::inr.<> tr::in,:::p::irAnt r.n::iting,::: with ::i <:h<><>t rA,:::i,:::t::inr.<> 
below approximately 10 ohms per square tend to have 
low transmission and other attendant shortcomings 
including possible haziness, coloration, non-uniformity 
of coating thickness and high cost. This makes a low 
sheet resistance transparent coating less practical tor 

10 h:11r-gg,t<::. in :::a m::::agng,frnn .;::pi 1tfg,r-ing ~~h:1n1 \Atith ;:a h;;:i.;;:.g, 

pri0i~~11ri0i nf :::a ~ y 1 n-6 tnrt ::anrl ::an ::argnn pri0i~~11ri0i nf ? y 

1 n-3 tnrr. Th<> firo:::t o:::, ,rf,,r.<>, r.11= r.1 irv<> whit<> light r<>fl<>r.t
::inr.A frnm tho:, m11ltil::1y<>r r.nmhin::itinn r<>fl<>r.tnr/<>IAr.trnrlA 
with the platinum surface in contact with air, measured 

15 according to the procedure of SAE J964, was 71.9 per
cent and the sheet resistance of the metal layer stack 
was 3.2 ohms per square. 

This multilayer combination reflectorielectrode 
electrochromic mirrors. To a considerable extent, it is coated glass was used as the rear element of an elec
possibie to make the muitiiayer combination refiec- 20 trochromic mirror device. The front eiement was a sheet 
torieiectrode iow in eiectricai resistance to compensate 
in a synergistic fashion with a transparent eiectrode that 
is higher in electrical resistance so the net result is an 
eiecirochromic mirror which darkens and ciears accepi-

of TEK 20 transparent conductor coated giass of the 
same size as the rear eiement. The sheet resistance of 
the transparent conductor was approximately 20 ohms 
per square. The iwo eiemenis were bonded iogether by 

abiy fast and uniformiy over its surface area, with excei- 25 an epoxy perime1er ::;eai vvi1h 1he uam,parem GonduGCor 
iern ur . .11i1.,cli µruµeni=. 

To dt:HIIUrl~Lli:I.Lt:! Lht:! ~UIJJI i~irry lli:LLUlt:! uf Lht:! ~yrr

eryy, elevlluvh1u111iv 111i11u1t, have beerr vurrt,lluvtt'd with 

a multilayer combination reflector/electrode of about 3 

eiet;uude cmd mui1ih:1.yer 1.,umbirn:1.1iur1 refieuur/elel,,rude 
offset from, substantially parallel to and facing each 
other as shown in Figure 2. The spacing between the 
electrodes was about 0.014 cm. The device was vac-

and of about 7 ohms pei squaie sheet iesistance with a so uum filled thiough a small gap left in the peiimetei seal 
front transparent electrode of about 18 to 22 ohms per 
square or higher vv'hich shovv' remarkably good results 
for speed and uniformity of coloration and clearing. 
Electrochromic mirrors 'ir-'Vith reflectors on the front sur= 
face of the rear element have been previously 35 

vvith a solution made up of: 

0.034 molar 5, 10=dihydro=5, 10=dimethylphenazine 
0.034 molar 1, 1 '=di(phenyl propyl)=4,4'=bipyridinium 
difluoroborate 

described, but the use of multilayer coatings that com- 0.5 molar ethyl-2-cyano-3,3-diphenylacrylate 
bine to provide high reflectance, good adhesion to in a solution of 3 ,,vt0/c Elvacite™ 2041 polymethyl-
gl!:llcc, ln\At chc.c.t rc.cic:t!:llnrc. !:!inrl c.!:llcc. nf rlc.!:llning fnr mc.th!:11,...ryl!:llto rocin riiccnh,ori in prnpylon,e, r!:!irhnn-

electrochromic mirrors, especially in combination with a ate. 
ln,A, l"":nct high roc.ict!::llnf"'o +r~nc.p~ront rn!::llting, ic pro- 40 

f<>rr<>rl. Th, 10:::, if rl<>s,ir<>rl, mirrnrs, <>mhnrlying th<> pr<>s,<>nt The ,:::m::,11 g"p w::,s, pl11gg<>rl with ::, I 1\/ r., ir<> "rlh<>-
invAntinn m::iy 11sA ::, high AIAr.trir.::il r.nnrl11r.t::inr.A m11lti- o:::ivA whir.h w::is r.m<>rl hy <>Ypns,11r<> tn I IV light. 
1::iy<>r r.nmhin::itinn r<>fl<>r.tnr/<>l<>r.trnrl<> nn th<> thirrl s11r- Tho:, rAflAr.t::inr.A nf th<> rlAvir.A, (mo:,::i,:::11r<>rl ::io::: ho:,fnrA 
f::ir.P. with ::i lnwP.r P.IP.r.trir.::il r.nnrluci::inr.P. tr::in!=:p::irP.nt for the rear element), with no voltage applied was 56 
front electrode on the second surface to achieve a cost 45 percent and with 1 .2 volts applied the reflectance 
effective, high performance, electrochromic mirror This 
synergistic structure has the inherent advantage of 
reducing double images, distortion, and multiple images 
from raindrops, (particularly with convex or spherically 
curved mirrors), whiie providing exceiient speed of 
reflectance change. good high end refiectance. good 
uniformity of reflectance change over the area of the 
device. neutral color and a low end reflectance. low 
enough to reiieve strong giare. 

50 

The following are examples of components that 55 

have been found to be suitable for use in rearview mir-
run:, t:ir11budyi11y thi:::, µ1~t,i:::,11t ir1v~11tiur1 1 it bt:iiriy uridt:ir

stood that other components may also be used in 
I t::c:1.1 vit::w 111i1 I UI ~ t::111budyi, 1y tht:: tJI t::~t::111 i, 1vt::11tiu1 I. 

6 

decreased over a period of 5 seconds to 1 o percent and 
within 10 seconds to 7.5 percent. On short circuiting the 
device, the reflectance increased over a period of i5 
seconds back to 56 percent. 

t:.11.AMr'Lt: Z 

Other than as specifically mentioned. the conditions 
of Exampie i were used in this exampie. A muitiiayer 
Gombinalion reflector/electrode was prepared by 
sequentially depositing approximately 300 angstroms of 
vh1u111iu111, c:1.µµ1ux.ir11att:ily 500 c:1.rrytjtru111~ uf ;;:.ilvt:ir arid 

approximately 300 angstroms of platinum at a base 
pressure of 3.7 x 10-6 torr and an argon pressuie of 8 x 
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1 n-3 tnrr. Th,:, firo:,t o:,11rf,:ir,,:, r,:,fi,:,r,t,:inr,,:, w,:io:, 7'.'l._'.'l. p,:,rr,,:,nt 

and the sheet resistance was 0.1 ohms per square. 

\'Vhen an electrochromic mirror device \rvas fabri-
cated vJith this multilayer combination reflector/else~ 
trade, the device had a high end reflectance of 57.0 s 
percent a !01va1 end reflectance of 6.5 percent and 
changed from 57.0 percent to 10.0 percent reflectance 
in ?.n e:ornnrle: tA1ith tho !:llpplil""-!:llfinn nf 1,? unite:. 

::anrl r.nn\/tlV r.:n~ttlrl gl~~~ rtl(:.ptlr.tivtlly Thtl frnnt tlltlm,:a.nt 

convex mirror glass was also bent such that the tin oxide 
r.n;:::ating w;:::a!.::. nn thA r.nnr.;:::avp !.::.irlt=ai. Mirrnr rlAvir.A!.::. wp,n::~ 

m;::irlF> hy sF>;::iling nF>;::irly ;:ill thF> w;:iy ;:irmmrl fhF> pF>rimF>fF.r 
of the g!ass pieces with an epoxy sea! containing g!ass 
bead spacers which provided for a 0.015 cm spacing 
between the TEK 20 transparent, tin oxide electrode 
and the multilayer combination reflector/electrode. The 
spacing between the electrode surfaces was filled with a 

l=Y Alu1PI I= ~ 10 solution made up of: 

Oth,:,r th,:in "'"' <>p<>r,ifir,,:illy m,:,ntinn<>rl, th<> r,nnrlitinno:, 
of Example 1 were used in this example. A mu!ti!ayer 
combination reflector/electrode was prepared by 
sequentially depositing approximately 600 angstroms of 15 

chromium and approximately 300 angstroms of plati
num. The base pressure of 2. 1 x 1 o·6 torr and the argon 
pressure of 8 x 1 o-3 torr. The first surface reflectance 
was 73.8 percent and the sheet resistance was 3.2 
ohms per square. 

When an eiectrochromic mirror device was fabri
cated w1m mis mu1mayer comomation refiector1e1ec
trode. the device had a high end reflectance of 58.0 
perceni, a iow end refieciance of 7.0 percent and 

20 

n.n~A mnl,:ir ,:;;, 1 n-rlihyrlrn.,:;;, 1 n-rlim<>thylph<>n,:i,.in<> 

0.034 mo!ar 1, 1 '-di(pheny!propy!)-4,4'-bipyridinium 
difluoroborate 
0.030 molar 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzot
riazole 
in a solution of 3 wt"/o ElvaciteT"' 2041 polymethyl
methacryiate resin dissolved in propylene carbon
ate. 

The smaii gap in the perimeter seai was piugged 
with a UV cure adhesive which was cured by exposure 
to UV light. 

The high end refieciance of the mirrors was approx-
changed from 58.0 perceni to 10.0 percent reflectance 25 imateiy 45 percent and the low end reflectance was 
in .::. , otlliUlldo wi1h 1hti c:1µµiivc:1.1iu11 uf 1 . .:: vuho. 

EXAtv1PLE 4 

c:1µµruxirnc:11tiiy , µtirlitirn. Thti mirruro vhc:111gtid rtifitiv1· 
i:l[l(.;t:! f,u,1145 JJt:!1(.;t:!IIL LU i5 JJt:!ll,;t:HIL lt:!flt:!(.;Li:1.11(.;t:! ir, abuuL 

5 seconds and provided excellent glare relief when 
dimmed to the appropriate reflectance level during 

A multilayei combination ieflectoi/electiode was 30 , 1iyhtti111t:: d, ivi11y. 
prepared by the sequential deposition of approximately 
600 angstroms of chromium and approximately 100 
angstroms of 316 stainless steel on the 19 cm by 66 cm 
surface of a C.2 cm thick sheet of flat soda lime float 

EXA~v1PLE 5 

Every aspect of Example 4 \fv'SS repeated \.·tfith the 
glass and on the convex side of a 22 cm diameter circle 35 exception that the multilayer combination reflector/elec-
cf glass \AJhich had been press bent to a uniform spher
ical curvature ,,vith a radius of curvature of 140 cm. The 
gl!:IICC \Afhirh \Al!:IIC h,c,nt \Af!:IIC Ti:=i.< ,;,n tin nvirl,c, rn.!:llt,c,rl gl!:IICC 

manufactured by Libbey Owens-Ford of Toledo, Ohio, 

trode v,as prepared by the sequential deposition cf 
approximately 400 angstroms of chromium and appro.x
im!:llt,c,ly ,;,nn !:llngctrnmc n.f rhn.rli11m. Th,c, fire+ c::11rf!:lll""'Q 

reflectance from the multilayer combination reflec-
!:!inrl tho tin nvirlo rn!:!iting u1Qc nn tho rnnrQ\10 cirlo Qftor 40 tnr/olortrMo \A/QC !:!ihn1 1+ 7n porront Qnrl tho choot rocict-

th,::r. gl:::a~~ w::a~ h,::r.nt. Th,::r. rl,::r.pn~itinn w::a~ :::ar.r.nmpli~h,::r.rl ::anr.,::r. w::a~ :::ahn11t 7 nhm~ p,::r.r ~q• 1::ar,::r.. 

in a !arge in-!ine sputtering system. The first surface 
reflectance from the mu!ti!ayer r,nmhin;::itinn rF>fl<>r,
tor/e!ectrode coatings was about 58 percent and the 
sheet resistance was about 7 ohms per square. 

The fat and the bent glass sheets were cut into mir
ror shapes which were approximately 10 cm high and 
i6 cm wide. These were used as the rear eiements of 
dimmabie mirrors for the outside of an automobile as 

Th<> fl,:it ;::inrl r.nnv<>Y rlimm;::ihl<> minm rlF>vir,,:,o:, pr<>
p,:irF>rl with thi,::: m11ltil,:iy<>r r,nmhin,:itinn r<>fl<>dnr/F>l<>r,

trode according to the procedure of Example 4 had a 
45 high end reflectance of about 55 percent and a low end 

reflectance of about 7 percent with a speed of reflect
ance change simiiar to the mirrors of Exampie 4. 

An automobile equipped with an automatic inside 
eiectrochromic mirror, one of the above fiat mirrors as 

described beiow. As compared to giass coated oniy with so the driver's side outside mirror and one of the above 
chromium meiai. these pieces of the muitiiayer combi
nation refiectorieiectrode coated giass were dramati
cally easier to clean to a condition in which they 
behaved as uniform high quaiiiy eiecirodes wiihout 
pooriy coioring spots and blemishes in the finai eieciro
chromic dimmable minor devices. 

The flat and convex pieces of multilayer combina
tion reflector/electiode coated glass were matched with 
mirror-shaped pieces of TEK 20 coated pieces of flat 

convex mirrors as the passenger side outside mirror 
aiiowed the automobiie operator to drive at night with 
essentially complete protection from glare from the 
headiamps of foiiowing vehicies. 

55 it has been observed that chromium coatings aione 

7 

can be difficult to clean during assembly of the entire 
111i11u1, , t,~ulti11y i11 a fir,i~ht,d 111i11u1 that 111ay ~x.hibit \iu11-
tc:1.111ir1c:1.tiu11 ~JJut~ a11d c:1.1~c:1.~ uf ~luw~, dc:1.1k~11i11y a.rid 
clearing. The use of a high reflectance material, such as 
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m<>nt "nrl prnt<>r.t<>rl by the rear g!ass. With the multi

layer combination reflector/electrode located inside the 
mirrnr <>l<>m<>nt, th<> <>nvirnnm<>nt:al far.tnr" :ar<> limit<>rl tn 

thn"<> th;:it r<>.,11lt frnm r.nnt::ir.t with th<> m;:it<>ri::il" nf th<> 

AIAr.trnr.hrnmir. mArli::i ::inrl thA nff!':At ::irA::i whArA AIAr.tri

cal contact is made, whereas with the reflector on the 
back of the rear glass surface, a number of other difficult 
environmental factors must be dealt with for the reflector 
to survive during the life of the mirror especially on the 

rhtvii11m ::ilnnt::,.
1 

r.:::an ht:,. ,,t::,.ry r.:n~tly !:It thir.:kntl~~t:l(:. th::at 

provide low sheet resistance, but coated over the 
::ihnv<>-m<>ntinn<>rl h,a.,., r.n;:iting(") .,, ,r.h "'" r.hrnmi, ,m 

r<>.,11lt" in ;:i r<>;:ir gl""" <>l<>m<>nt whir.h ;., .,,a.,ily r.l<>;:in<>rl 

prior to assembly, resulting in a finished mirror that is 5 

more optically perfect and free of contamination and 
darkening defects. Chromium or stainless steel alone 
also have the problem that the high end reflectance of 
the finished mirror is too low considering the attendant 
losses of light from the transparent coated front sub
strate and eiectrochromic media. A problem with stain
iess aione and to a iesser extent chromium aione is 

10 exterior of a motor vehicle. 

poor eiectricai contact stabiiity to the conventionai 
spring ciip type buss bars or other eiectricai contact 
means. 

The use of an inert high reflectance coating also 
makes attachment of spring clip type buss bars or other 
contact attachments more stable and trouble free, since 

~p<><>rl nf r.nlnring, gnnrl high ,:,nrl r,:,fl,:,r.t,,nr.,:, (typi

""IIY gr<>,,t<>r th"n '-no/_ fnr <>rl<>rinr mirrnr" "nrl gr=t<>r 

than 60% for interior mirrors) and !ow cost - important 
requirements for dimmable mirrors, and the above 

15 described construction provides a mirror meeting such 
requirements. Thus, it is possible to use comparatively 
low cost practical electrode coatings to make a surpris
ingly high performance mirror. Highly conducting trans-

non-conductive compounds and oxides do not form as 
readiiy under pressure contact areas. The resuit of iow 20 

parent coatings are e1tner nondurable, low in 
transmissivity andior very high in cost. For this reason it 
is desirable to use comparatively iow cost durabie trans-stabiiity eiectricai contact is a mirror which ioses its uni

formity of coioration and its range and speed of coiora
tion and clearing over the long life required in the motor 
vehicie industry. 

parent coatings which have the inherent disadvantage 
that their conductance is lower than that of expensive 
coatings. ivietais, on the other hand, have high conduct-

There is thus provided a robust, iow cost, dimmabie 25 ance which can be used to great advantage. Eiectro-
rt:ic:1.rvit:iw rnirrur fur c1.u1umu1ivt:i vt:ihidt:io, whit.h rnirrur io 
l,;i:lfJct.blt:! uf UFJt:!lctlir1y ir, hcu~h t:!r1vi1u11111t:!r1L~ UVl:::!I widt:! 
var ic:tliuri:;:, iri tt:HllfJel atur e, hur11idity, vibratiuri, at111u~

pheric corrosion, salt spray, electronic disturbances and 

t.hrurnit. mirruro wi1h rt:ifit:it.1ur/t:iit:it.uudt:io i11vuivi11y c1. 
:siriylt:! lllt:!Li:tl li:ty~, UII Lht:! f1u11L :su,ii:ll,;t:! uf Lht:! l~i:ll t:!lt:!

ment have been previously described. However, the 
concept of creating a dimmable mirror where the electri-

sand and giit abiasion, and which miiiOi is iesistant to so cal conductance of the tianspaient electiode at the sec-
dc1.111e1.~c f1v111 vch;vlc v1 a:.:..hc~ c:111d vvv11c1 abu~c. A11 

additional benefit from sealing the main area of the mir
ror reflector inside the dimmable mirror element is long 
life of the reflector in the motor vehicle environment. 

VI 1d ~UI favc vf the 11 1;11 VI clc1 I ICI it ;~ t,JUI t,JV~cly 111c:1dc 

much lo"vver than the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode conductance at the third surface of the mir= 
ror element is preferred. This intentional mismatch of 

It is common with outside dimmable mirrors to 35 conductance in a symbiotic relationship using practical 
adhere a resistance heater to the fourth surface reflec
tive structure at the back of the rear glass substrate. 
Thie: h,c,!:lltor !:llnrl itc !:llcc:nri!:llt,c,rl !:llrih,c,ciu.c. f"'!:lln r!:ll11c,c, 

incompatibility and field problems if conventional reflec-

lo,r, cost coatings provides a structure of significant 
commercial potential, i.e. the conductance of the trans
p!:llr.c.n+ ,c,l,c,rtrnri,c, ic c1 11-,,ct!:llnti!:lllly ln\Ato.r th!:lln th!:llt nf tho 

multilayer combination reflector/electrode, and the mul-
tiuo m~+ori~I, c.11rh ~c ciluor, ic nn tho lo-\Qrk cirio nf tho 40 til!:!iyor rnmhin!:!itinn roflortnr/olortrnrio ic rnmpricorl nf 

h::ar.k gl::a~~ ~11h~tn:::af,::t,. It i~ :::al~n r.nmmnn pr::ar.tir.,::t, tn twn nr mnr,::t, r.n~ting~. Th,::t, fir~t r.n~ting nn fh,::t, r,::t,~r gl~~~ 

::irlhA.,iv<>ly hnnrl thA AIAr.trnr.hrnmir. mirrnr "'"""Amhly tn 

::i pl;:i.,tir. h;:ir.king pl;:itA nftAn r.;:illArl th<> gl::i"" ""'"<>. Nnr

mAI tAmperAhm=i vAriAtinn!': experienr.Arl hy thi!': A!':!':em-

;., pr<>fAr:ahly th<> lnw r.n"t, high r.nnrh ,r.t::inr.,:, h;:i"A m,:,t::il 

such as chromium. The fina! coating on the mu!ti!ayer 
combination ref!ector/e!ectrode is the thin, high reflect-

bly can cause large forces to be exerted on a reflector 45 ance metal such as rhodium for the purpose of provid-
structure on the back or fourth surface due to the ther
mal expansion mismatch of the materials involved. The 
adhesives used can also iead to chemicai attack and 
degradation of the fourth surface reflector. Such prob-

ing high reflectance and high stability in use as an 
electrode for the electrochromic device. The coating(s) 
on the back surface of the front eiement may inciude 
one or more color suppression coatings followed by flu-

iems are avoided when the reflector is located inside the so orine doped tin oxide, but it must be understood that any 
device. and the heater is adhered directiy to the giass 
(fourth surface) of the rear giass eiement or to the tin 
oxide coating such as TEK 20 or TEK 15 layer which 
may optionaiiy be on the fourth surface. 

Heretofore, probiems have been encountered with 55 

a conventional silver reflector on the back surface of the 
,~a, yltt~Q, ~uvh µ1ublt:=111t, b~iriy h.11uwr1 a~ ~ilv~, ~µuil-
age and silver lift, and are avoided with the multilayer 
combination reflector/ electrode inside the mirior ele-

8 

transparent coating having the required properties 
which is substantiaiiy iower in conductance than the 
coatings on the front surface of the rear element would 
be suitabie. This concept may be incorporated in both 
inside and outside eiectrochromic mirrors which may 
incorporate ambient and glare light sensors, the glare 
light sensor being positioned either behind the mirror 
glass and looking through a section of the mirror with 
the reflective material removed, or partially removed, or 
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the g!are !ight sensor can be pn.,itinn<>rl n, ,t.,irl<> th<> 

reflective surfaces. In the alternative, areas of the elec
trnrl<> """' r<>fl<>r.tnr, ""r.h "" 4!'i """' 4F., r<>.,p<>r.tiv<>ly, 

may be removed. or partially removed in. for example. a 
dot pattern. to permit a vacuum fluorescent display, 5 

such as a compass or clock, to show through to the 
driver of the vehicle. Such concept is aiso appiicabie to 

d"nti"IIY I"'"" th"n th<> r,orli, '" nf r., in,,ot, ,r,:, nf th<> m,oin 

body portion 148. Thus, the aspherical portion 14A con
trih, ,t.,.," pr<>ri<>t<>rmin<>rl fi<>lrl nf vi<>w whir.h, wh<>n r.nm-

bined with the field of view of the main body portion 148, 
is substantially greater than the field of view of the main 
body portion 148 alone. The rear glass element 1 8 of 
each outside mirror of this embodiment of the invention 
is substantially the same size as the main body portion 
148 of the front glass element so that the asphericai 

a mirror which uses only one video chip light sensor to 
measure both glare and ambient light and which is fur
ther capable of determining the direction of glare. An 
automatic mirror on the inside of a vehicle can also con-

10 portion 14A projects laterally outwardly, i.e., outboard of 

troi one or both outside mirrors as siaves in an auto
matic mirror system. 

both the main body portion 148 and the rear glass ele
ment 18. Since the aspheric portion 14A of the front 
giass eiement 18 projects outwardiy beyond the adja-

The foregoing also has application in the construe- cent edge of the rear giass eiement 18, the aspheric 
tion of elements for mirrors where high maximum 15 portion 14A of the front giass eiement does not dim 
reflectance is desired, and the electrochromic materials 
may be solution phase containing liquids, gels, rigid 
gels andior polymers. it may also be a hybrid design 

wnen me e1ecuo-op1ic inooara ponion 1 <1-0 OT me mirror 

din1s. ii shouid also be understood U1at a bezei struc1ure 
34, shown in dashed lines for clarity of illustration, is 

where some or aii of the eiectrochromic materials are preferably utilized which exiends around the entire 
not in soiution and may be confined on the surfaces of 20 periphery of the front glass element and conceals the 
the electrodes. and also particularly applies to electro
optic mirrors which draw more than 10 miiiiamps in 
operation at any point in their process of dimming. 

The above described structure is particuiariy effec-

peiipheial edge poitions theieof. 

in rrns embodiment OT me invention. the rear sur
face 36 of the front glass element 14 of each outside 
mirror is preferabiy coated with a reflective iayer 38 oniy 

tive when used with seiected low cost transparent coat- 25 in the area of the outboard aspherical portion 14A. This 
inyo, c:1.0 fo1 exc:1.rnµle, "TEK 20", marketed by Libbey 
Owens-Ford Co. of Toledo, Ohio. The benefits over the 
IIIUt,t l.iUIIIIIIUr1ly u~ed a.utu111atil.i 111i11u1~ iri Ut,e tuda.y cut! 

as follows: mirrors embodying the multilayer combina-

reflec;1ive material also preferably covers the outboard 
section 40 of the seal 16 so that the outboard section 40 
of the seal 16 is not visible to the driver of the vehicle, 
although, if desired, a portion of the seal may be pur-

tion ieflectoi/electiode change ieflectance fastei, have 30 posely allowed to be visible to the diivei to piovide a 
a clearer image, have better coloration of image in the 
nondimmed state, eliminate the need and inconven
ience of putting silver reflective coatings on the fourth 
surface of the mirror element, have fe-v·v"er handling steps 

demarcation to apprise the driver that there is a differ
ence in the minor configuration. As previously men
tioned, the outboard area 14A of each outside mirror 
can be either aspheric, cylindrical, spherical. formed 

thereby creating fewer chances for scratching in the 35 with multiple radii of curvature formed of any combina-
glass during processing and providing a final product 
\

111ith better optical quality, and having fe\•1er surfaces 
thrru 1gh \A1hirh tho. light m1 1ct tr!:11\.IO.I, !:llnrl tho fire+ c1 1rf!:llro. 

and third surlace reflections are closer together with the 

tion of the preceding, or be cf other desired configura
tion. It should also be understood that the reflective 

tion 14A. 
roc111+ H,Qt thoro Qro lo.cc m11l+iplo imQgoc !:Inn lo.cc rlic- 40 Tho ~hn\.lo rloc.rrihorl rnnc.tr11rtinn r\\10.rr:nmoc. cori-

tnrtinn in th.o, mirrnr fnr th,::::1 rlrhn:::ar. 1\/lnn::::::an",::::ar, wh,::::1n 11~,::::1rl n1 •~ r.n~t ::anrl f,::::ar.hnir.::al prnhl,::::am~ whir.h ::ar,::::a ,::::1nr.n11nt,::::1ri0irl 

::i" ::in rn,t.,irlA mirrnr, thArA ::irA IA"" r,:,flAr.tinn" frnm r,oin

rlrnp" ::inrl rl11"t nn thA frnnt ""rf,or.A nf thA front gl::i""· 

and the reflector at the front surface of the rear glass 

whAn Affnrt" ,orA m,orlA tn p<>rl<>r.tly m,otr.h twn gl"'"" 

"h::ipA" nf r.nmplAY r.11rv,.h1rA, 8inr.A thA rA"1r gl::i"" Al A

ment 18 and the electro-optic portion 148 of the front 
element is protected from aging, exposure to airborne 45 glass element 14 are either fiat or only slightly curved, 
contaminants and physical abuse that often affect 
reflectors placed at the back surface of the rear glass 
element. 

in the embodiment of the invention illustrated in Fig-

matching of the overlying portions thereof is more read
ily achieved, and serious mismatching, which can cause 
double imaging, is obviated or at least minimized. More
over. since the aspheric portion 14A of the front element 

ures i through 6, the front glass element i 4 of each out- so 14 projects outwardly beyond the ouiboard edge of the 
side mirror is formed in one continuous piece ihat 
inciudes an inboard main body portion 148 that may be 
substantially flat with an infinite radius of curvature. or 
siightiy curved with a reiativeiy iarge radius oi curvature. 
This curvature is generally spherical with a radius of 55 

curvature in the range of 1200 to 3000 mm and more 
typically in the range of 1400 to 2600 mm. The main 
body poition 148 is integrally joined to an outboard 
aspherical portion 14A having a radius of curvature sub-

9 

rear giass eiement 18. no matching whatsoever is 
required because there is oniy one iayer of giass in the 
aspherical portion 14A of each outside mirror. 

it wiii be understood that ii a reflective iayer 38, 
such as chromium or rhodium, is deposited on the rear 
surlace 36 in the aspherical portion 14A of the front 
glass element 14, and a reflective layer such as 22 is 
also used as a reflector on the inner suiiace of the rear 
glass element 18, behind the electro-optic material 24, 
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then there will be a minimum rli~r.nntin11ity in the 
reflected image since the electro-optic media layer is 
very thin (typica!!y 150 microns or !ess). !n that connec
tion it ,:;hn11lrl h"' , mrl.,.r,:;tnnrl th;:it light frnm r"'fl"'r.tinn in 
the c!ear state of the e!ectrochromic portion of the 5 

device may 10-20% less than the first surface reflect
ance of the layer 22 when measured with the layer 22 in 

hl'V'ly pnrtinn 1 ll.R nf th<> front ,:,l,:,m,:,nt 14 will h<> rlimm,:,rl 

utilizing electro-optic principles. This permits protection 
frnm gl;::an:~ ;::anrl yAt pn=~~ArvPi~ ~;::afpty, ~inr.A thA ;::a~pht=1irir. 

pnrtinn 14A i,:; nnt ;:illnw"'rl tn rlim ;:inrl th"' rlriv"'r r.;:in ,:;till 
see nearby vehicles in adjacent lanes. Moreover, the 
unitary front face of the front glass element 14 can still 
be easily cleaned and scraped of ice in the winter. In 

contact with air. addition, the one-piece face of the front glass element is 
It chn, ,In <>lcn h<> , ,nrlorctnnrl th<>t, ny ""''Y nf ov<>m- cosmetically stylish. Also, the layers of reflective mate-

pl<>, it i<:: ::il<::n pn<::<::ihl<> tn , ,tili7<> inrli, ,m tin nvirl<> (IT()) ""' 10 rial can be made SO Close to the same plane that their 
thio, tr::an~p::::arjQr,nf r:nnrh 1r:tnr~ nn thi10i r.nnfrnnting ~11rf::::ar:i0i~ 

nf th<> front <>nrl r<><>r gl"""' <>l<>m<>nk <>nrl <> r<>fl<>div<> 
li:iy<>r ,::ur.h i:i,:: ,::ilv<>r nn th<> hi:ir.k nf th<> r<>i:ir gli:i,::,:: <>I<>-

discontinuity wiii not be objectionable to the driver of the 
vehicie. it shouid aiso be understood that for defrosting 
purposes, a conventionai heater (not shown) can be uti-

ment. For matching purposes, it is also possible to pro- iized to cover either the entire back of each outside mir
vide a silver reflector on the back surface of the 15 ror assembiy inciuding both the asphericai outboard 
aspherical portion 14A of the front glass. In the pre
ferred embodiment of the invention, a layer of chromium 
or a iayer of rhodium makes up the reflective iayer 38 
provided on the back surface 36 of the asphericai por-

ponion ano me au10ma1ica11y oimming inooaro ponion 
oi tr1e n1irror, or only trle auton1atic din1n1ing portion vuitrl 
the heat eventually spreading through thermal conduc
tion to the outboard portion 14A. 

tion i4A of the front giass eiement. limited to the 20 

aspheric area as iiiustrated in the drawings. For exam-
From the foregoing description. it wiii be appreci

ated that the aspheric outboard portion of the mirror 
provides a greatiy increased fieid oi view. thereby virtu
ally eliminating blind spots. and mirrors embodying the 
present invention can repiace conventionai driver's side 

ple. a rhodium iayer 22 can be used on the front surface 
of the back glass element 18, deposited over a thick 
highiy conductive chromium iayer 20. By way of exam-
pie, the rhodium layer may have a thickness of about 25 ex1erior mirrors or both the driver's side and the passen-
100-700 Angstroms, whiie the chromium iayer may 
have a thickness of about 300 to i 500 Angstroms. In the 
alternative, instead of a dual layer of rhodium and chro
mium, a single layer of chromium may be utilized 

ytir'o oidti tix1tiriur rnirruro. Thti uu1oidti mirruro timbudy
i11y Lht:! JJ't:!~t:!rn i11vt:!11Liu11 (.;u111bi11t:! two types of 
vu1vatu1t::i, i.e., a vur1vex 111air1 area with a la,ye radiub uf 
curvature or a flat main area with an infinite radius of 

togethei with a single layei of chiomium on suiface 38. so cuivatuie, the lattei being similai to conventional United 
A single layer of smooth, high transmission ITC is pre
ferred for application to the surface 36 in both areas 14A 
and 148 to simplify the ITC coating process and to max= 
imize reflection of 38 and minimize haze of reflector 38. 

States driver side exterior mirrors, together vvith an 
aspheric section on the outboard portion of the mirror. 
The relatively high curvature in the aspheric area yields 
a greatly expanded field of vie-v·v', and at the same time, 

When the reflector of the outboard portion is placed on 35 since the aspheric portion does not dim, the bright out-
the front side of element 14 then the smoothness of the 
transparent conductor 36 is not critical, and it is possible 
tn 11c,c tho ln,A, r-nct h11t cnmiC\A1h!:llt rn11gh nr h!:117Y r""n!:llting 

sold by Libbey Owens-Ford as "TEK 20" tin oxide 

board portion provides a danger signal in the event 
another vehicle is positioned immediately adjacent to 
the vehicle quips \AJith mirrors embodying the present 
invention. It should also be understood that if desired, 

rn!:ltorl gl!:!c.c. nr tho I innoy O\Atonc-l=nrrl "Tl=I< 1,::;. 11 gl!:!cc 40 tho !::llc.phorir pnrtinn nf tho mirrnr !::llccomhly rn11lrl ho 

nr ::a ~imil::ar typ,:t, lnw r.:n~t tin nYirl,::t, r.n.QtlQrl gl.Q~~, nr it i~ tint/:lrl nr prnuirl,::t,rl with h::t.~~ r,::t,fl,::1r.th1,::t, r.:::ap.Qhility th.Qn th,::t, 

pn,:;,:;ihlA tn rAmnvA th<> tin nYirlA tri:in,:;pi:irAnt r.onrl11r.tivA 
!ayer prior to applying the reflector to the area 14A. 
Thu,:: if rlA,::irArl thA trRn,::pRrnnt r.nnrludivA r.nRting 2f> 

, mrlimm<>rl AIAr.trn-optir. portion of thA mirror. 
With reference to F!G. 6, a preferred arrangement 

for connecting the electronic conductive !ayers to a 
on the front element 14 may be uniformly applied, selec- 45 power source is illustrated. In this arrangement, the two 
tively applied or removed from a portion of surface 36 
prior to the application of the reflective iayer 38 so that 
in the latter case the reflective iayer 38 is applied 
directly onto the rear surface 36 of element 14. This iat-

electrode-bearing front and rear glass elements 14 and 
18 are displaced in opposite directions, iateraiiy from, 
but paraiiei to, the chamber i 3 in order to provide 
exposed areas on the front and rear giass elements. 

ter configuration of the front element reflector is espe- so Eiectricaiiy conductive spring ciips 42 and 44 are pro-
ciaiiy desirabie if the transparent conductive coating has 
significant haze. it may aiso be desirabie to iower the 
reflectivity at the area 14A to a value as bright as. or 
iower than, the reflectance range oi the dimming portion 
by choice of refiector materiai or transmission proper
ties of the layer 26, if present, in the area 14A. 

From the foregoing description, it will be understood 
that much of the uniqueness of this embodiment of the 
invention resides in the fact that only the inboard main 

vided which are piaced on the coated giass sheets to 
make eiectricai contact with the exposed areas of the 
electrically conductive layers. Suitable electrical con
ductors (not shown) may be soidered or otherwise con-

55 necied to the spring ciips 42 and 44 so that desired 
voltage may be applied to the device from a suitable 
power source. It is preferred but not essential that the 
combination reflector/electrode, whivh 111ay u, 111ay 11ut 
be multilayei, function as and be maintained as the 

10 
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r.::.thnrt,:i. in th,:,. r.irr.11itry 

Rearview mirrors embodying the present invention 
preferably include a bezel 34 \.Vhich extends around the 
entire periphery of the assembly. The bezel 34 conceals 
and protects the spring clips 42 and 44 and the periph- s 
era! edge portions of both of the front and the rear ele
ments 14 and 18. By \·vay of example, the beze! 34 may 
ho nf tho typo rlie:rlne:o.rl in tho rn-po.nrling rnntin11!:lltinn 

Applir<>tinn nf \A/illi<>m I. Tnn<>r, !=:ori<>I f\ln_ nR/1.d.'::>,R7'\ 

put and lif,:,. tn with~t!:inrl the !:111tnmnti\/t:::r. ,:,.nvirnnmi0,nt, 

and provided the color is acceptable for an automotive 
safety signal. Where a white or broad spectrum !ight 
snurr.,:, is pr,:,fo:,r;:ihly us,:,cl, ,:,ith,:,r ;:i tint,:,cl l;:imp ,:,nr.lnsur,:, 

nr sAp::ir::itA r.nlnrAcl filtAr hAhNAAn thA light snLirr.A ::incl 

the reflector is sufficient to provide the proper orange or 
red light output. The preferred color of the light output 
with the partial reflector approach is orange. The most 
practical iow cost light source is of the incandescent 

fil<>rl nrtnh<>r ?Cl, 1 CICI'.\, whirh io.:o.:, ,<>rl "'" 1 1!=:-'\d.d.R,'.\Cl7 10 type with possible variations to include halogen, xenon 
nn '-th !=:optomhor 1 QQ'-_ 

Th,:) ::l~(:,:)mhly m:::1y ::.h:::n inr.h1rlt) ::. r.nnv,:i.ntinn::.I 

hA::itAr ::incl ::i pl::istir. mirrnr h::ir.k nr gl::iss r.::isA whir.h is 

adapted to snap into an outside mirror housing (not 
shown) that may be of any desired configuration includ
ing with and without a motor pack for remote adjustment 
of mirror position. The outside mirror housing is sup
ported on the outside of an automotive vehicle in any 

or other iife-extending, high efficiency technoiogy. it is 
desired to produce the most iight with the ieast cost 
using a practicai, affordabie iight source for which 
repiacement buibs are readiiy avaiiabie for service. 

15 Whatever light source is used, it is preferred to use 
either a lamp reflector; lens or both for the purpose of 
increasing light output efficiency in the desired direction. 
The iamp reflector referred to in this case is distinctively 

desired or conventionai manner, and the inside mirror is separate from the mirror reflector on the outboard par
supported inside the vehicie in any desired or conven- 20 tion of the partiaiiy dimming aspheric mirror. As an aiter-
tionai manner. whereby the iieid of view of each mirror 
may be adjusted by the driver oi the vehicie in a conven
tional manner, as for example, through manual adjust
ment or by mechanicai or eiectricai means of the types 
conventionally provided on modem day automobiles. 

Am.nht:lr t:lrnbudirnt:lrn uf 1ht:l irivt:lrniuri io iiiuoua1t:ld in 
Figure 7 which enables each outside mirror to imple
ment a signaling function, and in which the reflector on 
the outboard section 14A is constructed to reflect most 

nate approach, this signai iight concept and partiai 
dimming concept can aiso be useiui with a substantiaiiy 
uniformly curved mirror, such as a convex mirror, where 
only a portion of the mirror is automatically dimming and 

25 the outboard portion is non-dimming with a signal light 
feature behind the outboard refiec1or. 

In order to direct light, emitting from the signal light 
~uurl.ie, a.way f1u111 the d, ive1 1b view, a. label va11 be ut,ed 

to cut (burn) a precise controllable louver pattern in a 
of the spectia while tiansmitting only a selected spectia 30 plastic louvei membei effective to diiect light out of the 
of a cooperative signal light source located behind the 
mirror. In an alternate approach, the reflector can be 
made generally reflective, but partially light transmissive 
over a broad spectral range, thus requiring a signal light 

mirror so it can be seen by other vehiclas on the side of 
the vehicle equipped "vith the signaling mirror, but not 
seen by the driver of the vehicle so equipped. The plas= 
tic louver sheet can be either extruded flat or molded flat 

of sufficient intensity to be seen by passing vehicles 35 or it can be molded in a curved shape to fit the mirror 
after attenuation through the partially reflecting layer. In 
order to direct the !ight a\•vay from the driver's eyes 
either ln.11,,ierc nr !:II chieiet nf pl!:llc:tir light rlirierting film ic 

placed behind the mirror surface between the signal 

curve. 
!t \•Jill be understood that a laser or other suitable 

me!:llnc r!:lln he 1 1tili'7crl tn h11rn c:lntc !:If !:In !:llnglo thrn.11gh 

the plastic sheet, and that the slots can be arranged in 
light cn11rro ~nrl tho roflortnr. Tho ~mhiont light concnr 40 ~ mannor tn prn.\/irlo tho groatoc.t pr~rtir!:!il ratin nf npon 

in th,:), ~11tnm~tir. int,::t,rinr mirrnr r.~n h,::t, 11~,::t,rl ::.lnng with~ ~r,:1:::1 with th,:), l::a~,:i,r r.11t ~Int~ h,::t,ing ~tnpp,::t,rl ~t r.,::t,rt::ain 

r.nnv,:,ntinn::il r.nntrnl r.irr.L1it (nnt shnwn) tn prngn:,,:::sivAly 

reduce the signal light output under progressively 
darker night driving conditions, Areas behind the out-

pnints tn ::illnw SL 1ffir.i,:,nt stn ,r.tt ir::il r,:,tAntinn ::incl SL 1p

port. Referring to Figure ?, a schematic simplified side 
elevational view of this embodiment of the invention is 

board portion of each outside mirror where the signal 45 illustrated therein. In this embodiment of the invention; a 
light is not expected to shine through can optionally be 
covered with black or dark paint to make the interior 
behind the mirror reflector less visible cosmetically in 
the daytime. in this embodiment of the invention, a dich-
roic refiector in area i4A may be utiiized, aiong with a so 

iight source that is compatibie with the dichroic reiiecior, 
e.g .. a red iight emitting diode. emitting in specific spec-

front reflector 138 is provided on the a.spherical portion 
114A of the glass 114, the reflector 138 preferably being 
a very highly reflective but partially transparent metal 
coating. 

it shouid be understood, however. that in this 
embodiment of the invention it is not necessary that the 
outboard portion of the mirror be aspheric. and that ii 
desired the outboard portion can be flat or curved. If 
desired, protective coatings may aiso be provided upon 

tral wavelengths of the band pass region of the dichroic 
reiiector. Another possibiiity for a iight source for use 
with a dichroic reflector is a neon gas tube, power sup
plies (not shown) for the light emitting diodes or neon 

55 the condition that the reflective coating be substantiaiiy 
transmissive thereby allowing light from behind the mir-

tube being well known in the art. 
VVith a partially reflecting mirror, any wide band light 

source is acceptable provided it has sufficient light out-

11 

ror to pass through. The higher the natural reflectance 
of the front layers the greater will be the ability to sacri
fice reflectance to transmittance and still fall within an 
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""""'Pt<>hl,:, mirror r,:,fl,:,r,t,::,nr,,:, r<>ng,:, nf <>hn11t 40% to 
60%. Suitable reflectors are rhodium, coated aluminum, 
r,n,::,t.•rl s:ilw•r, nr nth<>r s:11it<1hl<> rliff<>r<>nt m<>t<>I. Th<> k<>y 

;:os:p<>r.t is: th;:ot th<> n;:,t,,r;:,I r<>fl<>r.t;:onr.<> h<> high <>nnugh tn 

a!!ow a thin contro!!ed thickness to transmit approxi- 5 

mately 1 o to 30% or greater of the signal light and still 
allow approximately 40 to 60% reflectance. The glass 
itself is designated 114 in Figure 7, but clear plastic may 
be useful as an alternate. 

louvers ?1,;_ If rl,:,o:::ir,:,rl, a c!ear tr<>no::p<>r<>nt <>l,:,Mrrvi,:, 

heater can be positioned between the louvers 215 and 
th<> r<>:ar gl:a,::,:: ?1 A, th<> In, IVArs: h<>ing fiYArl tn th<> h=t<>r 

s:uhstr;:ot<>, ;:,,::; with ;:on :arlh<>siv<>. Thus, in th<> np<>r:atinn nf 

this embodiment or the invention, when the signal !ight 
source is energized, the signal is visible only to drivers 
of other vehicles, while the electro-optic dimming fea
tures of the mirrors are visible to the driver of the vehicle 
equipped with the mirrors embodying the invention. 

Th.:a l;::ayg,r rlg.;;:.ign;;:ah¥i 11 ~ i.;;:. th.:a ln11ug,r~ b::1y.:ar 10 Annth.:ar .:amhnrlim,:anf nf th.:::a inu.::i,ntinn ic;:_ ill11.;;:.tn::at.:::arl in 

whir.:h inr.nrpnr::afjQ,~ ::an ::apprnpri::atiOi ~ign::al p::attjQ,rn whir.h Fig11r.o. Q_ In thi~ .:timhnrlimiOint nf thiOi in\/.ontinn, fhjQ, rjQ,::ar 

gl,::,o::,o::, Al<>mi:>nt io:: o:::11h<:t<1nti<>lly th<> ,::,om<> o::i::><> ""' thi:> frnnt 

gl,::,,:::,::: AIAmAnt ind11rling thA ,o,:::ph<>rir,,::,I pnrtinn thArAnf 

so that the entire mirror including the aspheric portion 

r.:::an ht), r,:)r.:ngni,,~rl ::a~ ::a ti 1rn nr nth,::i,r (:.ign::il, whir.:h wh~n 

lightArl io:: vis:ihlA tn vAhidAo::: nn thA ,:::irlA, hut nnt tn rlrivAr 

of the vehicle quipped with outside mirrors embodying 
the present invention. 

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in Fig
ure 7, an optional lens 117 is provided to direct light for 
efficiency. A signal light source 119 is provided which 

15 thereof has the reversibly variable transmittance capa
bilities. Referring to Figure 9, an outside mirror, gener
ally designated 111, is illustrated which includes a 
sealed chamber 113 defined by a front glass element 

may be in the form of an LED array, a filament lamp or 114, an edge seal ii 6, and a rear glass element ii 8 
iamps. or a gas fiiied iamp such as neon or xenon. and 20 having refiective and eiectricaiiy conductive metai iayer 
a reiiector or reiiector array 121 is provided to direct 
iight emanating from the iight source 119 toward the 
lens 117 and/or the louvers 115. If desired, a clear 
transparent eiectrode heater and biack mask couid be 

122 and optionaiiy aiso a metai under coating 120. An 
eiectro-optic medium 124 having the desired eiectro
optic properties fills the chamber 113, and a transparent 
eieciricaiiy conductive iayer, such as a fiuorine-doped 

positioned between the louvers 115 and the glass 114. 25 tin oxide conductive layer 126 is carried by the front ele-
The iouvers 115 would then be giued to the substrate 
with adhesive. 

In the operation of this embodiment of the invention, 
when the signal light source is energized, the turn or 

rnent 114. The eiectricaliy conductive iayers are con
r11::!(.;Lt:d LU i:l t:!lt:!t,.;L1it,.;ctl l,;ill,;UiL ir, Lht: llli:tlUlf:I JJlt:viuu:sly 

described, and, if desired, a color suppression coating 
or coatings, such as 128 may be disposed between the 

othei signal is thus visible only to the diiveis of othei so conductive layei 126 and the adjacent ieai surlace of 
vehicles. At the same time, the reflective surfaces of the 
mirror function in a conventional manner. 

In accordance ;;with the present invention, the sign= 
aling concept described hereinabove can be extended 

the front element 114. 
In this embodiment of the invention, the front glass 

element 114 is formed in one continuous piece that 
includes an inboard main body portion 1148 that may 

to include electro-optic dimming mirrors as shown in 35 be substantially flat with an infinite radius of curvature, 
Figure 8. Referring to Figure 8, an electro-optic assem
bly generally designated 210 is provided \11.thich includes 
!:II co.!:lllorl rh!:!imho.r ?1~ rio.fino.rl ny !:II frnnt gl:::::acc o.lo.mont 

214, an edge seal 216, and a rear glass element 218 

or slightly curved \·vith a relatively large radius cf curva
ture. The main body portion 114B is integrally joined to 
!:In n.11thn!:!irrl !:llcpho.rir:::::al pnrtinn 11.d.6. h.::n,ing !:II r:::::arli11c nf 

curvature substantially less than the radius of curvature 
h!:a\/ing roflorti\/o. n. 1+ p!:llrti~11y lign+ tr!:llncmi++ing !:llnrl o.lor- 40 of the main body portion 1148. Thus, the aspherical 

trir," lly r,nnrl, ,r,ting r,hrnmi, ,m ,onrl rhnrli, ,m l,oyi:>r<: ??n pnrtinn 114A r,nntrih, ,t,:,o::: "' pr,:,rl,:,t,:,rmini:>rl fii:>lrl nf vi i:>w 

,::,nrl ??? , rAs:pAr.tivAly nn thA frnnt f<>r,A thArAnf. An Al,:,r,

tro-optic medium 224 having the desired electro-optic 
propP.rtiP.s: fill!!: th A r:h::imhAr 21 ~- ::inn ::i tr::in!!:p::irP.nt AIAr:-

whir,h, whAn r,nmhinArl with thA fiAlrl nf vi Aw nf thA m,oin 

hnrly pnrtinn 114R is: !!:11h!!:t<1nti,olly gr<><>t<>r th,::,n thA fiAlrl 

of view of the main body portion 1148 a!onea The rear 
trically conductive layer or layers 226, such as !TO, is 45 glass element 118 of the mirror of this embodiment of 
carried on the back face of the front glass 214 A lou
vered layer 215 is provided which is secured to the back 
surface of the rear giass 2 i 8, the louvered layer having 
an appropriate signal pattern, such as an arrow, which 

the invention is substantially the same size as the front 
glass element 114 and includes a main body portion 
i i88 that is substantially the same size as the main 
body portion 1148 of the front glass element, and an 

can be recognized as a turn or other signai, visible to so asphericai portion ii 8A that is substantiaiiy the same 
vehicies on the side. but not to the driver of the vehicie 
equipped with outside mirrors embodying the invention. 
This embodiment of the invention includes an optional 
iens 2i 7 to direct iight for efficiency. A signai iight 
source 219 is provided which may be in the form of an 55 

LED array, a filament lamp or lamps, or a gas-filled lamp 
~uvh cl~ i:l llt:lUII lc:1.111µ UI i:l Xt:lllUrl h:1.111µ, c:1.11d i:1. I t:iflt:ivtu, UI 

reflector anay 221 is provided to direct light emanating 
from the light source 219 toward the lens 217 and/or the 

12 

size as the asphericai portion 114A of the front giass 
element. 

In this embodiment of the invention the reflective 
surface on the inside of the rear giass i i 8 is comprised 
of a singie metal iayer combination refiectorielectrode or 
a series of coatings which may be the same as the mul
tilayer combination reflector/electrode types previously 
described which serve as a mirror reflective layer and 
also form an integral electrode in contact with the elec-
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trnrhrnmir m,:,rli,o_ Th<> nth,:,r ,:,l,:,rtrnrl,:, nn th<> in<:irl<> <:1 ir

face of the front glass 114 may be the same as the 
tr,ons,p,or•mt Al1>rtrnrlA ?R pr1>virn 1,:,ly rlAs,rrihArl whirh 

r.nnt;:ir.ts thA AIAr.trnr.hrnmir. mArli;:, ins,irlA thA mirrnr AIA-

ment. The mu!ti!ayer combination ref!ector/e!ectrode in 5 

this embodiment of the invention thus functions in the 
same manner and obtains the same results as the mul
tilayer combination reflector/electrode previously 
described, and the transparent electrode on the inside 
surlace of the front giass i i4 aiso functions in the man- 10 

ner and obtains the same results as the transparent 
electrodes previously described. the difference in this 
embodiment of the invention being that the multilayer 
combination refieciorielecirode and the transparent 
electrode include the aspheric portion of the mirror, it 15 

oeing unoersrnoo ma1 me sea1 1 1 o encompasses me 
entire crlarnber I 'i 3 which extends to trle ieft end of the 
mirror structure, as illustrated in Figure 9, including the 

2. A mirror ~r.r.nrrling tn r.l!:lim 1, whoroin ~~irl n1 it

board portion of said front element is of aspheric 
r.nnfig11r;::atinn. 

3. A mirror according to claim 1, 1v·.therein said inboard 
portion (1149) and said outboard portion ( 114A) of 
said front element have curved surfaces each \•Jith 
!::II r!:!irli11~ nf r11ru!:llt11ro.1 tho r!:llrii11c. nf r11rH!::lt11ro nf c.!:lliri 

f"":11ruorl c1 1rf!:lro nf c!:liri inhn!:!irr'i pnrtinn ho.ing gro£:ator 

th;;:in thg ..-;::irli11,c;:_ nf r:11nr.:at11n:1i nf c;:_;::iirl r:11n1grl .;;:_11rl;::ar::g 

nf s,;::iirl n, ,thn,orrl pnrtinn_ 

4. A mirror according to c!aim 1, 2 or 3, wherein said 
light reflecting means (20, 22) of said rear element 
is also eiectricaiiy conductive and iocated on the 
side of said rear element (118) confronting said 
front element (114). 

aspheric portion of the mirror. Thus, the entire mirror 5. A mirror according to c1a1m 4, wherein said iight 
111 including the aspheric po;tion of the mirror has the 20 reflecting means of said rear element is formed of 
ieveisibly vaiiable tiansmittance capabilities 1 and the 
Cl .t;. C ••• ;. I UI fu1 .ct;u. Ii:) ; •• the .:,a1 I IC I I IOI II ICI a.:, the 
inboard main body portion 148 of the embodiment of 
the invention illustrated in Figures 1 through 6. 

v·vnile preferred embodiments oi the invention have 2s 
been illustrated and described, it will be understood that 
va, iuu~ (.;hctriyt:!:s arid 111udifi(.;cuiur1~ 111cty bt:! 111ctdt:! wiLh-

out departing from the scope of the invention which is 
defined by the appended claims. 

Claims 

1. An electro=optically dimming c;xtc;1 ;UI I c;a1 v;c;vv 111;1-

ror (111) for automotive vehicles. said mirror com= 

30 

prising, in combination, front and rear spaced 35 

elements (114, 118), said front element (114) being 
optically transparent and including an inboard por-
+inn (1.dn) .::.nri .::.n n11thn.::.rri pnrtinn (11.d.4) projor-t. 

ing laterally outwardly of said inboard portion, at 
lo£:act nno nf c:::£:airi inhn£:arri £:anri n11thn£:arri pnrtinnc 40 

(114A, R) nf o:,,oirl frnnt <>l1>m<>nt h1>ing nf r.11n11>rl r.nn-

fig, ,r;:itinn, s,,oirl frnnt AIAmAnt ,onrl o:,;:,irl r1>,or AIAmAnt 

rlAfining " r.h;:,mhAr thArAhAtwAAn, thA r.nnfrnnting 

!':ide!': nf !':;::iid frnnt element ;:ind !':Aid re;::ir element 

each including at least one layer of electrically con- 45 

ductive material (22, 26) said chamber containing 
an electro-optic reversibly variable transmittance 
medium (i 24) in contact with each of said eiectri
caiiy conductive iayers, said rear element inciuding 

muitipie iayers of eiectricaiiy conductive material. 

6. A mirror according to claim 5. wherein said light 
reflecting means of said rear eiement includes a 
layer of rhodium and a layer of chromium, said layer 
of rhodium being on the side of said iayer of chro
r 11iu111 (.;Urif, ur uiriy ~aid f, ur IL t:!h:H llt:!r IL. 

7. A combination as set forth in claim 6, wherein said 
layei of chiomium is gieatei in thickness than said 
layer of rhodium. 

8. An electro=optically dimming c;xtc;1 ;UI I c;cu V ;c.:vv mir= 
ror (11. 12) for automotive vehicles. said mirror 
comprising, in combination, an opticaiiy transparent 
front element (14) having an inboard portion (148) 
and an outboard portion (1411.) projecting laterally 
n11t\A1!:llrrily frnm c!::iirl inhn!:!irr-1 pnrtinn, !::I ro.!::lr o.lc.mont 

(18), said rear element having a reflective surface 
(9n, 99) thoronn, c!:lirl frnnt f"":lomont (1 A) ~nrl c!:lirl 

r1>,or 1>l<>m1>nt (1 R) 1>,or.h h;:,ving frnnt ,onrl r1>,or "'' ir

far.1>,:, ;:,nrl rlAfining ;:, s,p;:,r.,:, h1>twAAn s,,oirl r,:,,or <:1 ir

far.A of s,oirl frnnt AIAmAnt ,onrl s,oirl frnnt surfar.A nf 

said rear element, an electro-optic medium (24) 
confined in said space whereby light transmittance 
of said medium is variable upon the application of 
an electrical potential thereto, said front surface of 
said inboard portion (i48) of said front eiement 
having a predetermined radius of curvature, said 

iight reflecting means (20, 22), said iight reflecting so front suliace of said outboard portion (i 4A) of said 
means of said rear eiement being effective to reflect front eiement being of aspheric configuration. 
light through said medium and through said front 
element when said light reaches said rear element 9. A mirror according to claim 8, wherein said front 
reflecting means after passing through said 
medium and 1hrough said from elemem, and means 55 

for applying electrical potential to said layers of 
t:,l~vtr ivally vu11duvtivt:i 111attHial tu lii:1.Ut,t:l va1 iatiuri iri 
the light transmittance of said electro-optic medium. 

13 

surface of said outboard portion (i 48) of said front 
element has a radius of curvature less than said 
radius of curvature of said front surface of said 
inboard portion of said front element. 
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wh<>r<>in ,::,::,irl inhn,::,rrl pnrtinn (14R; 114R) ,::,nrl ,::,::,irl 

outboard portion (14A; 114A) of said front element 
<><>r.h h<>v<>::, pr<>rl<>t<>rmin<>rl fi<>lrl nf vi<>w, th<> fi<>lrl nf 

vi<>w nf th<> r.nmhin;:itinn nf ,::;;:iirl inhn;:irrl pnrtinn ;:inrl 

said outboard portion being greater than the fie!d of 5 

view of said inboard portion alone. 

11. fl. mirrnr !:lrrnrrling tn !:lny nf tho prorof"lling rl!:lime:, 

in~h 1rling mo!lnc (?~; 1 ?~) rlicpncorl hohA1oon c!:lirl 

front element (14; 114) and said rear element (18; 10 

11 A) fnr ~11ppr~~~ing ~nln1 1r. 

12. A mirror according to any of the preceding claims, 
wherein said inboard portion (14B; 114B) and said 
outboard portion (14A; 114A) of said front element 15 

are formed of one continuous piece of glass. 

13. A mirror according to any of the preceding claims, 
wherein said front element (14; 114) and said rear 
eiement (i8: ii 8) have confronting surface por- 20 

iions of curved configuration. 

14. A mirror according to any of claims 1 to 12, wherein 
said front eiement (14; 114) and said rear eiement 
(18; 'i 18) have confronting surface portions of sub- 2s 
01c:1.mic:1.iiy fic:1.1 l.u11fiyurc:1.1iu11. 

15. A 111i11u1 cu..;vu,diriy tu any uf the µrt:M..;ediriy vla.i,11~, 

wherein said reflective surface (20, 22; 120, 122) on 
said ieai side of said ieai element. 

16. A mirror according to any of claims 1 to 14, "vherein 
said reflective surlace (20, 22; 120, 122) on said 
rear element (18; 118) is located on the side of said 

30 

rear clement confronting said front element (14; 35 

114). 

40 
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Mirror support with divergent reflective area 
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} 
The mirror holder (1 ), designed to be mounted in 
a rear view mirror housing and pivotable by direct 
pressure or remote operation, incorporates a 
divergent reflective zone (3) extending to one 
side of the main mirror surface (2). The divergent 
zone is produced by a chrome or varnish 
reflective coating applied directly to the mirror 
holder itself, and it can be a flat or curved 
spherical or aspherical surface. The mirror can 
also be equipped with a de-icer. 
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(54) Porte-miroir comportant une zone reflechissante divergente 

(57) La presente invention concerne un porte-miroir 
(1) destine a etre monte dans un boitier de retroviseur 
exterieur par l'intermediaire d'un dispositif de montage 
pivotable a commande directe par appui sur le miroir (2) 
equipant ledit porte-miroir (1) ou a commande a distan
ce au moyen d'un dispositif a actionnement manuel ou 
motorise. 

Porte-miroir caracterise en ce qu'il comporte une 
zone reflechissante (3) divergente par rapport au miroir 

(2), s'etendant lateralement en prolongement de la sur
face de reception du miroir (2), en position de service 
du retroviseur, et dont le revetement reflechissant est 
une couche reflechissante chromee ou vernie appliquee 
directement sur la matiere du porte-miroir (1) formant 
ladite zone reflechissante (3). 

L'invention est plus particulierement applicable 
dans le domaine de la realisation de dispositifs de re
trovision pour vehicules automobiles. 

2 

1 
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Description 

[0001] La presente invention concerne le domaine 
des vehicules automobiles, en particulier de leurs ac
cessoires, et notamment leurs moyens de retrovision et 
a pour objet un porte-miroir comportant une zone refle
chissante divergente. 
[0002] Actuellement, pour permettre aux automobilis
tes de surveiller la circulation a l'arriere et sur les cotes 
de leur vehicule, en particulier lors des manoeuvres de 
depassement ou garage, les vehicules automobiles 
sont generalement equipes d'un retroviseur interieur 
central et de deux retroviseurs exterieurs fixes chacun 
sur une portiere avant. 
[0003] Ainsi, le miroir interieur central permet essen
tiellement la surveillance de la zone situee a l'arriere du 
vehicule, notcimment pour cipprecier l'cipproche ou l'eloi
gnement d'autres vehicules, alors que les retroviseurs 
exterieurs lateraux sont destines a permettre le cont role 
des zones laterales dud it vehicule, immediatement lors 
des manoeuvres de depassement ou de changement 
de file, ainsi que pour les manoeuvres de stationne
ment. 
[0004] Un tel montage des retroviseurs est generale
ment satisfaisant, en permettant, par installation d'un 
miroir central interieur panoramique et de miroirs exte
rieurs orientables a distance, la couverture d'un vaste 
champ de vision lateral et arriere. 
[0005] Cependant, du fail meme de la disposition des 
retroviseurs, ii subsists des zones peripheriques du ve
hicule qui restent invisibles au conducteur et qui sont 
appelees angles marts. Ces angles marts obligent le 
conducteur a tourner plus ou mains la tete pendant les 
manoeuvres de depassement de maniere a s'assurer 
qu'aucun vehicule n'effectue de manoeuvre dans l'es
pace constituant l'angle mort, ce qui pourrait etre dan
gereux et entraTner eventuellement une collision, risque 
augmente par le fait que pendant cette verification la 
surveillance vers l'avant du vehicule n'est plus assuree. 
[0006] Pour obvier aces inconvenients, ii a ete pro
pose des retroviseurs exterieurs presentant des 
moyens destines a supp rimer plus ou moins l'angle mart 
de chaque retroviseur exterieur. A cet effet, le miroir de 
retroviseur peut, soit etre muni d'un element rapporte 
reflechissant plan ou courbe, en saillie par rapport a lui, 
soil etre sous forme d'un miroir spherique ou aspheri
que. 
[0007] Les miroirs comportant deux elements refle
chissants sont generalement formes par un element de 
plus grande surface destine a la vue arriere laterals et 
par un element de plus petite surface servant a couvrir 
partiellement l'angle mort correspondant. 
[0008] De tels miroirs de retroviseur exterieur neces
sitent, cependant, des investissements de fabrication 
importants, du fait que chaque modele de retroviseur, 
pour tenir compte des norm es en matiere de surface de 
vision laterale arriere minimale, sera equipe de miroirs 
differents. 

[0009] Les miroirs spheriques ou aspheriques sont 
realises a partir d'une ebauche plane, par deformation 
a chaud sur un gabarit. De tels miroirs necessitent des 
coots de fabrication importants entral'nant des prix de 

5 revient eleves des retroviseurs obtenus. En outre, ces 
miroirs ne permettent pas l'obtention d'une image non 
deformee. 
[0010] On connait, par ailleurs, par GB-A-2 126 548, 
un retroviseur exterieur comportant un premier miroir 

10 plan et un second miroir convexe contigu au premier, 
ces miroirs etant monies sur un porte miroir commun et 
determinant une surface reflechissante continue. 
[0011] Dememe, ledocumentGB-A-2261861 a pour 
objet un retroviseur exterieur comportant deux miroirs 

15 adjacents formant une surface reflechissante convexe. 
Ces deux miroirs peuvent etre, soit adjacents, soit d'un 
seul temmt et relies pcir une pcirtie incurvee 
[0012] Les miroirs ainsi realises presentent, cepen
dant, taus !'inconvenient de ne pas etre adaptes a une 

20 mise en oeuvre sur des modeles de retroviseurs diffe
rents, de sorte que chaque modele necessite, au mains 
pour la partie de miroir destines a couvrir partiellement 
l'angle mort, un miroir specifique, ce qui entra1ne des 
frais de fabrication correspondants. 

25 [0013] La presente invention a pour but de pallier les 
inconvenients des retroviseurs exterieurs connus en 
proposant un porte-miroir permettant, tout en mainte
nant un contort de vision optimal, d'ameliorer sensible
ment le champ de vision vers l'arriere, ce a un faible prix 

30 de revient. 
[0014] A cet effet, !'invention a pour objet un parle
miroir, destine a etre monte dans un bollier de retrovi
seur exterieur par l'intermediaire d'un dispositif demon
tage pivotable a commande directs par appui sur le mi-

35 roir equipant led it porte-miroir ou a commands a distan
ce au moyen d'un dispositif a actionnement manuel ou 
motorise, caracterise en ce qu'il comports une zone re
flechissante divergente par rapport au miroir, s'etendant 
lateralement en prolongement de la surface de recep-

40 tion du miroir, en position de service du retroviseur, et 
dont le revetement reflechissant est une couche refle
chissante chromee ou vernie appliquee directement sur 
la matiere du porte-miroir formant ladite zone reflechis
sante. 

45 [0015] L'invention sera mieux comprise, grace a la 
description ci-apres, qui se rapports a un mode de rea
lisation prefere, donne a titre d'exemple non limitatif, et 
explique avec reference au dessin schematique an
nexe, dont la figure unique est une vue en elevation et 

50 en coupe du porte-miroir conforme a !'invention. 
[0016] La figure unique du dessin annexe represente 
un porte-miroir 1 destine a etre monte dans un boHier 
de retroviseur exterieur par l'intermediaire d'un dispositif 
de montage pivotable a commande directe par appui sur 

55 le miroir 2 equipant ledit porte-miroir 1 ou a commande 
a distance au moyen d'un dispositif a actionnement ma
nuel ou motorise. 
[0017] Conformement a !'invention, le porte-miroir 1 

2 
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comporte une zone reflechissante 3 divergente par rap
port au miroir 2, s'etendant en prolongement de la sur
face de reception du miroir 2, de preference laterale
ment par rapport cette surface, en position de service 
du retroviseur, et dont le revetement reflechissant est 
avantageusement une couche reflechissante chromee 
ou vernie appliquee directement sur la matiere du porte
miroir 1 formant ladite zone reflechissante 3. 
[0018] Ainsi, le retroviseur exterieur muni d'un tel por
te-miroir 1 permet une vision habituelle de la partie ar
riere laterale correspondante du vehicule et une detec
tion complementaire dans l'espace correspondant a 
l'angle mart du miroir 2, grace a la zone reflechissante 
3. La disposition de la zone reflechissante divergente 3 
est particulierement avantageuse, du fait qu'elle permet 
un prolongement naturel du miroir 2 par la zone refle
chiss21nte divergente 3 et done un regl21ge simult21ne de 
cette derniere avec ledit miroir 2. 
[0019] La zone reflechissante divergente 3 peut se 
presenter, soit sous forme d'une surface plane, soit sous 
forme d'une surface spherique ou aspherique. Dans le 
premier cas, l'image reflechie par la zone 3 sera une 
image comparable a celle reflechie par le miroir 2, tandis 
que dans le deuxieme cas, cette image sera plus ou 
moins deformee du fait de la convexite de la surface. 
[0020] Le miroir 2 peut etre un miroir en verre ou en 
matiere synthetique muni ou non d'un dispositif de de
givrage et colle sur le porte-miroir 1. Dans le mode de 
realisation represents au dessin annexe, la surface de 
reception du miroir 2 est une surface plane, cependant, 
cette surface pourrait egalement se presenter comme 
une surface convexe destinee a la reception d'un miroir 
2 aspherique ou spherique. Dans un tel cas, la realisa-
tion du miroir 2 en matiere synthetique pourrait permet-

de vision lateral arriere considerablement elargi, de sor
te que le conducteur du vehicule ainsi equipe peut voir 
simultanement une image normale du champ lateral ar
riere et une image partielle de l'espace se trouvant dans 

5 l'angle mart correspondant. Cette deuxieme image se
ra, selon le cas, avec ou sans deformation, suivant que 
la zone reflechissante sera convexe, c'est-a-dire sphe
rique ou aspherique, ou plane. 
[0024] En outre, !'invention permet une creation de re-

10 troviseurs plus etendue, du fait qu'elle rend parfaitement 
envisageable !'utilisation d'un meme miroir plan sur des 
modeles de porte-miroirs differents dans leur forme et 
dans leurs dimensions, le miroir plan pouvant tres bien 
etre integre avec une dimension figee sur des porte-mi-

75 roirs, dont la surface de la zone reflechissante divergen
te est variable d'un modele de retroviseur a un autre. 
[0025] Le porte-miroir 21insi obtenu est d'un prix de re
vient relativement faible comparativement a celui de 
porte-miroirs et de miroirs permettant une retrovision la-

20 terale optimisee et sa mise en oeuvre, ainsi que son re
glage sont particulierement simples. 
[0026] La presente invention est plus particulierement 
applicable dans le domaine de la realisation de dispo
sitifs de retrovision pour vehicules automobiles. 

25 [0027] Bien entendu, !'invention n'est pas limitee au 
mode de realisation decrit et represente au dessin an
nexe. Des modifications restent possibles. notamment 
du point de vue de la constitution des divers elements 
ou par substitution d'equivalents techniques, sans sortir 

30 pour autant du domaine de protection de !'invention. 

Revendications 

tre une conformation directe a la convexite du support 35 

ou porte-miroir 1, lors de son montage sur ce dernier 
1. Porte-miroir (1 ), destine a etre monte dans un boT

tier de retroviseur exterieur par l'intermediaire d'un 
dispositif de montage pivotable a commande direc
te par appui sur le miroir (2) equipant ledit porte
miroir (1) ou a commande a distance au moyen d'un 
dispositif a actionnement manuel ou motorise, ca
racterise en ce qu'il comporte une zone reflechis
sante (3) divergente par rapport au miroir (2), 
s'etendant lateralement en prolongement de la sur
face de reception du miroir (2), en position de ser
vice du retroviseur, et dont le revetement reflechis
sant est une couche reflechissante chromes ou ver
nie appliquee directement sur la matiere du porte
miroir (1) formant ladite zone reflechissante (3). 

par collage, ce qui entraTnerait un coot de fabrication 
reduit en consequence. 
[0021] Conformement a une autre caracteristique de 
!'invention, non representee au dessin annexe, la zone 40 

reflechissante divergente 3 peut avantageusement etre 
pourvue, sous sa surface de reception du revetement 
reflechissant, d'une plaquette de degivrage. Une telle 
plaquette de degivrage peut etre integree directement 
dans la matiere constitutive du porte-miroir 1 lors du 45 

moulage de ce dernier, par surmoulage, et presenter 
des moyens de branchement electrique debouchant 
derriere ledit porte-miroir 1 et cooperant avec des 
moyens correspondants prevus dans le boTtier du retro-
viseur. 50 2. 
[0022] Ainsi, !'ensemble du miroir de retroviseur a sur
faces reflechissantes multiples peut etre maintenu dans 
un stat de reflexion parfait permettant au conducteur du 
vehicule ainsi equipe de toujours disposer d'un angle de 3. 
vision lateral arriere maximal. 55 

[0023] Grace a !'invention, ii est possible de realiser 
un porte-miroir, permettant, du fait de la prevision d'une 
zone reflechissante divergente, l'obtention d'un champ 

3 

Porte-miroir, suivant la revendication 1, caracterise 
en ce que la zone reflechissante divergente (3) se 
presente sous forme d'une surface plane. 

Porte-miroir, suivant la revendication 1, caracterise 
en ce que la zone reflechissante divergente (3) se 
presente sous forme d'une surface spherique ou 
aspherique. 
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4. Porte-miroir, suivant la revendication 1, caracterise 
en ce que le miroir en verre ou en matiere synthe
tique formant la zone reflechissante divergente (3) 
est pourvue sur sa face arriere d'une plaquette de 
degivrage. 5 
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ANNEXE AU RAPPORT DE RECHERCHE EUROPEENNE 
RELATIF A LA DEMANDE DE BREVET EUROPEEN NO. EP 98 44 0260 

La presente annexe indique les membres de la famille de brevets relatifs aux documents brevets cites dans le rapport de 
recherche europeenne vise ci-dessus. 
Lesdits members sont contenus au fichier informatique de l'Office europeen des brevets a la date du 
Les rense,gnements fournis sont donres a titre indicatif et n'engagent pas la responsabilite de l'Office europeen des brevets. 

Document brevet c,te 
au rap port de recherche 

EP 864465 

GB 2126548 

GB 2261861 
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I 
Date de 

publication 
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28-03-1984 

02-06-1993 

I 
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I 

04-02-1999 

Date de 
publication 

Pour tout renseignement concemant cette annexe . voir Journal Officiel de 1'Dffice europeen des l>revets. No.12/82 
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@) The present invention relates to an electrochromic device which comprises a first electrode layer, an 
intermediate layer including an electrochromic layer, a second electrode layer; said first electrode layer, said 
intermediate layer and said second electrode layer being laminated in succession, and an electrode member 
connected to one of said first and second electrode layers and extending in a predetermined direction 
perpendicular to the direction of lamination of said first electrode layer, said intermediate layer and said second 

· electrode layer . 
. The resistance R,, R2 respectively of said first and second electrode layers and the internal resistance Rs of 

- said intermediate layer satisfy the predetermined condition. 
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Electrochromic Device 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

5 Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to an electrochromic device capable of uniform coloring. 

10 Related Background Art 

A phenomenon of reversible coloration by reversible electrolytic oxidation or reduction under voltage 
application is called electrochromism. 

Various attempts have been made, since more than 20 years ago, to prepare electrochromic devices 
75 (ECO) utilizing an electrochromic material showing such electrochromic phenomenon and capable of 

coloration and color erasure by voltage application, and to utilize such ECO for a light control device such 
as an anti-glare mirror, or a ?-segment numeric display unit. 

For example, the U.S. Patent No. 3,829,196 discloses a totally solid-state ECO composed of a 
transparent electrode film (cathode), a tungsten trioxide film, an insulating film for example of silicon 

2a dioxide, and an electrode film {anode) laminated in succession on a glass substrate. · 
The tungsten trioxide (W03) film is colored blue when a voltage is applied to said ECO, and returns to 

the colorless state when an inverse voltage is applied. The mechanism of the coloration and color erasure is 
not fully clarified, but It is estimated that the coloration and color erasure of W03 is governed by a small 
amount of water present in the W03 film and the insulating film (ion conductive layer). 

25 The reaction formulae .are estimated as follows: 
H20-H; + OH-
(W03 film: cathode) W03 + nH+ + ne- - H0W03 
colorless, transparent colored 
(insulating film: anode) OH- - tH20 + t02t + te-

30 Also there is already known an ECO composed of an electrochromic layer capable of coloration by 
reduction (for example WQ3), an ion conductive layer, and a layer capable of reversible electrolytic 
oxidation (for example iridium oxide or iridium hydroxide) laminated in succession between an upper 
electrode and a lower electrode for applying a pre-determined voltage; 

At least one of the electrode layers directly or indirectly sandwiching. the electrochromic. layer has to be 
35 transparent in order to show the. coloration and color erasure to the exterior, and both electrode layers have 

to be transparent in case of a transmissive ECO. 
It is already known that a transparent electrode can be prepared for example from Sn02, ln20:i ITO 

· (Sn02 - ln20a mixture) or ZnO, but these materials are of relatively low transparency and have to be ma9e 
thin. Because of this fact, and also because of. other reasons, the ECO is usually formed on a substrate 

40 such as a glass plate or a plastic plate. 

45 

Also for certain applications, a sealing substrate, for protecting the device, is positioned opposite to the · 
· substrate.of the device, and the device is sealed for example with epoxy resin. 

However, the conventional ECO'S have been.associated with a drawback that the coloration is very slow 
and is not uniform, and said uneven coloration has been particularl.Y marked in a large-sized ECO. · 

SUMMARY OF THE.INVENTION 

The object of the present invention is to provide an ECO capable of showing uniform coloration even in 
50 a large size. 

The above-mentioned object can be attained, according to the present invention, by a certain 
relationship of the resistances of the intermediate layer including the electrochrornic layer, and the upper 
and lower electrodes sandwiching said intermediate layer. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 is a schematic view showing the current flow in an ECO , .for explaining the principle of the 
present invention; 

5 Fig. 2 is a schematic view showing the current flow in an ECO embodying the present invention; 
Fig. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an ECO embodying the present invention; and 

10 

Fig. 4 is a plan view of an ECO for .explaining the definition of conditions of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In the following there will be explained the principle of the present invention. 
At first explained is the relationship of the resistances of the intermediate layer, including the 

electrochromic layer, and the upper and lower electrodes sandwiching safd interme.diate layer, in a 
conventional ECO. 

15 In the 'conventional ECO, the resistance R1 of the upper electrode layer, the. resistance R2 of the lower 

20 

electrode layer and the internal resistance Ra of the intermediate layer sandwiched between said electrode 
layers satisfy following relation (1 ): 

( 1') 

The resistance R, or R2 of the upper or lower electrode is measured in a direction substantially 

25 
perpendicular to the extending. direction of a connection electrode provided in at least one of said upper 
and lower electrodes, and the resistance Ra of the intermediate layer is measured in the direction of 
thickness thereof. 

35 

40 

45 

The resistances R,, R2 and Ra are defined as follows: 

wherein: 

p 1. s 
Rl =. d· ,.2,2 

1 . 

R2 
P2 .s 

= 
d • 9.,2 

2 

R3 = 
P 3 ·d3 

s 

p1: resistivity of upper electrode layer: 
p2: resistivity of lower electrode layer: 
pa: ion resistivity of intermediate layer; 

( 2) 

( 3 ) 

( 4) 

50 d,: thickness of upper electrode layer; 
d2: thickness of lower electrode layer; 
da: thickness of intermediate layer; 
l: shortest length, in the extending direction of connection electrode, ·of the upper or lower electrode layer 
not connected to said connection electrode, the connection electrode and the intermediate layer; and 

55 S : superposed area of the upper electrode layer, the intermediate layer and the lower electrode layer, when 
seen from the direction of lamination thereof. 

It is also assumed that the· resistance of the connection electrode is approximately zero, which means 
following conditions: 
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wherein 
P4 : .resistivity of connection electrode; and 
d4: thickness of connection electrode . 

. Fig. 1 scliematically shows the state of flow of current I when a voltage is applied to an ECD of the 

10 
above-explained resistance relationship. Since the vertical resistance of the intermediate layer is smaller 
than the horizontal resistance of the upper electrode layer, most of the current I flows into the intermediate 
layer from an end of the upper electrode layer close to the connection electrode. Consequently, in a portion 
of the ECD close to the connection electrode, the aforementioned reaction proceeds to show faster and 
denser coloration, but in the central portion and in a portion opposite to said connection electrode, the 

15 

20 

coloration is much slower and paler due to much lower current density. 
This phenomenon results in uneven coloration, which is more marked in the large-sized ECD. 
Also the erasure .of coloration proceeds unevenly for the same reason, though the extent of unevenness 

is less marked than in the coloration. 
According to the present invention, the aforementioned object is attained, in an electrochromic device 

composed of a laminate structure at least of an upper electrode, an electrochromic -layer, and a lower 
electrode, by selecting the resistances R1, R2 of the upper and lowt:lr electrodes and the internai resistance 
R3 of the electrochrornic device so as to satisfy relations: R1 < R3 (5) apd 
R2 < R3 (6). 

In the following there wilf be explained the principle of the present invention. 

25 
Fig. 2 shows the state of flow of the current I in ·the ECD of the present invention, when a voltage is 

applied across the upper electrode layer (positive side) and the lower electrode layer (negative side). 
According to the present invention, since the resistances of two electrode layers and the internal 

resistance of the intermediate layer are so selected as to satisfy the. above-mentioned relations: 
R1 < R3 (5) and 

30 
R, < R3 (6), 

the current supplied from the connection electrode of the upper electrode layer (in the structure shown in 
Fig. 2), at first flows sufficiently in the upper electrode layer without voltage slope therein, and uniformly 
flows into the intermediate layer toward the lower electrode layer. Consequently the voltage across the 
upper and lower electrode layers is substantially constant in any part of the electrode layers in the 

35 
horizontal direction. 

For promoting the coloration and erasure of coloration the foUowing condition: 

{ 7) 

40 . 

is experimentally found preferable. 
For achieving more uniform coloration, Ra should be made as large as possible in comparison with R, 

and R2, and experimentally preferred is a condition: · 
(R, + R2) < R3 ; (8), 

45 
or more particularly: 

50 

55 

4(R1 + R2) < R3 (9) .. 
In the present invention, the relationship of magnitude of the resistances R1, R2 of the electrode layers 

·is not important. If both· layers are transparent electrodes, the resistance of the uppermost electrbde layer 
tends to .become larger, in practical film formation, than that of the electrode layer formed directly on the 
substrate. 

The laminate structure of the ECD of the present invention is only required to have an upper electrode 
layer, an electrochromic layer and a lower electrode layer and there. may be employed, for example, a 
structure employing a liquid electrochromic layer, an intermediate layer containing liquid electrolyte, a 
structure employing an organic electrochromic material or a structure utilizing metal ions such as lithium 
ions instead protons. However there is preferred a totally solid thin film structure composed of four layers 
such as electrode layer/electrochromic layeriion conductive layer/electrode layer or five layers such as 
electrode layer/reduction coloring electrochromic layer/ion conductive layer/reversible electrolytic oxidation 
layer/electrode layer. -
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The transparent electrode can be formed, for example, of Sn02, ln203, or ITO. Such electrode layer 
can be generally formed by a vacuum thin film deposition technology such as vacuum evaporation, ion 
plating or sputtering. 

The reduction coloring electrochromic layer can be generally composed of W03 or Mo03. 
s The ion conductive layer can be composed,. for example, of silicon. oxide, tantalum oxide, titanium 

oxide, aluminum oxide, niobium oxide, zirconium oxide, hafnium oxide, lanthanum oxide or magnesium 
fluoride. The thin film of such materials is insulating to electrons depending on the method of film 
preparation, but is conductive to protons (H•) and hydroxyl ions (OH-). · 

The coloring and color erasing reactions of the electrochromic layer require cations, so that H+ ions or 
10 Li+ ions have to be incorporated in the electrochromic or other layer. The H • ions need not necessarily be 

present from the beginning but can be generated under the voltage application, and water may be added 
instead of H+ ions. The amount of water can be very" small, and the coloring and color erasing reactions 
may take place even by the moisture spontaneously entering from the air. 

It is possible to place either of the .electrochromic layer and the ion conductive layer above the other. 
15 Furthermore there may be provided a ·reversible electrolytic oxidation layer (eventually constituting an 

oxidation coloring electrochromic layer) or a catalytic layer in opposed relation to the electrochromic layer 
across the ion conductive layer. 

Such layer may be composed, fo"r example, of oxide or hydroxide of 1ridium, nickel, chromium, 
vanadium, rutenium br rh.odium. Such materials may be dispersed in the ion conductive layer or in the 

20 transparent electrode, or may be used for dispensing the material of said layers. The opaque electrode 
layer may also serve as a reflective layer, and can be composed of a metal suc\1 as gold, silver, aluminum, 
chromium, tin, zinc, nickel, rutenium, rhodium or stainless steel. 

The upper and lower electrode layers have to be connected to external wirings for charge (current) 
supply. However, in the use of a transparent electrode which is higher in resistance than the external 

2s wirings, a connection electrode of low resistance is superposed, in an area as large as possible, with (in 
contact with) the transparent electrode. Normally, the conne.ction electrode of low resistance is formed as a 
belt in the peripheral . area of the transparent electrode layer. Said electrode of low resistance can be 
composed of the materials for the above-mentioned opaque electrode layer, for example aluminum. 

In the use of opaque electrode which is generally of low resistance, a part of said electrode can be . 
30 used as the connection electrode. 

Fig. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view .of an embodiment of the ECD of the present invention, 
wherein z-direction corresponds to the direction of thickness of the ECO. 

At first on the entire surface of a rectangular or parallelogram glass substrate 10 (25 x 15 cm; area S = 
375 cm2; length 1 of connection electrodes for the upper and lower electrode layers = 25 cm) there was 

35 formed an !TO electrode layer of a thickness d2 = 2 x 10-5 cm (resistivity p2 = 2 x 10-4 o cm). 
Then said ITO electrode layer was split into two portions, at an end part thereof by forming a narrow 

groove with etching or laser bearn cutting, thereby forming a connection part 7 for the upper electrode, and 
a lower electrode layer 2. 

Said connection part 7 and lower electrode layer 2 may be formed directly by masked evaporation of 
40 ITO. 

On said ,lower electro~e layer 2, there were formed, in succession, a reversible electrolytic oxidation 
layer 5 consisting of a mixture of iridium oxide and tin oxide, an ion conductive layer consisting of tantalum 
oxide, ·and a reduction coloring electrochrornic layer 3 consisting of tungsten oxide. 

The intermediate layer,. consisting· of the above-me_ntioned three layers 3, 4 and 5, has a thickness d2 
45 = 1.5 x 10-4 cm, and an ion resistivity p3 = 2 x 108 o '.cm. 

On the electrochromic layer 3, there was formed, by evaporation, an ITO electrode layer of a thickness 
d1 = 2 x 10-s cm (resistivity p, = 4 x 10-4 o•cm) as an upper electrode layer 1. Sai_d ITO layer was 
formed so as to contact, at an end thereof, with the connection part 7 formed on the substrate 10. 

·. The resistivity and ion resistivity of the layers can be varied by suitably selecting the conditions of film 
so formation, such as Ari02 ratio. degree of vacuum, film forming rate, substrate temperature, high-frequency 

power applied etc. · · 
The resistances R1, R2 and .. R3 of the layers are calculated as follows: 

p,id, = 20 0 
p2ld2 = 10 n 

ss P3 • d3 = 3 x 104 ocm2 

1 = 25 cm, S = 375 cm2 

Consequently: 
R1 = p1'S/d112 = 120 
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Thus the condition 4 (R, + R2) < R3 < 5(R1 + R2) is satisfied. 
Then external wirings 11 a, 11 b were connected, by soldering or with conductive adhesive, to two 

5 phosphor bronze clips of square-C section of a length of 25 cm (connection electrodes) Ba, Sb, which were 
then mounted on end portions of the substrate 1 O in such a manner that the clip Ba is in contact with the 
connection part 7 of the upper electrode while the clip Sb is in contact with a part of the lower electrode 
layer 2. In this case, the clips Sa, Sb constituting the connection electrodes are regarded as substantially 
zero resistance (constant potential in any part). 

10 . The shape and dimension of said clips Ba, Sb are so selected as to be capable of defining the position 
· of a sealing substrate 6 to be explained later and masking the non-display portion in the peripheral part of 
· the ECO. 

Finally a sealing glass substrate 6, coated with epoxy sealing resin, was superposed on an area 
between the clips Ba, Sb and the sealing resin was hardened to complete the ECO of the present 

15 embodiment. A coloring voltage ( + 3 V) was applied, by a power source 12, across the upper and lower 
electrode layers 1, 2 of thus prepared ECO, whereby the ECO showed rapid and uniform coloration over the 
entire surface, reducing the transmittance of the light of 633 nm to 10 % after 20 seconds. 

The transmittance remained in this state for a while even after the termination of voltage application, 
and was elevated to 70 % after application or an erasing voltage (·3 V) for 20 seconds. 

20 For referecne. another ECO of same dimensions and thicknesses was prepared with modified resistivity 

25 

pi, p2 and ion resistivity p3 of the layers. Resistances were R, = 12 n , R2 = 6 n , and R3 = 0.15 n , so 
that: 

100 

In the same test as in the foregoing embodiment, this ECD showed uneven coloration and color 

30 
erasure. 

Now reference i.s made to Fig. 4 for explaining the definition of S and t . · 
Fig. 4 is a plan view of a part of the ECO showh in Fig. 3, · seen along Z-axis from above the upper 

electrode layer 1. For explaining the definition of S and t , the structure shown in Fig. 4 is partly different 
from what is shown in Fig. 3 .. 

35 
S corresponds to the superposed area, when seen along z-axis, of the upper electrode 1, the 

intermediate layers 3, 4, 5 and the lower electrode 2. In the structure shown in Fig. 4, the. area 21 of the 
lower electrode 2 is smallest among these. Consequently the area S corresponds to the area 21 of the 
lower electrode 2. On the other hand, if the area of the intermediate layers 3, 4, 5 is smallest among the 
upper electrode 1, said intermediate layers 3, 4, 5 and the lower electrode 2, the area S corresponds to' the 

40 
area of said intermediate lay~rs. In Fig. 4, an area 22 indicates the remaining part of the·lower electrode .2, 
excluding the area 21. 

l. corresponds to the length t, of the connection electrode 7 in the x-direction in Fig. 4, but it 
corresponds to the length l:i of the lower electrode 2 in the x-direction if it is shorter than said length l 1. 
Also t corresponds to the length ! 2 of the intermediate layers 3, 4, 5 if it shorter than the length t, of the 

45 
connection electrode 7 and the length t3 of the lower electrode 2 . 

. In the structures shown in· Figs. 3 and 4, the upper electrode 1 is provided with the connection 
electrode 7 but the lower electrode 2 is not provided with the connection electrode, because the lower · 
electrode 2 is composed of a material same as that of the connection electrode 7 and is in itself suitable as 
the connection electrode. If the material of the lower electrode 2 is not suitable as the connection electrode 

50 
2, a connection electrode has to be connected also to the lower electrode 2. In. such case l. 3 is the length, 
in x-direction of the connection electrode connected to the lower electrode 2. · 

55 

Claims 

1. An electrochromic device comprising: 
a first electrode layer; 
an intermediate layer including an electrochromic layer; 
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a second electrode layer; said first electrode layer, said intermediate layer and said second electrode layer 
being laminated in succession; and 
an electrode member connected to one of said first and second electrode layers and extending in a 
predetermined direction perpendicular to the direction of lamination of said first electrode layer, said 

s intermediate layer and said second electrode layer; 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

wherein the resistances R1 , R2 respectively of -said first and second electrode layers and the internal 
resistance R3 of said intermediate layer satisfy following condition: 

Rl + R2 
< R3 10 

said resistances R1 , R2 and R3 being defined as follows: 

wherein 
p1 : resistivity of upper electrode layer: 
p2 : resistivity qf lower electrode layer: 
p3 : ion resistivity of intermediate layer: 

Rl 

R2 

R3 

::: 

"' 

= 

P1·S 

d • R.2 
1 

P2 •S 

d • R. 2 
2 

P 3 .d3 

s 

as d1: thickness of upper electrode layer: 
d2: thickness of lower electrode layer; 
d3: thickness of intermediate layer; 
t: shortest length, in the extending direction of connection electrode, among the upper or lower electrode 
layer not connected to said connection electrode, the connection electrode and the intermediate layer; and 

40 S : superposed area of the upper electrode layer, the intermediate layer and the lower electrode layer, when 
seen from the direction of lamination thereof. 

2. An electrochromic device according to claim 1, wherein the resistances R1 and R2 respectively of 
said first and second electrode layers and the internal resistance R3 of the second electrode la¥er satisfy 
following condition: 

45 (R1 + R2) < R3. 
3. An electrochromic device according to claim 2, wherein _the resistances .R1 and R2 respectively of 

said · first and second electrode layers and the internal resistance R3 of said intermediate lay~r satisfy 
following condition: 
4(R1 + R2) < Rs. 

so 4. An electrochromic device according to claim 3, further comprising means for applying a voltage 
between an electrode provided in said first electrode layer and an electrode provided in said second 
electrode layer. 

5. An electrochromic device comprising: 
a first electrode layer; 

55 an intermediate layer including an electrochromic layer; 
a second electrode layer; said first E,lectrode layer, said intermediate layer and said second electrode layer 
being laminated in succession; and 
an electrode member connected to one of said first and second electrode layers and extending in a 
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predetermined direction intersecting to the direction of lamination of said first electrode layer, said 
. intermediate layer and said second electrode layer; 

wherein the resistances R1 and R2 respectively of said first and second electrode layers and the internal 
resistance R3 of said intermediate layers satisfy following conditions:· 

s A1 < A3 and 
R2 < R3 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

said resistances R,, R2 and H3 being defined as follows: . 

wherein 
p,: resistivity of upper electrode layer; 
p2: resistivity of lower electrode layer: 
p3: ion resistivity of intermediate layer; 
d,: thickness of upper electrode layer; 
d2: thickness of lower electrode layer; 
d3: thickness of intermediate layer; 

R2 

R3 

P 2 'S 
= 

d • t2 
2 

P3,d3 
= s 

· t: shortest length, in said predetermined direction, among the first or second electrode layer not connected 

35 
to the electrode member, the electrode member and the intermediate layer; and S: superposed area of the 
upper electrode layer, the intermediate layer and the lower electrode layer, when seen from the direction of 
lamination thereof. 

6. An electrochromic device· comprising an electrochromic layer disposed between first and second_ 
electrode layers which are coupled, respectively, to first and second electrical connection means, the 
resistivities of the layers being such that current flowing between the first and second connection means is 

40 
distributed substantially uniformly over the area of the elctrochromic layer. 

45 

50 

55 
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Publication Title: 

Electrochromic device . 

. Abstract: 

Abstract of EP0356099 

The present invention relates to an electrochromic device which comprises a first 
electrode layer, an intermediate layer including an electrochromic layer, a second 
electrode layer; said first electrode layer, said intermediate layer and said second 
ele 109a ctrode layer being laminated in succession, and. an electrode member 
connected to one of said first and second electrode layers and extending in a 
predetermined direction perpendicular to the direction of lamination of said first 
electrode layer, said intermediate layer and said second electrode layer. The 
resistance R 1, R2 respectively of said first and second electrode layers and the 
internal resistance R3 of said intermediate layer satisfy the predetermined 
condition. 
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(54) Dimmable rearview mirror for motor vehicles 

(57) An improved dimmable electro-optical rearview 
mirror for motor vehicles is provided, the mirror includ
ing a multilayer combination reflector/electrode that is 
low in electrical sheet resistance per unit area, and a 
transparent electrode that is higher in electrical sheet 
resistance per unit area than the multilayer combination 
reflector/electrode whereby such components operate 
in a synergistic fashion resulting in an electro-optic mir-
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ror having improved speed of reflectance change, 
improved high end reflectance, good uniformity of 
reflectance change across the surface area of the mir
ror, neutral colour and continuously variable reflectance, 
and a low end reflectance low enough to relieve strong 
glare. 
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Description 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to rearview mirrors for motor 5 

vehicles and, more particularly, to improved interior 
and/or exterior rearview mirrors for motor vehicles. 

glare that is detected. As glare subsides, the mirror 
automatically returns to its normal high reflectance state 
without any action being required on the part of the 
driver of the vehicle. The electro-optic medium is dis-
posed in a sealed chamber defined by a transparent 
front glass element, a peripheral edge seal, and a rear 
mirror element having a reflective layer, the electro-optic 
medium filling the chamber. Conductive layers are pro
vided on the inside of the front and rear glass elements, 

Heretofore, various automatic rearview mirrors for 
motor vehicles have been devised which automatically 
change from the full reflectance mode (day) to the par
tial reflectance mode (night) for glare protection pur
poses from light emanating from the headlights of 
vehicles approaching from the rear. The electrochromic 
mirrors disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 4,902,108, issued 
February 20, 1990, for Single-Compartment, Self-Eras
ing, Solution-Phase Electrochromic Devices, Solutions 

10 the conductive layer on the front glass element being 
transparent while the conductive layer on the rear glass 
element may be either transparent or opaque, i.e., the 
conductive layer on the rear glass element may also 
function as the reflective layer for the rear glass ele-

for Use Therein, and Uses Thereof; U.S. Patent No. 
4,917,477, issued April 17, 1990, for Automatic Rear
view Mirror System for Automotive Vehicles; U.S. Patent 
No. 5,128,799, issued July 7, 1992, for Variable Reflect
ance Motor Vehicle Mirror; U.S. Patent No. 5,202,787, 
issued April 13, 1993, for Electro-Optic Device; U.S. 
Patent No. 5,280,380, issued January 18, 1994, for UV
Stabilized Compositions and Methods; and U.S. Patent 
No. 5,282,077, issued January 25, 1994, for Variable 
Reflectance Mirror, each of which patents is assigned to 

15 ment, and the conductive layers on both the front glass 
element and the rear glass element are connected to 
electronic circuitry which is effective to electrically ener
gize the electro-optic medium to switch the mirror to 
nighttime, decreased reflectance modes when glare is 

20 detected and thereafter allow the mirror to return to the 
daytime, high reflectance mode when the glare sub
sides as described in detail in the aforementioned U.S. 
Patents. For clarity of description of such a structure. 
the front surface of the front glass element is sometimes 

the assignee of the present invention and the disclo
sures of each of which are hereby incorporated herein 

25 referred to hereinafter as the first surface, and the inside 
surface of the front glass element is sometimes referred 
to as the second surface. The inside surface of the rear 
glass element is sometimes referred to as the third sur
face, and the back surface of the rear glass element is by reference, are typical of modern day automatic rear

view mirrors for motor vehicles. Such electrochromic 30 

mirrors may be utilized in a fully integrated inside/out
side rearview mirror system or as an inside or an out
side rearview mirror system. In general, in automatic 
rearview mirrors of the types disclosed in U.S. Patent 
Nos. 4,902,108; 4,917,477; 5,128,799; 5,202,787, 
5,280,380 and 5,282,077, both the inside and the out
side rearview mirrors are comprised of a relatively thin 
electro-optic medium sandwiched and sealed between 

sometimes referred to as the fourth surface. 

In accordance with one aspect of the present inven
tion, a reflective layer is provided on the inside (third 
surface) of the back glass of a dimming portion of the 
rearview mirror, which layer is comprised of a series of 

two glass elements. In most cases, when the electro
optic medium is electrically energized, it darkens and 
begins to absorb light, and the higher the voltage, the 
darker the mirror becomes. When the electrical voltage 

35 coatings, hereafter called the multilayer combination 
reflector/electrode, which also forms an integral elec
trode in contact with the electrochromic media. The 
other electrode on the inside (second) surface of the 
front glass is a transparent electrode which also con-

40 tacts the electrochromic media inside the mirror ele-

is decreased to zero or removed, the mirror returns to its 
clear state. Also, in general, the electro-optic medium 
sandwiched and sealed between the two glass ele- 45 

ments is preferably comprised of solutions of electro
chromic compounds which function as the media of 
variable transmittance in the mirrors, although it should 
be understood that other electro-optic media may be uti
lized, including an approach wherein a tungsten oxide 50 

electrochromic layer is coated on one electrode with a 
solution containing at least another compound to pro
vide counter electrode reaction. When operated auto
matically, the rearview mirrors of the indicated character 
generally incorporate light-sensing electronic circuitry 55 

which is effective to change the mirrors to the dimmed 
reflectance modes when glare is detected, the sand
wiched electro-optic medium being activated and the 
mirror being dimmed in proportion to the amount of 

2 

ment. The series of coatings of the reflector/electrode is 
comprised of at least a base coating which bonds to the 
glass surface tenaciously and resists the corrosive 
action of the materials in the electrochromic media, and 
a reflective over coating which directly contacts the 
electrochromic media and which is chosen primarily for 
its high reflectance. stable behavior as an electrode, 
resistance to corrosion by the materials of the electro
chromic media, resistance to atmospheric corrosion, 
resistance to electrical contact corrosion, the ability to 
adhere to the base coating, and ease of cleaning to an 
uncontaminated, high quality electrode surface. The 
series of coatings of the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode has one or more base coatings and one or 
more high reflectance over coatings. 

In accordance with the present invention, the trans
parent coating is preferably fluorine doped tin oxide, tin 
doped indium oxide (ITO) or a series of metal oxide 
coatings with base coatings to suppress color and 
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reflection followed by an electrically conductive, trans
parent coating which contacts the electrochromic media 
directly. Where a series of transparent coatings is used, 
the materials are chosen for good bonding, resistance 
to corrosion by the materials of the electrochromic 5 

media, resistance to corrosion by the atmosphere, min
imal reflectance, high light transmission, neutral colora
tion and high electrical conductance. Also in 
accordance with the present invention, to a considera-
ble extent, it is possible to make the reflective electrode 10 

very high in electrical conductance to compensate in a 
synergistic fashion with a transparent electrode that is 
lower in electrical conductance so the net result is an 
electrochromic mirror which darkens and clears accept
ably fast and uniformly with excellent optical properties. 15 

This synergistic structure is applicable for both 
inside and outside rearview mirrors for motor vehicles. 
When the multilayer combination reflector/electrode is 
used in any mirror, it has the inherent advantage of 
reducing double images, distortion, and multiple images 20 

from raindrops, dust, etc., while providing excellent 
speed of reflectance change, good high end reflect
ance, good uniformity of reflectance change across the 
surface area of the mirror. neutral color. continually var
iable reflectance and a low end reflectance low enough 25 

to relieve strong glare. The reduction in double images 
and distortion is particularly useful in the case of dim
mable convex mirrors which use glass that is bent but 
may have slight variations in radius of curvature or slight 
ripple or warp that result in slight imperfections in 
matching two pieces of bent glass required to make a 
convex. solution based electrochromic mirror. 

The present invention can overcome disadvantages 
in prior rearview mirrors of the indicated character and 
provide an improved, robust, low cost dimmable rear
view mirror for motor vehicles, which mirror is capable of 
operating in harsh environments over wide variations in 
temperature, humidity, vibration, atmospheric corrosion, 

30 

35 

salt spray, electronic disturbances, and sand and grit 
abrasion.and which is resistant to damage from vehicle 40 

crashes and owner abuse. 
The present invention can also provide an improved 

dimmable rearview mirror which increases the safety of 
night driving. 

ence to the following description of exemplary embodi
ments, and the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a front elevational view schematically 
illustrating an inside/outside rearview mirror system 
for motor vehicles, the system including a dimmable 
inside rearview mirror together with two dimmable 
outside rearview mirrors all of which embody the 
present invention and all of which are adapted to be 
installed on a motor vehicle in a conventional man
ner whereby the mirrors face the rear of the vehicle 
and can be viewed by the driver of the vehicle to 
provide a rearward view to the driver; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged simplified sectional view of 
the inside rearview mirror illustrated in FIG. 1, taken 
on the line 2-2 thereof; 

FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the left electro-optic, 
dimmable outside rearview mirror illustrated in FIG. 
1; 

FIG. 4 is a front elevational view of the mirror illus
trated in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a simplified top plan view of the mirror 
illustrated in FIG. 4; and 

FIG. 6 is a simplified side elevational view of the 
right side of the mirror as viewed in FIG. 4, showing 
the electro-optic structure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In general, in inside and outside rearview mirrors 
embodying the present invention, the rearview mirror 
assembly is comprised of a relatively thin layer of an 
electro-optic medium sealed between two glass ele-
ments. When the electro-optic medium is electrically 
energized, it darkens and begins to absorb light, and the 
higher the voltage, the darker the mirror becomes. 
When the electrical voltage is decreased to zero or is 
removed, the electro-optic medium returns to its clear 
state. Rearview mirrors embodying the present inven-

The present invention can further provide an 
improved electro-optic, dimmable rearview mirror for 
motor vehicles, which mirror is relatively economical to 
manufacture and assemble, durable, efficient and relia-
ble in operation. 

45 tion may, for example, incorporate light-sensing elec
tronic circuitry of the type illustrated and described in 
the aforementioned U.S. Patent No. 4,917,477. Also, 
the components of mirrors embodying the present 
invention may be of the types disclosed in the aforemen-

The present invention can still further provide an 
improved dimmable rearview mirror for motor vehicles 
wherein excellent speed of reflectance change, good 

50 tioned U.S. Patent Nos. 4,902,108; 5,128,799; 
5,202,787; 5,280,380 and 5,282,077. It should be 

high end reflectance, good uniformity of reflectance 
change across the surface area of the mirror, neutral 
colour. continually variable reflectance and good low 55 

end reflectance are obtained. 
The above features and advantages of the present 

invention will be further described hereinafter with refer-

3 

understood, however, that other types of electronic cir
cuitry and other types of electro-optic media and other 
components may be utilized in mirrors embodying the 
present invention. 

Referring to the drawings, an electro-optic 
inside/outside mirror assembly, generally designated 9, 
embodying the present invention is depicted in FIGS. 1 
through 6. Since some of the layers of each of the mir-
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rors in the assembly 9 are very thin, the scale has been 
distorted for pictorial clarity. As shown in the drawings, 
the mirror assembly 9 includes an inside mirror 10 and 
outside mirrors 11 and 12. For clarity, in the drawings, 
like numbers identify components of the inside and out
side mirrors which may be slightly different in configura
tion but which function in substantially the same manner 
and obtain the same results as similarly numbered com
ponents. For example, the shape of the front glass ele
ment of the left outside mirror is the reverse of the shape 
of the right outside mirror, and the front glass element of 
the inside mirror is generally longer and narrower than 
the front glass elements of the outside mirrors. Each of 
the mirrors 10, 11 and 12 includes a sealed chamber 
13, defined by a front glass element 14, an edge seal 

5 

10 

the media in the chamber 13 being in contact with both 
electrode layers 22 and 26 during operation of the mir
ror. It will be understood that the electro-optic medium 
for achieving variable reflectance could be other solu-
tion-phase electrochromics, solid electrochromics, a 
combination of the two in the form of a hybrid, or any of 
the above in a polymerized matrix. A liquid crystal, dipo
lar suspension or other electro-optic medium could also 
be utilized in mirrors embodying the present invention. 

In accordance with the present invention, the reflec
tive surface on the inside of the rear glass 18 is com
prised of a series of coatings, hereinafter termed the 
multilayer combination reflector/electrode, which serves 
as a mirror reflectance layer and also forms an integral 

15 electrode in contact with the electrochromic media. The 
other electrode on the inside surface of the front glass 
14 is the transparent electrode 26 which also contacts 
the electrochromic media inside the mirror element. The 

16, and a rear glass element 18, having reflective and 
electrically conductive metal layers 20 and 22, respec
tively. An electro-optic medium 24 having the desired 
electro-optic properties fills the chamber 13, and a 
transparent electrically conductive layer such as a fluo- 20 

rine-doped tin oxide conductive layer 26 is carried by 

series of multilayer combination reflector/electrode 
coatings is comprised first of a base coating which 
bonds to the glass surface tenaciously and resists the 
corrosive action of the materials in the electrochromic 
media. The base coating is preferably chromium, but 

the front element 14. The electrically conductive layers 
are connected to an electrical circuit as will be 
described hereinafter in greater detail. If desired, a color 
suppression coating or coatings, such as 28, may be 25 

disposed between the conductive layer 26 and the adja
cent rear surface of the front element 14. Light rays 
enter through the front glass element 14, the color sup
pression coating(s) 28, the transparent conductive layer 

alternatively may be stainless steel, nickel-chromium, 
titanium, gold, silver, or any material or series of coat
ings which accomplish the objectives above stated. The 
thickness of the base coating is typically 100 to 1500 
angstroms and is more typically 200 to 800 angstroms. 
The final reflective coating which directly contacts the 

26 and the electro-optic medium 24 before being 
reflected from the electrically conductive and reflective 
layer 22 (or layers 20 and 22 if layer 22 is extremely thin) 
provided on the rear glass element 18. The reflected 

30 electrochromic media is chosen primarily for its high 
reflectance, resistance to attack by the electrochromic 
media, resistance to atmospheric corrosion, resistance 
to electrical contact corrosion, and the ability to adhere 

rays exit by the same general path traversed in the 
reverse direction. In electrochromic media both the 35 

to the base coating. The preferred material for the 
reflective coating is rhodium which has excellent hard
ness, excellent reflectance and excellent conductance, 
but it should be understood that it is alternatively possi
ble to choose from a group of metals and their alloys 
such as, but not limited to, platinum, ruthenium, iridium 

entering rays and the reflected rays are attenuated in 
proportion to the degree to which the electro-optic 
medium 24 is light-absorbing while in other electro-optic 
media the light rays may, in some cases, only be atten
uated in one direction. When the electro-optic medium 
24 is electrochromic and highly light absorbing, the 
intensity of the exiting rays is diminished, the dim image 
remaining mainly being from light rays which are 
reflected off of the front surface of the front glass ele
ment 14 and the interface between the front glass ele
ment 14 and the coatings 28 and/or 26. Thus, the basic 
structural elements of the electro-optic portion of each 
of the mirrors includes two electrode-bearing sides or 
walls 14 and 18, a spacing or separating seal 16, which 
spaces apart and holds the walls in substantially paral
lel relationship in an assembled device, and which sur
rounds a volume which in an assembled device is 
defined by the inside surfaces of electrode layers on the 
electrode-bearing walls as well as the circumferential 
inside walls 30 of the sealing member 16. The volume of 
the chamber 13 is preferably filled through a seal able fill 
port 32 with any of the electro-optic media disclosed in 
this or the aforementioned patents which have reversi
bly variable transmittance in the operation of the device, 

40 and stainless steel or multiple layers including combina
tions thereof. The thickness of the reflective over coat
ing is typically 100 to 1000 angstroms and is more 
typically 100 to 600 angstroms. The series of coatings 
of this multilayer combination reflector/electrode has 

45 one or more base coating(s) which generally provide 
high conductance and one or more over coatings which 
provide additional conductance and high reflectance. 
By way of example the sheet resistance of the multilayer 
combination reflector/electrode may be approximately 1 

50 to 10 ohms per square. 
The transparent coating 26 is preferably made of 

fluorine doped tin oxide or ITO or alternately a series of 
coatings with a base coating(s) to suppress color and 
reflection followed by a conductive transparent coating 

55 which contacts the electrochromic media directly. 

4 

Where a series of transparent coatings is used, the 
materials are chosen for good bonding, good resistance 
to corrosion by the materials in the electrochromic 
media, good resistance to corrosion by the atmosphere, 
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minimal reflectance, high light transmission, neutral col
oration and high electrical conductance. Types of low 
cost transparent electrode substrates include "TEK 20" 

The invention is illustrated in more detail in the fol
lowing examples: 

or ''TEK 15" coated glass manufactured by Libbey 
Owens-Ford of Toledo, Ohio, but other suitable coatings 5 

are ITO or extremely thin metal layers which may alter
natively function as the transparent electrode of the 
invention. 

EXAMPLE 1 

A multilayer combination reflector/electrode was 
prepared by sequentially depositing approximately 300 
angstroms of titanium, approximately 200 angstroms of 
gold and approximately 200 angstroms of platinum on Transparent electrode materials are inherently lim

ited in the balance of properties and cost. Low sheet 
resistance transparent coatings with a sheet resistance 
below approximately 1 O ohms per square tend to have 
low transmission and other attendant shortcomings 
including possible haziness, coloration. non-uniformity 
of coating thickness and high cost. This makes a low 
sheet resistance transparent coating less practical for 
electrochromic mirrors. To a considerable extent, it is 
possible to make the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode low in electrical resistance to compensate 
in a synergistic fashion with a transparent electrode that 
is higher in electrical resistance so the net result is an 
electrochromic mirror which darkens and clears accept
ably fast and uniformly over its surface area, with excel-
lent optical properties. 

To demonstrate the surprising nature of the syn
ergy, electrochromic mirrors have been constructed with 
a multilayer combination reflector/electrode of about 3 
and of about 7 ohms per square sheet resistance with a 
front transparent electrode of about 18 to 22 ohms per 
square or higher which show remarkably good results 

10 the 6.6 cm by 14.4 cm surface of a 0.2 cm thick sheet of 
soda lime float glass. The deposition was accomplished 
by rotating the glass sheet past three separate metal 
targets in a magnetron sputtering system with a base 

15 

pressure of a 3 x 10-6 torr and an argon pressure of 2 x 
10-3 torr. The first surface, CIE curve white light reflect
ance from the multilayer combination reflector/electrode 
with the platinum surface in contact with air, measured 
according to the procedure of SAE J964, was 71.9 per
cent and the sheet resistance of the metal layer stack 

20 was 3.2 ohms per square. 
This multilayer combination reflector/electrode 

coated glass was used as the rear element of an elec
trochromic mirror device. The front element was a sheet 
of TEK 20 transparent conductor coated glass of the 

25 same size as the rear element. The sheet resistance of 
the transparent conductor was approximately 20 ohms 
per square. The two elements were bonded together by 
an epoxy perimeter seal with the transparent conductor 
electrode and multilayer combination reflector/electrode 

30 offset from, substantially parallel to and facing each 
other as shown in Figure 2. The spacing between the 
electrodes was about 0.014 cm. The device was vac
uum filled through a small gap left in the perimeter seal 

for speed and uniformity of coloration and clearing. 
Electrochromic mirrors with reflectors on the front sur
face of the rear element have been previously 
described, but the use of multilayer coatings that com
bine to provide high reflectance, good adhesion to 35 

glass, low sheet resistance, and ease of cleaning for 
electrochromic mirrors, especially in combination with a 

with a solution made up of: 
0.034 molar 5, 10-dihydro-5, 10-dimethylphena-

zine 
0.034 molar 1, 1'-di(phenyl propyl)-4,4'-bipyridin

ium difluoroborate low cost high sheet resistance transparent coating, is a 
major improvement. Thus the present invention pro
vides a synergistic mismatch using a high electrical 
conductance multilayer combination reflector/electrode 
on the third surface with a lower electrical conductance 
transparent front electrode on the second surface to 
achieve a cost effective, high performance, electrochro
mic mirror. This concept is also applicable to any tech
nology where the electrical current requirement of the 
electro-optic medium sandwiched between two coated 
glass substrates is comparatively high or where the 
area is comparatively large. This new synergistic struc
ture is equally applicable to dimmable inside rearview 
mirrors for motor vehicles. When used in any mirror, it 
has the inherent advantage of reducing double images, 
distortion, and multiple images from raindrops, (particu
larly with convex or spherically curved mirrors), while 
providing excellent speed of reflectance change, good 
high end reflectance, good uniformity of reflectance 
change over the area of the device, neutral color and a 
low end reflectance, low enough to relieve strong glare. 

40 

0.5 molar ethyl-2-cyano-3,3-diphenylacrylate 
in a solution of 3 wt".k Elvacite™ 2041 polymeth

ylmethacrylate resin dissolved in propylene carbonate. 
The small gap was plugged with a UV cure adhe

sive which was cured by exposure to UV light. 
The reflectance of the device, (measured as before 

45 for the rear element), with no voltage applied was 56 
percent and with 1.2 volts applied the reflectance 
decreased over a period of 5 seconds to 10 percent and 
within 10 seconds to 7.5 percent. On short circuiting the 
device, the reflectance increased over a period of 15 

50 seconds back to 56 percent. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Other than as specifically mentioned, the conditions 
55 of Example 1 were used in this example. A multilayer 

combination reflector/electrode was prepared by 
sequentially depositing approximately 300 angstroms of 
chromium, approximately 500 angstroms of silver and 
approximately 300 angstroms of platinum at a base 

5 
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pressure of 3. 7 x 10-6 torr and an argon pressure of 8 x 
10-3 torr. The first surface reflectance was 73.3 percent 
and the sheet resistance was 0.1 ohms per square. 

When an electrochromic mirror device was fabri
cated with this multilayer combination reflector/elec
trode, the device had a high end reflectance of 57.0 
percent, a low end reflectance of 6.5 percent and 
changed from 57.0 percent to 10.0 percent reflectance 
in 2.0 seconds with the application of 1.2 volts. 

EXAMPLE 3 

Other than as specifically mentioned, the conditions 

mirror-shaped pieces of TEK 20 coated pieces of flat 
and convex coated glass respectively. The front element 
convex mirror glass was also bent such that the tin oxide 
coating was on the concave side. Mirror devices were 

5 made by sealing nearly all the way around the perimeter 
of the glass pieces with an epoxy seal containing glass 
bead spacers which provided for a 0.015 cm spacing 
between the TEK 20 transparent, tin oxide electrode 
and the multilayer combination reflector/electrode. The 

10 spacing between the electrode surfaces was filled with a 
solution made up of: 

0.028 molar 5, 10-dihydro-5, 10-dimethylphena-
zine 

0.034 molar 1, 1 '-di(phenylpropyl)-4,4'-bipyridin-
15 ium difluoroborate 

of Example 1 were used in this example. A multilayer 
combination reflector/electrode was prepared by 
sequentially depositing approximately 600 angstroms of 
chromium and approximately 300 angstroms of plati
num. The base pressure of 2.1 x 1 o-6 torr and the argon 
pressure of 8 x 10-3 torr. The first surface reflectance 
was 73.8 percent and the sheet resistance was 3.2 20 

ohms per square. 

0.030 molar 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-ben
zotriazole 

in a solution of 3 wt% Elvacite™ 2041 polymeth
ylmethacrylate resin 

dissolved in propylene carbonate. 

The small gap in the perimeter seal was plugged 
with a UV cure adhesive which was cured by exposure 
to UV light. 

When an electrochromic mirror device was fabri
cated with this multilayer combination reflector/elec
trode, the device had a high end reflectance of 58.0 
percent, a low end reflectance of 7.0 percent and 25 

changed from 58.0 percent to 10.0 percent reflectance 

The high end reflectance of the mirrors was approx
imately 45 percent and the low end reflectance was 
approximately 7 percent. The mirrors changed reflect
ance from 45 percent to 15 percent reflectance in about in 2. 7 seconds with the application of 1.2 volts. 

EXAMPLE 4 

A multilayer combination reflector/electrode was 
prepared by the sequential deposition of approximately 

30 

5 seconds and provided excellent glare relief when 
dimmed to the appropriate reflectance level during 
nighttime driving. 

EXAMPLE 5 
600 angstroms of chromium and approximately 100 
angstroms of 316 stainless steel on the 19 cm by 66 cm 
surface of a 0.2 cm thick sheet of flat soda lime float 35 

Every aspect of Example 4 was repeated with the 
exception that the multilayer combination reflector/elec
trode was prepared by the sequential deposition of 
approximately 400 angstroms of chromium and approx
imately 200 angstroms of rhodium. The first surface 
reflectance from the multilayer combination reflec-

glass and on the convex side of a 22 cm diameter circle 
of glass which had been press bent to a uniform spher
ical curvature with a radius of curvature of 140 cm. The 
glass which was bent was TEK 20 tin oxide coated glass 
manufactured by Libbey Owens-Ford of Toledo, Ohio, 
and the tin oxide coating was on the concave side after 
the glass was bent. The deposition was accomplished 
in a large in-line sputtering system. The first surface 
reflectance from the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode coatings was about 58 percent and the 
sheet resistance was about 7 ohms per square. 

The flat and the bent glass sheets were cut into mir
ror shapes which were approximately 1 O cm high and 
16 cm wide. These were used as the rear elements of 
dimmable mirrors for the outside of an automobile as 
described below. As compared to glass coated only with 
chromium metal, these pieces of multilayer combination 
reflector/electrode coated glass were dramatically eas
ier to clean to a condition in which they behaved as uni
form high quality electrodes without poorly coloring 
spots and blemishes in the final electrochromic dimma
ble mirror devices. 

The flat and convex pieces of multilayer combina
tion reflector/electrode coated glass were matched with 

40 tor/electrode was about 70 percent and the sheet resist
ance was about 7 ohms per square. 

The flat and convex dimmable mirror devices pre
pared with this multilayer combination reflector/elec
trode according to the procedure of Example 4 had a 

45 high end reflectance of about 55 percent and a low end 
reflectance of about 7 percent with a speed of reflect
ance change similar to the mirrors of Example 4. 

With such a construction in which there is a trans
parent tin oxide conductive coating on the second sur-

50 face of the front convex element and a transparent tin 
oxide conductive coating 48 on the fourth surface of the 
rear convex element, the tin oxide coatings assist in the 
bending operation because the front and rear glass ele
ments and their associated tin oxide coatings have the 

55 same heating and cooling characteristics during the 
bending operation thereby effecting a close match in the 
curvature of the front and rear elements as compared 
with trying to match the bending of tin oxide coated 
glass with that of uncoated glass. Moreover, with a mul-

6 
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tilayer combination reflector/electrode on the third sur
face of either a flat or a convex rear element, the tin 
oxide coating 48 on the fourth surface of either a flat or 
a convex rear element may be utilized as a heater. In the 
alternative, a conventional heater 50 may be bonded 
directly to the tin oxide coating 48 on the fourth surface 
of the rear glass element. 

An automobile equipped with an automatic inside 
electrochromic mirror, one of the above flat mirrors as 
the driver's side outside mirror and one of the above 
convex mirrors as the passenger side outside mirror 
allowed the automobile operator to drive at night with 
essentially complete protection from glare from the 
headlamps of following vehicles. 

It has been observed that chromium coatings alone 

5 

also common practice to adhesively bond the electro
chromic mirror assembly to a plastic backing plate often 
called the glass case. Normal temperature variations 
experienced by this assembly can cause large forces to 
be exerted on a reflector structure on the back or fourth 
surface due to the thermal expansion mismatch of the 
materials involved. The adhesives used can also lead to 
chemical attack and degradation of a fourth surface 
reflector. Such problems are avoided by the present 

10 invention when the reflector is located inside the device, 
and the heater is adhered directly to the glass (fourth 
surface) of the rear glass element or to the tin oxide 
coating of the TEK 20 layer which may optionally be on 
the fourth surface. 

15 

can be difficult to clean during assembly of the entire 
mirror, resulting in a finished mirror that may exhibit con
tamination spots and areas of slower darkening and 
clearing. The use of a high reflectance material, such as 
rhodium alone, can be very costly at thicknesses that 20 

provide low sheet resistance, but coated over the 
above-mentioned base coating(s) such as chromium 
results in a rear glass element which is easily cleaned 
prior to assembly, resulting in a finished mirror that is 
more optically perfect and free of contamination and 25 

darkening defects. Chromium or stainless steel alone 
also have the problem that the high end reflectance of 

Heretofore, problems have been encountered with 
a conventional silver reflector on the back surface of the 
rear glass, such problems being known as silver spoil
age and silver lift, and are avoided with the multilayer 
combination reflector/electrode located inside the mirror 
element and protected by the rear glass. With the multi
layer combination reflector/electrode inside the mirror 
element, the environmental factors are limited to those 
that result from contact with the materials of the electro
chromic media and the offset area where electrical con-
tact is made, whereas with the reflector on the back of 
the rear glass surface, a number of other difficult envi
ronmental factors must be dealt with for the reflector to 
survive during the life of the mirror especially on the 
exterior of a motor vehicle. 

the finished mirror is low considering the attendant 
losses of light from the transparent coated front sub
strate and electrochromic media. A problem with stain
less alone and to a lesser extent chromium alone is 
poor electrical contact stability to the conventional 
spring clip type buss bars or other electrical contact 
means. 

The use of an inert high reflectance coating also 
makes attachment of spring clip type buss bars or other 
contact attachments more stable and trouble free, since 
non-conductive compounds and oxides do not form as 
readily under pressure contact areas. The result of low 
stability electrical contact is a mirror which loses its uni
formity, coloration and clearing speed over the long life 
required in the motor vehicle industry. 

The present invention thus provides a robust, low 
cost, dimmable rearview mirror for automotive vehicles, 
which mirror is capable of operating in harsh environ
ments over wide variations in temperature, humidity, 
vibration, atmospheric corrosion, salt spray, electronic 
disturbances and sand and grit abrasion, and which mir-
ror is resistant to damage from vehicle crashes and 
owner abuse. An additional benefit from sealing the 
main area of the mirror reflector inside the dimmable 
mirror element is long life of the reflector in the motor 
vehicle environment. 

30 Speed of coloring, good high end reflectance (typi
cally greater than 50% for exterior mirrors and greater 
than 60% for interior mirrors) and low cost are important 
requirements for dimmable mirrors, and the present 
invention provides a mirror meeting such requirements. 

35 The present invention also makes it possible to use 
comparatively low cost practical electrode coatings to 
make a surprisingly high performance mirror. Highly 
conducting transparent coatings are either nondurable, 
low in transmissivity and/or very high in cost. For this 

40 reason it is desirable to use comparatively low cost 
durable transparent coatings which have the inherent 
disadvantage that their conductance is lower than that 
of expensive coatings. Metals, on the other hand, have 
high conductance which can provide great advantage 

45 when used in accordance with the present invention. 
Electrochromic mirrors with reflector/electrodes involv
ing a single metal layer on the front surface of the rear 
element have been previously described. However, the 
concept of creating a dimmable mirror where the electri-

50 cal conductance of the transparent electrode at the 
back surface of the front element is purposely made 
much lower than the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode conductance at the front surface of the 

It is common with outside dimmable mirrors to 
adhere a resistance heater to the reflective structure at 55 

the back of the rear glass substrate. This heater and its 
associated adhesive can cause incompatibility and field 
problems if conventional reflective material, such as sil-

rear element provides a major improvement. This inten
tional mismatch of conductance in a symbiotic relation
ship using practical low cost coatings provides a 
breakthrough of significant commercial potential. In 
accordance with the present invention the conductance 
of the transparent electrode is substantially lower than ver, is on the back side of the back glass substrate. It is 

7 
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that of the multilayer combination reflector/electrode, 
and the multilayer combination reflector/electrode is 
comprised of two or more coatings. The first coating on 
the rear glass is preferably the low cost, high conduct
ance base metal such as chromium. The final coating 
on the multilayer combination reflector/electrode is the 
thin, high reflectance metal such as rhodium for the pur
pose of providing high reflectance and high stability in 
use as an electrode for the electrochromic device. The 
coating(s) on the back surface of the front element may 
include one or more color suppression coatings fol
lowed by fluorine doped tin oxide, but it must be under
stood that any transparent coating having the required 
properties which is substantially lower in conductance 
than the coatings on the front surface of the rear ele
ment would be suitable. The invention may be incorpo
rated in both inside and outside electrochromic mirrors 
which may incorporate ambient and glare light sensors, 
the glare light sensor being positioned either behind the 
mirror glass and looking through a section of the mirror 
with the reflective material removed or partially 
removed, or the glare light sensor can be positioned 
outside the reflective surfaces. In the alternative, areas 
of the electrode and reflector, such as 45 and 46, 
respectively, may be removed, or partially removed in, 
for example, a dot pattern, to permit a vacuum fluores
cent display, such as a compass or clock, to show 
through to the driver of the vehicle. The present inven
tion is also applicable to a mirror which uses only one 
video chip light sensor to measure both glare and ambi
ent light and which is further capable of determining the 
direction of glare. An automatic mirror on the inside of a 
vehicle, constructed according to this invention, can 
also control one or both outside mirrors as slaves in an 
automatic mirror system. 

The present invention also has application in the 
construction of elements for mirrors where high maxi
mum reflectance is desired, and the electrochromic 
materials may be solution phase containing liquids, 
gels, rigid gels and/or polymers. It may also be a hybrid 
design where some or all of the electrochromic materi
als are not in solution and may be confined on the sur
faces of the electrodes. The present invention also 
particularly applies to electro-optic mirrors which draw 
more than 10 milliarnps in operation at any point in their 
process of dimming. 

The invention is particularly effective when used 
with selected low cost transparent coatings, as for 
example, "TEK 20", marketed by Libbey Owens-Ford 
Co. of Toledo, Ohio. The benefits over the most com
monly used automatic mirrors in use today are as fol
lows: mirrors embodying the present invention change 
reflectance faster, have a clearer image, have better col
oration of image in the nondimmed state, eliminate the 
need and inconvenience of putting silver reflective coat
ings on the back surface of the rear glass, have fewer 
handling steps thereby creating fewer chances for 
scratching in the glass during processing and providing 
a final product with better optical quality, and having 

fewer surfaces through which the light must travel, and 
the first surface and third surface reflections are closer 
together with the result that there are less multiple 
images and less distortion in the mirror for the driver. 

5 Moreover, when used as an outside mirror, there are 
less reflections from raindrops and dust on the front sur
face of the front glass, and the reflector at the front sur
face of the rear glass element is protected from aging, 
exposure to airborne contaminants and physical abuse 

10 that often affect reflectors placed at the back surface of 
the rear glass element. 

With reference to Figures 2 and 6, a preferred 
arrangement for connecting the electronic conductive 
layers to a power source is illustrated. In this arrange-

15 ment, the two electrode-bearing front and rear glass 
elements 14 and 18 are displaced in opposite direc
tions, laterally from, but parallel to, the chamber 13 in 
order to provide exposed areas on the front and rear 
glass elements. Electrically conductive spring clips 42 

20 and 44 are provided which are placed on the coated 
glass sheets to make electrical contact with the 
exposed areas of the electrically conductive layers. Suit
able electrical conductors (not shown) may be soldered 
or otherwise connected to the spring clips 42 and 44 so 

25 that desired voltage may be applied to the device from a 
suitable power source. It is preferred but not essential 
that the multilayer combination reflector/electrode func
tion and be maintained as the cathode in the circuitry. 

Rearview mirrors embodying the present invention 
30 preferably include a bezel 34 which extends around the 

entire periphery of the assembly. The bezel 34 conceals 
and protects the spring clips 42 and 44 and the periph
eral edge portions of both of the front and the rear ele
ments 14 and 18. By way of example, the bezel 34 may 

35 be of the type disclosed in the co-pending Continuation 
Application of William L. Tonar, Serial No. 08/142,875, 
filed October 29, 1993, which is a continuation of Appli
cation Serial No. 07/907,055, filed July 1, 1992, both of 
which applications are assigned to the assignee of the 

40 present invention and both of which applications are 
hereby incorporated herein by reference. The assembly 
may also include a conventional heater and a plastic 
mirror back or glass case which is adapted to snap into 
an outside mirror housing (not shown) that may be of 

45 any desired configuration, the outside mirror housing 
being supported on the outside of an automotive vehicle 
in any desired or conventional manner, and the inside 
mirror being supported inside the vehicle in any desired 
or conventional manner, whereby the field of view of 

50 each mirror may be adjusted by the driver of the vehicle 
in a conventional manner, as for example, through man
ual adjustment or by mechanical or electrical means of 
the types conventionally provided on modern day auto
mobiles. 

55 While preferred embodiments of the invention have 

8 

been illustrated and described, it will be understood that 
various changes and modifications may be made with
out departing from the scope of the invention which is 
defined by the appended claims. 
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Claims 

1. An electro-optically dimming rearview mirror for 
motor vehicles, said mirror comprising, in combina
tion, front and rear spaced elements, said front ele- 5 

ment and said rear element defining a chamber 
therebetween, said front element being transpar-
ent, the side of said front element confronting said 
rear element including transparent electrically con
ductive means, including combined electrically con- 10 

ductive light reflecting means, said chamber 
containing an electro-optic reversible variable trans
mittance medium in contact with said transparent 
electrically conductive material on said front ele
ment and said combined electrically conductive 15 

light reflecting means on said rear element, said 
combined electrically conductive light reflecting 
means on said rear element being effective to 
reflect light through said medium and through said 
front element when said light reaches said com- 20 

bined electrically conductive light reflecting means 
after passing through said medium and through 
said front element, said combined electrically con
ductive light reflecting means on said rear element 
having a lower electrical resistance per unit area 25 

than said transparent electrically conductive means 
on said front element. 

2. A mirror according to claim 1, wherein said trans
parent electrically conductive means on said front 30 

element comprises indium tin oxide. 

8. A mirror according to claim 7, wherein said layer of 
rhodium is on the side of said layer of chromium 
confronting said front element. 

9. A mirror according to claim 8, wherein said layer of 
chromium is greater in thickness than said layer of 
rhodium. 

10. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc
tive light reflecting means has an opening, and fur
ther comprising vacuum fluorescent display means 
visible through said front element and through the 
opening in said combined electrically conductive 
light reflecting means. 

11. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, including bezel means extending around 
the periphery of said front element. 

12. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, further comprising means for applying elec
trical potential to said transparent electrically con
ductive means on said front element and said 
combined electrically conductive light reflecting 
means on said rear element to cause variations in 
the light transmittance of said electro-optic medium. 

13. A mirror according to claim 12,wherein said means 
for applying electrical potential to said transparent 
electrically conductive means is automatic. 

14. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said front and rear spaced ele-

3. A mirror according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said 
combined electrically conductive light reflecting 
means on said rear element comprises chromium 
and rhodium. 

35 ments are made of glass. 

4. A mirror according to claim 1, 2 or 3, including indi
cia means visible through said front element. 

5. A mirror according to claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, wherein said 
transparent electrically conductive means on said 
front element includes colour suppressing means 
and a doped tin oxide in contact with said electro
optic medium. 

6. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc
tive light reflecting means on said rear element 
includes at least one high conductance base coat
ing over which is deposited at least one high reflect
ance coating. 

7. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc
tive light reflecting means on said rear element 
includes separate layers of chromium and rhodium. 

15. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc
tive light reflecting means has a plurality of layers. 

40 

16. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said reversibly variable transmit
tance medium is an electrochromic medium. 

45 17. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc
tive light reflectance means functions as a cathode. 

18. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
50 claims, wherein said transparent electrically con

ductive means on said front element includes multi
ple coatings, one of said coatings comprising 
indium tin oxide. 

55 19. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc
tive light reflecting means on said rear element 
includes coatings selected from the group consist
ing of rhodium, platinum, ruthenium, iridium, gold, 

9 
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stainless steel, silver, titanium, nickel-chromium 
and chromium. 

20. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, including resistance heater means adhered 5 

to the side of said rear element remote from said 
front element. 

21. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 
claims, wherein said transparent electrically con- 10 

ductive means on said front element includes a 
coating selected from the group consisting of fluo-
rine doped tin oxide and indium tin oxide. 

22. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 15 

claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc-
tive light reflecting means is disposed on the side of 
said rear element confronting said front element. 

23. A mirror according to claim 23, wherein said rear 20 

element also includes a conductive transparent 
coating on the other side than that confronting the 
front element. 

24. A mirror according to any one of the preceding 25 

claims, wherein said combined electrically conduc-
tive light reflecting means on said rear element 
includes a first high conductance coating selected 
from the group consisting of chromium, stainless 
steel, nickel-chromium, gold, silver and titanium, 30 

and alloys thereof, and a second high reflectance 
coating selected from the group consisting of rho
dium, ruthenium, iridium, platinum, chromium and 
stainless steel and alloys thereof. 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

10 

18 
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(54) Improved rearview mirror for motor vehicles 

(57) An improved low cost automatic rearview mir-
ror for automotive vehicles is provided, the mirror being 
capable of operating in harsh environments over wide 
variations in temperature, humidity, vibration, atmos
pheric corrosion, salt spray, electronic disturbances and 
sand and grit abrasion. In one embodiment of the inven
tion, an electro-optically dimming exterior rearview mir
ror for automotive vehicles. said mirror comprising, in 
combination, a front element (14) having an optically 
transparent inboard portion (148) and an outboard por-
tion (14A) projecting laterally outwardly from said if~ 

inboard portion, a rear element (18), said outboard por-
tion of said front element (14) and said rear element 
(18) each having reflective surfaces thereon, said 
inboard portion (148) of said front element and said rear 
element each having front and rear surfaces and defin-
ing a space (13) between said rear surface of said 
inboard portion and said front surface of said rear ele-
ment, and electro-optic medium (24) confined in said 
space (13) whereby light transmittance of said medium 
is variable upon the application of an electrical potential 
thereto, said front surface of said inboard portion (14B) 
of said front element having a predetermined radius of 
curvature, said outboard portion (14A) of said front ele-
ment having a front surface projecting laterally out-
wardly beyond said front surface of said rear element. 
Another embodiment of the invention provides improved 
signaling means. 
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Description 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

glare that is detected. As glare subsides, the mirror 
automatically returns to its normal high reflectance state 
without any action being required on the part of the 
driver of the vehicle. The electro-optic medium is dis-

This invention relates to rearview mirrors for motor 5 posed in a sealed chamber defined by a transparent 
front glass element, a peripheral edge seal, and a rear 
mirror element having a reflective layer, the electro-optic 
medium filling the chamber. Conductive layers are pro
vided on the inside of the front and rear glass elements, 

vehicles and, more particularly, to improved interior 
and/or exterior rearview mirrors for motor vehicles. 

Heretofore, various automatic rearview mirrors for 
motor vehicles have been devised which automatically 
change from the full reflectance mode (day) to the par
tial reflectance mode (night) for glare protection pur
poses from light emanating from the headlights of 
vehicles approaching from the rear. The electrochromic 
mirrors disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 4,902,108, issued 
February 20, 1990, for Single-Compartment, Self-Eras
ing, Solution-Phase Electrochromic Devices, Solutions 
for Use Therein, and Uses Thereof; U.S. Patent No. 
4,917,477, issued April 17, 1990, for Automatic Rear
view Mirror System for Automotive Vehicles; U.S. Patent 
No. 5,128,799, issued July 7, 1992, for Variable Reflect
ance Motor Vehicle Mirror; U.S. Patent No. 5,202,787, 
issued April 13, 1993, for Electro-Optic Device; U.S. 
Patent No. 5,280,380, issued January 18, 1994, for UV
Stabilized Compositions and Methods; and U.S. Patent 
No. 5,282,077, issued January 25, 1994, for Variable 
Reflectance Mirror, each of which patents is assigned to 
the assignee of the present invention and the disclo
sures of each of which are hereby incorporated herein 

10 the conductive layer on the front glass element being 
transparent while the conductive layer on the rear glass 
element may be either transparent or opaque, i.e., the 
conductive layer on the rear glass element may also 
function as the reflective layer for the rear glass ele-

15 ment, and the conductive layers on both the front glass 
element and the rear glass element are connected to 
electronic circuitry which is effective to electrically ener
gize the electro-optic medium to switch the mirror to 
nighttime, decreased reflectance modes when glare is 

20 detected and thereafter allow the mirror to return to the 
daytime, high reflectance mode when the glare sub
sides as described in detail in the aforementioned U.S. 
Patents. For clarity of description of such a structure. 
the front surface of the front glass element is sometimes 

25 referred to hereinafter as the first surface, and the inside 
surface of the front glass element is sometimes referred 
to as the second surface. The inside surface of the rear 
glass element is sometimes referred to as the third sur
face, and the back surface of the rear glass element is by reference, are typical of modem day automatic rear

view mirrors for motor vehicles. Such electrochromic 30 

mirrors may be utilized in a fully integrated inside/out
side rearview mirror system or as an inside or an out
side rearview mirror system. In general, in automatic 
rearview mirrors of the types disclosed in U.S. Patent 
Nos. 4,902,108; 4,917,477; 5,128,799; 5,202,787, 
5,280,380 and 5,282,077, both the inside and the out
side rearview mirrors are comprised of a relatively thin 
electro-optic medium sandwiched and sealed between 

sometimes referred to as the fourth surface. 

If desired, and as described in detail in the appli
cants' copending application entitled "Dimmable Rear
view Mirror for Motor Vehicles", which application is 
assigned to the assignee of the present invention, and 

35 the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by 
reference, a reflective layer may be provided on the 
inside (third surface) of the back glass of a dimming por
tion of the rearview mirror, which layer is comprised of a 
series of coatings, hereafter called the multilayer combi-two glass elements. In most cases when the electro

optic medium is electrically energized, it darkens and 
begins to absorb light, and the higher the voltage, the 
darker the mirror becomes. When the electrical voltage 

40 nation reflector/electrode, which also forms an integral 
electrode in contact with the electrochromic media. The 
other electrode on the inside (second) surface of the 
front glass is a transparent electrode which also con
tacts the electrochromic media inside the mirror ele-

is decreased to zero or removed, the mirror returns to its 
clear state. Also, in general, the electro-optic medium 
sandwiched and sealed between the two glass ele- 45 

ments is preferably comprised of solutions of electro
chromic compounds which function as the media of 
variable transmittance in the mirrors, although it should 
be understood that other electro-optic media may be uti
lized, including an approach wherein a tungsten oxide 50 

electrochromic layer is coated on one electrode with a 
solution containing at least another compound to pro
vide counter electrode reaction. When operated auto
matically, the rearview mirrors of the indicated character 
generally incorporate light-sensing electronic circuitry 55 

which is effective to change the mirrors to the dimmed 
reflectance modes when glare is detected, the sand
wiched electro-optic medium being activated and the 
mirror being dimmed in proportion to the amount of 

2 

ment. The series of coatings of the multilayer 
combination reflector/ electrode is comprised of at least 
a base coating which bonds to the glass surface tena
ciously and resists the corrosive action of the materials 
in the electrochromic media, and a reflective over coat-
ing which directly contacts the electrochromic media 
and which is chosen primarily for its high reflectance, 
stable behavior as an electrode, resistance to corrosion 
by the materials of the electrochromic media, resistance 
to atmospheric corrosion, resistance to electrical con
tact corrosion. the ability to adhere to the base coating, 
and ease of cleaning to an uncontaminated, high quality 
electrode surface. The series of coatings of the multi
layer combination reflector/electrode has one or more 
base coatings and one or more high reflectance over 
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coatings. The transparent coating is preferably fluorine 
doped tin oxide, tin doped indium oxide (ITO) or a series 
of metal oxide coatings with base coatings to suppress 
color and reflection followed by an electrically conduc
tive, transparent coating which contacts the electrochro
mic media directly. Where a series of transparent 
coatings is used, the materials are chosen for good 
bonding, resistance to corrosion by the materials of the 
electrochromic media, resistance to corrosion by the 
atmosphere, minimal reflectance, high light transmis
sion, neutral coloration and high electrical conductance. 
Also, to a considerable extent, it is possible to make the 
reflective electrode very high in electrical conductance 
to compensate in a synergistic fashion with a transpar
ent electrode that is lower in electrical conductance so 
the net result is an electrochromic mirror which darkens 
and clears acceptably fast and uniformly with excellent 
optical properties. 

This synergistic structure is applicable for both 
inside and outside rearview mirrors for motor vehicles. 
When the multilayer combination reflector/electrode is 
used in any mirror, it has the inherent advantage of 
reducing double images, distortion, and multiple images 
from raindrops, dust. etc.. while providing excellent 
speed of reflectance change, good high end reflect
ance, good uniformity of reflectance change across the 
surface area of the mirror, neutral color, continually var
iable reflectance and a low end reflectance low enough 
to relieve strong glare. The reduction in double images 
and distortion is particularly useful in the case of dim
mable mirrors which use glass that is bent but may have 
slight variations in radius of curvature or slight ripple or 
warp that result in slight imperfections in matching two 
pieces of bent glass required to make, for example, a 
convex electrochromic mirror. 

Heretofore, non-automatically dimming aspheric 
exterior rearview mirrors have been provided which 
increase the field of view of the driver of a vehicle and 
virtually eliminate the well-known blind spots of conven
tional flat glass and/or curved glass exterior mirrors. In 
general, aspheric mirrors are made by using multiple 
radii of curvature or by combining several types of cur
vature, i.e., a main flat area (infinite radius of curvature) 
or a main curved area with a constant radius of curva
ture similar to the convex mirrors that are currently in 
common use on passenger side exterior mirrors in the 
United States, together with an aspheric area which is 
disposed on the outboard portion of the mirror. It is the 
high curvature in the aspheric area that yields a greatly 
expanded field of view which, in general, may be nearly 
double that of convex mirrors and nearly triple that of 
flat-surface mirrors. Aspheric mirrors thus tend to elimi
nate the conventional so-called blind spots, thereby 
enabling the drivers of the vehicles to see adjacent 
lanes in the road and to change lanes without failing to 
observe other vehicles, such as automobiles, motorcy
cles and bicycles, traveling in adjacent lanes. However, 
serious cost and technical problems arise when efforts 
are made to construct an automatically dimming 

aspheric outside rearview mirror with a reflective layer 
on the back (fourth) surface of the rear glass element, 
because it is generally necessary to very closely match 
the curvature of two glass elements of complex curva-

5 ture, sometimes referred to as "matched-twins" in the 
industry. Mismatched glass elements can cause double 
images, and at the present time, it is questionable 
whether automatically dimming, double image-free 
aspherical mirrors having a reflective layer on the fourth 

10 surface of the mirror element can be commercially man
ufactured from a practical and/or economical stand
point. However, unexpected and surprisingly good 
results are obtained when a multilayer combination 
reflector/electrode is utilized on the inside (third surface) 

15 of an aspheric portion of a dimmable rearview mirror 
constructed in accordance with the present invention. 

Heretofore, the benefits of including a turn signal or 
other signal, such as a brake signal, in each of the out
side mirrors of an automotive vehicle have been recog-

20 nized. U.S. Patent No. 5,014,167, issued May 7, 1991, 
for Visual Signaling Apparatus, and U.S. Patent No. 
5,207,492, issued May 4, 1993, for Mirror Assembly 
describe such mirrors where signal indicators are 
located behind the mirror surface. Through the use of 

25 dichroic reflectors, special light sources, and directional 
louver means these signals, such as turn signals, can 
be hidden from the view of the vehicle operator so that 
the signals do not cause a vision nuisance while still 
being visible to following vehicles or to the passing vehi-

30 cles on either side. The benefit is that vehicles located 
in the blind spots, yet too far forward to see conventional 
rear turn signals. receive forewarnings that a vehicle is 
about to turn. These mirrors have come to be known as 
"signal mirrors" in the industry. Heretofore, signal mir-

35 rors have not been particularly successful commercially 
due to cost, technical problems, and the inherent diffi
culty of combining this feature with automatic dimming 
mirrors. 

An aim of the present invention is to overcome the 
40 serious cost and technical problems encountered in 

efforts to very closely match the complex curvatures of 
multiple glass plates for use in an automatically dim
ming aspheric outside rearview mirror of the indicated 
character, and to provide an improved automatically 

45 partially dimming aspheric outside rearview mirror 
incorporating improved means which enables the mirror 
to be commercially and economically manufactured and 
assembled from a practical standpoint. 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide 
50 an improved dimmable rearview mirror which increases 

the safety of night driving. 
Another aim of the present invention is to provide 

an improved aspheric outside rearview mirror for motor 
vehicles in which an inboard portion of the mirror can be 

55 varied from its high reflectance mode to partial or lower 
reflectance modes for glare protection purposes while 
an outboard portion of the mirror remains in the high 
reflectance mode at all times so as to provide a potential 
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danger/warning signal if another vehicle is nearby in 
adjacent lanes even under glare-producing conditions. 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide 
an improved dimmable rearview mirror for motor vehi
cles which provides a greater field of view than conven
tional flat or convex dimming outside rearview mirrors. 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide 
an improved electro-optic, dimmable rearview mirror for 
motor vehicles, which mirror is relatively economical to 
manufacture and assemble, durable, efficient and relia
ble in operation. 

Another aim of the present invention is to provide 
improved signaling means in conjunction with an 
improved outside rearview mirror for motor vehicles. 

Still another aim of the present invention is to pro
vide improved signaling means at the outboard section 
of a partially dimming mirror whereby technical difficul
ties are eliminated and costs are reduced. 

5 

FIG. 8 is a schematic simplified side elevational 
view of still another embodiment of the invention; 
and 

FIG. 9 is a schematic simplified top plan view of yet 
another embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In general, in inside and outside rearview mirrors 
10 embodying the present invention, at least a portion of 

the rearview mirror assembly may be comprised of a 
relatively thin layer of an electro-optic medium sealed 
between two glass elements. When the electro-optic 
medium is electrically energized, it darkens and begins 

15 to absorb light, and the higher the voltage, the darker 
the mirror becomes. When the electrical voltage is 
decreased to zero or is removed, the electro-optic 
medium returns to its clear state. Rearview mirrors 

Yet another aim of the present invention is to pro
vide an improved dimmable rearview mirror for motor 20 

vehicles in which double images, distortion and multiple 
images from raindrops are reduced and wherein excel-

embodying the present invention may, for example, 
incorporate light-sensing electronic circuitry of the type 
illustrated and described in the aforementioned U.S. 
Patent No. 4,917,477. Also, the components of mirrors 
embodying the present invention may be of the types 
disclosed in the aforementioned U.S. Patent Nos. 

lent speed of reflectance change, good high end reflect
ance, good uniformity of reflectance change across the 
surface area of the mirror, neutral color, continually var- 25 

iable reflectance and good low end reflectance are 
obtained. 

4,902, 108; 5,128,799; 5,202,787; 5,280,380 and 
5,282,077, as well as in U.S. Patent No. 5,014,167, 
issued May 7, 1991, for Visual Signaling Apparatus, and 
U.S. Patent No. 5,207,492, issued May 4, 1993, for Mir
ror Assembly. It should be understood, however, that 

The above features and advantages of the present 
invention will be further described hereinafter in the fol
lowing description of exemplary embodiments and the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view schematically illus
trating an inside/outside rearview mirror system for 
motor vehicles, the system including a dimmable 
inside rearview mirror together with two dimmable 
outside rearview mirrors which embody the present 
invention and all of which are adapted to be 
installed on a motor vehicle in a conventional man-

30 other types of electronic circuitry and other types of 
electro-optic media and other components may be uti
lized in mirrors embodying the present invention. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, an 
aspheric outside rearview mirror is provided wherein a 

35 large flat area and/or a large radius of curvature convex 
area of the mirror automatically dims, but the aspheric 
portion of the mirror does not. A key aspect of such 
embodiment of the invention resides in the fact that the 

ner whereby the mirrors face the rear of the vehicle 40 

and can be viewed by the driver of the vehicle to 
provide a rearward view to the driver; 

front glass element is formed in one continuous piece 
that includes an inboard main body portion that is sub
stantially flat, or slightly curved, and an outboard 
aspherical portion which is formed integrally with the 
main body portion and projects laterally outwardly 
therefrom. In its most practical form, the outside mirror 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged simplified sectional view of 
the inside rearview mirror illustrated in FIG. 1, taken 
on the line 2-2 thereof; 
FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the left electro-optic, 
aspheric, partially dimmable outside rearview mir-
ror illustrated in FIG. 1 ; 
FIG. 4 is a front elevational view of the mirror illus
trated in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a simplified top plan view of the mirror 
illustrated in FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a simplified side elevational view of the 
right side of the mirror as viewed in FIG. 4, showing 
the electro-optic structure. 
FIG. 7 is a schematic simplified side elevational 
view of another embodiment of the invention; 

45 has a large radius of curvature, spherical, convex 
inboard portion, integrally joined to an outboard aspher
ical portion, it being understood, however. that the dim
ming inboard portion could be of flat or other 
configuration, and that the aspherical portion could be 

50 of cylindrical or spherical configuration or could be 
formed with multiple radii of curvature or other configu-
rations. 

Referring to the drawings, an electro-optic 
inside/outside mirror assembly, generally designated 9, 

55 embodying the present invention is depicted in FIGS. 1 
through 6. Since some of the layers of each of the mir
rors in the assembly 9 are very thin, the scale has been 
distorted for pictorial clarity. As shown in the drawings, 
the mirror assembly 9 includes an inside mirror 10 and 
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outside mirrors 11 and 12. For clarity, in the drawings, 
like numbers identify components of the inside and out
side mirrors which may be slightly different in configura
tion but which function in substantially the same manner 
and obtain the same results as similarly numbered com
ponents. For example, the shape of the front glass ele
ment of the left outside mirror is the reverse of the shape 
of the right outside mirror, and the front glass element of 
the inside mirror is generally longer and narrower than 
the front glass elements of the outside mirrors. In the 
embodiment of the illustrated, each of the mirrors 10, 11 
and 12 includes a sealed chamber 13, defined by a front 
glass element 14, an edge seal 16, and a rear glass ele
ment 18, having reflective and electrically conductive 
metal layers 20 and 22, respectively. An electro-optic 
medium 24 having the desired electro-optic properties 
fills the chamber 13, and a transparent electrically con
ductive layer such as a fluorine-doped tin oxide conduc-

5 

electro-optic medium for achieving variable reflectance 
could be other solution-phase electrochromics, solid 
electrochromics, a combination of the two in the form of 
a hybrid, or any of the above in a polymerized matrix. A 
liquid crystal, dipolar suspension or other electro-optic 
medium could also be utilized in mirrors embodying the 
present invention. 

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated, the 
reflective surface on the inside of the rear glass 18 may 

1 o be comprised of a series of coatings, hereinafter termed 
the multilayer combination reflector/electrode, which 
serves as a mirror reflectance layer and also forms an 
integral electrode in contact with the electrochromic 
media. The other electrode on the inside surface of the 

15 front glass 14 is the transparent electrode 26 which also 
contacts the electrochromic media inside the mirror ele
ment. The series of multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode coatings is comprised first of a base 

tive layer 26 is carried by the front element 14. The 
electrically conductive layers are connected to an elec- 20 

trical circuit as will be described hereinafter in greater 
detail. If desired, a color suppression coating or coat
ings, such as 28, may be disposed between the conduc-

coating which bonds to the glass surface tenaciously 
and resists the corrosive action of the materials in the 
electrochromic media. The base coating is preferably 
chromium, but alternatively may be stainless steel, 
nickel-chromium, titanium, gold, silver, or any material 

tive layer 26 and the adjacent rear surface of the front 
element 14. Light rays enter through the front glass ele- 25 

ment 14, the color suppression coating(s) 28, the trans
parent conductive layer 26 and the electro-optic 
medium 24 before being reflected from the electrically 
conductive and reflective layer 22 (or layers 20 and 22 if 
layer 22 is extremely thin) provided on the rear glass 30 

element 18. The reflected rays exit by the same general 
path traversed in the reverse direction. In electrochro-
mic media both the entering rays and the reflected rays 
are attenuated in proportion to the degree to which the 
electro-optic medium 24 is light-absorbing while in other 35 

electro-optic media the light rays may, in some cases, 
only be attenuated in one direction. When the electro
optic medium 24 is electrochromic and highly light 
absorbing, the intensity of the exiting rays is diminished, 
the dim image remaining mainly being from light rays 40 

which are reflected off of the front surface of the front 
glass element 14 and the interface between the front 
glass element 14 and the coatings 28 and/or 26. Thus, 
the basic structural elements of the electro-optic portion 

or series of coatings which accomplish the objectives 
above stated. The thickness of the base coating is typi
cally 1 00 to 1500 angstroms and is more typically 200 to 
800 angstroms. The final reflective coating which 
directly contacts the electrochromic media is chosen 
primarily for its high reflectance, resistance to attack by 
the electrochromic media, resistance to atmospheric 
corrosion, resistance to electrical contact corrosion, and 
the ability to adhere to the base coating. The preferred 
material for the reflective coating is rhodium which has 
excellent hardness, excellent reflectance and excellent 
conductance, but it should be understood that it is alter
natively possible to choose from a group of metals and 
their alloys such as, but not limited to, platinum, ruthe
nium, iridium, and stainless steel or multiple layers 
including combinations thereof. The thickness of the 
reflective over coating is typically 100 to 1000 ang
stroms and is more typically 100 to 600 angstroms. The 
series of coatings of this multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode has one or more base coating(s) which 
generally provide high conductance and one or more 

of each of the mirrors includes two electrode-bearing 
sides or walls 14 and 18, a spacing or separating seal 
16, which spaces apart and holds the walls in substan
tially parallel relationship in an assembled device, and 
which surrounds a volume which in an assembled 
device is defined by the inside surfaces of electrode lay
ers on the electrode-bearing walls as well as the circum
ferential inside walls 30 of the sealing member 16. The 
volume of the chamber 13 is preferably filled through a 
sealable fill port 32 with any of the electro-optic media 
disclosed in this or the aforementioned patents which 
have reversibly variable transmittance in the operation 
of the device, the medium in the chamber 13 being in 
contact with both electrode layers 22 and 26 during 
operation of the mirror. It will be understood that the 

45 over coatings which provide additional conductance and 
high reflectance. By way of example the sheet resist
ance of the multilayer combination reflector/electrode 
may be approximately 1 to 1 O ohms per square. 

The transparent coating 26 is preferably made of 
50 fluorine doped tin oxide or ITO or alternately a series of 

coatings with a base coating(s) to suppress color and 
reflection followed by a conductive transparent coating 
which contacts the electrochromic media directly. 
Where a series of transparent coatings is used, the 

55 materials are chosen for good bonding, good resistance 
to corrosion by the materials in the electrochromic 
media, good resistance to corrosion by the atmosphere, 
minimal reflectance, high light transmission, neutral col
oration and high electrical conductance. Suitable types 
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of low cost transparent electrode coated glass sub
strates are ''TEK 20" or "TEK 15" coated glass manufac
tured by Libbey Owens-Ford of Toledo, Ohio, but other 
suitable coatings are ITO or extremely thin metal layers 
which may alternatively function as the transparent 5 

electrode. 

EXAMPLE 1 

A multilayer combination reflector/electrode was 
prepared by sequentially depositing approximately 300 
angstroms of titanium, approximately 200 angstroms of 
gold and approximately 200 angstroms of platinum on 
the 6.6 cm by 14.4 cm surface of a 0.2 cm thick sheet of 
soda lime float glass. The deposition was accomplished 
by rotating the glass sheet past three separate metal 

Transparent electrode materials are inherently lim-
ited in the balance of properties and cost. Low sheet 
resistance transparent coatings with a sheet resistance 
below approximately 1 O ohms per square tend to have 
low transmission and other attendant shortcomings 
including possible haziness, coloration, non-uniformity 
of coating thickness and high cost. This makes a low 
sheet resistance transparent coating less practical for 
electrochromic mirrors. To a considerable extent, it is 
possible to make the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode low in electrical resistance to compensate 
in a synergistic fashion with a transparent electrode that 
is higher in electrical resistance so the net result is an 
electrochromic mirror which darkens and clears accept
ably fast and uniformly over its surface area, with excel-
lent optical properties. 

To demonstrate the surprising nature of the syn
ergy, electrochromic mirrors have been constructed with 

10 targets in a magnetron sputtering system with a base 
pressure of a 3 x 1 0-6 ton and an argon pressure of 2 x 
10-3 torr. The first surface, CIE curve white light reflect
ance from the multilayer combination reflector/electrode 
with the platinum surface in contact with air, measured 

15 according to the procedure of SAE J964, was 71.9 per
cent and the sheet resistance of the metal layer stack 
was 3.2 ohms per square. 

This multilayer combination reflector/electrode 
coated glass was used as the rear element of an elec-

20 trochromic mirror device. The front element was a sheet 
of TEK 20 transparent conductor coated glass of the 
same size as the rear element. The sheet resistance of 
the transparent conductor was approximately 20 ohms 

a multilayer combination reflector/electrode of about 3 25 

and of about 7 ohms per square sheet resistance with a 
front transparent electrode of about 18 to 22 ohms per 
square or higher which show remarkably good results 

per square. The two elements were bonded together by 
an epoxy perimeter seal with the transparent conductor 
electrode and multilayer combination reflector/electrode 
offset from, substantially parcel to and facing each other 
as shown in Figure 2. The spacing between the elec
trodes was about 0.014 cm. The device was vacuum 

30 filled through a small gap left in the perimeter seal with 
a solution made up of: 

for speed and uniformity of coloration and clearing. 
Electrochromic mirrors with reflectors on the front sur
face of the rear element have been previously 
described, but the use of multilayer coatings that com
bine to provide high reflectance, good adhesion to 
glass, low sheet resistance and ease of cleaning for 
electrochromic mirrors, especially in combination with a 35 

low cost high resistance transparent coating, is pre
ferred. Thus, if desired, mirrors embodying the present 
invention may use a high electrical conductance multi
layer combination reflector/electrode on the third sur
face, with a lower electrical conductance transparent 40 

front electrode on the second surface to achieve a cost 
effective, high performance, electrochromic mirror. This 
synergistic structure has the inherent advantage of 
reducing double images, distortion, and multiple images 
from raindrops, (particularly with convex or spherically 
curved mirrors), while providing excellent speed of 
reflectance change, good high end reflectance, good 
uniformity of reflectance change over the area of the 
device, neutral color and a low end reflectance, low 
enough to relieve strong glare. 

The following are examples of components that 
have been found to be suitable for use in rearview mir
rors embodying the present invention, it being under
stood that other components may also be used in 
rearview mirrors embodying the present invention. 

0.034 molar 5, 10-dihydro-5, 10-dimethylphena-
zine 

0.034 molar 1, 1 '-di(phenyl propyl)-4,4'-bipyridin
ium difluoroborate 

0.5 molar ethyl-2-cyano-3,3-diphenylacrylate 
in a solution of 3 wt% Elvacite™ 2041 polymeth

ylmethacrylate resin dissolved in propylene carbonate. 
The small gap was plugged with a UV cure adhe-

sive which was cured by exposure to UV light. 
The reflectance of the device, (measured as before 

for the rear element), with no voltage applied was 56 
percent and with 1.2 volts applied the reflectance 
decreased over a period of 5 seconds to 10 percent and 

45 within 10 seconds to 7.5 percent. On short circuiting the 
device, the reflectance increased over a period of 15 
seconds back to 56 percent. 

EXAMPLE 2 
50 

Other than as specifically mentioned, the conditions 
of Example 1 were used in this example. A multilayer 
combination reflector/electrode was prepared by 
sequentially depositing approximately 300 angstroms of 

55 chromium, approximately 500 angstroms of silver and 
approximately 300 angstroms of platinum at a base 
pressure of 3.7 x 10-6 torr and an argon pressure of 8 x 
10-3 torr. The first surface reflectance was 73.3 percent 
and the sheet resistance was 0.1 ohms per square. 
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When an electrochromic mirror device was fabri
cated with this multilayer combination reflector/elec
trode, the device had a high end reflectance of 57.0 
percent, a low end reflectance of 6.5 percent and 
changed from 57.0 percent to 10.0 percent reflectance 5 

in 2.0 seconds with the application of 1.2 volts. 

coating was on the concave side. Mirror devices were 
made by sealing nearly all the way around the perimeter 
of the glass pieces with an epoxy seal containing glass 
bead spacers which provided for a 0.015 cm spacing 
between the TEK 20 transparent, tin oxide electrode 
and the multilayer combination reflector/electrode. The 
spacing between the electrode surfaces was filled with a 
solution made up of: EXAMPLE 3 

Other than as specifically mentioned, the conditions 
of Example 1 were used in this example. A multilayer 
combination reflector/electrode was prepared by 
sequentially depositing approximately 600 angstroms of 
chromium and approximately 300 angstroms of plati
num. The base pressure of 2.1 x 1 o-6 torr and the argon 
pressure of 8 x 1 o-3 torr. The first surface reflectance 
was 73.8 percent and the sheet resistance was 3.2 
ohms per square. 

0.028 molar 5, 10-dihydro-5, 10-dimethylphena-
10 zine 

15 

0.034 molar 1, 1 '-di(phenylpropyl)-4,4'-bipyridin
ium difluoroborate 

0.030 molar 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-ben
zotriazole 

in a solution of 3 wt% Elvacite™ 2041 polymeth
ylmethacrylate resin dissolved in propylene carbonate. 

When an electrochromic mirror device was fabri
cated with this multilayer combination reflector/elec- 20 

trode, the device had a high end reflectance of 58.0 
percent, a low end reflectance of 7.0 percent and 
changed from 58.0 percent to 1 a.a percent reflectance 

The small gap in the perimeter seal was plugged 
with a UV cure adhesive which was cured by exposure 
to UV light. 

The high end reflectance of the mirrors was approx-
imately 45 percent and the low end reflectance was 
approximately 7 percent. The mirrors changed reflect
ance from 45 percent to 15 percent reflectance in about 
5 seconds and provided excellent glare relief when in 2.7 seconds with the application of 1.2 volts. 

EXAMPLE4 

A multilayer combination reflector/electrode was 
prepared by the sequential deposition of approximately 
600 angstroms of chromium and approximately 100 
angstroms of 316 stainless steel on the 19 cm by 66 cm 
surface of a 0.2 cm thick sheet of flat soda lime float 
glass and on the convex side of a 22 cm diameter circle 
of glass which had been press bent to a uniform spher
ical curvature with a radius of curvature of 140 cm. The 
glass which was bent was TEK 20 tin oxide coated glass 
manufactured by Libbey Owens-Ford of Toledo, Ohio, 
and the tin oxide coating was on the concave side after 
the glass was bent. The deposition was accomplished 
in a large in-line sputtering system. The first surface 
reflectance from the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode coatings was about 58 percent and the 
sheet resistance was about 7 ohms per square. 

The flat and the bent glass sheets were cut into mir
ror shapes which were approximately 10 cm high and 
16 cm wide. These were used as the rear elements of 
dimmable mirrors for the outside of an automobile as 
described below. As compared to glass coated only with 
chromium metal, these pieces of the multilayer combi
nation reflector/electrode coated glass were dramati
cally easier to clean to a condition in which they 
behaved as uniform high quality electrodes without 
poorly coloring spots and blemishes in the final electro
chromic dimmable mirror devices. 

The flat and convex pieces of multilayer combina
tion reflector/electrode coated glass were matched with 
mirror-shaped pieces of TEK 20 coated pieces of flat 
and convex coated glass respectively. The front element 
convex mirror glass was also bent such that the tin oxide 

25 dimmed to the appropriate reflectance level during 
nighttime driving. 

EXAMPLE 5 

30 Every aspect of Example 4 was repeated with the 
exception that the multilayer combination reflector/elec
trode was prepared by the sequential deposition of 
approximately 400 angstroms of chromium and approx
imately 200 angstroms of rhodium. The first surface 

35 reflectance from the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode was about 70 percent and the sheet resist
ance was about 7 ohms per square. 

The flat and convex dimmable mirror devices pre
pared with this multilayer combination reflector/elec-

40 trode according to the procedure of Example 4 had a 
high end reflectance of about 55 percent and a low end 
reflectance of about 7 percent with a speed of reflect
ance change similar to the mirrors of Example 4. 

An automobile equipped with an automatic inside 
45 electrochromic mirror, one of the above flat mirrors as 

the driver's side outside mirror and one of the above 
convex mirrors as the passenger side outside mirror 
allowed the automobile operator to drive at night with 
essentially complete protection from glare from the 

50 headlamps of following vehicles. 
It has been observed that chromium coatings alone 

can be difficult to clean during assembly of the entire 
mirror, resulting in a finished mirror that may exhibit con
tamination spots and areas of slower darkening and 

55 clearing. The use of a high reflectance material, such as 
rhodium alone, can be very costly at thicknesses that 
provide low sheet resistance, but coated over the 
above-mentioned base coating(s) such as chromium 
results in a rear glass element which is easily cleaned 
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electrochromic media and the offset area where electri
cal contact is made, whereas with the reflector on the 
back of the rear glass surtace, a number of other difficult 
environmental factors must be dealt with for the reflector 
to survive during the life of the minor especially on the 
exterior of a motor vehicle. 

Speed of coloring, good high end reflectance (typi
cally greater than 50% for exterior mirrors and greater 
than 60% for interior minors) and low cost are important 

prior to assembly, resulting in a finished mirror that is 
more optically pertect and free of contamination and 
darkening defects. Chromium or stainless steel alone 
also have the problem that the high end reflectance of 
the finished mirror is too low considering the attendant 5 

losses of light from the transparent coated front sub
strate and electrochromic media. A problem with stain
less alone and to a lesser extent chromium alone is 
poor electrical contact stability to the conventional 
spring clip type buss bars or other electrical contact 
means. 

10 requirements for dimmable minors, and the above 
described construction provides a minor meeting such 
requirements. Thus, it is possible to use comparatively 
low cost practical electrode coatings to make a surpris
ingly high pertormance mirror. Highly conducting trans-

The use of an inert high reflectance coating also 
makes attachment of spring clip type buss bars or other 
contact attachments more stable and trouble free, since 
non-conductive compounds and oxides do not form as 
readily under pressure contact areas. The result of low 
stability electrical contact is a mirror which loses its uni
formity of coloration and its range and speed of colora
tion and clearing over the long life required in the motor 
vehicle industry. 

There is thus provided a robust, low cost, dimmable 
rearview mirror for automotive vehicles, which mirror is 
capable of operating in harsh environments over wide 
variations in temperature. humidity, vibration, atmos
pheric corrosion, salt spray, electronic disturbances and 
sand and grit abrasion, and which mirror is resistant to 
damage from vehicle crashes and owner abuse. An 
additional benefit from sealing the main area of the mir-
ror reflector inside the dimmable mirror element is long 
life of the reflector in the motor vehicle environment. 

It is common with outside dimmable mirrors to 
adhere a resistance heater to the fourth surface reflec
tive structure at the back of the rear glass substrate. 
This heater and its associated adhesive can cause 
incompatibility and field problems if conventional reflec
tive material, such as silver, is on the back side of the 
back glass substrate. It is also common practice to 
adhesively bond the electrochromic mirror assembly to 
a plastic backing plate often called the glass case. Nor
mal temperature variations experienced by this assem
bly can cause large forces to be exerted on a reflector 
structure on the back or fourth surface due to the ther
mal expansion mismatch of the materials involved. The 
adhesives used can also lead to chemical attack and 
degradation of the fourth surtace reflector. Such prob
lems are avoided when the reflector is located inside the 
device, and the heater is adhered directly to the glass 
(fourth surface) of the rear glass element or to the tin 
oxide coating such as TEK 20 or TEK 15 layer which 
may optionally be on the fourth surface. 

Heretofore, problems have been encountered with 
a conventional silver reflector on the back surface of the 
rear glass, such problems being known as silver spoil
age and silver lift, and are avoided with the multilayer 
combination reflector/ electrode inside the mirror ele
ment and protected by the rear glass. With the multi
layer combination reflector/electrode located inside the 
mirror element, the environmental factors are limited to 
those that result from contact with the materials of the 

15 parent coatings are either nondurable, low in 
transmissivity and/or very high in cost. For this reason it 
is desirable to use comparatively low cost durable trans
parent coatings which have the inherent disadvantage 
that their conductance is lower than that of expensive 

20 coatings. Metals, on the other hand, have high conduct
ance which can be used to great advantage. Electro
chromic minors with reflector/electrodes involving a 
single metal layer on the front suriace of the rear ele
ment have been previously described. However. the 

25 concept of creating a dimmable minor where the electri
cal conductance of tile transparent electrode at the sec
ond surface of the mirror element is purposely made 
much lower than the multilayer combination reflec
tor/electrode conductance at the third surface of the mir-

30 ror element is preferred. This intentional mismatch of 
conductance in a symbiotic relationship using practical 
low cost coatings provides a structure of significant 
commercial potential, i.e. the conductance of the trans
parent electrode is substantially lower than that of the 

35 multilayer combination reflector/electrode, and the mul
tilayer combination reflector/electrode is comprised of 
two or more coatings. The first coating on the rear glass 
is preferably the low cost, high conductance base metal 
such as chromium. The final coating on the multilayer 

40 combination reflector/electrode is the thin, high reflect
ance metal such as rhodium for the purpose of provid
ing high reflectance and high stability in use as an 
electrode for the electrochromic device. The coating(s) 
on the back surface of the front element may include 

45 one or more color suppression coatings followed by flu
orine doped tin oxide, but it must be understood that any 
transparent coating having the required properties 
which is substantially lower in conductance than the 
coatings on the front surtace of the rear element would 

50 be suitable. This concept may be incorporated in both 
inside and outside electrochromic mirrors which may 
incorporate ambient and glare light sensors, the glare 
light sensor being positioned either behind the mirror 
glass and looking through a section of the mirror with 

55 the reflective material removed, or partially removed, or 
the glare light sensor can be positioned outside the 
reflective surtaces. In the alternative, areas of the elec
trode and reflector, such as 45 and 46, respectively, 
may be removed, or partially removed in, for example, a 
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